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Abstract 

The Guaternalan negotiations for peace between the guerrillas of the Guatemalan 

National Revolutionary Unity (URNG) and successive civilian govemments came to an 

end on December 29, 1996. The 13 separate Peace Accords that resultecl from that 

process have already been the subject of much debate in and outside Guatemala, Instead 

of just praising or criticizing the contents of the Peace Accords, however, this thesis sets 

out to examine the cultural and political process that brought the Accords into existence. 

Using the work of political philosophers such as Jürgen Habermas and Alasdair 

MacIntyre, this thesis interprets the Peace Process as resulting fiom at least half a century 

of social differentiation, rationakation of everyday life, and linguistification of conflict 

resolution. This thesis illustrates this complex process of "rnodemization" through an 

examination of various ethnic cornmunities and segments of the social structure that 

cliaracterize Guatemalan society. This thesis emphasizes how profound processes of 

cultural and political change c m  be conceptualized as a dynamic and ofien violent 

transition to modernity. To illustrate this argument this thesis offers a historical narrative 

of the modern history of GuatemaIa, from 1954 to the present, as this narrative becornes 

evident in the development and deployment of successive foms  of cultural and political 

language, fiom the language of revohtion to the language of hurnan rights. These 

languages have played a crucial role in terms of what people are capable of articulating 

through their discourses and practices and the struggies over the rneaning of identity, 

comrnunity, the good life, justice, nationality, and democracy that people have waged 



over the past fi* years. Thus, this thesis interprets the Peace Process, and the role of 

individuais and new social movements that constituted themselves as a civil society, as 

responding to a democratic logic with roots that transcends the development and nature 

of the politico-military conflict. This thesis concludes that the iogic of democratization 

that became manifest during the peace process is normatively comected with a broader 

struggle for modemis. and a dernocratic constitutional state. 
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Introduction 

On December 29, 1996 the Govemment of Guatemala and the guerrillas of the 

Guaterndan National Revolutionary Unity (URNG) concluded more than five years of 

difficult, tense, and often interrupted, negotiations. The Peace Accords that resulted fiorn 

the peace process consist of 13 separate agreements negotiated between 199 1 and 1996. 

Judged by their normative content, the Peace Accords represent something like a new 

democratic contract for Guatemala. However, judged by the political process that brought 

these accords into existence, they represent certain continuity with the Guatemalan 

cultural and political tradition. Yet, the significance of the Peace Accords is such that, 

despite the problems of legitimacy that beset the negotiating process, they still represent 

the closest Guatemalans have ever corne to date to giving themseives a universaily 

cornpelling, but by no means complete or flawless, human rights and democratic contract. 

How c m  we interpret the Peace Accords? CVhat is the historical background that 

led to tlieir making? What is the normative frarnework within which the negotiations took 

place? And what is the philosophical and historical significance of the Peace Accords in 

the context of modem Guatemala? These are some of the central questions guiding the 

present work. In order to answer these questions, the present thesis draws from and 

engages with current debates in contemporary political philosophy. For example, the 

question of how cultural and political identities are formed, reproduced, and changed in 

the context of increasingly differentiated and complex forms of community and society is 



not only one of the central concerns of this thesis, but it is also is at the foreikont of 

contemporary debates in political philosophy. In fact, these questions have received a 

great ded of attention from both cornmunitarian philosophers like Alasdair MacIntyre, 

Charles Taylor, and Michael Sandel and universalist philosophers like Jürgen Habermas 

and John ~awls . '  In this introduction, then, I sketch out the most fûndarnental conceptual 

frameworks within which two o f  the most important philosophers in this debate, 

Machtyre and Habermas, address fundamental ethical and moral questions and a 

preliminary position I take with respect to them. Although not always explicitly alluded 

to or directly cited throughout this thesis, it is nonetheless fiom within these conceptual 

frarneworks and debates that 1 undertaise my interpretation of the Guatemalan transition 

to modernity and of the Peace Accords as an unprecedented stepping Stone towards the 

institutionalization of human rights and democratic practices. 

1) Theore fical Issues 

In contemporary political philosophy, the question of cultural and political 

identity has been addressed fiom at least two very significant traditions. On the one hand, 

following the Aristotelian-Hegelian tradition, Alasdair MacIntyre understands the link 

between identity and ethics as fundarnentally expressing processes of self-realization 

within particular forms of ethical life or particular forms of searching for the "good life." 

On the other hand, following the Kantian-Western Marxist tradition, Jürgen Habermas 

understands the link between identity and morality as issuing fiom the structural 

differentiation of concrete historical lifeworlds, the subsequent emergence of "post- 



traditionai" forms of ident i~ ,  and the contingent development of differentiated discourses 

articulated in the public sphere and oriented tc fundamental moral questions. 

A) Neo-Aristotelianism and the Search for the Good Life 

The political philosophy of MacIntyre starts the investigation of identity with the 

general argument that no matter where we live or at what point in histoncal time we live, 

we cannot live beyond "virtue."' Although modernity partitions each hurnan life into a 

variety of segments, sometimes with their own noms and behaviors, a partition that has 

been domesticated philosophicalIy in the school of analytical philosophy as well as 

various sociological currents including systems theory, the theory of post-industrial 

society of Ralf Dahrendorf, and the theory of performative self of Goffman, the idea of 

the unity of a human life finds its anchoring in the persistence of cultural forms in which 

tradition remains a central organizing institution. 

Maclntyre argues from the vantage point of "taken-for-granted" insights into 

human action and selfhood. According to these insights, then, it is quite natural to think 

of the self in a narrative mode. This means that each activity we perform is the result of 

intentions. at Ieast "primary intentions," that form part of particular social settings - 

institutions, practices, etc. - with a history of their own and a network of meanings that 

make the actions of an agent intelligible for the agent and for others within that setting. 

For example, how do we understand the apparently simple activity of "gardening" if we 

do not know whether or not the subject involved in this activity intends to exercise, 

prepare for winter, please another person, or simply grow vegetables or cultivate flowers. 

We also do not know whedier the subject would cease to garden if one or more of these 
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intentions were to change or if others were to be added. But if someoneys "primary 

intention" is to prepare the garden for the winter and oniy incidentally please another 

person and also exercise, then there is one type of behavior that cm be explained in 

reference to a larger setting, namely, the social setting of the annual agriculturd cycle. 

However, if the primary intention of the agent is to please another subject by cultivating 

flowers and grow muscles along the way, then we have quite a different type of behavior 

and we have to look elsewhere for understanding and explanation. Therefore, to 

understand and explain the activity of gardening "we need to know both what certain of 

his beliefs are and which of them are causally effective; and, that is to Say, we need to 

know whether certain contrary-to-fact hypothetical staternents are tme or false. And until 

we know this, we shall not know how to characterize what the agent is doing" (A V: 207). 

The same c m  be  said for practices organized along temporal lines such as the activity of 

w-riting this chapter, which is part of the larger activity of finishing a degree in order to 

eventually get a job and so on. According to MacIntyre, d l  these activities are best 

understood in terms of narrative histories. 

The understanding of action in MacIntyre9s neo-Aristotelian terms requires not 

the understanding of isolated actions, but that of "intelligible" ones. Intelligibility means 

the understanding of actions as "accountabie" acts of their respective "authors." After d l ,  

only humans can be rendered accountabIe for intentions, motives, passions and purposes. 

In the activity of gardening as part of an annual agricuitural cycle, for example, humam 

can be accountable for their intention to follow a certain tradition of planting and 

harvesting at particular times of the year. Furthermore, humans can also be accountable 



for undertaking ntual activities tha t  they think are necessary for the successful 

completion of their farrning activ-ities. But humans cannot be rendered accountable for 

the occurrence or Iack of occurremce of natural phenomena such as rain, absolutely 

crucial for this particular activity, which clearly lies beyond their control. Humans may 

be able to incorporate the "behavrior" of nature into the social setting of their actions, to 

anthropomorphize nature into "h4Iother Nature," but this does not detennine the outcome 

of particular weather patterns. Bint even actions that are onented to the control of natural 

phenomena, as part of social settiings within which humans undertake their projects, can 

be accountable fiom the point of - view of MacIntyre so long as these actions c m  be 

placed in a narrative. 

Narratives, then, are central to human action and, in terms of general human 

actions, no O ther activity is more pervasive than the activity of talking, of "conversation." 

More obviously than in the case o f  any other form of action, conversations lend 

themselves to narrative articulaticm. "Indeed, a conversation is a drarnatic work, even if a 

very short one, in which participants are not only the actors, but also the joint authors, 

working out in agreement or dis-greement the mode of their production" (AV: 21 1). Like 

Iiterary narratives, conversations have beginnings, middIes, and endings. They contain 

reversals, recognitions, even conttradictions, plots and subplots, and digressions within 

digressions. But when understood widely enough, conversation is "the f o m  of human 

transaction in general." Like human actions in general, 

also "enacted narratives." According to Machtyre, the 

into human action from outside. Rather, citing Barbara 

conversations in particular are 

form of narrative does not corne 

Hardy, MacIntyre argues that "we 



drearn in narrative, day-dream in narrative, remember, anticipate, hope, despair, believe, 

doubt, plan, revise, criticize, construct, gossip, l e m ,  hate and love by narrative" (Al? 

2 1 1). In other words, "Stories are lived before they are told - except in the case of 

fiction." 

If "stories are lived before they are told," agents are actors and authors at the sarne 

time. However, the agent is not an actodauthor in isolation, working hisher narrative ab 

initia, but one that is capable of doing and saying things intelligibly as "never more (and 

sometimes less) than the CO-authors of our own narratives" (Al? 2 13). As speakers and 

actors we are al1 always already subject to certain constraints- "We enter upon a stage 

which we did not design and we find ourselves part of action that was not of our making. 

Each of us being a main character in his own drama plays subordinate parts in the drarnas 

of others, and each drama constrains the others," In other words, we do not completely 

control what will happen next even in the narratives that we consider to be rnostly of our 

own. At the sarne tirne, however, the teleological character that these narratives always 

acquire always compensates for the unpredictable character of lived narratives. In 

particular, lived narratives become teleological when actions are oriented to particular 

conceptions of a shared future that presents itself as a telos towards which our entire lives 

are moving or failing to move in the present. "A central thesis then begins to emerge: 

man is in his actions and practice, as well as in his fictions, essentially a story-telling 

animal" ( A  V: 216). It is through story-telling that we l e m  the "tmth" of our lives and the 

lives of others, in stories we learn how others respond to us and bow our responses to 

them are going to be construed, in them we fmd our deepest dramatic s o ~ r c e s - ~  



The previous considerations on the narrative character of socid action Iead 

MacIntyre to the development of his notion of the narrative self. First, the agent is what 

he/she may justifiably be taken by others to be in the course of living out a story that nuis 

from hislher birth to hisher death. The agent is the subject of a history that is hisher own 

only and that has its own particular meaning. In the agent's viewpoint, doing one thing at 

a particular junction, as opposed to doing another, has a significance that may easily 

escape an external observer. Likewise, an external observer may conclude that a given 

agent's life has meaning even when the agent perceives hisher own life as having lost 

Uitelligibility and thus as having become unworthy of living. Thus, to be the subject of 

one's narrative from birth to death or from birth to the present is to be "accountable" for 

the actions and experiences that compose such a life. To be the subject of one's narrative 

means '?O be open to being asked to give a certain kind of account of what one did or 

what happened to one or what one witnessed at any earlier point in one's life than the 

time at wliich the question is posed" (A E 2 17-2 1 8). This means that the subject renders 

hidherself capable of accounting for why he/she could at different times and different 

places be one and the sarne person without denying the possibility of being characterized 

. . 
in different terrns for each period and place. Thus, MacIntyre argues, "personal identity is 

just that identity presupposed by the unity ofthe character which the unity of a narrative 

requires. Without such unity there would not be subjects of whom stories could be told" 

(AV: 318). 

Being capable of accounting for one's unique narrative also presupposes being 

capable of asking others for an account of theirs. Because one's narrative is not authored 



in isolation but is part of an interrelated network of narratives, accounting for one's life is 

at the same time SL cal1 to others for an account of theirs. "Asking you what you did and 

why, saying what I did and why, pondering the differences between your account of what 

I did and my acco-mt of what 1 did, and vice versa, these are essential constituents of al1 

but the very simpLest and barest of narratives" (AF 218). Thus, not only the notions of 

narrative and inteIiigibiIity are essential for an understanding of personal identity. The 

notion of accountability that is expressed through testirnonies is equally important for this 

purpose, 

The understanding of personal identity in terms of narrative, intelligibility, and 

accountability is, however, incomplete without an understanding of what it is that the 

subject is trying t o  accomplish in his/her life as a whole. Surely, gardening can 

potentially be a very L'fulfillin,o" activity, but the activity of gardening, even as part of the 

larger social setting of agriculture, is by itself insufficient as criteria for the success or 

failure in a humam life as a whole. Instead, the criteria for this type of existentid success 

or failure are to b e  found in "a narratsd or to-be-narrated quest" (A 21 9). The notion of 

a "quest" is rooted in the idea of a final telos as a guide of individuai and collective life. 

Thus, the notion of a "quest" calls for sorne conception of "the good" drawn from the 

"virtues" implicit in the "practices" of subjects, MacIntyre thus retrieves the Aristotelian 

conception of the "virtues" and argues that they are to be understood, in our modem 

context, as "those dispositions which will not only sustain practices and enable us to 

achieve the goods interna1 to practices, but which will also sustain us in the relevant kind 

of quest for the good, by enabling us to overcome the harms, dangers, temptations and 



distractions which we encounter, and which will fiirnish us with increasing self- 

knowledge and increasing knowledge of the good." The v h e s  hclude, therefore, only 

those "required to sustain the kind of households and the End of political communities in 

which men and wornen can seek for the good together and the virtues necessary for 

philosophical enquiry about the character of the good." The "good life" is thus "the life 

spent in seeking for the good life for man, and the virtues necessary for the seeking are 

those which will enable us to understand what more and what else the good life is for 

man" (AI? 219). 

The search for the good life is not just an individuai enterprise and, indeed, it 

could not be so. There are as many conceptions of the good life as there are social 

circurnstances within which the search for the good life takes place. And, in addition to 

different social circumstances in time and space, subjects ais0 approach their own 

circurnstances as "bearers of a particular social identity." In other words, the f m e r  is 

always already a son or daughter, a member of the f m e r s 7  union or a certain profession, 

and someone who belongs to a clan, a village? or a nation. Thus, what is "good for me" 

has to be "good for another" who inhabits these same or similar roles. What the subject 

inherits from his family, his cornrnunity, and his nation constitutes the subject's "moral" 

starting point. This is the case, MacIntyre argues, even in the context of societies 

dominated by modem individualism where what the subject is at first sight appears to be 

what helshe chooses to be and the kind of accountability that stems from a cornrnon 

belonging is dispensed with in the name of autonomy. However, the story of a subject's 

life is "always embedded in the story of those communities from which I derive my 



identityy' ( A r  221). Therefore, "the self has to find its mord identity in and through its 

membership in communities" even when such mord anchorïng does not entail "that the 

self has to accept the mord limitations of the particularity of those forms of comrnunity" 

(AV: 221). The point that MacIntyre wants to emphasize, however, is this: without the 

moral particularities of cornrnunity frorn which individual subjects can s t a r t  there sirnply 

would be nowhere eIse to begin. Thus, "it is in movïng forward Eom such particuiariv 

that the search for the good, for the universal, consists" (A 221). 

The fact that the subject is always already part of comrnunity means that the subject 

is constituted though, and in turn helps to constitute, the practices that define such a 

community. It is through these practices, more particularly through the history of these 

practices, that traditions get forrned and corne to be a part of larger social traditions. 

MacIntyre insists that the sense in which he uses the notion of tradition should not be 

understood in the same sense in which some thinkers contrat tradition with reason. Even 

within traditions, indeed only within traditions, does "reasoning" take place insofar as, for 

example, even revolutionary scientific discoveries can be explained only in the context of 

some traditional mode of thought that the discovery or invention transcends. Moreover, 

traditions draw their legitimacy fiom the "good ordery' of a tradition that is constituted by 

"an G w e n t  about the goods the pursuit of which gives to that tradition its particular point 

and purpose" (A V: 222). If the "good order" of a tradition cornes into question it is because 

the arguments that circulate within it are no longer capable of sustaining "the goods" that 

are pursued within the context of that tradition. M e r  d l ,  practices that have become 

institutions are partly constituted by a continuous argument as to what that particular 



institution is and ought to be or what good the institutionalized practice is - such as fanning 

in a certain way. Therefore, a "living tradition7' is "an historicdly extended, socially 

embodied argument, and an argument precisely in part about the goods which constitute 

that tradition" (A V: 222). The search for the good thus always occurs in the context of 

particular socid traditions of which the individual's life is a part because it is "embedded" 

in the various layers of narrative that constitute his/her life. 

Traditions are able to stand the test of time only to the extent to which those who 

recognize themselves within these traditions exercise the ''relevant virtues." The exercise 

of the virtues takes place not only to sustain the particular relationships that are necessary 

in order to achieve the goods interna1 to given practices. Furthemore, the exercise of the 

virtues goes beyond sustaining the f o m  of an individual life seeking out hisher own 

good as the good of this whole life. More importantly, the practice of the virtues sustains 

the social traditions that provide individual lives and social practices with their necessary 

historical context. Therefore, one of the virtues that is absolutely necessary for the 

reproduction of traditions is the virtue of "having an adequate sense of the traditions to 

which one belongs or which conûont one," a sense that enables one to "grasp those future 

possibilities which the past has made available to the present" (A  V: 223). The telos of 

traditions thus lies in their past. The subject is thus burdened with a certain "capacity for 

judgement" which he/she possesses in knowing "how to select among the relevant stack 

of maxims and how to apply thern in particular situations" (A V: 223). If the subject is 

confronted with rival conceptions of the good, MacIntyre argues, the subject7s decision in 

favor of one does not diminish or derogate the other because whatever the subject does, 



he/she will have lefi undone whatever he/she ought to have done. The "ought" of ethical 

choices should thus not be confiised with the "ought" of mord choices. He/she has "no 

right choice to make" but only heroic or unheroic, generous or ungenerous, graceful or 

ungracefd, prudent or imprudent choices. In the context of ethical life, MacIntyre argues, 

the subject is not burdened with transcendental moral choices and Kantian dilemmas. 

8)  The Universalism of Modernity and the Search for Mord Justification 

The starting point for Habermas is the problem of rationality or the rationalization 

of society. Rationdity is here understood, not as the possession o f  certain knowledge, Le. 

"rational knowledge," but as the problem of how speaking and acting subjects acquire 

4 and use knowledge. Thus, for example, subjects do not begin with an ontologicaIly given 

and objective world. Rather, the world gains objectivity only through counting as one and 

the same world for a community of speaking and acting subjects. Without a commonly 

held notion of the world acting and speaking subjects would be unable to reach an 

understanding among themselves about what takes pIace in the worId or the sort of 

relationships and effects that occur in that world. It is thus through this basic form of 

communicative practice that subjects assure themselves of an intersubjectively shared 

lifeworld. The lifeworld is thus "bounded by the totality of interpretations presupposed 

by members as background knowledge" and rational expressions relate to those 

meaningfil communicative actions that are intelligible in their lifeworld context (TCA I: 

13). 

Subjects acting rationally in particular communication communities are those that 

seek to defend their actions, if they are called into question, by means of crïticizable 

12 



validity claims. The actions that can potentially need defending are not only factual and 

pragmatic assertions, but also normatively regulated actions and expressive self- 

presentations. In the latter two cases, a reference is made to noms and subjective 

experiences rather than facts. But in ail these cases the central presupposition of 

rationality is that all these diKerent actions can be defended against criticisrn. A11 these 

actions are ultimately oriented to achieving, sustaining, and renewing consensus against 

the background of a lifeworld. The success or failure of this communicative process 

depends on the stabilization of intersubjective recognition of criticizable validity claims. 

Thus, "a communicative achieved agreement must be based in the end on reasons," the 

degree of communicative rationality depends on "the scope of unconstrained coordination 

of actions and consensual resolution of conflicts," and the rationality found in everyday 

communicative practice is based, also in the end, on '&the practice of argumentation as a 

court of appeal that makes it possible to continue communicative action with other means 

when disagreements can no longer be repaired with everyday routines and yet are not to 

be settled by the direct or strategic use of force" ( K A  k 17-1 8). 

The criticizable nature of expressions entails that they admit of improvement. Not 

only can expressions be grounded on various types of evidence and through various kinds 

of argument, but they c m  also be developed and changed through leaming. In fact, 

argumentation can itself become the medium of a "learning process" in which mistakes 

are corrected, hypotheses refuted, and failed interventions rectified. The medium through 

which subjects can "hypothetically test whether a n o m  of action, be it actually 

recognized or not, c m  be impartially justified" is that ofpractical discourse understood 



as "the form of argumentation in which claims to normative rightness are made thematic" 

( K A  1: 19). In everyday life subjects enter into argumentation presupposing that a 

grounded consensus c m  in principle be achieved among those invoived- The motivation 

to enter into argumentation is also grounded in the fact that noms of action that have 

become problematic, but that still daim to express an interest common to all those 

affected, "must be capable in principle of meeting with the rationally motivated approval 

of everyone affected under conditions that neutrdize al1 motives except that of 

cooperatively seeking the tnitfi" (TCA 1: 19). Thus, contrary to MacIntyre's argument, the 

"moral point of view" does not corne into concrete communication communities fiom 

outside, but rather it is rooted in the rational presuppositions of everyday argumentation. 

However, a subject behaves rationdry not just when he/she behaves intelligibly 

and coherently in iight of culturally established standards of value. More importantly, a 

subject behaves rationally when he/she can adopt a "reflective attitude to the very vaIue 

standards through which desires and feelings are interpreted" (TCA 1: 20). Thus, the 

subject of argumentation displays his/her rationality by the degree of hisher willingness 

to be free Gom illusions based on both errors and self-deception. And the willingness to 

enter into argumentation about noms that have become problematic is matched by an 

equal willingness, should this becorne necessary, to enter into "therapeutic critique," that 

is, the critique oriented to the self-deceived seIf. 

So far, however, the entire problematic of rationality has been fiarned in 

theoretical and individualist tenns even when conditions of intersubjective 

communication are taken into account. The question that guides the work of Habermas is, 



however, the extent to which rationai behavior constitutes a general historical trend or the 

extent to which it is part of the general . sociocultural conditions within which d l  subjects 

in concrete communities can potentialily lead a rational life. In other words, the problem 

is to detemine the extent to which a litfeworld intersubjectively shared by individuals and 

collectives has become rationalized thriough a historical process of learning. But the 

rationaliv of lifeworlds, like that of wmrldviews, cannot be measured in terms of logical 

or semantic properties or mere linguiscic adequacy, i.e. being able to utter expressions 

intelligibly according to sociocultural standards of value and meaning. Instead, the 

rationality of lifeworlds is measured im terms of "the formal-pragmatic basic concepts 

they place at the disposa1 of individuai. s for interpreting their world" (TCA I: 45). 

Habermas distinguishes two ideal-typical models of lifeworlds in order to 

explicate the problemauc of rationalization. He starts by examining the mythical or 

religious lifeworlds of most traditionai. societies or, as be calls it, <'the limit case of a 

totalIy integrated society" (TCA Ii: 87b. Then, he moves on to propose a view of 

rationalized, secularized and differentioated lifeworlds as part of the constitution of 

modem societies. The lirnit concept o f  this type of society would be a society where 

individuals are "socialized as members of an ideal communication comrnunity" where 

they would "in the sarne measure acquire an identity with two complementary aspects: 

one universalizing, one particularizing"' (TCA IL 97). Although these models are only 

ideal-typical constructions and cannot ' be understood as representing any kind of 

philosophy of history, they still offer poowerful normative insights into the historical 

development of concrete communities and societies. in Habermas' words: 



The utopian sketch of an ideai communication comrnunity could be 
misleading if it were taken to be the introduction to a philosophy of 
history; this would be to misunderstand the limited methodological status 
that c m  sensioly be attributed to it, The construction o f  an uniimited and 
undistorted discourse can serve at most as a foi1 for setting off more 
glaringly the rather ambiguous developmental tendencies in modem 
societies (TCA 1k 107). 

A key difference between a traditional and a modem lifeworld is that "in a 

mythically interpreted world we cannot, or cannot with suffrcient precision, make certain 

differentiations that are fundamental to our understanding of the world" (TCA 1: 48). One 

of the most general and common insights of anthropologists with regard to traditional 

societies is the pervasive confusion between nature and culture. The mythical worldview 

collapses two object domains, physical nature and sociocultural environment, and does 

not allow for a conceptual differentiation between things and persons or between objects 

that c m  be manipulated and agents capable of autonomous speech and action. At the 

bottorn of this identification of nature and culture lies a deficient differentiation of 

language. "In the totalising mode of  thought of mythcal worldviews, it is apparently 

difficult to draw with sufficient precision the fmiliar (to us) serniotic distinctions 

between the sign-substratum of a linguistic expression, its semantic content, and the 

referent to which a speaker can refer with its help. The rnagical relation between narnes 

and designated objects, the concretistic relation between the meaning of expressions and 

the states-of-affairs represented give evidence of systematic c o f i s i o n  between inrernnl 

connections of rnenning and external connecrions of objects" (TCA L 49). In this 

sociolinguistic context, then, validity is identified with ernpirical efficacy independently 

of validity daims to propositional truth, normative rightness, and expressive sincerity that 
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are not yet differentiated. Therefore, this linguistically constituted worldview is ofien 

identified with the world itself in such a way that "it cannot be perceived as an 

interpretation of the world that is subject to error and open to criticism" (TCA 1: 50). 

The lack of a basic distinction between nature and culture in linguistic and 

sociocultural terms Ieads to the absence of a distinction behveen teleological and 

communicative actions or between actions oriented to securing some goal and actions 

oriented to the establishment of intersubjective relations. Furthemore, the mythical 

concept of powers and the magical concept of conjuring or invoking "systematically 

impede the separation of an objectivating attitude to a world of existing States of aKairs 

from a conformist or nonconformist attitude to a world of Iegitimately regulared 

interpersonal relations" (TCA 1: 49). Consequently, the process of demythologization of 

worldviews entails, as a fxst step, "the desocialization of nature and the denaturalization 

of society" (TCA 1: 48). In addition, this process leads to a conceptual differentiation of 

object domains with nature and culture appearing as distinct, although by no means 

necessarily opposed, categories. This distinction between nature and culture becomes 

conceptually available as soon as communication and the traditions that flow into it 

separate nature and culture as formal "world concepts," that is, a world that is "identical 

for allpossibZe observers" and a world "intersubjectively shared by members" freed from 

al1 specific contents (TCA I: 50). In other words, the identification of nature and culture is 

uncoupled as soon as the contents of a linguistic worldview become detached from the 

assumed world order itself. 



But how does the rationalization of worldviews take place in view of the fact that 

they appear to be self-sustaining and teleological? The analysis of rationality suggests 

that the rationality of worldviews can be assessed in terrns of the degree to which 

worldviews are "open" or "closed" to an internally generated process of differentiation. 

In other words, systematic changes in worldviews cannot simply be explained in 

psychological, economic, o r  sociological terms organized from the perspective of an 

external observer and guided by the ethnocentric prejudices of another culture. More 

important for the assessment of the rationalization o f  worldviews is the "reconstmctible 

growth of knowledge" that takes place through internally generated Ieaming processes. 

These leaming processes d o  not occur in a continuos, unilinear and simultaneous fashion 

across time and space and nothing in the present analysis should be taken to mean that 

they are conceived as necessary or as guided by general laws. The specific "dynarnics of 

development" that occur ttithin historically concrete communities is thus not 

predetermined by the universalism of this thesis. What is important here is that this 

conception of transitions fiorn a traditional to a rationalized worldview "must satisfy the 

dernand for a forrnal analysis of rneaning constellations that make it possible to 

reconstruct the empirical succession of worldviews as a series of steps in Learning that 

can be insighmilly recapitulated from the perspective of a participant and can be 

submitted to intersubjective tests'' (TCA 1: 67). 

Habermas conceives every action oriented to reaching understanding as part of a 

"cooperative process of interpretation" that aims at defining problematic situations that 

tlien become part of the cultural stock shared intersubjectively. This cooperative process 



o f  interpretation is possible precisely because subjects acting communicatively operate in 

the context of a lifeworld that serves as the correlate of processes of reaching 

understanding. The lifeworld serves as a set of background convictions that, in turn, serve 

as the source for defming those situations held by participants as unproblematic- 

However, when certain contexts of situations do become problematic, subjects acting 

communicatively use the world-concepts (e-g. the objective world, the intersubjective 

world, and the subjective world) that their Iifeworld makes available to order problematic 

contexts that require agreement. This work of interpretation is rendered less onerous by 

the fact that the lifeworld already stores the interpretations that past generations generated 

as solutions to problematic situations. Without this "conservative countenveight" to the 

risk of disagreement then actual processes of reaching understanding would be saddled 

with the task of stabilizing themselves as well as generating solutions to problematic 

situations. But the extent to which this culturally ccconservative countenveight" 

systematically provides a worldview in which the lifeworld is always already interpreted 

in advance depends on the degree to which this worldview has become "decentered" 

(TCA (: 70). Therefore, what characterizes the rationalization of the lifeworld is "the 

dimension 'normatively ascribed agreement' versza 'cornrnunicatively achieved 

understanding"' (TCA 1: 70). 

A rationalized lifeworld makes possible processes of reaching understanding on 

the basis of formal concepts for the objective, social, and subjective world. These world 

concepts allow for the differentiation of validity claims along the lines of propositional 

truth. normative rightness, and subjective truthfulness. In this type of lifeworld, then, 



there is a structural stimulation of basic objectivating, nom-conformative, and expressive 

attitudes. The formalization of these attitudes into symbolic expressions allows for the 

development of reasons accessible to intersubjective and objective assessrnent through 

practical discourses. Having reached this level of differentiation, then, the cultural 

tradition that feeds into the lifeworld allows for the development of a reflective relation 

between subjects and this tradition so that the interpretations of past generations stored in 

this tradition c m  themselves bey if the need for this arises, placed in question and be 

subject to critical evalriation. Therefore, the self-reflective attitude made possible by a 

rationalized relationship to cultural tradition fosters processes of argumentation to such 

an extent that "learning processes can be socially institutionalized" (TCA 1: 71). 

It is extremely difficult for a self-reflective attitude to tradition to foster and 

institutionalize, through the generalized practice of argumentation, autonornous learning 

processes. This is particularly the case in traditional communities where the authority of 

the sacred has not been challenged by internally generated processes of argumentation. In 

this type of community social noms posses an obligatory character secured through 

ascription. Habermas undertakes a "phenomenology of the moral" in order to explicate 

the process through which autonomous moral discourses separate fiom the heteronornous 

ethical life and become dcu la ted  in a public sphere. He begins this phenomenology of 

the moral by looking at the attitude toward the sacred Uiat charactenzes the traditional 

and religious worldview. 

The attitude toward the sacred is, first of ail, marked by "devotion and self- 

renunciation." This rneans that "in worshipping the sacred, in performing cultic actions, 



observing rituai prescriptions, and the like, the believer renounces his profane action 

orientations, that is, those that are utifitarïan and related to the self' (TCA IL 49). In 

addition, like the attitude to traditionai moral authority, the attitude to the sacred is 

arnbiguous in the sense that it both "terrorizes and enchants" at the same time. The power 

of sacred objects to both terrorize and enchant at the same time is derived fiom their 

symbolic status and semantic core, that is, "they represent the power of the sacred" and 

"they are bcollective ideals that have fked themselves on material objects'" (TCA IL 5 1). 

Although the uniform sacred meanings that sacred objects posses make possible a certain 

kind of intersubjectivity, this type of intersubjectivity is not one that corresponds to 

cornrnunicatively achieved consensus. In fact, the medium through which this type of 

"consensus" emerges is that of ritual practices through tvhich the sacred manifests itself. 

Thus, the collective identity of traditional communities develops in the form of a normative 

consensus that is, of course, not achieved on the basis of argumentation. Argumentation 

requires, as a minimum, a normative distinction between Zrst, second and third persons that 

the identities of individual group members in the context of the sacred do not possess. In 

fact, the collective identity of traditional cornmunities is established "equiprimordially with 

the identity of the group" and, thus, the "what" that defines the person in this context is the 

"me" that "represents the authoncy of the generalized other in the socialized adult" (TCA II: 

53). Consequent!~, the process of socialization is not at the sarne time a process of 

individuation that results in the autonomy of the person. This lack of an autonomous and 

cooriginal 'Y and "me" results from the lack of differentiation in the linguistic structure of 

intersubjectivity itself. 



A self-reflective attitude to tradition is capable of f o s t e ~ g  and institutionalizing a 

generalized practice of argumentation and autonomous learning processes when "the 

authoriv of the holy is graduaily replaced by the authority of an achieved consensus" (TCA 

IL 77). This transition to a disenchanted social and politicai domain takes place by means 

of the linguistification o f  the ritually secured and basic normative consensus of traditional 

communities, This means that the duality of the sacred, its capacity to terrorize and to 

attract at the same t h e ,  is  gradually replaced by the "binding/bonding force of criticizable 

vaiidity claims" as this becomes "an everyday occurrence" ( K A  12 77). Habermas 

examines the process of the linguistification of the sacred by means of a reflection of the 

social evolution of law. This is the case because the normative authonty of the sacred is, 

first and forernost, institutional in customary law and tradition, If the sacred is to be 

disenchanted then the normative relations of latv have to undergo a radicaI transformation. 

One way in which social scientists, including Habermas, have treated the evolution 

of law is fkom the perspective of the development of the contract fiorn its roots in ritual 

forrnalisrn until it became "the most important instrument of bourgeois private I ad7  (TCA 

IL 82). From archaic to many variations of traditional communities the ceremonial 

dedarations of the parties to a contract are barely distinguishable from ritual actions. In 

fact, entenng into a "contract" was often understood in the same terms in which a ritual 

bargain between humans and the gods \vas stnick, i.e. the consensus foming power of the 

sacred speaks through the words of the participants (TCA 11: 82). "There is something in 

tvords that is red, natural and living and they can be endowed with a sacred force, thanks to 

which they compel and bind those who pronounce them" so long as this happens in the 



ritual context (TCA Ik 82). However, when Iaw detaches itself from the sacred background 

of traditional societies, the private contract can no longer draw its binding power fiom the 

sacred but oniy fiom a legal system legitimated in the end by political w&formation. It is 

this Legal system that confers legality to the contract. Thus, the lïnguistification of the basic 

religious or ritual consensus of traditional communities consists of  the displacement of the 

sacred, as this expresses itselfthrough the words of participants, as source of legitimacy 

and its replacement by a communicatively achieved understanding through which citizens, 

in rheir own words, bnng about a binding consensus (TCA IL 82). 

Many social scientists, including Habermas, have also treated the evolution of law 

in comection with the change in the form of social integration affecting concrete 

comrnunities and entire societies. Based on the previous reflections, then, it is possible to 

argue that traditional comrnunities h d  thernselves at the historical point where the 

individual is absorbed into the collective and where the bonds of solidarity are secured 

through ascription. Therefore, it is possible to describe the process of development of 

autonornous individual identities in terms of a process of emancipation. "To the degree that 

social structures become differentiated, sociated individuals fiee themselves fiom a 

collective consciousness encompassing the whole personality structure. At the same time, 

they distance themselves frorn the basic religious consensus in which everyone is merged 

with everyone else" (TCA IL 83). The rationalization of worldviews is thus expressed 

through a process of abstraction going, through the course of history, from mythical 

powers, to transcendent gods, and finally to ideas and concepts that shnnk d o m  the 

domain of the sacred to purely conventional and particular levels. A process of 



"generalization of values" accompanies diis process of abstraction where, for example, the 

idea of right slowly replaces that of custom. Thus, the institutionalization of the new values 

consists in "a universalkation of lmv and rnorality than bnngs with it a disenchantment of 

sacred law, that is, a deformalization of Iegd procedures" (TCA IL 84). Not only does the 

range of application of argurnentatively developed noms grow, but also the latitude of their 

interpretation and the necessity of rationally justifying them. The process of individuation 

that this emancipatory trend sets into motion is measured by the differentiation of unique 

identities, separate f?om the collective, as well as by the growth of personal autonomy. And 

personal autonomy is not better represented in moral ternis than by the capacity for 

"reflective self-understanding" proper of a post-traditional level of moral development 

(TCA IL 84,90). 

The new form of social integration that the modem nation-state makes possible 

illustrates very well the arguments presented above.' Indeed, the nation-state presents itself 

as providinç a fundamental solution to two problems that ernerged within traditionai 

communities and societies as a result of modernization processes. The nation-state provides 

a new mode of legitimation as well as a new mode of social integration. When 

cornmunities become differentiated not every rnernber undergoes the process in the sarne 

way. Likewise, when societies as a whole undergo a transition to modernity, not d l  

cornmunities follow the sarne path or respond to the sarne dynamic. This means, at the very 

least, that mythical or religious worldviews become stnpped of their sacred political 

authority and comunities evolve into a pluraiism of worldviews, the secularized 

authorities and also the state had to find a way to derive legitimacy fkom sources other than 



pre-established sacred authority. In addition, when societies entered the process of 

urbanization and econornic modernkation, particularly as a result of the acceleration of the 

circulation of people, goods, and news, then populations becarne "unmoored f?om the 

corporative social ties of e z l y  modem societies, thereby becoming at the saine tirne both 

geographically rno bilized a n d  isolated" (i0: 1 12). How have modem nation-states 

responded to these chdlen_ges? 

In Europe, the natian-state responded to legitimation and social integration 

challenges by c>oliticalZy mobilizing its citizens" (IO: 112). This mobilization took place in 

two complimentary ways. The emerging form of national identity made possible an 

abstract fonn of social integration combined with new structures of political decision- 

making. These structures o f  political decision making, through the expansion of democratic 

participation, generated ne=w forms of legally mediated solidarity supported by the s t a t u  of 

citizenship. The result w a s  the emergence of a new source of legitimation for the state 

based on secular grounds. -The transition &om ascribed forms of authority, including that of 

the monarchical state, to t h e  democratic state implied the transformation of membership 

into the state into rnembership based on the Nnplicit consent of the citizens. The history of 

the European nation-states; in the tn-entieth century has been the history of the 

transformation of implicit into explicit consent. 

Since the French Revolution, also, the European nation-states have displaced the 

source of sovereignty & o n  the prince to the "people7' and have M e r  institutionalized the 

separation of state fiom so4ciety. This separation was secured by conferring, initiaily in a 

paternalistic manner, a core  of individual liberties understood negatively, as protections 



fiom the state. But with the shift fiom royal to popular sovereignty "the nghts of subjects 

were transformed into hurnan rights and civil rights, that is, into basic liberal and political 

nghts of citizens" that guaranteed both private and public autonomy at the same t h e  (IO: 

112)- 

Yet, the transition to modem nation-states has not implied, not even in Europe, the 

disappearance of loydties to those traditional comrnunities that now become the cultural 

moorings of particular socioculturai identities and conventions of the good life. It is these 

traditional and conventional comrnunities within modem nation-states that indeed help to 

define the pluralisrn and rnulticdturalism of modem societies. At one point Habermas 

suggests that the cultural interpretation of political membership rights was necessary for the 

nation-state only in its ernergent stage precisely because at that point the state did not have 

sufficient strength ';to establish a new, more abstract Ievel of social integration through the 

legal implementation of democratic citizenship" (IO: 1 13). Elsewhere, however, Habermas 

has defended the view that the "holistic model of comrnunity," as fomulated by neo- 

Aristotelians such as MacIntyre, makes it clear that ccpolitical autonomy is an end in itself 

that can be realized not by a single individud privately pursuing his oum interests but only 

by al1 together in an intersubjectively shared pa~ t i ce . "~  Indeed, it is in the context of a 

critically appropriated f o m  of ethical life that vital processes of self-redization take place. 

As Habermas writes: 

In the course of the process of individualization, the individual has to draw 
his identity behind the lines of the concrete lifeworld and of h is  character as 
attached to this background. The identity of the ego can then be stabilized 
only through the abstract ability to satisQ the requirements of consistency, 
and thereby the conditions of recognition, in the face of incompatible role 
expectations and in passing through a succession of contradictory role 



systems. The ego-identity of the addt proves its worth in the ability to build 
up new identities fiorn shattered or superceded identities, and to integrate 
them with old identities in such a way that the fabric of one's interactions is 
organized into the u ~ t y  of a He history that is both unmistalcable and 
accountable. An ego-identity of this kùid simultaneously makes possible 
self-deterrninztion and self-realization" (TCA IL 98). 

C) The Program of Discourse Ethics: From Ethical Life to The Discourse of 

Human Rights 

The problematic of the search for the good life, as elaborated by MacIntyre, is 

extremely relevant for an understanding of the pluralist and multicultural dynamic of 

modem nation-states and for an understandin; of the dynamics of the "disenchantment" 

with the project of modernity itself at least as this h a .  been presented by philosophers such 

zs Habermas. If the Habermasian program of discourse ethics as it is taken up in this thesis 

is to be credible at dl ,  then it must be able to meet the challenge posed by the critique of 

thinkers like MacIntyre, a critique that is ofien formulated in the name of some concrete 

ethical comrnunity ('iSittIichkeit"). Mthough the recovery of community is not formulated 

by Machtyre as a conservative project, f i e r  al1 MacIntyre frnds himself on the side of 

cornmunitarian critics of both neo-conservatives as well as runaway liberals, his etliics of 

the good iife is nonetheless a project that only arnbiguously relates to a conception of 

communal reconstruction by the reassertion of democratic control over the mega structures 

of capitalism and the state in the context of globalization. Thus, MacInve does share with 

neo-conservatives the idea that the Iegacy of the Enlightenment has led to the decline of 

conununity and to the impoverishment of our moral vocabulq. According to 

cornmunitanans like MacIntyre, therefore, modernity can no longer offer effective 
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solutions to many of its own problems capable of transcending the old liberal formulae of 

human rights, social entitlements, and economic justice. 

Discourse ethics is not, as  Habermas wants us to believe, rnorally neutral. Neither is 

the public sphere in which Habermas thinks that e?cclusively moral issues become 

articulated. The Habermasian version of diseourse ethics privileges a secular, 

differentiated, universaiist, and reflexive culture. It is from wïthin this type of culture, after 

d l ,  that Habermas formulates his program of a discourse ethics. In this culture, debate, 

articulation, and contention about value questions have indeed, more or less, become a way 

of life, a good Me. Yet, despite this substantial content of universalism, Seyla Benhabib 

argues that discourse ethics possesses "a singular cognitive virtue when compared to 

systems of conventional mordis, namely, comprehensive reflexivity" (Benhabib, 1992: 

42). Conventional moraiity means a system where social acceptance of noms of life and 

hypothetical validity has becorne articulable even when these noms may still be justified 

with the argument that "they are good and fair because they reflect our way of life, which is 

superior to those of others" (Benhabib, 1 992: 42). By contrast, post-conventional morality 

is a system that coincides with discourse ethics by distinguishing modes of argumentation 

that allow hypotheticai validity. In this discursive context, "no way of life is prima facie 

superior to another and the prima facie validity it confers upon certain normative practices 

carmot be taken for granted if one c a i i o t  dernonstrate with reasons to others who are not 

members of this way of Iife and even to skeptics among one's way of Iifk as to why these 

practices are more just and fair than another" (Benhabib, 1992: 42). 



Thus, the moral reflexivity of discourse ethics and the moral conventionalism of 

traditionai or conventional moral systems are not compatible. From the universalist point of 

view of discourse ethics, any limit on reflexivity is an indication of a rationality deficit. In 

other words, ody subjects possessing a moral point view capable of radically questioning 

al1 procedures ofjustification, includkg their own, can together create the conditions for a 

mord conversation or practical discourse which is open and rational enough to include 

other points of view including those that can potentiaily withdraw fiom the discourse. Yet, 

discourse ethics c m  also coexist with other less reflexive moral points of view. But unlike 

some of them, discourse ethics sees itself as a moral point view and can see other points of 

view in the same terrns even when they c m  no longer be justified on rational grounds. 

Thus, disco~use ethics is by definition pluralist and tolerant insofar as it promotes respect 

for the coexistence of al1 ways of life, however traditional or conventional, so long as they 

agree, through a practical discourse, on a common fiamework of universal rights and 

democratic justice. 

The public sphere that Habermas conceptualizes, particularly in the forrn of the 

bourgeois public sphere, is neither the only kind of arena for the articulation of public 

concerns nor a culturally and politically neutral set of institutions and practices. In fact, 

according to Nancy Fraser, the Habermasian notion of the public sphere rests on four 

problematic assurnptions. Fint, that "it is possible for interlocutors in a public sphere to 

bracket status differentials and to deliberate 'as if' they were sociai equals" or the 

assumption "that social equality is not a necessary condition for political dernocracy" 

(Fraser, 1997: 76). Second, that "the proliferation of a multiplicity of competing publics is 



necessarily a step away fkom, rather than toward, greater democracy, and that a single, 

comprehensive public sphere is always preferable to a nexus of multiple publics" (Fraser, 

1997: 77). Third, that "discourse in public spheres should be restricted to deliberation about 

the common good, and that the appearance of 'private interests' and 'private issues' is 

always undesirable" (Fraser, 1997: 77). And, finally, that "a functioning dernocratic public 

sphere requires a sharp separation between civil society and the state" (Fraser, 1997: 77). 

Yet, as Fraser recognizes, without something like the Habermasian idea of a public sphere 

critical social theory would be in a difficult position to gauge the degree to which 

dernocratic politicai practice has taken root. This is the case, Fraser argues, even if the 

specific conceptual form in which Habermas has elaborated his notion of the public sphere 

is not entirely satisfactory (Fraser, 1997: 71). 

In order to avoid the pitfalls of a philosophy of history, it is thus impoam to insist 

on several points. Firsc processes of rationalization of the lifeworld, linguistification of the 

sacred, and universalization of Iaw and rnorality need to be understood as transformations 

that are reconstmctible frorn within, that is, from the perspective of the mernbers of 

concrete comrnunities even when the theoretical standpoint that brings these processes into 

relief presupposes as rnorally developed the very particular way of Life that has become 

rationalized, linguistified, and universdized. Second, the procedural theory of mord 

ar-pmentation that follows from discourse ethics is certainly based on substantive 

presuppositions. However, as Benhabib rerninds us, this circular situation is unavoidable 

(Benhabib, 1992: 74). Third, the Habermasian notion of the public sphere fails to reco,onize 

that the bourgeois mode1 of the liberal public sphere is an idealization that overlooks the 



extent to which officia1 public spheres have always been constituted on the basis of 

multiple forms of exclusions including gender, ethnic and national ones. In connection with 

this, it is also important to keep in mind that the hktorical mode1 of the public sphere that 

Habermas takes as a n o m  was, as Fraser reminds us, the "distinct" poIitical culture of the 

bourgeoisie in its formative proccss and thus functioned ideologically and not just 

discursively. Yet, it this limited historical mode1 of the public sphere that still continues, if 

paradoxically, to serve as the reference point for public deiiberation even in countries like 

Guatemala. 

Finally, the processes of rationalization of the lifeworld, linguistification of the 

sacred, and universalization of law, i.e. the processes understood here as representing the 

specific f o m  of transition to modernity in Guatemala, do not respond to any pre- 

established and transhistorical logic of development. The concept of modemity advanced in 

this thesis needs to be understood in normative terms, as opposed to instinitional terrns. that 

do not therefore exclude expressions of economic and political modernity as these may 

have been irnported to Guatemala in the nineteenth and first half of the iwentieth centuries. 

Indeed, chere is no such thing as a moral theory that does not "always already" 

presuppose some substantive cornrnitments to a particular fonn of ethical Iife. But the issue 

here is whether these substantive comrnitments are presented as "theoretical certainties 

whose statu cannot be m e r  questioned" or whether, as Benhabib argues, we can 

conceive of moral discourse in such a radical way that "even the presuppositions of 

discourse can themselves be challenged, called into question and debated" (Benhabib, 

1992: 74). Afier all, it is in the nature of practical discourse not to theoretically predefine 



the domain of moral debate or to require that individuals abstract themselves fiom their 

ethical attachments and beliefs when they enter into argumentation. Matters ofjustice as 

well as those of the good life, public as well as private, can thus become thematized in 

practical discourses and even the procedures of discourse can themselves becorne subject to 

debate. Thus, the public sphere where these multiple matters become articulated is not 

constituted homogeneously or one-dimensionally. Multiple forms of public and various 

cultural and political levels corne to form an overall nems that, o d y  for descriptive 

purposes, can be called the public sphere. Therefore, where exactly is the line between 

matters of human nghts and those of  the good life drawn and where the boundaries of the 

private and public should be placed cannot be determined by reading Alasdair MacIntyre or 

Jürgen Habermas. Rather, these lines are the result of historically specific and normatively 

reconstructible cultural and political s&uggles.' 

In what follows, 1 present a summary of the modem history of Guatemala by 

following the sections of the Historical Clarification Commission (CEI-I) report, 

GuatemaZa: Mernoria del Silencio (Gzcaremala: Mernory of Silence) that are more 

relevant for my purposes.s In other words, in order to provide the necessary histoncal 

background for the issues that this thesis deals with, this section provides a sketch of the 

modem history of  Guatemala through the Ienses of the CEH report. This histoncal sketch 

of modem Guatemalan history is important because this thesis makes implicit or explicit 

reference to it from beginning to end. And 1 

represents the most concise yet normatively 

use the CEH report simply because it 

substantial version of modem Guatemalan 
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history to date. Thus, the CEH report folIows three süccessive and interrelated steps. 

First, an examination of the "historical causes" of the arrned conflict, followed by an 

examination of the "immediate antecedents," and ending with the most particular events 

that finally sparked "the amied conflict" in the 1960s. This arrned confrontation 

prolonged itself for more than three decades and would eventually corne to an end as a 

result of peace negotiations carried out during the 1990s.~ 

In terms of the " h i s t ~ ~ ~ a l  causes" of the anned conflict, the CEH report 

emphasizes as the most deep-seated source of violent conflict in Guatemala the structure 

of unequal land tenancy and economic exclusion that has characterized the history of the 

Guatemalan republic since Independence in the 1820s. This staaing point is, of course, in 

line with structural conceptions within Guatemalan progressive circles regarding the 

orïgin of political violence. In addition, and in line wïth more recent debates about 

Guatemala, the CEH also identifies racism, together with the subordination and exclusion 

of Indigenous cornmunities as a whole, as features that have characterized the history of 

Guatemala from colonial times until the present, Finally, reflecting the most recent 

experience of state violence in Guatemala, the report underlines the deep-rooted politics 

of dictatorship and authoritarianism that have shaped the Guatemalan state since at least 

the Liberal Reforms of the 1870s. 

In combination with traditional structural conditions, the CEH report highlights 

the history of socid, political, and economic exclusion of Indigenous cornmunities. The 

colonial heritage, the liberal mode1 of nation-state institutionalized during the 

Independence years of the 1820s and further expanded in the positivist days of the 



Liberal Reforms of the 1870s led to the systematic exclusion of Indigenous comrnunities 

in terms of social development, political participation, and the bits of economic growth. 

By "exclusion" the CEH report understands "the slow historical process or 

marginalization from Government services, fiom development of human capital, from 

access to social benefits such as credit and employment, and by the presence of attitudes 

of cultural and semai discrimination relative to the various sectors or strata that forrn 

Guatemalan society. In the case of the Mayan people, this historical process got 

undenvay with the conquest" (CEH 1: 82, n. 18; 86-94). But the CEH report is careful to 

also emphasize that the rift between positivist conceptions of the legal subject and 

particular conceptions of ethical life affected not only Indigenous cornrnunities but also 

poor Ladinos, men and women, in cities and the countryside. Thus, it is true that liberal 

positivism was profoundly exclusionary in class, eùinic, and gender terms. But it is also 

true that this exclusion is grounded on the subordination of culture and politics to an 

elitist rnorality conceptualized in idealist terms and institutionalized by authoritarïan 

means. The normative logic employed by the CEH to reconstruct the history of this 

exclusion is similar to the logic employed in this thesis to reconstmct the modem h i s t o ~  

of Guatemalan modernity. 

In terrns of the more "irnrnediate antecedents" of the arrned conflict, the CEH 

report singles out a number of events that stand above the structural causes of violence 

and in some relation with the normative conditions of exchsion of Indigenous 

comrnunities and, more generally, the economicaIly poor. In particular, the CEH report 

examines the unprecedented changes brought about by the October Revolution of 1944- 



1954, changes that created a virtual revolution of rising expectations and economic 

opportunities, and implemented through the institutEionalization of social security, 

political participation, new forms of socioeconornic: developrnent and the agrarian reform 

of 1952-1954. Given the positivist character of Gua- tem mal an liberalism frorn the 

nineteenth century on, it is not surprising that "the m o s t  influentid groups of society" 

critical of the dictatorship of Gen. Jorge Ubico y Castafieda (193 1-1 944) were at the sarne 

time critical of the particular liberal tradition of the previous seventy years.10 

The institutionalization of social security, economic reform, and political 

participation during the October Revolution took t h e  f o m ,  especially during the Arbenz 

administration, of a populist assault on various f o m s  of exclusion and "feudal 

backwardness." According to this view, then, the 00 ctober Revolution appears, at least at 

the time of its inception, as inspired by a common mnti-liberal tendency (CEH 1: 98) and, 

iess obviously so in the CEH report and other recen-;t histoncal interpretations of 

Guatemala, as an expression of populist concerns current throughout Latin America at the 

time. This is not a surprising argument for two reasmns. On the one hand, liberalism had 

been the ideological framework within which domhan t  groups, from the Independence 

penod through to the Liberal Refoms of the 1870s and beyond and had functioned as 

normative justification for the exclusion of subaltemi Ladino groups and Indigenous 

communities, in GuaternaIa as elsewhere. And on t h e  other hand, the central idea of the 

October Revolution, i.e. the idea of the institutional - inclusion of the excluded, was also at 

the heart of the project of rnodemity in Latin Ameriica as this was shaped and shared by 

populist movernents everywhere in Latin America Erom the 1930s to the 1960s.'' The 



fact that members of the Guatemaian Labor Party (PGT), with the backing of President 

Arbenz, "gained influence far beyond their nurnbers," came to constitute Arbenz' s 

"kitchen cabinet," and never understood themselves in typical populist terms does not 

deny the populist character of the October Revolution (Gleijeses, 199 1 : 182). l2  

Against this backdrop, then, the CEH report places the anticornmunist campaign 

that developed pnor to but became intensified during the agrarian reform due, in part, to 

the increasingly visible role that a few communist leaders played in the process as well as 

the increasing influence of Cold War propaganda in GuatemaIa after 1947. The 

anticommunist campaign and its institutionalization after 1954 represented, then, a 

profound reversal of the social and political gains of the October Revolution. At the same 

tirne that this was happening, the social and political gains of the revolution became part 

of the memory of protagonists and beneficiaries of the revolution and slowly took up the 

form of an unfinished project of democratic changes for Guatemala shared in cornmon by 

radical revolutionaries and "center-left" political forces. Since then the traumatic moment 

represented by the triurnph of  the anticommunist Liberation forces bas become the 

starting point of revolutionmy and democratic memory and has gone hand in hand with 

the legitirnation of various forms of resistance. 

In terms of the political system, the triurnph of the anticommunist Liberation 

forces in 1954 was followed by one of the most unstable political periods of modern 

Guatemala. The instability that beleaguered the counter-revolutionary order between 

1954 and 1963 was not resolved until the dominant elites, represented by the 

anticommunist alliance forrned by the arrny, political parties that included the Movement 



for National Liberation (MLN), the Christian Democratic Party (DC), and the 

Revo lutionary Party (PR), and economic groups op ted for an institutional implementation 

of the Doctrine of National Security with the help of the United States. The rnilitary 

uprising of November 13, 1960 leading to the military coup of 1963 only served to 

deepen the crisis of the counter-revolutionary regime that would only be solved through a 

fundamentai transformation of the state in Iine cvith the Doctrine of National Security. 

Thus, the Constitution of 1965 represented the stabilization of political norrns reached 
- - 

within the anticomrnunist alliance, in line with the Doctrine of National Security, a 

constitutional stability that lasted twenty years until it was replaced in 1985. 

Findly, the CEH report examines the background conditions that led directly to 

the unleashing of the armed confrontation afier 1960 with particular emphasis on three 

key events. First, the causes and nature of the nationalist military uprising of November 

1 3, 1960 that, over the next few years, spawned the first revolutionary leaders and 

organizations as well as the first wave of revolutionary fighting and the 

counterinsurgency reaction that followed (1 962-1968}. This military uprising was the 

result not just of discontent within the army resulting fiom the use of Guatemalan 

territory for the training of Cuban mercenaries that were to serve on the Bay of Pigs 

invasion. More importantly, the uprising resulted from the slow take over of the armed 

forces by the counter-revolutionary Liberation army (organized and trained by the CM) 

and the reaction this provoked from young nationalist and professional officers. Second, 

the popular protests of March and April 1962 that were not only the most important 

expressions of popular discontent and organization since 1954, but that also threatened to 



develop into a general insurrection directly challenging the anticommunist alliance that 

11ad precariously mled Guatemala since 1954. Finally, the CEH report addresses the 

military coup of March 30, 1963 that not only put an end to the long period of instability 

within the anticommunist alliance inaugurated imrnediately after 1954, but that also 

served to consolidate the hegemony of the arrny within the anticommunist aIliance and 

the institutional prirnacy o f  the anny over the Guatemala state. 

The National Security State was then the result of increasing military hegemony 

within the anticommunist alliance and served as the ideological framework within which 

the history of Guatemalan politics was to unfold for the next two decades. The 

constitutional architecture of  this state, first enshrined in the Constitution of 1954 and 

somewhat modified in the Constitution of 1965, offers an example of the contradictory 

conception of political legitimacy embedded in the Doctrine of National Secunty and the 

anticornm~mist institutional frarnework. For example, while both Constitutions 

recognized the right to political participation and made any discrimination on the basis of 

political opinion illegal' both Constitutions also proscribed the formation of political 

parties with '~communist" Ldeology and limited the formation of  parties with ccdernocratic 

principles" to membership sizes that were impossible to reach by al1 except Government- 

approved, well financed, and well organized parties. Likewise, both Constitutions 

recognized that implicit in the right to unrestricted political participation was the notion 

of popular sovereignty, but at the same time these Constitutions also enshrined the 

principles of ccdemocratic" legitimacy along the lines of National Secunty. This meant 



that any opposition to the Govemment could not explicitly appeal to any "C~rnrnunist~~ or 

"totalitarian" ideology.13 

Thus, the Constitutional architecture of the Guatemalan state institutionalized an 

arnbiguous principle of  political legitimacy precisely because, notwithstanding the 

ideology of Nationzl Security, the Guatemalan elites could still not entirely shake off the 

equally ambivalent tradition of liberalism that they inherited from pre-1944 regimes. But 

for the moment, both these sets of norms made it comfortably possible for the ideologues 

of National Security to create the quasi-juridical notion of the "internal enemy," the one 

that threatens the internal sovereignty of the state, and in the name of such sovereignty 

device various legal and illegal mechanisms for the restriction of the right of political 

participation and the substantial increase in the self-imposed limits to the practice of state 

violence (CEH 1: 1 1 9-120).14 

The ambivalence in the model of political legitimacy institutionalized by the 

National Security State was necessary for at least one reason. This model of legitirnacy 

appeared at the time as the most effective form of stabilizing military hegemony within 

an increasingly "ungovemable" and beleaguered anticornmunist alliance in which, 

beyond a general common anticomrnunist consensus, not al1 agreed on the basic norms of 

political life. For example, the anticommunist alliance included self-proclaimed heirs of 

the October Revolution that, however limited, kept on pressing for a r e m  to democratic 

life in ways not entirely compatible with the National Security agenda. In order to 

forestall the development of "deviant" tendencies, the military also kept on constructing a 

totalising political apparatus capable of effectively transforming any uncontrolled f o m  of 



opposition into the expression of an "an interna1 enemy" but without threatening the 

already precarious stability of the post-1954 counter-revolutionary order that they 

themselves were helping to design. The anny knew that if this political order was to 

enjoy any rneasure of legitimacy, it would need the help of civilian forces no matter how 

discredited these were. Thus, the army was comrnitted to building the State of National 

Security both because of their own institutional self-interest now supported wîth Cold 

War ideological reasons and because this form of state appeared to thern as the rnost 

viable given the post-Liberation circumstances of Guatemala. Obviously, any space lefi 

for c'real" opposition within this political system was very Iirnited and the cultural and 

political capacity that would have been needed to exploit the ambivalence in the 

constitutional principle of Iegitirnacy was virtuaUy non-existent at that time. This was the 

context in which those who organized the first guemlla groups in the early 1960s felt 

they had no choice but to appeal, among other principles, to the intemationally 

recognized right of rebellion against oppressive regimes in order to Iegitimately organize 

revolutionary m e d  resistance." The history of the roots, dynamic, and results of this 

conflict are addressed, in several ways and from several perspectives, in the various 

chapters of this thesis. 

3) The Clnims of the Present Tlzesis 

The opening chapter of this thesis illustrates the arguments made in this 

introduction with reference to specific tendencies within rural Indigenous communities in 

Guatemala. The claim that is advanced in this chapter is that in order to understand key 

cultural and political changes within many of these communities, it is necessary to look at 
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these changes as more than expressions of economic conditions and class relatioos. 

Indeed, the chapter places at the center of culturd and political changes within 

Indigenous cornmunities a succession of cultural and political languages of extraordinary 

significance in terms of their impact on the communal form of ethical life and the 

development of a post-traditional form of morality. An extremely important aspect of this 

cultural and political dynamic within Indigenous cornrnunities is that the emergence of a 

post-traditional form of morality has aiso been accompanied by the emergence of self- 

cntical approaches to tradition, autonomous forms of organization and communication, 

and the development of cultural and political discourses that draw their nourishrnent from 

increasingly universalist moral principles of argumentation. Thus, the transition to 

modernity here does not necessarily irnply the abandonment of traditional forrns of 

ethical life, but it does imply their radical linguistification, differentiation, and discursive 

justification. 

From the normative point of view emphasized here, then, the history of 

lndigenous communities fkorn the counter-revolution of 1954 to the present appears 

characterïzed by competing and contradictory forms of cultural and political languages. 

For example, the process that Ied to the development of a Pan-Mayanist movement and 

its peculiar for of ethical-political discourses in the conte* of the peace process of the 

1990s was preceded by a longer process of economic, cultural and political 

differentiation that started -for the purposes of this thesis- in the 1950s, initially within 

Indigenous communities, a process that was connected to the dissemination of the 

language of Catholic social doctrine, the linguistification of the traditional worldview, 



and the search for alternative models of self-reaiization and self-determination within 

Indigenous comrnunities. 

Chapter two addresses the transition to modernity in Guatemala fiom another 

angle. In particular, this chapter concentrates on Ladino cornrnunities, mostly located in 

urban centers, which, as thïs chapter illustrates, followed a more radical path to 

modernity than Indigenous cornrnunities. The language that characterizes the 

transformation of Ladino identity, particularly the individual and collective identity of 

revolutionary intellectuals and the leaders of urban popular groups, is the cultural and 

political language of revolution particularly in the form of Marxism-Leninism. The 

chapter identifies and outlines several stages in the develo pment of revolutionary 

Ianguage during the period that goes from 1954 to 1985. The first of these stages is 

represented by the moment when revolutionary language in Guatemala turned radically 

Marxist-Leninist, that is, the moment immediately after the political trauma of the 

counter-revolution of 1954- Although a kind of social-democratic alternative also 

appeared during these years, particularly in the form of the Revolutionary Party (PR), it 

either became part of the anticommunist alliance during the 1960s or slowly dwindled 

into political irrelevance in the 1970s and 1980s. The second stage of revolutionary 

language got undenvay after the Cuban Revolution in 1959. The Cuban influence, thus, 

added an insurrectionq logic to Guatemalan revolutionary Ianguage and helped to 

propel the first wave of guerrilla groups during the 1960s. Although the military strategy 

of guerrilla groups changed in the 1970s and 1980s, the insurrectionary logic they 



inherïted fiorn their f o r e m e r s  of the 1960s rernained an essentiai part of their political 

philosophy. 

Chapter two addresses the development of revolutionary language in Guatemala 

through a nurnber of important texts written by prorninent revolutionary intellectuals. 

These texts clearly belong to a time of cnsis, that is, the time of the immediate afiennath 

of the 1954 counter-revolutionary coup when the tradition of modem revolutionary 

language in Guatemala çot undenvay. In Freudian terms, modem revolutionary Ianguage 

starts at the moment of trauma and repression that is 1954. Since then, the desire to recall 

the "Guatemalan Spring" on the part of revolutionaries has been countered by equal 

desire to forget or repress these mernones on the part of anti-Communists. One can thus 

Say, aiso in Freudian terms, that these contradictory tendencies to remember and forget 

the October RevoIution only occur, with such passion and radicalism, within the same 

ethnic group and class, narnely, Ladino elites of a middle and upper cIass and urban 

extraction. Thus, Guatemalan urban political culture has been shaped by a limitation, 

frustration and constant repression of the revolutionary desire to remember the 

. - 
"Guatemdan Spring" and by the multiple strategies of deception, resistance, and 

clandestine rernembrance undertaken in order to disguise memory and ensure survival 

from violent repression. Chapter two thus interprets sorne of the texts written by 

revolutionary intellectuals as foundational texts of modem revolutionary Ladino identity 

in Guatemala. 

Chapter three is concerned with the emergence of the language of human rights 

and the specific national character that it acquired in Guatemala, In particular, this 



chapter traces the particular ways in which the language of hurnan rights begins to 

separate fiom the language of Catholic social doctrine as well as the language of 

revolution and takes on a particular national character. The chapters shows how the 

language of hurnan rights was first articulated through the natural4aw concepts implicit 

in the social doctrine of pre-Council Catholic theology, later rearticu!zted t h x g h  post- 

Councii Liberation Theology, until it became a cultural and political language standing 

on its own normative grounds. 

Chapter four advances a reconstrucrion of the modem history of Guatemala, 

particularly during the 1980s and 1990s, in light of the particular process called in this 

thesis the self-constitution of civil society. Based on the arguments developed in the first 

three chapters, 1 illustrate this process by examining the dynarnics through which many 

new social movements, including Indigenous and Ladino groups, broke tvith their 

traditional cultural and political worldviews and developed what Bastos and Camus cal1 a 

"will to participate." The Ianguage of Catholic social doctrine and Liberation Theology 

and the language of revolution undoubtedly supply the background of this process. But 

only the Ianguage of human rights was able to supply the necessary normative element to 

transform the new will to participate found within new sociaI movements individually 

and collective effective and appealing. 

This process was particularly visible at the level of the public sphere. Located at 

the communicative intersection behveen the institutions of power, money, and culture the 

public sphere serves as the space where opinion and will-formation takes place. 

Newspapers, convention centers, schools and universities, and also contending forms of 



"public" sphere easily become conduits for the producrtion, circulation, and exchange of 

the discourses that shape the public sphere. To a signiE~cant extent, urban-Ladino 

representatives of the middle and upper classes, the members of the anticommunist 

alliance, and the more general allies of the counter-reve-olution order controlled the 

dominant public sphere since 1954. These were the groups that owned newspapers and 

convention centers, they controlled universities and scniools, and they generdly enjoyed 

the opportunity of being listened to by national and international policy-making bodies. 

Although subakern groups in urban and rural areas parrticipated in the public sphere 

openly or disguised as something else, the methods used  to participate were until recently 

ambivalent and contradictory. Beyond these circles, th, e most important network of 

relations that subaltern groups were abIe to establish w a s  their own progressive public 

sphere, a sphere that always functioned at the intersection of the world of clandestine 

revolutionary poIitics, the cloaked world of popular poalitics, and the official public 

sphere. Despite its limitations, the progressive public szphere always managed to have 

some influence in shaping the nature of "events" that became relevant in the larger public 

sphere. '" 
Chapter five is concerned with the way in which  various forms of cultural and 

political languages, as these were expressed by V ~ ~ O U S  social movements, the guerrilla 

groups and the state, shaped the general dynamic and course of the Peace Process during 

the 1990s. This chapter outlines a strategic paradigm OOF negotiations that characterizes 

the strategy of rnaximizing the partisan interests and pooIitical survival of the 

govemment/ârmy and the guemllas. The politico-militâary logic of this paradigm, 



particularly the secretive, exclusionary and elitist nature of the bargaining process was 

clearly at odds with the cornmitment to hurnan rights and the formal democratic 

declarations of both parties. Perhaps the adoption of this paradigm of negotiations is al1 

that the parties could possibly do after years of mistrust, mutual persecution and 

condernnation, and in the context of an unequal war on which the army had a clear 

advantage. Perhaps the strategy of secret, elitist, and exclusionary negotiations was a 

necessary precondition for the coordination of highly sensitive talks on equally sensitive 

issues that had remained excluded fiom the public sphere in Guatemala for years and 

that, by their very nature, require strong discipline and ngid procedures if there was any 

hope of achieving politically feasible results within a specific time frame. 

On the other hand, chapter five also distinguishes a discursive paradia- of 

negotiations in order to characterize the democratic discourses and self-determining 

practices of organized civil society. What waç extremely important about the discursive 

logic of this paradigm was the willingness on the part of committed participants to submit 

al1 proposals to open, autonomous, and peaceful deliberation while accepting institutional 

and time limits to the practice of will-formation. This cornmitment to the principle of 

discourse was clearly at odds with the traditional militant posture of radical popular 

sectors tliat ofien willingly served as transmission belts for the proposals of revolutionary 

organizations into the public sphere. Also, this cornmitment was important because of the 

traditional economic limits faced by activists who cannot dedicate too much of their time 

for public deliberation or who often have to face a hostile political environment to carry 

out the complicated process of opinion and will-formation. In addition, a cornmitment to 



the principle of discourse by civil society was also at odds with the ofien behind the 

scenes efforts of the central govemment and army intelligence agencies to influence, by 

Iegal and illegal means, the outcome of the public deliberations. Thus, the cornmitment 

that civil society displayed toward the institutionalized principle of discourse rendered 

problematic the continuation and repeated defense of the secretive, exclusionary, and 

elitist nature of the negotiations. In this rnanner the pre-modern political culture that has 

underpimed the public sphere throughout modem Guatemala came to be normatively 

chalIenged on the basis of discursive practice. 

After more than three decades of revolutionq and counter-revoIutionary war, 

political mistrust and repression, ethnic cleansing and misrecognition, and increasing 

ideologicai radicalization on the part of contending Ladino dites, then, one has to wonder 

in what other terms would it have been possible for the army and the guerrillas to 

undertake an extremely risky process of negotiations to bnng the armed conflict to and 

end and to justi& their privileged positions as principal negotiators other than those 

supplied to them by the cultural tradition, ideological proclivities, and institutiond 

privileges in which they were nurtured for decades? Given their historical background, 

institutional nature, particular forms of ideological reasoning, and the extremely slow 

process of cultural and political change arnong Ladino comrnunities, would not the 

acceptance of the principle of discourse by these actors represent a potential threat to 

their historically and structurally grounded moral and political claims and also to the type 

of peace agenda -where military matters were given equal weight to cultural, political and 

economic ones- that both parties agreed to pursue? Finally, given the intense and 



prolonged nature of the armed conflict, why would both main actors not tie the process of 

militarily backed negotiations with the process of democratization itself! 

Yet, although the negotiating elites engaged in bargainhg by following the 

strategic paradigm of negotiations as systematically as they could, the Peace Accords are 

still extraordinarily significant for several important reasons. First, the Accords 

effectively represent a new beginning for Guatemala. Although for many Guatemalans 

the fact that the Accords finally put an end to more than thirty-five years of insurgency 

and countennsurgency was good enough, other Guatemalans expected more out of the 

negotiations. Tme, the CEHYs report assigns direct responsibility for 93% of human 

rights violations to the State (including the army, pararnilitq forces, and death squads) 

and 3% to the guerrillas. In total, more than 200,000 people died during the more than 35 

years of military conflict (CEH, Vo1.2: 3 15-324).'~ However, the armed conflict was also 

part and parcel of a larger cultural, political, and economic transition involving powef i l  

economic interests from Ladino groups, a violent transition to modernity within 

Lndigenous comrnunities, an expansion of the field of activity and diversity of political 

parties and other "special interests," particularly the nse of new social movements and 

civil groups. Consequently, neither the anny nor the guerrillas could legitimately claim to 

possess a monopoly on the national destiny even if they still constituted the most 

important strategic and responsible players of the war. 

Second, the Peace Accords are also important for political reasons. Indeed, for the 

first time in the post- 1954 history of Guatemala, the Accords provide for officially 

recognized and intemationally supported legal and political mechanisrns and institutions 



for the peaceful and democratic resolution, through institutionalized process of opinion 

and will-formation, of some of the country's long-standing cultural, political, and 

econornic problems. It is possible to argue that the accords acnially give continuity to the 

Constitution of i 985 and that they do so by making explicit, developing, or even by 

going beyond the system of rights as this was already defmed in that Constitution. 

Indeed, the Constitution of 1985, unlike previous ones including the revolutionary 

Constitution of 1945, placed at the beginning and as the foundation of political life the 

dignity of the human person and human rights rather that the dignity of the state. Unlike 

the Constitution of 1985, however, the Peace Accords propose a mode1 of constitutional 

democracy that goes further than anything ever proposed in Guatemala before. Viewed in 

tllis constitutional light, then, the Peace Accords represent the most ambitious attempt to 

bring Guatemala up to date with the project of modernity and, as such, they represent a 

new democratic contract for the country. 

However, an examination of Guatemalan politics in the 1990s shows that the 

process of dernocratization initiated by the peace negotiations is by no means concluded. 

The dialectic of this process, above al1 the endurance of pre-modern forms of political 

culture arnong urban Ladino groups rnanifested, among other things, through the 

recurrent transgressions on the institutional lirnits of popular soveregnity, and the 

continuing threat of violence from extreme right wing groups, to mention only a few 

problems, continued to exert itself during the political opening of 1985 to 1990 and the 

peace negotiations from 1990 to 1996. 



Grounded on the previous reflections, both philosophical and historkal, an 

argument c m  be made to the effect that the weakest element of the Peace Accords, and the 

one that has produced a number of crises of legitimation and credibility after the 

negotiating process, stems precisely fiorn the nonnative level. In other words, following the 

mode1 of constitutional law, the Peace Accords present themselves as a new democratic 

contract, a potentially new constitutional order, that promises to successfully stabilize 

cultural and political expectations and conflict resolution among highiy diverse cultural and 

political groups. The Peace Accords do this based on a double claim to Legitirnacy. On the 

one hand, they claim the potentiai legitimacy of positive and enforceable law. On the other 

hand, they daim the legitimacy that o d y  cornes fiom subjects who are not just the 

addressees of law, but also its direct or indirect authors. The problem with the Peace 

Accords, however, is that the process that brought them into existence was flawed fiom the 

beginning. The Achilles' heel of the peace process is to be found precisely in its notorious 

deficit of democratic procedures, the exclusion of civil society, and the highly controlled 

nature of whatever role civil society- was given outside of the peace negotiations. 



Chapter 1 

The Development of Ethical-Political Discourses in Modern Guatemala: The Case of 

Indigenous Communities 

In this chapter 1 cvould like to provide an outIine of the history of Indigenous 

comrnunities in Guatemala with a view to establishing the extent to which the traditional 

mode1 of cornrnunity has been differentiated over the past century and a half (1). Based on 

this, I then move on to an examination of the chan30ing forms of cultural and political 

language, fiom the 1950s to the 1970s, within Indigenous communities and to argue that 

these changes are associated with what Arturo Arias has called, in reference to these 

cornrnunities, "the violent transition to modernity" in Guatemala (Arias, IWO) (2). The 

argument made in this chapter as a whole is that the transition to modemity within many 

Indigenous communities prepared the way for what Santiago Bastos and Manuela Camus 

have Iabeled 'Yhe breakwp of silence" and "the will to participate" among Indigenous 

groups (Bastos and Camus, 1993 md 1995a). How silence was actually broken and 

Indigenous people decided to participate, during and after the violent institutionalization of 

the State of National Security, will be the subject of chapter four. 

1) The Trnditiorzal hiigeenocts Commrtni@ 

The form of life within which the vast majority of Guatemalans, about s ixv percent 

of the population, have grown is fundamentally characterized by traditional patterns of 

cornrnunity. In many of these communities, George Love11 writes, "conquest as a way of 
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life remains ves. much a fact of life for more that twenty different Maya-speaking peoples 

who, to this day, comprise roughly half the population of Guatemalay' (LovelI, 1988: 26). In 

order to understand the complexities of this way of life and the history that led to it, we 

have to be aware of some dangers. Lovell has already speIIed out two, namely the danger 

of rornanticizing and that of oversimplifying what happened in the past. But a third danger 

is also represented by the risk of historical developmentalism coupled with the prejudices 

of cultural imperialisrn. 

The vision of Lndigenous peoples chat emerges fkom a self-critical perspective on 

their history is, thus, one where they appear as "actors that have responded to events in 

ways that help detemine no smdl part of their cultural redity" (Lovell, 1988: 26). The key 

word that Love11 uses - drawing fiom the work of Nancy Farriss - is that of "strategic 

acculturation" whereby Lkoncessions are made and certain changes underfaken 'in order to 

preserve essentials"' (Lovell, 1988: 26). Thus, in the context of nineteenth-century and 

early twentieth century Guatemala, hdigenous comrnunities were very successful in terms 

of "strategic acculturation," i.e. in terms of retaining the traditional normative core of their 

comrnunities, whiie at the same time adopting modem institutional forms of economic, 

political and social life. But it is the very idea of "essentials" or that of a normative core, 

however, what needs to be defined. Once this is done, even if only provisionally, then Ive 

can move on to ask other questions. Thus, to what extent and exactly what social changes 

within Indigenous comrnunities, and the Mayan people as a whole, can be explained in 

terms of this "strategic acculturation" and retention of a pre-modem and traditiona1 

normative core? And to what extent and how many of the changes that affected them were 



the result of a process of structural differentiation, resulting fiom both interna1 and external 

pressures, and leading to an eventual cultural, political and economic transformation that 

could be characterized as a nonnative, if violent, transition to modernity? 

According to Lovell's historical geo-phy of Mayan survival there are "three 

cornerstones of Maya culture, three elernents essential to g o u p  sunrival, [that] recur and 
/ 

figure prorninently" (Lovell, 1988: 27)- These "essentiaIi' elements are land, community, 

and an attachment to place. The continuous defense of this "trinity" has always been 

fundamental for "the maintenance of Maya identity." But are not these "essential" elernents 

the product of cultural, political and economic processes intimately tied to normative 

considerations? 

Indeed, pnor to Independence in the 1 8 2 0 ~ ~  the remote, rugged and cornmercially 

unimportant northwest highlands, where the vast majority of Indigenous people had already 

lived for gensrations, "were perceived as far less attractive b y  îhose concerned more with 

the potentiai windfails of the extemal market than wiùi modest involvement in the local 

economy" (Lovell, 1988: 3 l).' When the Spanish attitudes to wealth and conquest, 

particularly their subjective appraisal of the potential of the northwest highlands, were 

"translated into thousands of individual actions, they resulred, from the Indian point of 

view, in a differentiated colonial experience, the nature of which marks Guatemala to this 

day" (Lovell, 1988: 3 1). To the north and West of the capital of Guatemala (then 

comprising the whole of Central America), "where less conspicuous entrepreneurid 

opportunities 

acculturation 

drew fewer Spaniards, native peoples withstood the onsiaught of 

with more resilience, holding on to much of their land, retaining Maya 
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principles of community organization, and guarding a sense of place that was resolute~ 

their own" (Lovell, 1988: 3 1). The opposite was the case to the south and east of the capital 

where "native communities were encroac hed upon more, cultural and biological 

assimilation proceeded more quickly and intensely" and where, as in n e i g h b o ~ g  El 

Salvador and Honduras, "a predominantly rnestizo and Ladino milieu7' was created (Lovell, 

1988: 3 2). Lovell sums up the colonial experience of Maya lndigenous communities as 

foliows: 

Condernned by geography and an apparent lack of resources to inhabit an 
unprofitable backwater in the Spanish scheme of empire, the highland Maya 
were never so ignored that their communities became the breeding ground 
for general insurrection, although a nurnber of uprisings did occur at the 
local level. Instead, lndians effectively nwtured a cultural resistance by 
keeping alive many of their long-established traditions. The result was not a 
return to life as it was led before conquest, a move that was clearly 
impossible, given the reality of Spanish hegemony. Rather, the emerging 
society was a creative blend of elements from Hispanic culture the Maya 
had absorbed, rnixed urith eIements of pre-Colurnbian cuIture they had 
defended and upheld. This fusion of the old and the new led to the 
formation of a culture of refùge and the emergence throughout northwest 
Guatemala of what Eric Wolf thirty years ago termed "closed corporate 
peasant communities" (Lovell, 1988: 32).' 

An important qualification that Lovell makes to the notion that lndigenous 

commu~t ies  responded to a corporate nature is the fact that communities in northwest 

Guatemala, prior to and afier conquest, were clearly stratified. According to Lovell, there 

existed in these cornrnunities "a native elite set apart fiom a peasant majority," an dite that 

was "often singled out to do the Spsuiiard's bidding" (Lovell, 1988: 35). But even more 

important than internal hierarchical divisions withh communities was "intracomrnunity 

differentiation in the guise of rival factions known as parciaZidades" (Lovell, 198 8 : 3 5). 



According to Loveil, these affiliations were "social uni& of great antiquity, organized as 

patrilineal clans or localized kin groups and usually associatted with partïcular tracts of 

land" (Lovell, 1988: 3 5). One of the problems with the policy of congregracion was that 

very often several parcialidades were throvm together to fornn a single parcialidad, but 

parcialidades retained their particular identity by "continuinL.g to function socially and 

economically as separate components rather than merging t o  form a corporate body" 

(Lovell, 1988: 35). Yet, despite the many forms in which thoe actual nature of the 

comrnunities often differed from the mode1 of Wolf, the coLonial experience of many 

communities actually conforms to Wolf s hypothesis (LoveIll, 1988: 36). In one way or 

another, then, Guatemalan society became radically dualizeai and, very often, this occurred 

through the continuing terror of violent subj~~ation.'  

M e r  Independence in the 1820s, the integration of Hndipnous communities into 

the developing nation-state varied according to, arnong other things, the conservative or 

liberal mood of the governing Ladino e l i t e ~ . ~  The key differipnce between the liberal and 

conservative parties during the nineteenth century was thzt '-'consenratives favored 

maintaining Hispanie-denved institutions that preserved the= colonial s tatu quo whereas 

Iiberals called for establishing a new social and econornic onder that would view progress 

as attainable by promoting capitalist links with the outside world" (Lovell, 1988: 37). 

Accordingly, the impact of conservatism on Indigenous cormmunities often amounted to "a 

continuation of the culture of refuge façhioned dunng colon3al times" whereas the impact 

of liberalism amounted to "Indian assimilation into a modern, outward-looking Ladino 

state" (Lovell, 1988: 3 7). Because Guatemala was governeàt for most of the nineteenth 



century by consemative govemrnents (2  83 7- 187 l), Indigenous communities enjoyed what 

is sometunes re ferred to as a "culturd renaissance" (Woodward, 1 993 : 1 07) .' 

Indeed, Liberal historians, Carol Smith argues, often ignore the fact that "it was the 

peasants who were largely responsible for retaining conservative regimes in power" 

(Smith, 1993: 83). If capitalism did not develop in Guatemda as rapidly as it could have 

during these years, this was due to the peasant revolution that put Rafael Carrera into poLver 

in 1838 and kept him there until his death in 1 8 6 ~ . ~  Yet, even in this conservative conte* 

according to Carol Smith, contemporary observers noticed "the considerable involvement 

of the peasantry in markets and a cash economy (travelers' accounts indicate that this began 

in the nineteenth century), the importance of wage incorne for peasant subsistence, and the 

impact of the replacement of communal land tenure system by holdings under private title" 

(Smith, 1993: 85). But the two most significant developments that Smith highiights, the 

elements that in her view help to account why the Liberal Reforms of the 1870s did not 

evoke widespread. violent and effective opposition from Indigenous communities, are "the 

development of a sipificant differentiation according to wealth, wherein poorer 

individuals came to work for wages fiorn richer individu& within the cornrnuni~, and the 

development of a vigorous regional marketing system rnanned primarily by Indigenous 

merchants, who traded international imports as well as local commodities and who helped 

ease peasants out of their exclusive preoccupation with agriculturen (Smith, 1993: 85). 

These developrnents, Smith argues, shook the foundations of the closed corporate 

cornrnunity. As Smith writes: 



It seems likely that the conservative Carrera regime aIIowed a penod of 
economic expansion arnong peasants, the like of which they had never 
expenenced before. Local production specidization and commerce were 
expanding during a period when tribute and labor draftç on native peopIe 
were lighter than ever. Under these circumstances the peasant comrnunities 
of the western highhnds opened up to an unprecedented degree, and this 
opening \vas accompanied by a great deal of economic differentiation 
within the comrnunities. Some peasants becarne rnuch wealthier than others, 
and these were the people who were most likeIy to exercise local political 
power, rather than tbe traditional elders. Such leaders had their own instead 
of their community's interests in mind, and they were much less likely to be 
revoiutionary leaders than were their more traditional predecessors (Smith, 
1993: 86). 

Other important developments that took place within Indigenous communities prior 

to the Liberal Reforms of the 1870s included a high rate of population growth due to 

irnproved material conditions, increasing breakup of the mode1 of the extended patriarchal 

family as a partiai result of economic differentiation, decentralization of the "corporate 

comrnunity" by migration io more remote rural areas and to other communities, and 

increasing opportunities for Indigenous people in urban centers as a result of a decline in 

the traditional monopoly over jobs and businesses by Spaniards and Ladinos (Smith. 1993: 

56). However, the final and perhaps most decisive blow to the traditional Indigenous 

comrnunity was dealt to them by the "private titling of land" which, begun with 

Independence in 182 1, reached "a fever pitch by the end of the nineteenth cenhlry" to the 

point where by the first decade of the twentieth century "Indian communities had lost about 

half of the lands they traditionally clairned during rhe colonial period" (Smith, 1993 : 86).' 

The communities that rnanaged to survive this modernizing onslaught did so only o n  the 



condition of adapting themselves to a new normative relationship to Iand, i.e. by obtaining 

both individual and group titles to land, 

Thus, the impact of the Liberal Reforms on Indigenou comrnunities needs to be 

understood within the context of a process of economic rnodernization and structural 

differentiation that had already been going on for several decades. Lovell's daim that the 

drive "toward" modernization "initiated" by President Barrios in 1871 constituted "both an 

attack on native Iand and an assault on native labor" needs to be qualified in light of the 

foregoing arguments (Lovell, 1988: 38). What the Liberais did was not so much to 

"initiate" the process of modernization as to accelerate it. Furthemore, accordhg to Smith, 

"Only the poorest members of Indian comrnunities were forced into plantation labor, not al1 

of them. Only Indian traditionalists lost political power, not al1 Indians. Only native 

customs that stood in the way of migratory labor movement needed to be suppressed, not 

ail custorns. Needless to remark, the changes that ensued in native communities ultirnately 

disadvantaged the entire community. Bu t  once opened and dzerentiated, the lndigenous 

communities sirnply could not put up the resistance they did when closed and corporate" 

(Smith, 1993: 87). Yet, the "coffee revolution7' that got underway d u ~ g  the Liberal 

Reforms did have, as Lovell insists, a profound impact on Indigenous communities that not 

even the most enlightened and modemizing of the Indigenous leaders that may have 

welcomed them could have foreseen.' 

Coffee production required particular growjng conditions that were found only in 

the Verapaz highlands (east of the western Mayan highlands) and around the Pacific 

piedmont that was rich in volcanic soil- These regions, then, becarne the focus of much 
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land speculation. Foreign and domestic investment into the coffee revolution resulted in 

"coffee emergùig during the second half of the nineteenth century as Guatemala's principal 

export crop, a position that it has maintained in the national economy £tom the time of 

Rufrno Barrios until the present" (Lovell, 198 8: 3 8). The organization of coffee production 

according to the plantation orfincn mode1 thus requires intensive labor only at harvest tirne. 

"What coffee planters required, therefore, is a seasonai work force, one that provides labor 

when needed and that can be dispensed with when not. For more than a century, migrant 

Indians have met this requirement" (Lovell, 1988: 38). The rnethods of labor recnritment 

for the fmcas has varied over the years starting with rnandamiento in 1 876, going through 

legdized debt peonage in 1894, and h a l l y  reaching the form of vagrancy laws in 1934 

which required "individuals holding less than a stipulated amount of land to work part of 

each year as wage Iaborers for others" (Lovell, 1988: 39). According to David McCreery, 

the overall effect of these various forms of extra-economic coercion on Indigenous 

cornrnunities was "to aggravate social differentiation within the cornmunities and 

contribute to the breakdown of corporate self-protective structures" (Quoted in Lovell, 

1988: 39). Since then, the necessity for coercive labor has diminished ;'as explosive 

population growth and the need to earn money to feed more mouths routinely ensure a 

plentiful work force" (Lovell, 1988: 42). To a great extent the conditions that continue to 

ensure the need for this form of seasonal labor have to do with structural inequaiities in 

land tenancy patterns whereby minifiindistas (smallholders of land) do not have enough 

land to provide year-round ernployinent and subsistence? 



The significance of the coffee revolution and the spread of capitalist economic 

relations for Indigenous comrnunities was not that they represented a transition to a new 

capitalkt mode of production. Rather, according to David McCreery, their sipificance for 

Indigenous cornmunities laid in the fact that these processes represented ;'the first instance 

in Guatemala of the penetration of commercial agriculture into the fiber of Indigenous 

society" (Quoted in Smith, 1993: 85). Thus, according to Smith, the Liberal program of the 

1870s did not create a full-fledged wage-laboring class because liberals were unwilling to 

do so. Rather, they failed to do so because they found "little interest abroad and strong 

resistance at home" for their efforts (Smith, 1993: 88). The development of large land 

holdings in Guatemala, the so-called latifundia, occurred precisely because of the labor 

problem. Ln other words, "only large producers had enough political power to obtain forced 

labor, which \vas supplied by the state, and enough economic power to afford the 

production inefficiencies that use of forced labor entails" (Smith, 1993: 88). Moreover, few 

Guatemalans had the large amounts of capital required to setup large agricultural operations 

like the coffee plantations. Most of the capital came fkom outside, particularly korn 

German investors, who eventually came to control a good deal of coffee production in 

Guatemala until World War II (Smith, 1993 : 88). 

Plantation agriculture thus produced three enduring consequences for Guatemala. 

First, "Guatemalan plantation agriculture remained undercapitalized, inefficient, and tied to 

relatively few crops from 187 1 on; second, a small oligarchy, the latifundists, came to 

dorninate Guaternalan politics fiom 1871 on; and, third, a highly centralized state apparatus 

deveIoped in order to assist in the acquisition of both capital and labor, and this apparatus 



was to grow only stronger and more rigid after 1 87 1" (Smith, 1993 : 89). These are the 

ongins of Guatemalan "dependency" on the expoa of a few agricultural crops and the 

structural origins of the oligarchic state. 

Indeed, according to Carol Smith, the roots of the oligarchic state in Guatemala are 

found in the peculiar role played by urban-based regional elites in the control of the masses 

through overly coercive means. The cultural and political ad f '  between Indigenous peoples 

and Ladinos rneant that, unlike the case of other Central Amencan countries, patron-client 

ties linking rural groups to regional interest groups did not develop. On the contrary, 

Ladino elites were left alone by the state to intimidate, exploit, and expropriate Indigenous 

communities a l r n o ~  at will, a treatrnent that only served to polarize groups in Guatemala 

along ethnic lines even more. This treatrnent also prevented the development of "plural 

interest groups aligned in vertical segments" and capable of gauiing national power. The 

result was the stren,ghening of ethnic segmentation and the concentration of political power 

into the hands of one ethnic groups and a highly centralist form of state. The lirnited power 

of the regional elites rneant, also, that "the plantation oligarchy in Guatemala becarne the 

national elite, and the power of this smail group was rarely contested by any other group" 

(Smith, 1993: 91). Both political power and urban life becarne concentrated in a single city, 

the national capital, while provincial t o m s  that had previously 'mediated between the 

national and the 1 0 ~ d "  in economic and political terms languished (Smith, 1993: 91).1° The 

fate of Indigenous communities was m e r  isolation from economic development and 

marginalization from politicai life. However, underlying this separation in political life kvas 



a vital economic accommodation reached between plantation development and Indigenous- 

comrnunity developrnent. 

An accommodation had been reached between plantation development and 
native-communiv development, which must be seen as a real 
accommodation rather than the result of the will of capitalist expansion. 
Plantations obtained labor fiom native communities for meager wages by 
tapping the labor of poorer families on a seasonal basis; native communities 
held ont0 diminished community land, now mostly pnvately titled, and 
made up in wage labor, artisanry, and commerce what they had lost in 
agricultural self-sufficiency. The Ladino plantation-owner c las  gained 
peasant labor, but the Ladino urban merchants Iost many of their 
commercial rnonopolies. Rural peasants overdl lost autonomy and self- 
sufficiency, but some of them gained new possibilities for obtaining 
income. Large-scale export agiculture \vas established in the lowlands, but 
it was not capitalist agriculture; force was still required to obtain labor. 
What was irretrievably Iost was the old colonial system of ûibute extraction, 
dong with its complement, the closed corporate peasant community. Yet, 
the bais  of peasant resistance was not destroyed. It only changed (Smith, 
1993: 92). 

The political and econornic place of lndigenous communities within the 

Guatemalan nation-state and economy thus enabled thern to successfuliy reproduce many 

of their traditionai institutions, their particular communal normative core, with a fair degree 

of autonomy despite a nurnber of pressures corning fiom the development of Guaterndan 

agrarian capitalism and the organization of the nation-state after the 1 870s. But even as the 

modem period got under way, Indigenous comrnunities continued to be controlled by 

principales (eiders) who "achieved their position by ascending through the ranks of the 

civil-religious hierarchy and who often used their position to gain control of land or Indian 

laboryy (Arias, 1990: 232). Of course, it was not easy within Indigenous communities to 

enter the ranks of the civil-religious cargo system and once a "man" entered it, it typicdly 



took hirn many years before achieving higher positions of privilege and "respect-" Robert 

M. Carmack describes the "traditional comunity" of one Mayan town in the twentieth 

century as follows: 

The members of the widest traditional community are the aj Chwa Tz 'ak, 
"people of Momostegango," considered to be the descendants of the "race" 
that has inhabited these particular rnountains and canyons fiom '%me 
immemorial." They differ &O m surrounding Indian communities (such as 
Totonicapiin) by a set of distinctive customs expressed in Ianguage dialect, 
dress, rnilitary values, weaving styles, and syncretic ritual. They conceive of 
their community as having territorial boundaries; but unlike the modem 
municipal boundaries, the traditional boundaries are defined in 
unambiguous fashion. Through oral tradition and a score or more of 
codicting land titles, they can detail claims to every tree, rock, cross, and 
mountain marking the line between their community and that of neighbors. 
Affiliation with this traditional comuni ty  is first by birth and second by 
adherence to a body of d e s ,  customs, and speech patterns. put] 
socialization into the community's institutions and cultural symbols is 
necessary for full rnembership. Residence in the town center has resuited in 
many Indians associating with the modern community rather than the 
traditional one. Nevertheless, the primary afEliation of perhaps 50 to 60 
percent of Momostenango's total population is with the traditional 
comrnunity (Carrnack, 1995: 294). 

According to Carmack, most of the public affairs of the traditional community are 

"ritualistic and sacred."' ' This is the case even in those situations where the cornrnunity has 

to respond to the modem municipaliq and thus has to adapt its ritual and sacred custorns 

accordingly. Judicial activities are a good example of this. "The traditionalists accept their 

subjection to the justice of the peace in serious matters of law and activate their own 

authority to facilitate this operation. But they also know that unwritten customary Iaw is 

applicable within the traditional community and exert considerable effort to see that their 

otvn Iaws are applied fairly and not totally ovemdden by national laws" (Carmack, 1995: 



295). But the most distinctive role of the traditional community, according to Carmack, is 

"assuring the ritual well-being of its people" (Carmack, 1995: 295). The community does 

this by placating and addressing the "vital forces of the world" that include the ancestors, 

who "demand the maintenance of traditional social relations and ritual;" the earth in dl its 

manifestations that has to receive proper respect; and the saints "because they are the 

earth's helpers and the patrons of business, weaving, and wool production" (Carmack, 

1995: 295). 

The most fundamentai social units of Indigenous commURities, Carmack argues, are 

the clans and lineages.12 Although not readily known to Ladinos and even to other 

Indigenous peoples fiom other communities, clans and lineages "forni the infi.astnicture of 

al1 other important traditional social institutions, such as the f ~ l y ,  hamlet, mariage, 

compadrazgo, age grades, and priest-shaman cults" (Carmack, 1995: 297). The traditional 

clans and Iineages are strictly patrilineal in descent with the position of married women 

being "ambiguous." 4 married woman is considered to be part of the clan, but "her 

participation in clan affairs is lirnited" (Carmack, 1995: 297). The most venerable fi,we 

within the clan is sorne reputed founding ancestor with particular clans being able to trace 

their lineages s k  to eight generations back. From the perspective of an external observer 

clans and the way they regulate the ethics of the community may not be readily apparent. 

However, careful ethnographical work on Indigenous communities shows that clan 

"aKècts everything that a rural Indian does or thinks" (Carmack, 1995: 298). 

Consequently, there is a close relationship between land and clan rnostly expressed through 

ritual, between clan and deceased clan ancestors "who watch over the clan to assure that 



they traditional way of life is maintained;" between agicultural and ancestraE altars and the 

260-day Mayan Calendar that replates a similar sequence for the entire calemdar from clan 

to clan; and bettveen communal interests and strictly exogarnous rules of marriage. As 

Carmack writes: "The clan head, dong with the father of the groom and othel- principales, 

approves the chosen bride, manges for the complex mariage ceremony, helps obtain the 

bride price, and ceremonially seals the whole aEairTf (Carmack, 1995: 299). 

The authority structure of Indigenous communities is divided into status divisions 

and the civil-religious hierarchy. In terms of status division, the principales cammand the 

highest levels and the most respect. The middle status is occupied by youngex men who 

also serve in the civil-religious hierarchy as civilian mayors and regfdores, military and 

public works leaders, religious mayors, and constables, mczyurdomos, vocales, and petty 

oEcials (Carmack, 1995: 306). Women occupy the lowest grade possible in Ethe status 

divisions of Indigenous communities. Thus, the principales command the greatest respect 

from everyone below and are considered like father figures. "They cornmand the right to 

speak when and as often as they wish, to sit in the front chairs, to be served f o o d  and dnnk 

first, and to march at the fiont of any cerernonial procession and take the l e a a  in ritual 

&airs, for they are thought to have the knowledge and power of priest-shamans, even in 

cases where they do not actively practice costumbre" (Carmack, 1995: 3 06). Thus failure to 

consult the principaIes on any matters of public importance constitutes a violation of 

traditional des. ' '  

Conflict resolution in Indigenous communities takes place through t h e  clan 

application of customary law. Typical conflicts that customary law appears ideally suited 
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for ulclude adultery, the& inheritance, divorce, incest and sirnilar problems. In these cases, 

clan members organize informa1 courts in which the facts of the case are heard, judgements 

are made on consensus, and sanctions are applied against guilty individuals (Carmack, 

1995: 299). The sanctions mostly consist of "the pressure of public reprimand" and, 

sometimes, "corporal punishment7' in the fonn of whipping or ear pulling (Cannack, 1995: 

300). This type of cases is usually dealt with in informal courts setup to ded with them, but 

more serious cases such as problems between clans over land are taken to higher traditional 

courts available to communities particularly the councils of principales in the canibns (rural 

Indigenous district) and the Indigenous ulculdia (caucus, municipal council) within the 

modern municipality located in the town center (Carmack, 1995: 473, n. 46). In al1 cases, 

Carmack argues, judicial process mithin the clans is "an ancient, tvell-institutionalized set 

of proceedings based on established custornary principles" without which the traditional 

rural structure might "cave in from the pressures for change applied by the modem legal 

system" (Carmack, 1995: 300). 

Within the traditional structures of the Indigenous community, then, most patterns 

of communication are ceremonially fixed. This means, according to Habermas, that there 

are restrictions on possible ccchallenpes to the authoritative validity of the syndrome of 

intermeshing descriptive, evaluative, and expressive contents. This crystallized cornplex of 

beliefs reveals a kind of validity, one equipped with the force of factuai reality- In this case, 

the$uion offactici~ and validiry occurs not in the mode of the always already familiar, not 

in terrns of basic certainties that, so to speak, stand behind us, but rather in the mode of an 



authority that imperiously confronts us and arouses ambivalent feelings" (Habermas, 

1996b: 24). 

Thus, it is no t o d y  the cLaccommodation" between Indigenous comrnunities and 

piedmont fincas or the structure of mutuai swivai  between these two poles that the 

October Revolution, particdarly the Arbenz government, failed to understand. In addition, 

the intellectuai revolutionaries active dunng and after the October Revolution failed to 

appreciate the specific normative dynarnic of the Indigenous madel of ethical life which 

responded to a deeply-entrenched attachment to pre-modem forms of a land-language 

nems. According to Loveli, who echoes the arguments made by Robert Wasserstrom, 

"Arbenz operated under the misapprehension that 'Guatemala's internai difficulties 

sternmed chiefly fiom the ignorance and isolation of its Indian population"' (Lovell, 1988: 

42). '' The fact is that Arbenz and his supporters failed to comprehend that "commercial 

agriculture in Guatemala represented a specid f o m  of capitalism which had itself 

promoted the spread of subsistence famiing and minifundia land tenure (Wasserstrom, 

quoted in Lovell, 1988: 42). iMoreover;Arbenz and his supporters aiso failed to understand 

the role of culture and politics in either consolidating or wettl ing established forms of 

Indigenous ethical life. 

A-rbenz carried out his vision of the revolution believing, according to revolutionary 

language, that the "old antagonisms between Indians and Ladinos would disappear as in 

time Indian serfs were integrated into national life" (Wasserstrom, quoted in Lovell, 1988: 

4243). Consequently, the Arbenz revolution challenged and was defeated by "a more 

powerfd and insidious variant of capitalism that had long since adapted itself to the 
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geographical and ethnic peculiaritSes of Guatemala7' (Lovell, 1988: 43). Arbenz failed to 

understand, Lovell maintains, the "symbiotic" nature of Guaternalan capitaIism, Le. the 

symbiotic link between Iatifûndia and minifundia, In socioeconornic ternis, however, what 

the reforms introduced by the October Revolution did accornplish was the abolition in 1945 

of al1 forced Iabor Iaws (Smith, 1993: 93). The institutionalization of the right to work (Le. 

to choose the form and location o f  work), to mobilization, and to organize unions thus 

marked an important step in the Guaternalan transition to modernity. 

However, something more than just a direct challenge to plantation agriculture and 

Indigenous "backwardness" was required and indeed developed. The less glarnorous policy 

of Dr Juan José Arévalo's govemnient, narnely the introduction of agrïcultwal cooperatives 

into the Guaternalan countryside, Ln fact had an even more radical consequence than the 

kontal assault on land tenancy and subsistence agriculture launched by the Arbenz 

administration. According to Loveli, the introduction of cooperatives "began a process of 

cultural change the unfolding of which gradudly altered Me by lessening the dependent 

status of'bfaya cornmunities7' (Lovell, 1988: 43). Combined with reforms in the educational 

system and poIicies to promote Indigenous languages, cooperatives "inaugurated a rural 

awakening" unprecedented in twentieth-century Guatemala (Lovell, 198 8: 43). Through 

the work of foreign missionaries brought into Guatemala by the Catholic Church, 

particularly through the movement of Acc ih  Catblica promoted since the end of the 1930s 

by the Church, a cooperative movement developed in Guatemala during the 1940s and 

1950s that was finnly established %y the 1960s particularly in the Indigenous region of the 

West and central highlands (Lovell, 1988: 44).15 The developrnent of this cooperative 



movement, Arturo Anas argues, "began to sponsor political, socid, religious, and even 

sports activities and developed into autonornous local entities" (Arias, 1990: 233).16 

Cooperatives, then, represent the starting institutional point of a specifically modem 

differentiation of ethical Iife in traditional indigenous cornmunities. 

2) Tire Differeniiafion of Indigeno us Erlr icai Life and tire Developmen f of Ethical- 

PuCiticni Discourses 

The development of a rural marketing system around the northwest highlands, as 

Carol Smith supgests, had already put the traditional cornrnunity under a great deal of 

cultural and political pressure p io r  to the 1950s. In particular, socioeconomic 

differentiation brought the civil-religious cargo system into a crisis of legitimacy that 

reached right into the very nature of Indigenous identity and ethical life. The same can be 

said of the traditional process of conflict resolution, largely based on custornary Law, that 

although suitable for the resolution of small disputes on the basis of an intersubjectively 

shared lifeworld, could no longer cope with the disputes that started to arise f?om the 

process of rationalization, linguistification, and pluralization of the traditional Indigenous 

worldview d e r  the 1950s. 

The process of cultural and political differentiation within Indigenous communities 

and the development of alternative forms of political and economic activities in the modem 

period deepened old tensions, initiated a nurnber of new ones, and even gave place to 

violent conflicts within the communities that chailenged the traditional Indigenous 



worldview and institutions in radical ways and overwhelmed the old approaches to 

communication and conflict resolution. Not only did commercial gowth spur the 

construction of new highways and the increase in new transportation networks and new 

m a s  communications media, but this form of economic change also implied a drarnatic 

transformation in the local horizon of socioeconomic expectations and possibilities (Falla, 

1980: 145306). 

The three most fimdamental attachments of Indigenous communities, that is, the 

attachments to land, comrnunity, and place, represent what John Watanabe has referred to 

as a "consensus of tradition" (Watanabe, 1990: 184). This consensus on tradition continued 

to be in force well into the modern period and, in some case, until the present day. The 

contours of the Indigenous form of ethical Me, then, are forged out of the relationship 

between these three variables. The Indigenous mode1 of the good Iife emerges, precisely, 

out of the goaI of successfully relating to land on the basis of traditional maize agriculture, 

successfully becorning integrated into the civil-religious cargo system that, together with 

customary law, provide the normative framework of Indigenous life, and keeping local 

attaclunents in the face of trernendous pressure to migrate. The balance among these 

variables helps to define the nature and dynamics of the Indigenous conception of the good 

life. But for the past fi@ years, the crisis of subsistence agriculture, unprecedented 

population growth, the advances of the cash economy and the political integation of 

Indigenous communities into the national public sphere have implied, as a necessary 

consequence, a transformation of the traditional Indigenous worldview. 



How codd what Carmack calls the ccpatrimo~ai" type of traditional authority 

dominant among Indigenous communities well into the modem period change in order to 

meet challenges generated fiom within and fi-orn outside? How did this particular type of 

legal authonty respond and adapt to these challenges? What, in short, brought the "crisis of 

legitimation" ofthe authority systems in many Indigenous cornmunities of Guatemala in 

the modern period (Carmack, 1995: 393)? These questions are by no means rhetorical. As 

Carmack points out, for "tens of thousands of rural Indians this reticulate structure of 

patriarchal and patrimonial authority constitutes part of the very core of a profoundly felt 

nativistic view of the world" (Carrnack, 1995: 393). But now, there are also many 

thousands of Indigenous people who no longer follow the traditional virtues of the 

hdigenous mode of ethical life. 1s this the result of mere "acculturation" and 

"ladinization"? 1s there something else at work?" 

There is no doubt that socioeconomic conditions ~vithin Indigenous communities 

changed in many ways over the past half a century . Indeed, socioeconomic differentiation 

as a result of commerce, a decreasing land base and increasing population, and migration to 

other cornrnunities and to the capital city created conditions for an increasing number of 

Indigenous people to "6ee themselves fiom the subjugation imposed by the [principales] 

through ceremonial services and religious rites," mechanisms that had previously impeded 

the accumulation of wealth and the development of alternative routes to positions of social 

prestige and political authonty (Arias, 1990: 233; Falla, 1980: 145-2066}. Indeed? 

Indigenous people involved in the commercial sector were among the first ones to 

challenge the traditionalistsy monopoly of religious rites and codes and thus "placed 



themselves at the head of a movement r e b e b g  against th& communities' traditional 

beliefs" (Arias, 1990: 233; see aiso Le Bot, 1995: 92-105). But the challenge posed by 

commercial interests to the oId Indigenous structures of authonty and ethical Iife was, in 

effect, exrer~al-  In addition to socioeconornic differentiation and the emergence of new 

social classes, then, new cultural and political languages enabled many individuals to 

initiate an infernal process of cultural and political ernancipation the results of which have 

been far reackg .  

In Guatemala Catholic social doctrine was given expression pnrnarily, although 

not exclusively, through the movement known as Catholic Action, a conservative 

movement within the Catholic Church that started in the late 1930s, flourished in the 

1940s and 195Os, and finally bore cultural and politicai k i t s  in the 1960s and 1970s.'' 

What were some of the central concepts in this type of cultural and political language and 

why was it so readily adopted by an increasingly large number ofindividuals within 

Indigenous communities in Guatemala? 

Catholic social doctrine rested on the notion of the person, not merely in 

individualist terms, but in more socid terms, that is, the person as a social being. To 

understand persons fiom the perspective of thÏs doctrine is to understand their social 

relations and to understand what it means to improve or perfect this person requires an 

understanding of what the doctrine calls the comrnon good. The solidarity among persons 

that this doctrine identifies emanates fiom human nature itself and not fkom any 

individual will alone. What the doctrine refers to as the cornrnon good is to be placed at 

the service of persons in solidarity, but not the other way around. That is, placing persons 



at the service of the cornmon good would be, according to this doctrine, cccollectivisrn." 

People are transformed into persons by constituting themselves into the active subjects of 

their own activities and these activities are understood as of this world and being the 

autonomous and independent resuk of persons themselves. Thus, the enjoyment of 

autonomy transforms people into persons (See Abbott, 1 966: 1 99-3 08). 

However, pre-Vatican II social doctrine was unable to find a normative ground 

for the autonomy o f  persons other than that provided by an a priori affkmation of private 

property as the single foundation of personal autonomy (See Abbott, 1966: 280-282). 

Thus, the reasoning goes, without autonomy people cannot becorne persons, but persons 

cannot be autonomous without private property. Thus, pre-Vatican II established an a 

priori connection between people, autonorny, private property, capitalist market 

economies and fieedom that makes it virtually impossible to distinguish between the 

notion of person in pre-Council doctrine and the notion of an individual subject in the 

classical Iiberal tradition of the Lockean variant. It was precisely against the apnoristic 

connection between autonomy and private property established by pre-Council discourse 

that Catholic liberal and liberation theologians would react after the Council both in 

Europe and Latin Arnerica (Hinkelarnrnert, 1987: 6 1-78; 1986: 157-1 82). 

Indeed, the development, dissemination and influence of Liberation Theology in 

Latin America after Vatican II, Guatemala inchded, served to strengthen the notion of 

the person as an autonomous moral agent living in social solidarity with other persons 

(Gutierrez, 1 972 : 52-62). But perhaps the most important innovation introduced by 

liberation theologians into Catholic social doctrine is the translation of the notion of 



person into that of the subject, particuIarly the idea of a self-determining moral subject 

involved in transformative and emancipatory action that included work and revolution 

(Gutienez, 1983: 25-1 07). As a subject of transformative activities oriented to the 

satisfaction of basic needs, then, al1 subjects share in the dignity of labor that, in place of 

private property, serves the purpose of persona1 self-realization and self-determination. In 

this vision, subjects cannot be denied the fniits of their own labor and that is what divides 

rational fiom irrational forms of social organization. 

Like pre-Vatican II doctrine, Liberation Theology conceives of the basic dignity 

of subjects as the source of mutual and voluntary solidarity. Solidarity is thus an 

ontological attribute of human and rational social relations, not a doctrinal assumption. 

Whereas pre-Council social doctrine established an aprioristic and positivist link between 

the person and private property and the person was understood as protected in his or lier 

private autonomy by negative liberties founded on private property, Liberation Theology 

changes these normative terms in radical ways. The subject now appears as oriented to 

the world with the purpose of transforming that world in order to satisS human needs. It 

is here that, in common with the tradition of Western Marxism, Liberation Theology 

Ends the foundation of human and political solidarity. In order for a particular society to 

be brought into line with these principles, it would have to be organized in such a way 

that each subject becornes capable, and on the b a i s  of hislher labor, of satiseing his/her 

basic needs. Thus, the satisfaction of human needs on the basis of the right to self- 

determination becomes the irreplaceable criterion for social organization. The notion of 

the comrnon good is also redefined in such a way that the very redefinition of the 



institutional system in confonnity with the satisfaction of human needs becomes the 

common good itself. In other words, the existentid requirement of self-realization 

becomes a function of the political-economic requirement of self-determination. 

Therefore, guaranteeing the well being of the siribjectivity of people becomes the 

coordinating criterion for rational state policies- Because the human subject and the 

satisfaction of basic needs are thought to precede the institutional W e w o r k  itself, state 

pnorities cannot justifiably be guided by an exclusive concern with the administrative 

imperatives of power or the hc t iona l  necessiti, es of the market economy. For this 

reason, then, post-Council Liberation Theology grounds the notion of the subject and 

his/her autonomy, not on private property, but cm the idea of institutionalized social rights 

(Hinkelammert, 1 987: 69-78). 

The concepts of both pre-Council Catho-lic social doctrine and post-Council 

Liberation Theory sIowly made their way into Iadigenous communities throughout the 

northwest highlands of Guatemala and fostered the development of ethical-existentid 

discourses precisely at a time when the need f o r  such discourses was the greatest. Tme, 

the official line of the Guatemalan Catholic Church was fundarnentally anticommunist, 

part of the contradictory legacy of the October Revolution, which the Church consistently 

justified in tems of Pre-Council social doctrine-. At the same time, however, the long 

tradition of Christian natural law of an Aristoteiiian-Thomist variation had always been 

implicit in the Church's cornmitment to the development of a social and economic 

pastoral grounded on the "double function" of  private property, i.e. the individual and 

social functions of private property (Chea, 1988% 79). Already in pre-Council times, then, 



the Guatemalan Church was ideologically and discursively instrumental in helping to 

institutionalize these ideas through rnovements such as the agricultural CO-operative 

movement. As we saw above, cooperatives in the Guatemalan countryside, particularly 

within Indigenous communities, "began a process of cultural change the unfolding of 

which gradually dtered life by lessening the dependent statu of  Maya communities" 

(Lovell, 1988: 43; Falla, 1980: 145306). 

In addition, social doctrine ideas cvere also crucial for the organization of new 

political options in Guatemala such as the Christian Democratic Party, founded in 1955 

(Villagran Krarner, 1993 : 302-304; Chea, 1988: 79).19 As Carmack observes, the 

"struggle for power between Indians and Ladinos shifted to the electoral arena" between 

the 1950s to the 1970s and a division of political wings between "modem ideals" versus 

"traditional ways" became increasingly salient (Carmack, 1995: 399). In effect, the 

national public sphere was slowly widened to include the local political processes of 

formerly isolated populations. In some Indigenous cornrnunities, for example, "Ladino 

reformists have used the Revolutionary Party in recent decades to express a political 

vision in the electoral arena" whereas "town Indian conservatives have used the officia1 

military parties (such as the MLN) to express a political vision during elections" 

(Carmack, 1 995 : 400-40 1 ). In addition, certain forms of "parliamcntary-type discussions 

have appeared within the municipal council and several voluntary associations in t o m  

and even in a lirnited way within the m a l  auxiliatura councils" have developed in some 

Indigenous communities (Carmack, 1990: 40 1). 



Thus, the introduction of party politics and electoral processes into Indigenous 

cornmunities effectively extended the national public sphere to these cornmunities and 

initiated alternative processes of cultural and political argumentation and conflict 

resolution. Given the anticommunist fiarnework within which the National Security State 

undertook a systematic assault on cornmunity and their political expressions, and 

notwithstanding the official anticommunist stand of the Catholic hierarchy, the political 

categories that the ethical-existential discourse of the social doctrine made possible 

becarne a crucial vehicle for the reparation of culturally and politically damaged 

identities, a damage that included the legacy of the conquest as a way of life as well as 

the increasingly repressive politics of the State of National Security, i.e. the violent 

colonization of the Indigenous lifeworld, as the armed conflict began to unfold. 

Thus, from its o f f ~ c i i  foundation in Guatemala in 1946 the conservative 

movement of Catholic Action (AC) l-ielped to spread pre-Vatican II idioms, first arnong a 

small number of urban groups, but also and more irnportantly in the rural areas of the 

northwest highlands, where most Indigenous communities were located. The cultural and 

political battles that developed within thece communities, particularly as a result of 

socioeconomic differentiation and the development of an ethical-political discourse that 

effectively linguistified the traditional nativist worldview and the challenge to traditional 

forrns ofauthority dominated by the elders, rendered succeeding generations of AC 

activists into a fertile ground for an eventual reception of the more radical discourse of 

Liberation Theology in the late 1960s and 1970s (Chea, 1988: 99). 



Important catdysts of this slow transformation were the influentid "cursiilos de 

cristiandad' (workshops on Christianity) sponsored by the Catholic Church in Guatemala 

in 1963. Although ernphasizing the training of lay mernbers of the Church and the values 

of socio-econornic justice dong purely Christian Democratic lines, the cursihs were 

nonetheless successful in disseminatinp Catholic social doctrine first among AC activists 

and then throughout Indigenous communities in the northwest highiands. Eventually, 

however, the entire movement of young lay activists trained in the mentality of pre- 

Vatican II social doctrine and the anticommunist ideoIogy of the Guatemalan Church 

found the institutional and religious constraints imposed on their action, especiaily the 

strict separation between the religious and the political imposed by the national Catholic 

hierarchy, inconsistent with the modernizing spirit of Vatican II. 

The discourse of Liberation Theology supplied a nurnber of rnissing links to the 

successful development of ethicd-political discourses with which activists could be 

capable of articulating autonomous life projects and alternative f o m s  of pluralist, 

rnulticultural and collective forms of life. Thus, an important reason why institutions like 

agriculturai cooperatives becarne normatively attractive was not just because they secured 

autonomous access to land, fostered a sense of economic solidarity among small Iand- 

holciers, and lessened the dependency of Indigenous communities wlth respect to seasonal 

labor in the Pacific piedmont. More importantly, uniike both traditional institutions 

within Indigenous cornmunities and the institutions of the National Security State, 

cooperatives allowed for certain degree of autonomous ethical self-realization and 

development of political self-determination on moral grounds. Therefore, institutions like 



these were the starting point for the institutionalization of differentiated fonns of life and 

could serve as a platform, along with other institutions of the national public sphere now 

also reaching into Indigenous communities, for the exercise of  an impartial evduation 

and resolution of local needs and conflicts relatively free of the egocentrism of dominant 

economic institutions and the ethnocentrïsm of pre-modem traditional culture as 

expressed, for example, though customary Iaw. With these initial steps, then, the 

resolution of c o d i c t s  on the basis of what Habermas calls "moral discourses" begins to 

take an initial shape but wil1 not become part of the ethos of a broader form of civil 

society until the Iate 1980s and 1990s (Habermas, 1 996b: 97). 

Denous Of course, the cultural, political, and economic transformation of Indi, 

communities did not take place without obstacles. Accordhg to Arias, the fight against 

tradition "unleashed a long and bitter conflict, at times extremely harsh and not without 

violence" that often resulted in "near-lynchings, contiontations with machetes, rocks, and 

knives among members of a community as they sought to control the local church and to 

cornrnand the loyalty of comrnunity members" (Arias, 1990: 233). Cooperatives, for 

example, brought about "serious conflicts with the local powers" and thus accelerated "the 

radicalization of Acci6n Cat61icats members and their mentors" (Anas, 1990: 233; Falla, 

1980: 145-206)- But without an adequate understanding of the influence of the normative 

elements built into the new language of Catholic social doctrine it would not be possibIe to 

understand the transformation of Indigenous comrnunities over the p s t  fifiy years and the 

eventual role they would play, particularly in the forrn of a Pan-Mayanist movement, in the 

context of the Peace Process of the 1990s. 



It is fiom within this process of cultural and political differentiation, then, that the 

traditional Indigenous worldview, the normative core of  Indigenous comrnunities, began to 

explodefi-orn within and started to give place to new forms of cultural and political 

language and identity. As discussed above, pre-Vatican II Catholic social doctrine exerted 

profound influence in Guatemala through the work of A c c i h  Catolica (AC). Catholic 

social doctrine rested on the notion of the person, not rnerely in individudist tems, but in 

more social terms, that is, the person as a social being. The doctrine of the common good 

perféctly suited the needs of a new cultural and political alternative that, at that point, was 

grounded on the cooperative movement seen as expressing solidarity among members. The 

power of these activities resided, not o d y  in their challenge to traditional foms of 

authority, but also in the subjective power that they conferred on Indigenous people that 

enabled them to transform themselves into persons by constituting themselves into the 

active subjects of their own activities. The practical exercise of autonomy felt Iike a 

transformation of people, traditionally subject of an old s tatu systern, into persons. The 

work of AC activists and the spread of new mass communications media, such as the radio, 

also implied the wide dissemination of the normative principles of the social doctrine. 

Pte-Vatican II social doctrine was also of course perfectly suitable to those with 

more pragmatic interests among the new commercial forces. In particular, the dogrnatic 

affirmation of private property by the social doctrine served as a powerful ideological 

legitimation of these new interests. In this sense, then, pre-Vatican II social doctrine 

heiped to legitimate the new commercial networks by affïrming an a priori connection 

between people, autonomy, private property, capitalist market economies and freedom. 



AC activists, however, saw things in slightly different tems, terms that became slowly 

radicalized as new cultural, political and economic conflicts emerged within and between 

communities. For them, Pre-Vatican II social doctrine was no longer able to charnel 

more pressing concerns that, instead, were more clearly articuiated though the language 

of Liberation Theology. For example, the subject of this form of theology, unlike the 

egotistic and praagnatic subject that the commercial interests saw as legitimated by social 

doctrine, is radically oriented to the tvorld, in self-less solidarity with others, with the 

purpose of transfonning that world in order to satisSf individual and collective hurnan 

needs. This means, frorn the critical perspective of activists and intellectuals, that the 

satisfaction of human needs on the basis of the right to self-determination becomes, at the 

very least, the irreplaceable criterion for social organization and the starting point for a 

critique of the state and government policies. Thus, radicalized AC activists slowly began 

to challenge both Indigenous traditionalists, the new commercial interests aligned with 

the social doctrine, and the State of National Security designed and slowly 

institutionalized after 1954. 

What we see happening between the 1950s and the 1970s, in the words of Arias, 

is that the "first qualitative alteration of woridview was realized in many Indian 

communities through the conflict between Acci6n Catdica and costumbnsta groups" 

(Arias, 1990: 234; see also Falla, 1980: 145-206). Essentially, 1 suggest, the 

transformation of the traditional worldview followed the sociological pattern that, as 1 

sl-iowed in the introduction to this thesis, Habermas has labeled the linguistifkation and 

the differentiation of the lifeworld. This means, on the one hand, that traditional forrns of 



sacred and magical powers ceased to manifest themselves through the status and 

traditional hierarchies and ceremonial practices dominated by the elders and, instead, 

subjects themselves begin to articulate their claims in fheir own words. And, on the other 

hand, that following the traditional way of life became one of several choices of the good 

life open to people who started to approach their own traditions self-reflectively. 

The challenge to the authority of the traditional woridview as the only available 

form of ethical life, the challenge to the traditional structures of ascnbed consensus and 

the traditional authority of the elders as the preferred mode of Iegal authority, and the 

challenge to an increasingly precarious form of subsistence agriculture as the preferred 

mode of economic survival were thus profoundly revolutionary developments. In general 

terms, these developments illustrate, as this thesis argues, the emergence of an increasing 

sense of autonomous cultural self-realization on the part o f  many individuals where 

various alternative foms  of  the good life become open to criticism and available for 

ethical reproduction. Any form of the good life is thus no longer thought of as a personal 

or collective fate. And this happens, also, in the context of an equally autonomous 

process of political self-determination where, through an increasing array of 

orgmizations and institutions, a growing number of people begin to experience what it is 

Iike to be both the author as well as the addressee of colIectively binding noms of 

cultural and political behavior. This means that cultural and political authonty within 

Indigenous cornmunities could no longer be justified in traditional ways and those more 

general foms of a prion consensus, such as those that the State of National Security 

institutionalized in successive constitutions, were also subject to critique. Therefore, 



these developments occurred partly as a result of a certain level of moral development, 

Le. a post-traditional level of moral development, as this was fmally, even if still 

somewhat thinly and not without the mediation of strategic and violent foms  of action, 

attained within Indigenous communities over the course of three decades from the 1950s 

to the 1970s. 



Chapter 2 

The Language of Revolution and The Transition to Modernity in Guatemala: The 

Case of Revolutionary Ladino Inteilectuals 

This chapter is concerned with key texts written by Ladino revolutionary 

intellectuals in Guatemala and, more generally, with they way in tvhich these intellectuals 

developed revolutionary language between the 1950s and the 1980s.' 

Aithough this chapter concentrates on the national context of revolutionary 

language, it is ofien the case that the texts analyzed in this chapter make reference to the 

international context in which they were wrïtten. In fact, these texts often make reference 

to that context, draw legitimacy fkom it, and find empirical confirmation for the 

arguments that these texts advance. Thus, events such as the CIA-organized counter- 

revolutionary coup in Guatemala in 1954, the Cuban Revolution of 1959, the US invasion 

of Santo Domingo in 1961-1965, the Allende Government in Chile and the CIA-backed 

coup against it in 1973, and the Nicaraguan Revolution of 1979 make repeated 

appearances in the pages of these books. In this chapter, however, the texts themselves 

appear as examples of cultural and political argumentation arnong Ladino intellectual 

elites that slowly coalesced into a particular kind of revolutionary identity. This is what 1 

refer to as the language of revolution. 

From the beginning, Guatemalan revolutionary intellectuals, like many of their 

Latin American counterparts, have shared a common vision of historical development 



and liberation centered on the essential categories o f  labour, capital, and technology. 

They al1 coincide in thinking, for example, that because colonial times were essentially 

defined by servitude then these "relations of production" are enough to justifi the claim 

that Latin America in colonial times constituted a "feudaSy form of society even if thk 

forrn of "feudalism" had its own autochthonous characteristics. Likewise, these 

intellectuals coincide in thinking of the post-independence period and the nineteenth 

more generally as the "pre-capitalist" and "oligarchic" stage of development because the 

form of waged labor had not been fully developed given that the agro-export econornies, 

as in Guatemala, required pre-capitaiist forrns of labor e,uploitattion, control, and 

reproduction. It is on the basis of this particular pre-capitalist mode of production that 

societies like Guatemala witnessed the emergence of the nation-state as a particular form 

of oligarchic domination. 

The question of human agency, either in the form of cultural and political forms of 

ethical life or that of autonomous practices of self-detennination, was only considered 

insofar as it was seen as expressions of colIective forms of class action. The analysis of 

concrete foms of life, the processes of cultural and political reproduction within those forrn~ 

of life, the relationship between concrete forms of life and larger forms of comrnunity, and 

ùie role of culture and politics in shaping and reshaping forms of life were al1 relegated to 

the marginal corners of intellectual activity. Of course, there are always exceptions to my 

rule as the sociological work of Mai-0 Monteforte Toledo (1 939) illustrates. This work is 

characterized by the degree to which it pays attention to cultural and politicai forms of life 

and the particular dynamics by which they are produced and reproduced. However, the 



dominant theoretical tendency within the Guatemaian intellectual left, fkom the 1950s to the 

late 1970s, always regarded normative questions as standing on the ground of material life. 

The history of the constitution of revolutionary language is, thus, also the history of 

the constitution of "utopian reason" (Hinkelammert, 1984: 123-116). By utopian reason 1 do 

not mean just the sort of reason concemed with the establishment of a better world as this is 

described by the work of, for example, Thomas More. This general notion of utopianism is, 

of course, part of utopian reason, but does not exhaust the rneaning of it. Radier, according 

to Hinkelammert, utopian r e s o n  emerges at the moment when the perception of empirical 

reaiity is explicitly guided by a "scientific methodology" that posits particular conceptual 

frameworks, organized around "tool-concepts," as ontologically anterior to ernpirical reality. 

These "tool-concepts" fùnction as a transcendental fkamework that both organize Our 

perceptions of social reality and guide our practical interventions into it. Comprehensive 

concepts such as "the market" or "the economic plan" are just two examples of "tool- 

concepts" at the heart of utopian reason (Hinkelarnmert, 1984: 55-93, 125456). Moreover, 

the intellectual assumes that these concepts are generated by an "objective" relationship 

between observer and observed reality, that they are in fact the essential, i-e. beyond the 

formal appearance, nature of social phenornena, that they represent "general l a d '  of 

I~istory. Hence the araoument +fien articulated with the language of Pavlovian psych010~- 

that theory only "reflects" objective reality provided, of course, that theory be correctly 

developed and reality adequately understood.' 

Armed with the tools of utopian reason, then, revolutionary intellectuals proceeded 

to understand and explain empirical contingencies from the point of view of the extent to 



which they represented approximations to or deviations fiom the "essential" development of 

history as it was revealed by the evidence organized according to the principles of didectical 

Iogic. But utopian reason does more than just legislate the essential form of social reality. It 

is also capable of generating the appropriate set of normative principles required for a 

rational intervention into that reality (Hinkelarnrnert, 1987: 133-165). Therefore, utopian 

reason operates not just at the leveI of social interpretation, but also at the level of moral 

prescription and political behavior. 

Reflecting on similar questions, Seyla Benhabib has argued too that certain 

European philosophers, fiom Hegel to the early Frank£ort School, also operated on the ba is  

of at least four key assurnptions of an epistemological as well as normative kind (Benhabib, 

1986: 54). First, rhere is a unitary mode1 of activity, e g .  Iabor activity, which constitutes the 

centrai form of action around which social lifk as a whole is organized. Second, based on 

that mode1 of action, there is also a colIective subject represented, for example, by the 

Kegelian "Spirit" or the Marxist idea of "class." Third, a certain idea of history as the story 

of the collective subject, the unfolding of the Spirit, or the revolutionary praxis of the class, 

in short wl-iat Benhabib calls "tram-subjectivity," becornes visible as a progressive and one- 

directional fonn of historical action. And fmally, the primary subject of history is thought of 

as having an identity that is both constitutive of and constituted by the social order. Thus, 

according to Benhabib, al1 these various assurnptions c m  be surnmarized by what Habermas 

calls "the philosophy of the subject."' 

In this chapter 1 argue that Guatemaian revolutionary intellectuals, fi-om the 1950s to 

the 1980s- made the same kind of assumptions in both their theoretical interpretations of 



Guatemdan society and their suggestions for political forms of action. But, of course, 

revolutionary intellectuals adopted the principles of utopian reason within their ocvn 

particular cultural and political context. True, the unquestionable importance that the 

Ianguage of revolution acquired for revolutionary intellectuais stemrned fiom several 

unique contributions that this language could and actuaily made to the modem self- 

understanding of the Guatemalan republic that these revolutionaries represented, Indeed, 

what the generation of politically traumatized revolutionary intellectuals tried to do in a 

period of about three decades was nothing less than to re-imagine the whole of the 

Guatemalan nation-state in terms that were both thoroughly modem and thoroughly 

"scientific" in the Marxist-Leninist sense of that tenn. Although the modem and 

"scientific" components of revolutionary language cvould eventually become 

differentiated and give way to more conceptually refified forms of cultural and political 

language, it is important to keep in mind the great debt of Guatemalan rnodemity to this 

tradition. 

In order to understand the reasons why a tradition like orthodox Mmist-Leninism 

could become so much a part of the self-understanding of politically traumatized 

revolutionary intellectuals and their successors, so much the razon ntbpica of revolution, 

I draw fiom the Habennasian notions of the lifeworld and the public sphere. By lifeworld 

Habermas understands the nexus of cultural tradition and social relations that lies half- 

fiidden and half-exposed between the background and the horizon of everyday 

communication. AlIow me to elaborate. 



The lifeworld is prirnarily composed of "background convictions" that serve "as a 

source of situation definitions that are presupposed by participants as unproblematic" 

(TCA 1: 70). In addition, the lifeworld fumishes individuals with "world-concepts" and 

their corresponding validity claims in cases of any disagreement that threatens to 

destabilize the unproblernatic character of background convictions. As Habermas writes, 

"In their interpretive accomplishments the members of a communication community 

demarcate the one objective world and their intersubjectively shared social world from 

the subjective worlds of individuals and (other) collectives" (TCA L 70). In doing so, 

individuals and groups seek to generate more or less stable forms of consensus that once 

again can serve to stabilize problematic situations that require agreement. Therefore, to 

the extent to which Guatemala had entered into the whirlpool of modernity around the 

1950s, as this is represented by an increasing "fragile, dynamic, and fuuy shape of a 

decentered, even fragmented public consciousness," then revolutionary language made 

possible the development of abstract discourses that begin to reach into the depths of this 

transition in order to carry it fonvard (Habermas, 1996b: 97). 

Thus, the tum to Marxist-Leninist orthodoxy after 1954 was to some extent an 

understandable option taken by politically traurnatized and repressed individuals looking 

for an effxtive language through which they could express both their mernories as well 

as their wishes. At the same time, Marxism-Leninism offered a scientific discourse that 

transforrned the intellectuals' understanding of the events of 1954 into a scientific and 

thus politically infallible theory of Guatemalan reality. The p io r  socialization of the 

revolutionaries into the cultural and political patterns of pre-modern culture coupled with 



the traumatic memory of repression and the categories of Mmisrn-Leninisrn belp to 

explain the dogrnatic rejection of more moderate forms of explanation and action. But 

this cultural and political rejection was greatiy justified by the Marxist-Leninist critique 

of the "highest fonn of state," Le. the democratic republic (Engels, 1978: 54). 

According to Engels, for exarnple, "the rights of citizens are [...] apportioned 

according to their wealth, thus directly expressing the fact that the state is an organization 

of the possessing class for its protection against the non-possessing class" (Engels, 1978: 

754). Moreover, Lock's vision of liberalism becarne, in Engels, an actually existing state 

of political &airs even if the democratic republic may have become a type of political 

order where property distinctions are less important, where wealth exercises its power 

only indirectly but where it continues to do so al1 the more surely (Engels, 1978: 754). In 

this context of pre-established class interests, then, the exercise of voting rights and 

political participation are only mechanisms through which the mling class naturally 

exercises control. According to this vision, then, it is entirely plausible that a "society that 

tvill organize its production on the basis of a free and equal association of the producers 

will put the whole rnachinery of the state where it will then belong: into the Museum of 

Antiquities, by the side of the spinning wheel and the bronze axe" (Engels, 1978: 755).4 

Indeed, in Guatemala the radical Marxist-Leninist turn of revolutionary language 

after 1954 single-mindedly emphasized the direct link between the class structure and the 

legal system and the need to subvert both at the sarne time. Yet, even the powerful 

scientific rhetoric of Marxism-Leninism was insufficient to legitimate the option of 

violent revolution that revolutionary intellectuals systematically pursued in the 1960s and 



1970s. A direct appeal to the injustice of the inequalities in individual and national weaLth 

that the October Revolution made palpably clear and that the counter-revolution tried to 

cover thus becarne necessary. After all, these inequalities did not stem directly fiom any 

pre-existing state of domination but instead &om a historically unequal 

institutionalization of formal liberties according to a private Law that became radically 

oligarchie since at least 187 1. The revolutionary appeal to economic jzmice was also 

justified by an explicit appeal to political ernancipation based on the internationally 

recognized right of rebellion against oppressive regirnes. Thus, revolutionary language 

was shaped by a double appeal to both orthodox Marxism-Leninism and to international 

legal noms  ofjustice and fieedom. The tension that this doubIe appeal created within 

revolutionary language would not be worked out until the peace process of the 1990s 

when revolutionaries finally decided to abandon their anti-liberal assumptions in favor of 

a radical form of social democracy. This transformation of revolutionary language finaILy 

took place, however, only at the cost of much credibility. 

From the 1960s to the l98Os, hotvever, revolutionaries were consistent in their 

conviction that any form of non-contradictory revolutionary struggle should be 

strategically and single-rnindedly oriented to solving the unequal distribution of 

econornic privileges. And for these purposes, they thought, the state was to be only an 

instrument for doing away with these economic privileges. By shiftinp the emphasis from 

questions of hurnan rights and democracy to questions of economic revolutionaries 

extended the language of Marxist-Leninist political economy to cover the very concept o f  

the political itself. Revolutionaries thus dispensed with the complex problem of opinion 



and will-formation and substituted it with a double approach to politics. Within 

revolutionary organizations, the principle of "democratic centralism" becarne the nile, but 

in the case of Guatemala this principle almost always worked in such a way that al1 forms 

of democratic debate were either pre-concluded or "cooked up" before hand. And outside 

revolutionary organizations, revolutionaries systernatically advanced overly concrete 

notions of a worker-peasant alliance that would spawn direct forms of democracy thought 

to be superior to any f o m s  of political organization known to Guatemala until then. For 

more than three decades, then, the language of revolution transforrned the question of the 

autonomy and normative logic of democratization into an epiphenomenon of structurai 

concerns. Solving the "structural" problems of the Guatemalan social-formation was 

therefore seen as the strategy that would also and necessarily result in the 

dernocratization of political life. 

Orthodox Marxism-Leninism supplied revolutionary intellectuals with what they 

thought was an objectively valid and politically infallible set of principles that would 

serve as a guide to guarantee the sventual revolutionary seizure of state power. The 

infallible character of these principles was not subject to debate. The dialectical rhetoric 

of revolutionaries supplied a ready-made reservoir of arguments that were thought to 

reflect the real contenr: of historical life. The centralist avant-gardism of professional 

revolutionaries thus became a key source of legitimacy for politicai leadership and 

activism at the expense of the democratic moment of opinion and will-formation. The 

problem of legitimacy that obviously stems fiom this contradictory mode1 of 

revolutionary praxis could not be solved by a mere appeal to either the structures of 



economic inequality that existed in Guatemala or the lack of political space in the context 

of the National Security State dominated by the anny. The enormous di ver si^ of the 

audience that revolutionaries appealed to necessarily required a working idea that would 

serve as source of uncontested legitimacy for revolutionary sbxggle. Revolutionaries 

found this idea in the notion of dignity and natural equality that was already present in 

Catholic social doctrine as well as in the tradition of rebellion against oppressive regimes 

that had characterized Indigenous cornrnunities for a long time. People needed to struggle 

because their very dignity kvas at s t k e  and revolutionary organizations were only the 

instruments through which the violation of dignity could fmd effective redress and be 

restored to a situation of "essential" balance. 

Yet, cultural and political elements do not wholly answer the question of why the 

principles of utopian reason and the philosophy of the subject were adopted so radically by 

Guatemaian revolutionary intellectuds. Socioeconornic developments also help to account 

for the new revolutionary mood. Indeed, by the 1940s the coffee economy developed during 

the last quarter of the nineteenth century had entered into a crisis that was only accentuated 

by the process of industrialization initiated in the early 1960s under the auspices of the 

Alliance for Progress (AP) and the dynarnics of regional integration unleashed by the 

Central Amencan Cornmon Market (MERCOMUN) (1960-1 985). Also, the restrictive and 

repressive mode1 of public sphere adopted during the institutionalization and consolidation 

of the State of National Security (1954-1 980s), particularly the closure of political spaces for 

the autonomous organization of political activity, also helps to explain the progressive 

radicalisation of revolutionary intellectuals in Guatemala. Therefore, the combination of the 



cuitural, political and econornic conditions outlined above created the necessary psychology 

on the part of middle class Ladino intellectuais willing to seek their own subjective 

transformation and constitution into a "class for itself' and the transfomation of "the 

system" by violent means. 

Being a small minority in a country whose rnajor i~ is mostly composed of 

lndigenous Mayan communities, revolutionary Ladino inte1lectuds arziculated their viecvs 

always in sufficiently abstract t ems  that appeared to be culturally and politically inclusive. 

The idea ofnationaZJ;IZIness or national unity thus became a central utopian goal of 

revohtionary praxis. In fact, however, this idea expressed the specifically middle class 

Ladino desire for a form of nation-state that would fmdly bring to completion the stunted 

development of lcrpa~ia and that, by so doing, would finally create the cultural and political 

conditions for overcoming ethnic and class divisions and thus producing a tnily 

--. 
"mtercultural" nation. 

Consider, for example, the following propositions by revolutionq intellectuals 

from one of the splinter groups of the Guatemalan Communist Party (PGT): 

The Guatemalan Labor Party (6 de enero) conceives of itself as a patriotic 
party in the most revolutionq sense of this terrn. For that reason, it 
conceptualizes the Guatemalan revolution as a revolution that, dong with 
procuring economic independence and political sovereignty, will conclude 
the construction of the Guatemalan nation resolving in the most democratic 
and revolutionary manner the ethnic question while creating the conditions 
for installing the full national identity ba rn  inslaurar Zaplena idenriclad 
nncionn& converting into Guatemdans in the most complete sense of the 
tem, al1 the Indians and Ladinos that compose our people (VP, Part 1, Thesis 
1: 6)- 

m e  think that the national question will not be fidly resolved lplenamenre 
reszreZta] as long as demands from Guatemalan Indians in t e m s  of the 
suppression of racism and the oppression of ethnic groups are not resolved in 



a democratic and revolutionary manner, so long as the nation [Za palria] 
remains a concept that encapsulates [engloba] the exclusive interests of the 
dominant class and not a national-popular reality, so long as the nation [la 
pan-ia] remains the business property of a minority of exploiters and not the 
construction of a national identity in a territory whose resources and riches 
are the property and effective possession of the popular masses (VP, Part II, 
Thesis 3: 2). 

[ w e  think of the ethnic groups that exist in o u  country as the historical 
result of conquest and colonialism, as a cultural reality that emerged from 
colonial oppression and the oppression practised by Creoles, a reality that 
has stayed, but that bas also changed, throughout the XIX and XX centuries. 
For that reason, we are also convinced that just as it is true that Guatemalan 
Indians have not always existed (before the conquest and the colony there 
were only natives, not Indians or ccIndigenous7y people), it is also true that 
Indians the tvay tve know them today in the context of a capitalist, dependent 
and underdeveIoped socieq, wiIl not dways remain the same (VP, Part II, 
Thesis 4: 4. Emphases in the original), 

The nation [lapatria] for which we revolutionaries struggle, is the nation [In 
pairin] of the Guatemalan people as a whole, a nation Ipatria] in which 
national interests are not the interests of one particular social class, but those 
of a11 classes and popular segments of our country. This implies the respect 
for the diversity exhibited by our Guatemalan people, and not only respect 
for that diversity, but also the encouragement of such specificity, within the 
h e  of a unitary nation-state [Estcido nacional zrnirnrio]. The full 
recognition of the right to autonomy and the specificity that ethnic groups 
have, witliin the unitary nation-state, is no more than the unitary and multi- 
ethnic nation-state. In this state, which is no more than the particular form 
that the democratic. national and popular State that results &orn revolution 
\vil1 assurne in Guatemala, the sense of national unity shall be based in the 
deep awareness [conciencia] of the cultural diversi+ of our country, but also 
in the common roots that al1 of us Guatemalans share. There shall be respect 
and encouragement for the distinct Indian languages, but Spanish 
[casteZlano] shall fùnction as the national uniQing vehicle; there shall be 
policies of etlulic development for the various ethnic groups in the country 
but on the bais of the struggle against any type of hegemonism and 
segregationalism, In short, the revolutionaries organised in the PGT-6 de 
enero, seek to contribute to the construction of our nation (nnrrestra patrin], of 
the unitay State in the midst of diversity (VP, Part II, Thesis 4: 10. 
Emphases in the original).' 



1) Making the Langciage of RevuCurion, 195Os-I98Os 

A) The Orthodox Marxist-Leninist Stage of Revolutionary Language 

The orthodox stage of revolutionary language developed during the penod of 

"Liberation" irnmediately succeeding the overthrow of the Arbenz govenunent in 1954. 

This is the stage when revolutionary intellectuals retroactively sought to explain the 

origins, nature, and defeat of the October Revolution. They did this partially by drawinç 

from the tradition of intellectual revolutionaries active pnor and during the October 

Revolution including AEedo Guerra Borges, José Manuel Fortuny, Mario Silva Jonama, 

and Bernardo Alvarado Monzon (Figueroa Ibarra, 1 9 86: 30). These intellectuals had 

taken the task of disseminating in Guatemala the ideas and the works of the classics of 

Mamism-Leninism and of thinkers such as Liu ~hao-ch'L6 This whole stage in die 

making of revolutionary language can be understood as the stage when revolutionary 

intellectuals were more concerned with the past than the future, wirh the causes of the 

revolutionary failure in 1954 than the possibilities of organizing a new revolutionary 

adventure. They wanted an answer to the puzzling question of why there was a 

discrepancy between the course that history actually took during the October Revolution 

and the course that history "ought" to have taken according to general laws of historical 

development. 

One of the founding texts of revolutionary intellectuals in Guatemala is Jaime Diaz 

Rozzotto's El Carkcter de la Revolucio'n ~zrcrternalteca.~ This work was the author's 

doctoral thesis and was published in Mexico in 1958, barely four years f i e r  the overthrow 

of President Arbenz by the CIA and the Guatemalan military. Having himself directly 



participated in the revoIutionary experience of 1944-1954, Rozzotto now set out to 

demonstrate how everything that had taken place, including the overthrow of Arbe. had 

not been "a fortuitou process, but rather the product of a necessary process" (El C d c t e r ,  

16). Rozzotto7s work, of course, is only one exarnple fiom a larger constellation of 

revolutionary writings produced between 1954 and 1 958 (See Gordillo Castille, 1995). 

In order to explain the "necessary process" underlying the revohtion, Diaz Rozzotto 

needed to find a theoretical tool that would enable him to see both the required unity as well 

as the totality of the revolutionary experience in Guatemala as issuing, not fiom the 

unpredictable and subjective will of humans, but "fiom the knowledge of [natural or social 

laws] and their submis~ion'~ (El Caracrer, 15). Accordhg to Rozzotto, histoncd materialism 

is the only tool that enables us to perceive hidden laws of history and "adequately bring 

about the development of the social solutions that are already given in the matenal 

conditions of a particular society" (El Carticter, 13-14). When reality is perceived correctly 

through the frarnework of historical materialism then praxis inevitably leads to "indubitable 

successes" (El Ccmicter, 14). Mthough the period of 1944 to 1954 may be seen as 

controlled by the actions of particular individuals or groups who directed or misdirected 

events, the fact is that such a period "followed certain laws that are possible both to know 

and determine" (El C d c t e r ,  14). Therefore, just because the revolutionary process was 

brought to an abrupt end does not mean that revolutionaries have to "wander around in the 

world ofarbitrary things and suppositions" precisely because they are naturally in 

possession of a form of reason that not o d y  explains the revolutionary process, but also the 

entire "necessary historical becoming" (El Cczrcicter, 16). 



n i e  inteiiectud sources of Diaz Rozzotto are important because they offer us some 

clues for understanding the unasharnedly dogmatic character of this brand of historical 

materialism. Aside Eorn the local sources mentioned above, revolutionary intellectuds also 

drew inspiration fiom the Soviet scholar F.V. Konstantinov (Kistoricnl Materinlism, 

Spanish edition of 1957): Engels' Dialectics of Nature (Spanish edition of 1953), and 

Lenids lkiateriaiisrn and Empiriacviricism (Spanish edition of 2 958). Guatemalan 

revolutionary intellectuals indeed revered soviet intellectud influence with religious 

devotion, militant zeai and uncompromising dogmatism. Consider, for example, the 

following armgxnent found in a key publication fiom the Mm-Engels-Lenin-StaLin hstitute 

and approvingly quoted by the Political Commission of the Guatemalan Labor Party (PGT) 

in its "self-critical" statement of 1955: 

[T]he mach of the revolution confirmed the justice and vitality of the 
Bolshevik strategy and tactic. The Leninist thesis that the proletariat can and 
should perforrn the leading role in the revolutionary movement was plainly 
confinned [..,]. In a backavard peasant country such as Russia, the working 
class demonstrated that the true force and the ro le of the proletariat do no t 
depend on whether the proletariat constitutes the majority of the population 
in any particular country, but rather it depends on the proletariat's 
revolutionary energy, its political consciousness, its capacity to lead the 
people's revolutionary struggle, and its capacity to attract the peasan T S a  revolutionary ally in the revolution (PGT, 1982: 200. My translation). 

Revolutionary intellectuds of the 1950s, including Diaz Rozzotto and the leadership 

of the PGT, ofien used formulations such as this one as if they were synthetic pririciples of 

reason. Just to illustrate this point a Little fürther, in the same "self-criticd" statement quoted 

above, for example, the Political Commission of the PGT stated: 

p]f the Party had stopped to examine the question in light of Marxism- 
Leninism, then the Party would have understood that the numerical 



srnallness of the Guatemalan working class was not an insunnountable 
obstacle in order to assume the leadership of the revolutionary movement; as 
far as the political bachvardness of the working class, it depended entirely 
on the Party itself, on what the party was willing to do to arm itself and the 
working class with ~Marxist-Leninist theory; on the will, the energy, and the 
efficacy that the Party was willing to put to the task of raising the political 
atvareness of the working class and, particularly, the class' awareness of the 
leading role that corresponds to it in the anti-feudal and anti-imperialist 
revoiution (PGT, 1983: 20 1)- 

Thus, by the mid-1950~~ revolutionary intellectuals such as Diaz Rozzotto and the 

communist leadership in Guatemala, among others, had aiready managed to construct the 

general contours of revolutionary language in the form of the first theoretically and 

nonnatively legislative body of works. In terms of revolutionary language, then, the 

October Revolution of 1944-1 954, sometimes understood by its ocvn officia1 protagonists 

simply as a succession of liberai governments (Toriello Garrido, 1955: 233), now appears 

as a "bourgeois-democratic revolution," Le. as the reformist stage of a longer 

revolutionary process. directed by a colIective and trans-historical subject, a subject that 

will slowly become radicalized and more conscious of its revolutionary praxis and 

historical march toward a totalized and, of course, fuIfilled nation as the process moves 

forward. When understood as such, then, the "revolution" appears as the historical 

incarnation of pre-constituted class interests, knowledge appears as inextricably bound to 

these interests, and to the extent that the link betcveen knowiedge and class interest 

coincides, praxis appears as the historical work of a trans-historical subject that sets the 

normative standards for the realization of ethical aspirations and the development of 

moral choices. 



The revolutionary program that logically emerged fiom revolutionary aropments, 

then, gave priority to three important tasks. First, the overcoming of the backward legacy of 

colonial feudalism as represented by the persistence of pre-capitalist relations of production 

and liberal-oligarchie forrns of political domination. Second, the need for an all-out struggle 

of national self-determination against the neo-colonial policies of US imperialism and the 

obstacles they represent to cause of humanity's progress- Finally, the need for political 

education and consciousness-raishg arnong the proletariat and its allies. After all, the failure 

of the October Revolution was partially the result of the limited support of a small and 

politicdly unprepared proletaxïat, a class that was still too weak to direct the course of the 

revolution away corn its politicdiy suicida1 path. 

Communist self-critique was also an important component of the new revolutionary 

program. Indeed, as the Comrnunist leadership argued, the c c ~ e n ~ ~ ~  error" of the PGT during 

the October Revolution had consisted Ui its inability to recognize and denounce "those 

members of the army High Command that it knew, because of their class and ideolog, were 

the enemies of the revoIutionary movement and of the fùndamental transformations that 

were taking place in Guatemala" (PGT, 1992: 1 19). The PGT should have also assumed c'a 

consistent, critical attitude toward the democratic bourgeoisie" and should have rernembered 

"their many vices and inconsistent actions toward the people and the revolutionary 

movement" (PGT 1992: 120). Finally, the PGT did not take advantage of "favorable 

conditions," such as the agarian reforrn, in order to "strengthen the worker-peasant 

alliance" (PGT, 1992: 122). Three years later, in 1958, Diaz Rozzotto set out to confirm the 

validity of the PGT's self-cnticism "empirically" and to advance the conclusive argument 



that the cycle of bourgeois revolutions had effectively been closed in Guatemala as a result 

of the defeat of the revolutionary forces in 1954. 

The reflections of revolutionary intellectuals in the mid- 1 FiOs, then, represent the 

d e h i n g  stage of revolutionary Ianguage. Works such as El Cardeter de ~ L Z  Revol~tcion 

Gz~afernaiteca and El carcicter de la htervencibn Norteamericana contributed to setting up 

the general terms of the revolutionary intellectual agenda for the following three decades. 

Although during the course of these three decades revolutionary intellectuals rnanaged to 

carefdly differentiate and deveiop revolutionary Ianguage, they did so in an increasingly 

abstract and syllogistic manner, always striving for the "correct" perception of social reality 

and always attempting to follow the real course of historical changes in lipht of the 

necessary iogical connections that they drew on the ba is  of dialechcal reason. 

Figueroa Ibarra (a revolutionary intellectual hunself) has aptly sumrnarized the 

significance of this first stage in the tradition of revolutionary intellectuals as follows: 

In the debate about the October Revolution of 1944 there have been 
present, implicitly or explicirly, a debate about the character of the 
program that the revolutionary subject should advance in order to bnng 
together important sectors of the popular masses, about the need to 
reevaluate or discard a histoncal fact in order to qualify or disqualie 
political currents, about the need to fight demagogic manipulation that the 
conservative sectors of the country engage in with reference to that period. 
[WJhat is at stake at the bottom of this debate are political and ideological 
positions within the revolutionary movement: a definition of the observed 
process during those 10 years going in one direction (refomism) or 
another (revolution) would determine a programme and a political 
conduct. It is important to add that the revolutionary penod must be 
claimed and converted in a popular flag, rhat it is a task of social science 
and politics to convert it into a national popular elernent articulated with 
great sectors around a program that continues to be current to the extent 
that, as Sarti Castafieda afErms in his work, it cannot be fulfilled foiio~~<ng 
the same route that the October Revolution attempted. It is about tuming 
into a material force a histoncal fact that continues to be present in the 



collective memory of great sectors of the country (Figueroa Ibarra, 1986: 
2 1,22,23. My tran~lation).~ 

B) The Insurrectionary Stage of Revolutionary Language 

The orthodox stage of revolutionary language was crucial in several ways. First, it 

enabled a defeated generation of revolutionaries to work through the traumatic 

experience of loss, hstration, and disappointment represented by 1954 and to 

ideologically prepare themselves for the politics of the Cold War. Second, it was an 

exceptionally seductive form of political language that, provided that militants mastered 

the idioms of "scientific socialisrn," was capable of transforming revolutionarîes into 

effective critics of the counter-revolutionary order and international imperidism led by 

the United States. Needless to say, the formation of this type of subjective capacity was 

an extremely empotvering experience for middle class Ladino intellectuals with long 

lasting eflfects. Therefore, this stage of revolutionary Ianguage created important 

subjective capacities for re-imagining the Guatemalan nation-state, understood as a 

dialectical totality, in terms of fundamental p ~ c i p l e s  of modernity and thus constituted 

the stariing point for the interpretation of the Guatemalan "revolution" in terms of an 

enduring conceptual frarnework that remaïned in force more than thirty years. 

During the insurrectionary stage revolutionary intellectuals embarked on a 

process of refinement of the theoretical and normative principtes of revohtionmy 

language and of working out the programmatic consequences for revolutionary 

organising out of them. The Cuban Revolution of 1959 particularly influenced this stage 

in the development of revolutionary language and the subsequent spread of Guevarist 



ideas throughout the continent during the second half of the 1960s. Other events fiom this 

historical period were also fundamental in shaping the directions in which revolutionary 

language developed. One example is the organization fiom Guaternalan national territory 

of  the Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba by American mercenary forces in 1961 that provoked 

a radical reaction fiom young nationalist military offkers -who becarne leaders of 

revolutionary organizations- to what they saw as an imperialist violation of national 

sovereignty. Another event that shaped the contours of revolutionary language kvas the 

military coup in 1963 and the strengthening of the State of National Security through a 

more systematic application of the principle of the "interna1 enemy" and the fùrther 

restrictions of constitutionally guaranteed rights of political organization and 

participation, Finally, a renewed wave of active military interventions by the United 

States in Latin America as exemplified by the invasion of the Dorninican Republic and 

the overthrow of elected President Juan Bosch in 1963 bitterly rerninded revolutionary 

intellectuds of their own expenence in 1954 and M e r  confirmed the general character 

of the revolutionary vision of a worldwide coriflict between the reactionary forces 

capitalism and the progressive forces of communism. 

Despite the initiation of arrned conflict by dissenting rnilitary officers in 1962, 

revolutionary Ianguage in the 1960s was mostly academic language because the most 

important revolutionary intellectuals were also professors at San Carlos University in 

Guatemala City (Figueroa Ibarra, 1986: 26). It is only in the 1970s that revolutionary 

intellectuals, and not only within acadernia, becarne more politically active. This new 

activism was partially the result of the rnilitary defeat of the Ladino guerrillas by the late 



1960s. But even durLng this new insurrectionary stage in the development of 

revolutionary language, intellectuals continued to preoccupy themselves with the 

question of what to do with the legacy of the "October Revolution" in the context of a 

new revolutionary period. 

Thus, Huberto Alvarado elaborated a number of proposals around social classes 

d u ~ g  the "October Revolution" (Alvarado, 1974). In the mid4970s Edelberto Torres- 

Rivas and José Manuel Fortuny -the old veteran Communist intellectual, rnost trusted 

adviser of President Arbenz, and likely author of the Agarian Refonn decree of 1952- 

engaged in a debate around the responsibility of revolutionaries for the fate of the 

"October Revolution," wïth the former emphasising structural and ideological elernents 

within the left and Guatemala, and the latter defending the work of revolutionaries and 

emphasising the "objective condirions at the international lever' (Figueroa Ibarra. 1986: 

23). 

In his studies Aproximncibn cd Estudio de la Revolucibn Gzmremalrecn 1914-19.51 

(1 978) and "La Revoltrci& Guaternnlieca de i 9 . / & l g . S  y szr Proyeccibn Actzral"(1 %O), 

Carlos Sarti Castaiieda developed a highly influential thesis conceming the closing of the 

revolutionary cycle of "bourgeois-democratic revolutions in Guatemala after 1954" (a 

thesis largely adopted by the mid- 1980s by al1 intellectual revolutionaries in Guatemala). 

And, in the 1980s revolutionary intellectuals like Figueroa Ibarra and guerrilla coalitions 

such as the W - G  developed the argument for the need to daim the legacy of the 

October Revolution in the context of a new type of revolutionary armed struggle as this 

was organised in the late 1970s and expanded in the early 1980s (Figueroa Ibarra, 1980; 



URNG, October 1986). But the rmost important work to ernerge during these years was 

La Patria del CrioZZo by  Severo Pwiartinez ~e15ez . '~  Figueroa Ibarra explains the 

significance of this text for revolintionary intellectuals as follows: 

After a long period of gesatation of the intellectual maRrrity of the author, 
Severo Martinez Peliiez concluded La Patriu del Criollo. This book, 
which h a  become one of  -the classics of Latin American history and an 
indispensable part of the development of social science in Guatemala, was 
fundarnentally finished b y  Martinez Pelgez in Seville, Spain, the place in 
which he had carried out exhaustive archival research- It \vas the second 
wave of terror [1968-1971-1 that drove Martinez Peliiez into his second 
exile and which, paradoxiacdly, created the conditions for the conclusion 
of a book that would have wide-ranging repercussions not only in the field 
of social sciences but also in politics. Today [1986] it can be said that 
there is no revolutionary mrganization that could ignore the contribution of 
L a  Patria ciel Criollo and - use it either as an element of interpretation or as 
critical reference, It can b e  said that Martinez Peliiez's book influenced a 
grear number of Guatemaloan scientists ail of whom can consider ourselves 
disciples of the author, understanding the last point in  its broadest sense. 
In any case, al1 of us social scientists that were trained during the first half 
of the 1970s had in La P a ~ r i a  del CrioZlo the histoncal explanation to 
many of the problerns of taoday (Figueroa Ibarra, 2986: 39. My 
translation). 

Indeed, during the late 1960s and early 1970s the work of revolutionary intellectuals 

reached an important level of theosetical differentiation and even acquired national notoriety 

among non-revolutionary intellectuals and other cultural and political elites in Guatemala. 

The work that most clearly represents this trend is, of course, Ln Pah-ia. If Diaz Rozzotto set 

out to systematize the conceptual Barnework within which the revolutionary process could 

be explained, a certain type of revolutionary praxis legitirnized, and "indubitable successes" 

guannteed afier the finished and paolitically catastrophic results of the cycle of bourgeois- 

dernocratic revolutions, then MarGnez Pelaez set out to differentiate the classic theoretical 



framework and work out some of its theoretical and normative implications for modem 

Guatemala, 

One of the guiding threads in Maainez Pel5ezYs argument is thus the claim that the 

continuing existence of backwardness and "feudalism" in Guatemala explains the present 

course and moral choices of revolutionary politics in the country. The feudal leftovers are 

most clearly exernplified by the antiquated land-tenure system that irrationally combines 

semi-feudal relations of production and under-developed forces of production- The 

characters that embody the system's main socioeconomic categories are, of course, the 

"Indian" and the "Creole" or Ladino. The historical struggle between these two categories, 

the Indian and the Creole until the nineteenth century and the Indian and the Ladino in the 

twentieth century? is clearly an expression of a tram-histoncal narrative that changes form 

depending on the level and complexity of the social relations of production. This stmggle 

explains d l  those crucial moments in the history of Guatemala that have been characterized 

by economic andor politicd changes in the balance of power such as the lndependence 

years of 182 1-23, the Liberal Reforms of 187 1, the October Revolution of 1944 and the 

Counter-revolution of 1954, 

As 1 showed above, Diaz Rozzotto had applied the principles of historical 

materialism as developed by theonsts like Konstantinov to the hïstorical expenence of 

Guatemala between 1944 and 1954. Now, Martinez Peliiez applies the same principles to the 

study of Guatemala's histoncal deveiopment as a whoIe and he does this with the goai of 

working out the theoretical and normative implications for modern Guatemala of the classic 

revolutionary conceptual fiarnework he received fiom previous years. Of course, Martinez 



Peliiez did not present his own work in these terrns. Instead, accordhg to hirn, La Papin 

does not engage in 'bphilosophical history that speaks of the 'spirit' of an age, of cultural 

'profile,' of the 'histoncal vocation of men,"' but rather it tries to "point out the great 

determining facts of the social process [...], those that, operating at the base of the social 

structure, detemined its most important charactenstics and stamped certain tendencies in its 

developmenty7 (LPC, 8). In other words, iMartinez Peliez wants to "explicate colonial life 

with reference to its foundations" (LPC, 8) and he wants to do so assumiing that he follows a 

number of "interpretative clues totaily vaGd and perhaps definitive" (LPC, 8-9). 

One of the interpretive clues that Martinez Pelaez considers as "totally valid" and 

"perhaps definitive" is, of course, the concept of Iabor. Based on the concept of labor, then, 

Martinez Pelaez offers a systematic account of the social relations of production in colonial 

and early republican times and a systematic ar,oument on the nature of class structure in the 

country. The argument on class structure is relatively simple. The class structure is by the 

specific position that people occupy "in the econornic regime of society and especially in the 

property system" and the struggles that these positions generate (LPC, 10). Labor is not only 

the category that explains the nature of colonial society, but it is also the category that 

bridges the gap behveen past and present, particular conditions in colonial or more recent 

times with the universal necessity of revolution. Martinez Peliiez sees the main protagonists 

of the colonial narrative, the Indian and the Creole, as products of their own labor, as 

incarnations of more abstract and more generai collective categories, and only when 

understood as such, he tells us, c m  we begin to make scientific sense of history. 



Of course, Martinez Peliiez has another intention when he emphasizes the 

importance of the category of labor and the notion of class struggle for the interpretation of 

colonial history. Althou& the concepts of labor and social classes had been a permanent 

fixture of revolutionary theory since the 1 %Os, still by the late 1960s and early 1970s these 

concepts remained largely outside rnost mainstream textbooks on Guatemdm history and 

Martinez PeIaez wmts to correct this. According to him these concepts are "great 

contributions of political economy, they have enormously widened the possibilities of 

historical analysis, they are handled with profit by al1 of the most important hjstorians of our 

time, and there is no reason why we should keep them baaished fiom the field of our 

histonography" (LPC, 10). Martinez Pelhez is of course not directly interested in 

educational refonn as much as he was interested in countering c'culturalist" rnisconceptions 

about identity (Figueroa I b m ,  1 986: 29). 

However, whereas Diaz Rozzotto and other revolutionary intellectuds of the 

1950s found it necessary to think about and justiQ the choice of historical materialism as 

reason already constituted, Martinez PeEez "scientific" endeavor consists mf  legislating 

the nature and course of historical reality, based on an extensive theoretical 

differentiation of concepts, and without spending too much time and effort justiQing the 

choice of his theoretical tools or their normative implications. 'Ihroughout his book, then, 

one is hard-pressed to find a single self-critical discussion on the epistemologicd and 

normative justification of histoncal materialism as an explanatory framework, as a more 

suitable tool of analysis than, Say, the approaches of "bourgeois anthropology," or even 

as a simple argument that calls for yes/no positions. This is the case, 1 argue following 



Sartre, because in Martinez Pelaez utopian reason ceased to be a mere tool of research or 

a mere guide for the interpretation of social phenornena and had decisively been 

transformed into a IegisIating mechanism that required the world to be a certain way and 

history to foIIow a certain path if "scientific knowledge" were to be possible at all. 

Without scientific knowledge of this kind, then, morality would just amount to 

infantilism and voluntarism. 

When Mxtinez Peliiez argues that La Patria represents just "an essay in the 

interpretation of colonial reality," he is bracketing out both the normative assumptions and 

the implications of this work. Indeed, La Patria is an ambitious work that carefdly charts 

the contours of what is histoncaliy possible for the revolutionary subject in the conteA- of 

Guatemalan modernity. According to Martinez Peliiez "colonial history spins around the 

exploitation of the Indian. The Indian is the [main] character in the background'' of colonial 

life (LPC, 97; 594). Unlike "reactionary anthropology" which conceives the Indian as a 

cultural product with natural or social characteristics of its own, interested as it is in the 

mere "description" of the Indian, Martinez Peliez sees the Indian as the literal product of 

colonial oppression and exploitation, as the product of his own labor: "the problem of the 

Indian emerged at the sarne tirne as the Indian as class" (LPC, 568). 

The argument that the "Indian" is a product of colonial relations of production is 

based on the carefiil distinction between "the native" and "the Indian" that is ofien ignored 

in most readings of La Papin (LPC, 597). It is just this distinction, however, what enables 

Martinez Peliez to argue that colonialism particdarly economic relations as inscribed in the 

labor process, "explain" the Indian and not the other way around (LPC, 593." In other 



words, the constitution of colonial society cannot be said to emerge fiom pre-existing foms  

of ethical life because the process of conquest and the subsequent reorganization of social 

life uprooted pre-Columbian society that very Iittle of it was lefi standing after the dust of 

conquest and original colonization settled. Consequently, the solution to the "Indian 

problem" inhented by the post-Independence republic consists in the overcoming of the 

IndiadCreole divide in the context of a new project of nationalfirllness. The project of 

Nationalfirllness should not be understood as an imposition on particular forms of ethical 

life f?om outside, because al1 these foms of ethical life are s.tnicturally dependent on one 

another and are the product of colonial relations of production. Instead, national fuiiness is 

an expression of the reappropriation of essential characteristics of the "native" -not the 

Indian- as these characteristics are presumably found in the political unconscious of 

fndigenous communities. If the Indian class has managed to survive beyond colonial tirnes it 

is because of, according to Wlartinez Peliiez, the persistence of the "servile colonial class" in 

the present. And it is precisely "the present" what 'justifies v a  Pcttrids] tiring examination 

of the systems of esploitation that operated in the tvomb of the communities" (LPC, 564). 

Therefore, if there was no lndian before colonial times, then one can safely assurne that 

tliere will be no Indian after socialism. The age of "national fdlness" will have taken care of 

contingent forrns of ethical life. 

The judgment that Martinez Peliiez reserves for Indigenous cornmunities is ais0 

applicable to "Ladino" or "rnestizo" ones. In fact, lie argues, "the rnestizo as a whole have 

never in the history of Guatemala represented a definite entity: they form a hurnan 

contingent located within various segments and classes according to their economic 



function" (La PabYa, 590). Normative questions of Ladino identity are thus reduced to 

either ideological expressions of official propaganda or idealist presuppositions of bourgeois 

anthro po logy. Thus, there is no thing substantial to Ladino identity be yond the multiple 

groups scattered throughout the class struchm of a society hctionally organized dong the 

lines of class. 

But the judgement that Martinez Pelaez reserves for both Indigenou and Ladino 

communities is not extended in equal measure to dominant groups. For example, La Patria 

repeatedly clairns that in the century that spans fkom the fa11 of the Spanish empire in the 

1820s to the violent intervention of North Arnerican irnperialism in Guatemala in 1954 "the 

Creole class created the Nation and Guatemalan nationality" (LPC, 589). There is no 

ambivalence in this claim and there is no intuition of any possible degree of revolutionary 

self-deception either. La Patria doe not question the Ladino-centered universe from within 

which it reconstructs the entire history of Guatemala from colonial times to the 1970s and 

proposes the idea of national fullness as a solution to the country's deepest cultural, political, 

and economic divisions. In fact, Martinez Peljez criticizes those who argue that the project 

of national fullness is the product of a Ladino mentality caught up in its own performative 

contradictions. The counter-argument that Martinez Pelaez offers to the argument that 

Ladino people have fashioned the nation-state in their own image is that such an argument 

represents "a vision that is racist and superficiai" (LPC, 590). Apparently unaware of his 

OWI racist and essentialist assumptions, he writes: 

One cannot doubt the colonial essence of the class that has directed the 
destiny of Guatemala fiorn the moment of the rupture of the Central 
American Federation [c. 18401 to the Revolution of 1944. One cannot 
doubt that the Creole domination of Guaternalan society has been a 



determining factor in the maintenance of production relations of feudal 
character in the rural areas during that whole century of independent life. 
One cannot doubt that the existence of a great campesino mass with 
colonial characteristics responds to the endurance of those relations. One 
cannot doubt that the large land-owning system [latifundisrno], colonial 
phenomenon that was a problem already during the colony, enormously 
increased as a result of the radicalization of Creole domination under the 
coffee dictatorships and constitutes the gravest economic problem of the 
country in the present day. It is undeniable that the Revolution [of 19443 
was left as a process just barely started, frustrated precisely just at the 
moment when it was going to tramforin the agarian regime in the 
country. It is undeniable that the great majority of Guatemalan Indians - 
and also a sizeable percentage of Ladino agricultural proletaiiats- totally 
Iack the slightest geographicai notion of what Guatemala is, and that, in 
general, do not share the Guatemalanpatria even though the Republic's 
Constitution defines thern as citizens with al1 the appropriate rights (let us 
point out in passing that they do not have any notion of the existence of 
the Constitution). It is undeniable that d l  the characteristics that define 
Guatemala as an underdeveloped country are the consequence, in the first 
place, of the colonial process that gave its form to this society and 
imprinted its deepest characteristics; in the second place, of the 
perpetuation of the colonial structure by the Creole domination; and in the 
third place, of the arresting action of imperialism interested in gaining 
advantages Gom underdevelopment itself (LPC, 59 1-593). 

Tlrus, Martinez PeI5ez is willing to gan t  Creole and upper class (white) Ladino 

elites the type of cultural, political and econornic agency that he denies Indigenous and 

lower class ("mestizo") Ladino groups. He grants these elites a significant degree of 

protagonism in the making and shaping of  Guatemalan "destiny." He also grants these elites 

the type of "geographical vision" and "constitutional capacity" that their lndigenous and 

Ladino counterparts totally lack. Moreover, Martinez Peliiez =grants the elites the capacity to 

see themselves as citizens of the nation-state, "with al1 the appropnate rights," but he denies 

a priori this sarne capacity to their subaltern counterparts who do not have the slightest 

notion of the existence of the Constitution itself. Therefore, according to Ln Patria, Creole 

and upper class Ladino elites have managed to iwtitutionalized their particular version of 



ethical life into the Constitution and the institutional architecture of the nation-state and have 

done so at the same time that they have managed to exercise their moral self-determination. 

Therefore, the fact of being the product of colonial relations of production and the fact of 

being the exploited and oppressed class seems to be enough to also prevent Indigenous 

cornmunities and lower class Ladino ones fÏom being capable of minimal forrns of self- 

realization within their own particular forms of ethicai life and of developing any consistent 

forrn of moral development outside the project of "national fullness" that Ladino 

intellectuals like Martinez Peliiez offer to them. 

No matter how prejudiced his view of Indigenous forms of ethical life, Martinez 

Peliiez was concerned with the question of "ethnicity" because Guaternalan revolutionary 

intellectuals have become extremely preoccupied with it in the early 1970s. And 

revolutionary intellectuals were particularly concerned about "the Indian question'' because 

the f i s t  wave of guerrilla fighting, led by middle class Ladinos, had lost the war against the 

rnilitary by about 1970. The idea that such a defeat was partially due to the lack of 

incorporation of the Indian masses into the revolutionary rnovement became an important 

matter. Thus, according to Carol A. Smith, the relationship between ethnic and class 

questions "was politically relevant in the early 1970s, not only because of the scarce support 

lent to the Guatemalan socialist experiment of 1944-1 954 by Guatemalan Indians, but also 

because al1 the efforts to spur revolution without Indian support (as in the guerrilla strategy 

offoquismo in the 1960s) had also failed" (Smith, 1987: 363. My translation). This 

intellectual context created the atmosphere within which La Patrin set out to assess the 

revolutionary potential of "semi-servile Indians" and rural proletariats. If there is to be any 



revolutionary incorporation of  Indigenous communities into the forward rnovement of 

history, then, "the first goal of  those seeking social transformation [...] must be the 

elimination of the matenal props to economic backwardness in Guatemala, namely the 

vastly unequal division of land between rich and poor" (Smith, 1992: 190). Ln Patria vastly 

simplified this goal by thoroughly reducing the national question to the agrarian question 

and by subsurning cornplex questions of seIf-realization into the abstract question of class 

self-determination. 

As 1 showed above, during the early stage in the development of revolutionary 

language the central concem of intellectuds had been identiSring and defining the central 

players of the revolution and counter-revolution as they had manifested themselves during 

the October Revolution. In the context of the State ofNational Security and the defeat of the 

first wave of guemlla fighting the central concern of revolutionary intellectuds slowly 

shifted to the field of historical reflection. The goal becarne one of tracing the foundations of 

the revolutionary project al1 the way back to colonial times and to do so through a 

sophisticated differentiation of  theoretical categoties that would demonstrate not only the 

temporary nature of revolutionary defeat, but dso the rational foundations of revolutionary 

hope. During the 1970s and early 1980s, revolutionary langage in its insurrectionary stage 

took another step towards the inclusion of increasingly complex foms  of social organization 

as potential sources of revolutionary warfare. 

ArguabIy the rnost important work of revolutionary language to emerge during these 

years was Carlos Figueroa Ibarra's El ProZetnrindo Rural en el Agro ~ziaternalteco.'~ 

Figueroa Ibarra accepts the general terms of colonial and republican history as set out by 



Martinez Peliez set them. But he is more concemed with the contemporary situation of 

Guatemala and particularly with the composition and possible incorporation of particular 

social segments, specifically the " m l  proletariat," into the new revolutionary project. As he 

writes: "With an extremely clear separation from the Iand; with a level of skills that, given 

the conditions in \.hich the worker Iives in the Guatemaian agarian scene, this class [the 

rural proletariat] is not at al1 negligible; with a collective participation in the process of 

production that enables the worker to acquire a collective consciousness in spite of al1 the 

peasant traces that this worker still drags behind, this proletariat possesses great possibilities 

to be converted into a rnotor force extrernely important in the revolutionary process" (EPR, 

By the tirne Figueroa Ibarra w o t e  El Proletarindo in the middle of the 1970s, the 

accumuIated knowledge of revoIutionary intellectuals, from Diaz Rozzotto to Martinez 

Peliiez, had solidified into a formidable set of synthetic principles of revolutionary reason. 

The concept of a "progressive, revolutionary, and socialist nation" had become a 

transcendenial concept given expression in various forms through countiess pamphlets, 

books, and speeches of the revolutionary lefi. Consider for example the following statement 

of the Guerrilla Anny of the Poor (EGP) issued in the late-1970s: 

Only under socialism, which eliminates the confines of exploitation and the 
division of classes, will the hdigenous peoples of Guatemala form part of 
the national and cliltural comrnzrniiy without losing their identity, since the 
factor to unite the component parts of the GuatemaZan nation 4 1  be 
cornmon interest, not the domination of one group over others. The 
comrnziniîy of Guatemnlans will not be determined by the submission of al1 
to an unequal fate, but by the sharing of the sarne united desiiny under a 
mechanism of reciprocal communication, interaction, and influence. Only 
under these conditions will we be able to speak of a Guaternnlm notion 
(EGP, 1992: 2 1 8. My emphasis). 



The concept of "national £Üllness" which expressed the idea of a united, democratic, 

patriotic and progressive, raceless and classless republic spurred the imagination of 

revolutionary intellectuals to new levels of abstraction and theoretical development. Without 

a doubt, Figueroa Ibarra unreservedly accepted Martinez Pelaez dictum that "The 

knowledge of Guaternalan development in terms of a colonial formation and the endurance 

of colonial elements, constitutes, without any doubts, an exigency for the comprehension of 

our reality of today" (LPC, 593). 

Indeed, revolutionary intellectuds such as Figueroa barra accepted the synthetic 

principles of revolutionary reason as found in the work of Martinez Peliiez without question. 

The first one hundred pages of El Proleturiado faithfully reproduce the arguments 

developed in La Papin ten years earlier. What Figueroa Ibarra contributes to the 

development of revolutionary Ianguage are the sociological and political implications that 

his predecessors left unexamined and undeveloped. He thus concentrates on minute details 

of the class structure, details that ultimately supply the most important evidence for the 

argument that the new subject of the revolution was only then being incubated properIy and 

\vas slowly preparïng itself to Ieap fomvard and take center stage in the historical drama of 

inevitable revolutionary progress. Therefore, Figueroa Ibarra concentrates on the process of 

"proletarïanization" as the most important trend in modem Guatemala and carehlly 

develops d l  the logical possibilities of this process. 

The argument developed by Figueroa Ibarra in El Proleruriado is centered around 

one central thesis: the development of capitalism in Guatemala has prepared the political 



stage for the rural proletariat to emerge as the principal cIass in the revolutionary process 

leading to thefidl nation. As Figueroa Ibarra writes: 

[Allthough anviety over land is perfectly observable in a great portion of the 
proletariat, sornething which could becorne the source for campesino 
demands instead of proletariat ones, it is possible to see among these workers 
the manifestation of an embryonic proletariat consciousness. 

IW]e can observe a rural proletariat that, although not uncoupled from the 
land, gets land in such minimal quantities that it does not constitute an 
important source of his totd incorne; the rural proletariat that resides in 
banana plantations can be said to be the prototype of the agrarian rurai 
proletariat in Guatemala. With an extremely accentuated separation from the 
iand, with a ievel of qualifications that is not contemptibIe c o n s i d e ~ g  the 
conditions under which the Guatemalan agrarian stage unfolds, with a 
collective participation in the process of production that facilitates the 
ernergence of collective consciousness, despite al1 the campesino 
reminiscences that [this proletariat] still drags behind, this proletariat enjoys 
great possibilities of becoming an e.xtrernely important motor force in the 
revolutionary process. 

The Guatemalan countryside, as it happens in any other capitalist economic 
and social formation, finds itself routinely plagued with acute class 
contradictions confronthg an agro-exporting and land-owning bourgeoisie 
against a great social mass of permanent and temporary rural salaried 
workers, small-holding and pauperized campesinos. 

The living conditions in which the exploited are kept in the rural areas, his 
continual repression and exploitation [expoliacion] by the exploiter, ail form 
part [..-] of the political project of the hegemonic fraction of the bloc 
currently in power. 

Under the conditions in which Guatemalan agrarian capitalism currently 
unfolds, trade-union organization is a proletariat demand that the system 
Ends difficult to absorb. If the mass of rural proletariat, resident workers and 
semi-proletariat that exist at the national lever were to show a combativity 
and solidarity sirnilar to that of the proIetariat frorn banana plantations, this 
would give a serious stumble to the capitalist economic and social formation 
in Guatemala (EPR, 226-227,234,238-239). 

If history has prepared the terrain for the slow incubation of the revolutionary 

subject, then the only question that remains to be asked is what would the necessary 



conditions be for the development of revolutionary conditions? The answer to this question 

would lie in the deep-seated historical divisions of the nation, the stunted nature of the 

nation's hi~torical development, and in the empiricai contïngencies of the revolution. For 

exarnple, in the Mddle of the 1970s Figueroa Ibarra noted how in the mid-1970s the 

political balance of forces in Guatemala was still unfavorable to the mass of rural 

proletarians even in those parts of the country where agrarian capitalism was most 

developed, i-e. the regions where banana plantations were located. If thïs was the case in 

these "developed" regions, "we would have to Siink about those regions of the country 

where the weight of centuries of colonial oppression keeps Indian workers nurnb 

[aletargudos] and where the development of capitalism has not managed to creale a working 

class with clear proletarian charactenstics" (EPR, 23 9). And in the cities, Figueroa Ibarra 

notes, the trade-union movement suffiers Corn "uncoordination7 division, and 

(EPR, 239). What then is to be done? Figueroa Ibarra concludes his study with the following 

answer: 

First of dl,  [we must] consider the mass of the permanent rural salaried as a 
heterogeneous social group within which there coexist various types of 
workers, among which one can mention resident workers, the permanent 
rural proletariat, and a variant of the latter such as the permanent pay-by-day 
worker [iornalero]. The existence of diverse types within the mass of the 
permanent rural-salaried is not a casual fact, but is due to the unequal 
development of the capitalist mode of production in the Guatemalan social 
and economic formation dragging, in severai places, servile leftovers. For 
this reason, even when we have mentioned the principal types of the 
permanent rural pro let aria^ this social group contains widiin its womb a 
heterogeneous reality rendered concrete by the increasing lever of 
proletarianization in which one can observe rural workers that more or less 
possess the characteristics of the proletariat proper of the capitalist mode of 
production (EPR, 275). 



The state of revolutionary organiring in the mid-1970s makes Figueroa Ibarra's 

ar-prient very compelling for two reasons. First, revolutionary intellectds were convinced 

of the necessity of the revolution as this \vas being reorganized in those years, in the form of 

a "prolonged people's war," launched fiom regions populated by Indigenous cornrnunities 

and with Indigenous support. Second, Ladino revolutionary intellectuals like Figueroa Ibarra 

were therefore warning the revolutionary leadership of the new guerrilla organizations of the 

danger entailed in relying on the "backvard" and ccsemi-serviIe" Indigenous masses as the 

principal "motor force" of the revolutionary process. The assumptions behind this warning 

had to do, of course, with an unquestioned confidence in the universalism of Ladino 

leadership, the classic revolutionary daim concerning the ideological nature of "the Indian" 

as a cultural byproduct of colonial times, and £tom the author's innovative translation of 

these issues into a "scientific sociology" of labor and a politics of revolutionary nationalism 

and proletariat internationalism (EPR, 276). l 3  

Figueroa Ibarra's description of the "Indian question" in Guatemala and its possible 

solution neatly corresponds to the ideas carefully developed in works such as L a  Patricz. 

Indeed, Martinez Peliez dedicates Iarge sections of La  Patrin to the exhaustive examination 

of "those mechanisms that maintained the Indians without any possibility of broadly 

developing their human potential" in order to "fully incorporate the effect of those 

mechanisms into the l-iistorïcal explanation of the servile Indigenous class" (LPC, 566). 

According to Martinez Peliez, "this explanation applies to today's Indigenous population in 

many aspects," a population that is part of the "rural proletariat" class but that is 

distinguished fiom that class because of "profound characteristics deriving Born four 



centuries of colonial exploitationyy (LPC, 566-567). Martinez Peliez had thus surnrnarized 

his thesis on the "Indian question" as follows: 

m h e  Indian problem emerged at the same time that the Indian emerged as a 
class because oppression made the Indian and has kept him as such. That is 
to Say that the tme solution to the Indian problem wiIl have to be sought - 
here is the gist of the matter- in the suppression of those oppressive factors 
that maintain and conserve in a considerable sector of nird workers of our 
country those charactenstics of the colonial servile class. The suppression of 
such factors would bring with it, as a necessary consequence, the 
transformation of the Indian into an element of a different social category -a 
proletarîat without the characteristics of a colonial serve, a p e w  owner of 
lands worked upon by hirnself, or a member of agricultural enterprises or 
collective industries according to the b d  of political process through which 
the factors of oppression would disappear (LPC, 568,570). 

This classical thesis on the "Indian question" was not challenged by Ladino 

revolutionary intellectuals ideologically and discursivefy situated in the tradition of 

revolutionq lanpage. However, in the mid-1970s a number of dissenting voices started to 

emerge, both Indigenous voices as weIl as Ladino ones, voices that were starting to 

articulate an alternative vision of Indigenous and Ladino forms of ethical life as potential 

sources of a new type of cultural and political language and practice.'4 The work of foreip 

antlxopologists such as Sol Tax and Richard Adams aIso contributed to this debate in 

crucial ways. Figueroa Ibarra intervened in this debate with the goal of exarnining ':the 

contradiction between Indians and Lctciinos" as this served to develop or retard the poIitical 

development of the rural proletariat. According to Figueroa Ibarra the contradiction between 

Indians and tadinos needed to be theoretically and practically subordinated ''to the [more] 

fiindamental contradiction between the rural proletariat and its exploiters" (EPR, 425). 

Figueroa Ibarra wites: 



In the Guatemaian socid and economic formation there exists a hdamenta l  
contradiction that manifests itself in the contradiction between distinct 
classes (exploiters-exploited), Nevertheless, we cannot deny that alongside 
this fundamental contradiction and given the colonial past of Guatemalm 
society, there exists several secondary contradictions such as that of the 
Indian-Ladino, so that we cannot speak about a Ladino expIoiter and an 
exploited Indian, but rather about Indians and Ladinos incorporated into the 
different classes (EPR, 440). 

Ttius, instead of giving up on key assurnptions of revolutionary language as he 

received them fiorn the revolutionary tradition, Figueroa Ibam ndds to it a number of 

supplementary concepts that in effect widened the vocabulary avaiIable to revolutionary 

militants and contributed to differentiate revolutionary language £iom within. More 

importantly, the introduction of supplementary concepts into the conceptual tool-kit of 

revolutionary language also had the effect of complicating the necessary cultural and 

political conditions for the historical realization of the project of nntionnIfùIZness. Figeroa 

Ibarra thus introduces the idea of "secondary contradictions" that help to account for a forrn 

of historical development that appears to deny the general logic of revolutionary 1angua;e 

(EPR, 43 1). It is therefore important to "place at its right level the fundamental contradiction 

(exploiters-exploited), tvithout forgetting that the Indian-Ladino contradiction, like other 

secondary contradictions, is an effective reality" (EPR, 439). How and why some secondary 

contradictions succeed in propelling or arresting historical processes of change is, thus, a 

matter of struggles for historical hegemony in the context of the overall structural struggle 

betwen classes. 

Finally, in the mid-1 %Os, afier the defeat of the second wave of guemlla fighting in 

1 983 and the arriva1 of the first civilian government in bvo decades in 1986 and the 

initiation of a timid process of democratisation, revolutionary Ladino elites in cornmand of 



the Guatemalan National Revolutionary Unity (LRNG), the dominant coalition of politico- 

rnilitary organisations of the amed  left that had rnanaged to survive the military counter- 

insurgency offensives of the early 198Os, still stated: 

We revolutionaries wont be the cause of the failure of a genuinely 
democratic project. On the contrary, we have no objections to backing and 
impelling it- 

The fundamental reasons, the essential motivations that have led the 
Guatemalan People, revolutionaries, to take up arms and follow the road of 
the Revolutionary People's War, continue to be curent so long as the 
necessary transformations are not produced and the enemies of the People 
duly confkonted. 

Therefore, although four years after the formation of the URNG there have 
been important changes in the nationd conjuncture, [the following] 
principles continue to be fdly valid: the progammatic principles of the 
URNG [as stated in the Unitarian Proclamation of 29831; the &JRNG7s] 
Revolutionary People's War line; and the [URNG's] proposal of a grand 
nationd alliance of revolutionary, popular, patriotic, and democratic sectors, 
in whose Frarnework also fit Christian Democratic sectors that with sincerity 
and consciousness may be disposed to struggle for m e  change and real 
democracy, and also the non-counter-insurgent miiitary with hands cIean 
&orn repression and for whom there is a possibility to vindicate themselves 
before the People and history. 

These principies fonn the consistent [consequente] , objective and necessary 
framework for the constitution of a state that is truly democratic, 
representative of the historic, general, and fundamental interests of the 
genuine Guatemalan People (URNG, Feb, 1986: 4. My translation). 

Finally, the PGT-6 de enero, the most important splinter group that emerged f?om 

the 1984 break-up of the "historic PGT," also stated in their Via y Progranza de Za 

During many years the comrnunists organised in the historic Guaternalan 
Labor Party militated in its ranks absolutely convinced that we were 
organised as the vanguard of the working class and thus as the vanguard of 
the revolutionary movement. This position kvas authenticated as a position of 
principle by the IV Congress of our party celebrated in 1969 which 



characterized the PGT as the "vanguard detachment [destacamentu] of the 
working class" also expressing the interests of the campesinos and the O ther 
popular sectors. According to the resolutions of the IV Congress, the PGT 
was "the party of the Communists," '&the superior form of organisation of the 
working class and of the working masses of our country." 

What maintained the certainty of the Cornmunists organised in the PGT, 
with a heightened revolutionary mystique, was Lenin's reduction in Whar is 
ro be done? and other writings on party Uleory of the concept of 
revolutionary vanguard to a particular revolutionary Party, the party of the 
working class. The avid study of the Russian revolutionary expenence, a 
model of revolutionary process to entire generations of Communists 
throughout the world, was another factor that created the idea of the 
revolutionary vanguard as something similar to a party or organisation in 
particular. Tt must ais0 be said that revolutionary experiences fiom other 
parts of the world (China, Vietnam, Yugoslavia just to mention a few) also 
co r fmed  the identity of the revolutionary vanguard as a particular party. 

Hocvever, subsequent revolutionary events hwe also demonstrated that 
revolutionary processes codd  also be dirccted by political vanguards 
constructed in different ways. National liberation movements that resdted in 
processes of socialist orientation in diverse African coumies showed 
revolutionaries throughout the world that reality was full of possibilities. The 
constitution of a revolutionary vanguard in charge of directing the transition 
to socialism in Cuba, stmctured around the 26th of Iuly Movement, the 
Popular Socialist Party (Cornrnunist), and the revolutionq Directory, 
demonstrated, besides no t being uni form and homogenous, that political 
vanguards cvere subject to transformation before and after the conquest of 
power. The characteristics and differentiations of the Sandinista Front for 
National Liberation in Nicaragua also demonstrated the same and the process 
of constitution of the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front fulfilled the 
practical demonstration that revolutionary unity ernerges fi-orn diversity" 
(VP, 1-2). 

What is the legacy of more than thirty years of revolutionary language in 

Guatemala? Broadly speaking, the Guatemalan revolutionary intellechial tradition shares 

much in cornmon with the rest of the Latin Amencan experience. According to José Aric6, 

for example, "Until the breakdown of Communist hegemony in the culture of the left, the 



only Mancism in Latin America was 'Mamism-Leninism"' (Quoted in Castaiieda, 1993: 

135). According to Castaiïeda, there has existed in the Latin American countries "a thin line 

between intellectual activity and political activism" which has contributed to a very tenuous 

distinction between theory and practice, intellectual arguments and revolutionary praxis 

(Castafieda, 1993 : 177). Intellectuals in general, Castaiïeda argues, have traditiondly been 

"Keepers of the national consciousness, critics and constmt demanders of accountab ility , 

bulwarks of principle and honesty : for nearly five centuries, intellectuals, dating back to 

Fray Bartolomé de las Casas' hit less  attempts to protect the Indians in New Spain, have 

through their writings, teachings, speeches, and other activities substituted for innumerable 

institutions and social actors" (Castaiïeda, 1 993 : 177- f 78). Revolutionary language has thus 

filfilied an important critical h c t i o n  in Guatemala that, without the work of revolutionary 

intellectuals, would have probabry been absent. 

Indeed, Ladino revolutionary intellectuals in Guatemala have consistently 

performed a key function in the national public sphere. Through their organisations and 

forums, tlieir publications and activities, revolutionary inteliectuals have defined the 

parameters an alternative progressive public sphere. This role c m  partially be explained 

by the fact that revolutionary intelIechlals have always been prepared to serve as a 

"conduit behveen a region avid for ideas, experiences, and doctrines korn abroad, and an 

outside world where these commodities were produced and generated" (Castafieda, 1993: 

180). Revolutionary intellectuals "write, speak, advocate, or do what is accomplished 

elsewhere by more specialised institutions or groups" (Castaneda, 1993: 182). Therefore, 

during the entire modem period of Guatemalan history, the strength of revolutionary 



intellectuais has slowly grown in a n  inversely proportional way to that of civil society 

and democratic institutions of govemment. Castafieda's argument that "throughout the 

hemisphere the state emerged before the nation was truly constituted as such," a 

phenornenon that Led to "an overpowerful state in relation to civil society once national 

consolidation effectively began," is equaily applicable to revolutionary intellectuals in 

Guatemala (Castaîieda, 1993 : 1 83). Therefore, so long as civil society remains absent or 

only poorly organised, so long as the institutions of public life remain lirnited, inefTective, 

and self-centered, and so long as the institutions of govemment and the state continue to 

operate in a centralist and authoritarian fashion, revolutionary inteliectuds will not only 

continue to fulfill their mediating role between state and society, but will continue to do 

so as a matter of privilege and not democratic representation. 

But, despite its obvious elitism, why has the work of these revolutionary 

intellectuals been so attractive to excluded and oppressed groups? Why has revolutionary 

theory been applied with such dogmatism and radicalism? Why have openly avant-garde 

revolutionary intellectuals been othertvise so reluctant to engage in a process of 

philosophical self-critique? These intellectuals have been, according to Castaîieda, 

.. 
"power brokers, power players, and ultimately power sources," fascinated as they have 

always been with control, order, discipline, and power, particularly the power of the state. 

"The temptation to wield the immense force that the state aclinowledges and that society 

apparently also recognizes, by entering govemment or getting intimately involved with it, 

is generally irresistible" (CastaÏieda, 1993 : 196). The lvfarxist-Leninist heritage of 

revolutionary intellectuals "meshed neatly with this statist preeminence: the only power 



worth fighting for and conquering seemed to be state power" (Castafieda, 1993 : 198). The 

fascination with absolute control, intolerance for dissent, and state power helps to explain 

the Cartesian-like political dictum of revolutionary intellectuals: "1 create a political 

Party, thus I exist" (Castafieda, 1993: 202). 

But are these considerations of political life in the context of modem Guatemala 

sufficient to explain the continuing influence and endurance of revolutionary language? The 

answer to this question lies, 1 argue, in the internai relationship between revolutionary 

Ianguage and the Guatemalan transition to modemis.. 

In terms of its modernity, then, the language of revolution produced a new 

political mentality that, in line with other revolutionary experiences since the French 

Revolution, produced "a new time consciousne~s~ a new concept of political practice, and 

a new notion of legitimation7' (Habermas, 1996b: 467). In the case of Guatemala the new 

tirne consciousness decisively ended the traditional nature of social continuities enjoyed 

by political regimes prior to 1944 and challenged those that still remained or were 

restored afier 1954. Also, the new form of time consciousness started a process of change 

within peripheral areas of rural life that still appeared to have subsisted thanks 10 isolation 

and cultural tradition. Revolutionary time consciousness challenged the pockets of 

"timeless" existence within the nation-state, namely, the excluded and neglected 

Indigenous communities and the social relations to which such exclusion had given rise. 

In al1 cases, the language of revolution disseminated the idea that Guatemala could start 

anew, that the acceleration of events ofien called modernization could be opened to 

"single-minded collective intervention7' (Habermas, 1996b: 467), and that the key to do 



so resided in the formation of a unified representative subject capable of articulating the 

strategic interests of  the people, namely, a party of  enlightened revolutionary intellectuals 

and leaders. As its founding statement indicated, then, the Guatemalan Labor Party was 

to be precisely that instrument of change by virtue of being "a vanguard party, the party 

of the proletariat with roots in Mmism-Leninism" (ODHA, 1998, Vol. III: 9). 

Another way in which revolutionary language had a decisive impact on the shape 

of Guatemalan modernity was by emphasizing the principle of individual and collective 

emancipation. Frorn now on people could understand themselves as the authors of  their 

own destiny if and only if they were capable of controlling the social, economic, and 

political mechanisrns that shaped their lives. The power of self-emancipation, as 

understood by revolutionaries, thus laid in the fact that fieedom was understood as 

something that ernerged from within individuals themselves, as an expression of the 

sovereignty of the people, the general will, that is from within the historical process itself. 

The very dignity of human life was thus placed at the center of a revolutionary project 

that at least in discourse claimed to represent the unmediated will and strategic interests 

of the people. Needless to Say, the idea of self-emancipation was clearly at odds with the 

idea of an a priori claim on the politics of emancipation through a vanguard political 

P a r s *  
Finally, the modemity of revolutionary language was partially grounded on its 

contradictory conception of legitimacy. On the one hand, revolutionaries understood 

political power as unable to draw any legitimacy from religious authority, metaphysical 

principles, or -more ambiguously- ethnicity. On the other hand, however, the politics of 



revolution drew its justification precisely from the a prion consensus legislated by 

dialectical reason. As Sartre once remarked, dialectical reason ''does not merely direct 

research" or even "pre-judge the mode of appearance of objects." More ambitiously, 

dialectical reason "defines what the world (human or total) must be like for dialectical 

knowledge to be possible" and norrnatively "legislztes" the organization of political 

practice with independence frorn contingent and fallible processes of opinion and will- 

formation (Sartre, 199 1 : 20). Thus, the legislative character of revolutionary language 

makes possible the development of an alternative mode1 of political rights and the 

legitirnate transgression of legal ones. This model of political rights generates an entire 

legal and political subculture, even an alternative public sphere, that draws ftom its own 

discourses and practices and that, at the same time, defmes itself by radical opposition to 

the superstructures of bourgeois civil society. From within this alternative public sphere 

revolutionaries and their allies constantly launch attacks against the state and bourgeois 

civil society using Trojan horse strategies or blatantly violent and confrontational 

challenges to public order. 

Thus, revolutionary language contributed more than a modem understanding of 

politics to the modem history of Guatemala. It also contributed a certain authoritarian 

model of political action. Indeed, the dogrnatic constraints that revolutionary language 

imposed on cultural and political debate within the progressive public sphere, particularly 

behind the scenes and through the implementation of Trojan horse strategies, never h l ly  

allowed for the emergence of ethical-political discourses of existential self-realization 



and mord discourses of political self-determination of the kind that testimonial will and 

autonomous social movements represent. 

According to pre-given p hilosop hical consensus among revolutionaries, then, the 

central source of non-bourgeois subjectivity was revolutionary ideology as an expression 

of properiy raised class-consciousness. At the same time, the source of political self- 

determination was the institutionalization of the dictatorship or government of the 

worker-peasant alliance. As simplistic as these political categories may seem to us 

nowadays, for about three decades they serve to organize the mentality and politics of 

several generations of revolutionaries. The loyalty to these categories was such that being 

revolutionary was virtually inseparable fiom thinking, reading and speaking like one. 

When this entire world of revolutionary culture becarne a tradition and started to dismiss 

its own critics and dissidents, however, the philosophical foundations on which 

revolutionary practice rested lefi little or no room for autonomous processes of opinion 

and wiil-formation and democratic politics. As a result, the inevitable differentiation of 

revolutionary culture and politics unleashed an innumerable nunber of divisions and 

interna1 persecution justified in the name of different ideological detaiis and political 

strategies for properly challenging the counter-revolutionary order, in economic and 

political terms, and dealing with the National Security State. The self-destructive logic of 

revolutionary culture and poiitics eventually led to an immanent process of normative 

exhaustion. 

Al1 these constraining effects of revolutionary language became fully evident 

during the peace process of the 1990s. Even in this democratic context, after many years 



of rather disappointing results and ofien fatal consequences of attempting to exert 

undemocratic control, revolutionary organizations continued to attempt behind the 

scenes, through the continuing use of Trojan horse strategies, the coordination of the 

action by civilian groups that, against the hegemony of the Government/arrny and the 

guerrillas over the peace process, demanded transparent and autonomous participation in 

the negotiations. But by this tirne, however, the language of human rights and a criticai 

attitude ~ 6 t h  respect to instrumental logic, had fumished many of these individuals and 

new social movernents with the necessary means to resist and also challenge the strategic 

paradigm of negotiations adopted by both Government/army and guerrillas to conduct the 

process of negotiations. 

As long as the structures of the progressive public sphere remained intact and 

dynarnic, the influence of revolutionary language was never seriously chailenged kom 

within or W1y displaced by another type of revolutionary consensus. Other cultural and 

political languages also appeared in the 1960s and 1 WOs, some of them as a result of the 

trickle down effect of discourses generated within the international arena, and were 

disseminated throughout the most enlightened and best-informed members of civilian 

organizations. However, until the development of the language of human rights in the 

mid-1980s, languages such as Liberation Theology were fixsed with revolutionary idioms 

to the point of becoming, from an extemal point of view, virtually indistinguishable. Yet, 

as 1 illustrate in chapter three, the politics of terror, torture and sexual violence, a11 

rnechanisms of cultural and political domination and control through violent means after 

1954, served to destabilize an increasingly large nurnber of individual and collective 



foms  of identiv and community including the language of revolution. The scientific 

categones of revolutionary language proved inadequate to the task of acco mmodating the 

ideas of self-realization and self-determination, which demanded particulax kinds of 

ethical and moral discourses, that were being disseminated in Guatemala through modem 

form of theologicai discourse at a time when lifeworld structures within Indigenous 

comrnunities and in the cities were subject to the pressure of change. Otherr forms of 

Language proved more adequate for meeting the challenges posed by a rapld 

differentiation in lifeworld structures that was taking place in Guatemala i n  those years. 

The traumatic and violent "colonization of the lifeworld" that the National 

Secunty State undertook in order to deal with the threat of its "interna1 enemies'" 

required, in normative terms, constant repair work. Although the language of revolution 

was capable of supplying urgently needed theoretical categories for a re-imagination of 

the nation-state in thoroughly modem terms, ethical and existentid forms af language 

supplied cntically needed categories for the development of what Habermas calls 

. , 
"ethical-political discourses" (Habermas, 1996b: 97). Thus, one of the most fundamental 

but unintended consequences of the colonization of the lifeworld by the National Security 

State was a decentenng of traditional forms of consciousness and a fostenng of 

individualism, grounded on the politics of solidarity and intersubjective recognition, that 

require critical appropriations of tradition and creative forms of innovation. Ethical- 

political discourses are particularly suited for this work of cntical appropriation of 

particular forms of ethical life in the turbulent context of rnodernity. 



Chapter 3 

The Development of the Language of Human Rights: From The OId Popular 

Movement to New Social Movements 

During the mid-1980s the progressive public sphere carefûlly constructed by 

revolutionary intellectuals and their followers since the early 1970s had been reduced to a 

leaflet producing and reading public organized around a very small number of groups. 

These groups included some of the organizations of the old popular movement such as 

student unions at San Carlos University (USAC), labor unions at such places as the Coca 

Cola bottling plant that managed to survive the past decade, and newly organized union 

coalitions such as the Coordination of Trade Unions of Guatemala (CUSG) in Guatemala 

City which, because of  its Christian Democratic leanings \vas not cornpletely a part of the 

old progressive public sphere, was nonetheless organized dong similar Lines. But the high 

Ievels of political repression in the early 1980s left a vimial organizational vacuum in the 

national public sphere where the old popular movement had traditionally found some 

space for maneuver. The emergence of new social movernents in 1984, most noticeably 

in the form of the Mutual Support Group for Families of the Detained and Disappeared 

(GAM) in that year, signaled the beginning of a new form of alternative politics in 

Guatemala, a politics that started to articulate daims using a new cultural and political 

language, and a politics that also initiated a cultural and political transformation of the 



national public sphere that would eventuaily result in the constitution of an autonomous 

civil society. 

A general overview of the progressive public sphere during the 1970s and its 

eventuai disarticulation reveals the extent of its networks, its general tendencies, and the 

nature of po1itical repression directed against it. During the 1970s, then, Indigenous 

organizations appeared everywhere and constituted themselves into an impressive 

component of the popular movement although not under the same degree of  influence by 

guerrilla groups as were Ladino organizations fiom urba .  centers. "Among the 1Gghlights 

of the Mayan culturaI and intellectual movement were the seminars for Indigenous 

teachers, health care and social promoters, students, and religious activists which took 

place annually between 1972 and 1979, the Civic Cornmittee Xelju, of Quetzaltenango, 

the indio Tojil movement, and the magazine, Ijciwr, which was published monthly 

between 1977 and 1979" (DeIli Sante, 1996: 42). Ladino organizations, particularly 

Ladino-dominated labor unions, experienced unprecedented levels of growth in the 1970s 

reaching well over one hundred and seventy-three, including one for governrnent 

employees, and rnany regional and national codederations (Delli Sante, 1 996: 43). This 

unprecedented growth in the number and the extent of labor organizations reached a 

symbolic peak in 1976 with the organizing of the left-leaning National Cornmittee for 

Trade Union Unity (CMJS) and the 1978 appearance of the Comrniitee for Campesino 

Unity (CUC) which claimed to be "the first national organization of Mayan and Ladino 

small famiers, subsistence Ievel b e r s  (minzJùndistas, working on rninrfzrndios), 

1andIess farmers, subsistence level laborers" (Delli Sante, 1996: 43). 



But of d l  these organizations, CNUS was perhaps the most important popular 

organization and the most influentid within the progressive public sphere at that point for 

one particular reason. Through the work of leaders fi-om popular organizations and cadres 

h m  g u e d i a  organizations that also militated in popular organizations, this union 

coalition was setup to mobilize Guatemalan trade unionism, supposedly within the legal 

framework established by the Constitution and the Labor Code, according to the Iong- 

term strategy and political tactics of guemlla organizations. This strategy was thus a 

typicaI exarnple of Trojan horse strategies implemented through the progressive public 

sphere to organize confrontational assaults on the State of National Secunty. CNUS 

inchded the Autononous Trade Union Federation of Guatemala (FASGUA), the 

National Workers Confederation (CNT), the Union Federation of Bank and Insurance 

Employees (FESEBS), the Workers Federation of Guatemala (FTG), The National 

Teachers Front (FNTE), the Emergency Cornmittee of State Employees (CETE), the 

Workers Union of the Guatemalan Social Security Institute (STIGSS), the Central Union 

for Municipal Government Employees (SCTM), the Front for Employees of Culture 

(FTC), and CUC (Delli Sante, 1996: 43). Most, if not al1 of these organizations, 

understood themselves, to one or another degree, as contributing to the transformation of 

the socioeconomic system and as expressing the strategic interests of the Guatemalan 

proletariat and its allies. Likewise, many of these organizations practiced some form of 

syndicalism, but often their goal was to expose govemment inability to govem and its 

faiIure to reach any compromises with the "vast majority" of Guatemalans. En short, these 



organizations responded to the idea that the goal of trade unionism was to contribute to 

the crisis of legitimacy of the State of National Security. 

In addition to trade unionism, the influence of the intellectual currents of 

Liberation Theology, and its practical implications for the policies of the Catholic Church 

and its involvement with the grassroots organizations, was very significant on at Ieast two 

Ievels. First, "clergy and nuns organized in the Conference of Religious People of 

Guatemala (CONFREGUA) were to join forces with many of the Catholic Bishops 

Episcopal Conference who, in the 1970s, openly supported changes in the society in 

favor of the poor" (Delli Sante, 1996: 44). Although the official Catholic hierarchy 

behaved more cautiously, the influence of the Medellin Bishops Conference in Colombia 

in 1968 and the general tendencies that pointed toward the Puebla Bishops Conference in 

Mexico in 1978 were clearly influentid in Guatemala and particularly visible in the 

example of "committed" pnests and nuns who assumed "an increasingly active role in 

supporting the organization of the rural and urban poor during the entire decade of the 

1970s" (Delli Sante, 1996: 44). Second, low-profiIe initiatives such as the University 

Bible Group at the Principe de Paz Central Church (Pentecostal) in Guatemala City, and a 

srnaller, more Liberation Theology oriented group named Kerygma, and other small 

initiatives Like this throughout the country, served as Iaunching pads for a small nurnber 

of Evangelical activists in the late 1970s and prominent Evangelical leaders in the late 

1980s and beyond. These Evangelical initiatives drew some inspiration from the Medellin 

and Puebla conferences, but they were more directly influenced by the Council of Latin 



Arnencan Churches (CLAI) conference of 1978, a conference of Protestant churches, and 

similar other Protestant events in Latin ~ m e r i c a - '  

Students, too, experienced an upsurge in organizing in the 1970s with the 

Coordination of High School Students (CEEM), the Association of University Students 

(AEU), and the Robin Garcia Revolutionary Front (FERG) al1 becoming increasingly 

active, constantiy engaging in Trojan horse political strategies, and openly supporting 

guemlla organizations. In addition, the begiming of the wave of repression in the late 

1970s led to the creation of the Cornmittee for Justice and Peace (CPJP) and the 

Guatemalan Human Rights Commission (CDHG). Although concemed with the question 

of human rights in the country, at this stage these last two organizations still understood 

human rights as a function of economic justice or in narrowly political terms as reflected 

in the type of reporting of the casualties and consequences of the intemal armed contlict 

already undenvay. 

Throughout the public sphere, and during the entire decade of the 1 WOs, words 

such as "alliance" and "coordination" were very common throughout the public sphere at 

that time. In rural areas, for example, the National Federation of Carnpesino 

Organizations was organized in January 1970 together with the National Federation of 

Agricultural and Indigenous Communities. In August of that year Christian unions 

organized the IV Congress of the Organized Carnpesino Movernent. And in 1973 the 

Carnpesino National Confederation (CNC) was setup together with the National Council 

of Trade Union Consultation bringing together popular organizations such as FASGUA, 

CNT, FTG, and FESEBS (ODHA, III, 1998: 78). 



The process of cultural and politicai differentiation within Indigenous 

cornmunities, as 1 showed in chapter one, was also advancing during these years and was 

exernplified by the multiple groups and associations that emerged in many of these 

Indigenous communities that were particularly concerned with culture, religion, and 

autonomous political participation and that were cornposed of students and young 

professionals. Leaders like these created Indigenous organizations such as the Xelju Civic 

Cornmittee in the northwest city of Quetzaltenango and the Cabrach group in the eastern 

city of Cobh.  Also, the expansion of the national public sphere to Indigenous 

communities through the work of politicd parties such as the Christian Democrats 

fostered the desire among these groups to participate in multiple forms of elections 

through their own autonomous organizations such as Xelju, Patinamit, the National 

Indigenous Front (FIN) which actuaIly rrianaged to have some deputies elected to 

Congress (ODHA, III, 1998: 84). Not only were these developments fairly autonomous 

with respect to developments within urban popular movements, but also the guerrilla 

groups in fornation, at that time, could not understand the particular ethical-political 

discourses that they represented in embryonic form (ODHA, III, 1998: 85). 

But selective repression in urban centers, particularly against revolutionary 

Ladino intellectuals and leaders of popular organizations, was on the rise. For exarnple, in 

January 197 1 military or parmilitary groups assassinated Christian Democrat depuv to 

Congress, Adolfo Mijangos Lopez, campesino leader Tereso de Jesus Oliva, San Carlos 

University professor Julio Camey Herrera, and lawyer Alfonso Bauer. In September of 

the same year the entire Political Commission of the Guatemala Labor Party (PGT), the 



clandestine cornrnunist organization of the rniddle class and urban intellectud lefi, was 

captured and disappeared in mass (ODHA, III, 1998: 78). Partially in response to 

increasing repression, but also partially in response to a combination of a general k i n g  

trend in the basic costs of living and increasing rnilitancy of a male and Ladino- 

dominated, urban groups responded by deploying an insurrectionary strategy that resulted 

in endless Street protest and Trojan horse strategies. 

For example, "multisectoral demonstrations against the state of siege [imposed by 

the government of Gen. Arana Osono] took place in 1972; a broad-based strike was 

organized by teachers and medical doctors in 1973; a massive movement was held by 

striking miners in 1977, and, in 1980, during their strike, agricultural workers fkom al1 

over die country were given massive support by the other groups. This trend continued 

through the 1970s with a momentary pause in 1976 as a result of the earthquake of that 

year. But insurrectionary popular politics resurned in 1977. The 1977 mobilization in 

support of the miners who were on strike (wkich had been organized by the CNT, and 

coordinated by the newly formed CNUS), clearly demonstrated widespread discontent 

about the rising costs of living among the population, but also the increasing influence of 

guerrilla organizations within the popular organizations. By the time the miners reached 

the Capital there were 100,000 protesters in that march, an awesome dernonstration of the 

capacity for popular mobilization reached in those years (Delli Sante, 1996: 44). As 

legitimate as the reasons for discontent were, the rnethods for pubiicly demonstrating 

such discontent mostly in or around urban centers becarne increasinply radicdized and 

open to control by underground guerrilla organizations. In the context of an increasingly 



paranoid and repressive State of National Security the sIightest sign of popular 

radicalization was sufficient to label those in charge as "internd enernies" of the State. 

The popular tendency to zero in on a relatively local issue and then transfonn it 

into a symbol capable of mobilizing a unified national struggle and justifying 

insurrectionary forms of protest \vas demonstrated by the agicultural workers' strike of  

1980. Organized by CUC, this demonstration invoived "sorne 70,000 sugar cane workers 

and about 40,000 Cotton pickers, and rnassively supported by many other sectors of the 

population" (Delli Sante, 1996: 44). The popular actions and govenunent counteractions 

around this strike led to the creation in 1979 of another coalition of popular and 

intellectual organizations called the Democratic Front Against Repression (FDCR). This 

coalition was not only more massive than previous coalitions, but it also claimed to be  

more "unified," more "progressive" and more openly revolutionary than previous ones. 

This coalition kvas instrumental in transforrning the demonstrations of 1980 into signs of 

an insurrectionary tendency that confirmed the arguments being advanced by guerrilla 

organizations. 

Indeed, the FDCR "incorporated more than one hundred and fifiy grass roots, 

student and religious groups, labor unions, professional associations" and many other 

organizations of the popuiar movement including recently formed centrist and social- 

democratic parties. However, in spite of its public declarations, the actions of this 

coalition indicated that its purpose was far frorn finding a negotiated solution with the 

governrnent to the problem of "repression," rising costs of living, or those particular 

issues for which rural workers were demonstrating In fact, the FDCR understood 



repression as part of the escalation of revolutionary and counterrevolutionary conflict that 

transcended normal forms of conflict resolution between legal agents protected by the 

rule of law. Instead, the politics of the FDCR are more properly understood as the politics 

of "consciousness raising" and urban resistance, the systematic practice of Trojan horse 

strategies, through increasingly contiontational Street protests aimed at debilitating the 

rnilitary govemment and opening cracks tvithin the State of National Security. According 

to the ODHA report, the FDCR together with CUC were openly (!) calling for the 

overthrow of the government of Gen. Lucas Garcia and the insta1Iation of a revolutionary 

and popular govemment (ODHA, III, 1998: 136). 

Repression thus becarne more intensified, widespread, and continued unabated 

between 1978 and 1982 as the popular movernent and its allies responded to government 

failures to meet its demands by forrning yet another more militant umbrella organization 

on 17 February 1982. Calling itself the Guatemalan Committee of Patriotic Unity 

(CGUP), this new coalition understood itself as being even more "unified" than the 

FDRC, more consistent with the needs of the day, more revolutionary and also, as its 

narne explicitly indicates, more "patriotic" than anything that came before. Interestingly 

enough, CGUP was organized only one week afler the various guerrilla groups in 

Guatemala decided to form their own underground coalition and to issue a "unitary 

deciaration" through the press calling on the people of Guatemala to massively and 

patriotically rise to overthrow the governent  and seize state power. 

But, as suggested above, the increasingly insurrectionary tendency of the old 

popular movernent, which developed as a partial response to government repression, was 



at the same time being met with even more violence by the State of National Securîty 

which carefully followed the logic of the "intemal enemy" to deal with social unrest. The 

1965 Constitution had been witten in such a way that it was possible for governments in 

the 1970s to suspend al1 individual guarantees through relatively simple executive 

decrees declaring "states of emergency" that could last up to 30 days. Instead of the 

Constitution, then, the Law of PubIic Order was ofien in force and was repeatedly used to 

legitimize brutal responses to legitimate expressions of popular discontent. The 

government of Gen. Carlos Arana Osorio (1 970-1 974) was the fust to make systernatic 

use of this type of decrees as, for example, when on December 1 1. 1970 Arana declared a 

%tate of civil war" through Decree 4-70. In effect, then, Arana explicitly although quietly 

recognized that "there was an armed stniggle7' unfolding in Guatemala (ODHA, III: 74). 

Thus, the decade of the 1970s opened with 724 assassinations, 562 political kidnappings 

and disappearances, and 857 dead bodies found throughout the country with signs of 

torture (ODHA, III, 1998: 76). 

The government of Gen. Kjell Eugenio Laugerud Garcia (1974-1 978). Minister of 

Defense of Arana, represented a break in repression against popular organizations. In 

fact, the Laugerud administration represented a period of relative economic growth and 

recolrery of the losses incurred during the h a n a  years due to failures in public 

management and the oil shock of 1973- 1974. Although the earthquake of F e b m q  4, 

1976 fi-ustrated the initial goals of the government's Developrnent Plan (1975-1979), IWO 

years later the government had granted housing to more than 252,154 families, built 740 

permanent schools, repaired rnany health centers, administrative buildings, bridges, 



highways, and markets. Al1 of this, according to the ODHA report, constitutes in fact "the 

vastest effort in terms of material gains to date, understandable if one considers this 

penod as one of distention, one that has not been replicated since" (ODKA, III, 1998: 

82). By 1976, however, the tendency of popular protest in rural areas was becoming 

radicalized. An expression of this tendency was the public emergence of CUC in 1975. 

The situation in the cities, particulariy arnong students and migrant communities who had 

moved to shantytowns in the city after the earthquake, was ais0 becoming tense. An 

expression of this was the organization of CNUS with the initial idea of bringing together 

students and shantytown dwellers. This tendency toward radicalization in urbm and rural 

areas seemed to be related to "the adverse results of the various struggles" that were 

initiated during these years (ODHA, III, 2998: 83). 

The radicalization of the popular movement met an equally radicalized response 

from the govenunent and the military starting with the massacre that occurred in the town 

of Panz6s on May 29, 1975 and ending with the army's assault on the Spanish Embassy 

on 3 1 January 1980. In addition, on June 2 1, 1980. 27 trade unionists from the C W S  

were al1 detained at their union headquarters and subsequently disappeared together 

(ODHA, Ln, 1998: 126). On August 24, 1980, another 34 trade unionists fkom CNT and 

the School of Trade Unionism were also kidnapped. From 1980 to April 1985 "between 

55,000 and 75,000 persons from the Highlands -almost al1 Mayans- had been killed or 

disappeared" (Delli Sanre, 1996: 11). Dunng this same period, ''at least one thousand 

university students, and seven hundred teachers were killed. [A]t least five hundred 

catechists and fourteen priests were killed, and many nuns were reported disappeared. 



Regarding journalists, only between mid-1980 to rnid-1983, more than one hundred were 

assassinated" with many priests, n u s ,  and joumalists going into exile (Delli Sante, 1996: 

I 1, 14). By 1982, "during the height of the repression, it was estimated that 

disappearances fiom urban areas alone were numbering between eight and ten per day, 

while, two years Iater, the OAS [Organization of Arnerican States] reported that between 

April 1983 and October 1984, some eighty persons per month were being disappeared 

frorn the country at large. GAM reported that some 3,000 persons had been disappeared 

between mid-1983 and January 1985. In bnef, it has been calculated that fiom the late 

1960s through 1985, at least 40,000 persons were disappeared in Guatemala, making this 

country the nation with the highest amount of disappearances in al1 of Latin Amerka" 

(Delli Sante, 1996: 1 1). 

1) Beyond the Progressive Public Sp fz ere 

The disarticulation of the progressive public sphere, at the same tirne that guemlla 

organizations were under strategic retreat, meant that the influence of international 

factors became more prominent. The increasingly important role of international factors 

durhg the transition to civilian rule and the eventual peace process of the early 1990s c m  

best be appreciated when placed within the context of a cultural and political 

transformation initiated during the early 1980s and continuing to the present. The final 

signining of the Peace Accords by the government and the g ~ e m l l a s  of the URNG in 

December 1996 was an important step in this process of cultural and political 

transformation, but by no means the most decisive one. Changes in cultural and political 

language, in the forms of organizing cultural and political action, in the approaches to and 
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engagement with what at  first was the military project of liberdization and controiIed 

transition to civilian nile were also decisive. 

The process of cultural and political transformation that led to the constitution of 

a civil society starting in the mid-1980s was preceded by a nurnber of important 

tendencies. As 1 showed in the first chapter, Indigenous communities started to undergo a 

process of cultural and political differentiation during the 1950s and 1960s. But it was not 

until the early 1980s, under the influence of international processes such as those of 

Contadora in 1983 and Esquipulas in 1986 and 1987, when anything that resembled an 

autonomous civil society emerged. 

The contribution of the Group of Contadora to the "pacification" of Central 

America had a number of unintended consequences in terms of the emergence of 

autonomous forms of civil society? In particular, the significant shifi in the terms of 

political discourse initiated by Contadora throughout the Central Amencan region created 

a political space within which new forms of conflict resolution could emerge between the 

various Central Amencan states. Capitalizing on this shifi, also, the military govemment 

of Gen. Oscar Mejia Victores in Guatemala (1983-1986), after the militas. defeat of the 

g u e d l a  forces of the URNG in 1983, started to make use of a new diplornatic 

vocabulary centered around notions such as confidence-building, inter-state respect, and 

regional neutrality and peace.3 In tum, many of these new notions found their way toward 

individuals and groups that started ro demand similar rights as applied to individuals 

within the nation-state." 



Although the initial impetus of the Group of Contadora had lost momenturn by 

1986, starting in 1987 a regionally inspired and more autonomous (fiorn Washington and 

the big Latin American countries) initiative known as the Esquipulas Process took its 

place. The Esquipulas process was an attempt to follow the principles of Contadora and 

also to extend them to cover a wider nurnber of intemal political and economic problems 

of the Central Arnerican nations than those o f  regional security that had inspired the 

original Contadora plan. T h s ,  the Plan of the Costa Rican president Oscar Arias, 

adopted by the Central Amencan presidents in August 1987 and baptized as The 

Procedtrre for the Establishment of a Firm and Lasting Peace in Central Arnerica 

(Esquipulas for short) was a document that became the foundation of the Central 

American peace process (as the vslnous Esquipulas documents referred to the series of 

steps that would be needed for the eventual achievement of a "firm and Iasting peace" in 

the region) and constituted a follow-up of the documents and declarations issued by the 

Contadora Group from 1953 to 1986. The cultural and political consequences of the 

Ianguage enshrined in this document, like those of the Contadora Group, resulted in a 

series of deveIopments inside Guatemala that opened the necessary cultural and poritical 

space for continuation or initiation of the process of constitution of civil society.' 

The Esquipulas accord called for a nurnber of measures to be applied throughout 

Central Arnerica. First, the initiation of political talks between governments and their 

civilian opponents although not with guerrilla forces even though the Guaternalan 

government denied that this principle was applicable to Guatemala. Second, a cease-fiïe 

between government and guemlla forces in al1 of the interna1 armed conflicts of the 



region althouph, again, the Guatemalan army cIaimed that the guemlla forces had been 

defeated. Third, the suspension of foreign aid to irregular forces and an end to the use of 

the national temtory of one country for purposes of military aggression against another. 

This was a direct challenge to US intervention in the region particularly the US military 

build-up in Honduras and military financing of El Salvador. Fourth, the irnrnediate 

initiation of negotiations on arms reductions in order to particuIarly reduce tensions 

between Honduras and Nicaragua. In addition, Esquipulas also called for the 

implernentation of national arnnesties and the formation of National Reconciliation 

Commissions, a step that took the Esquipulas process significantly beyond anything 

provided for in the Contadora declarations. Therefore, the significance of Esquipulas and 

its implementation in a country like Guatemala was extremely important. 

As we saw in the introduction to this thesis, Guatemala's long history of 

authoritarianism and dictatorship is deeply entrenched in the country's institutions and 

patterns of sociali~ation.~ Despite this history, however, Indigenous communities had 

been undergoing a process of cultural and political differentiation with relative 

independence of revolutionary forms of struggle organized by rniddle class Ladino 

intellectuals. On the other hand, revolutionary language had also created cultural and 

political conditions for a thoroughly modem understanding of the nation-state. The 

internationd context of the Cold War and the impact this had on Guaternalan politics, 

particularly in terms of the development and institutionalization of the State of National 

Security, meant that any processes of autonomous opinion and will-formation had to be 

undertaken in the highly restrictive and exclusionary public sphere dominated by an 



anticommunist alliance, The Esquipulas process thus created conditions for the 

emergence of a new cultural and political paradigm based on the politics of radical 

intersubjectivity and expressed through ethical-political discourses (Benhabib, 1986: 12). 

The politics of intersubjectivity that characterize new social movements in 

Guatemala emphasizes subject-subject relations in the process of becoming linguistified 

(Benhabib, 1986: xi). Thus, this process is instantiated by "the emergence of new needs, 

social relations, and modes of association" (Benhabib, 1986: 13) and also by the fact that 

the legitimacy of power is now thought of as something that needs to be generated out of 

practical processes of opinion and will-formation rather than fkom tradition or pre- 

established consensus, The new social movements were thus no longer preoccupied with 

an empirical approximating to any utopian political and economic order and were thus 

suspicious of forms of morality grounded on utopian reason. This suspicion was not just 

internaily directed at the assump tions of revolutionary language, but also extemally 

aimed at the ideological claims on whicli the State of National Security was founded and 

continued to function. Therefore, the politics of intersubjectivity from which new social 

movements drew their nourishment represented an alternative to the politics of 

fùlfillment that had been the hallmark of revolutionary language since 1954. 

The poIitics of intersubjectivity are expressed in ethical-political discourses 

because these discourses politicize formerly unproblematic background conditions that 

the colonization of the lifeworld by the State of National Security t m e d  problematic. For 

exarnple, ethical-political discourses enable individuals to articulate normative claims 

around needs that becarne painfully salient as a result of the armed conflict and around 



social relations that had until recently been relegated to the family, the village, the shanty 

t o m ,  or the forest. But neither guemlla organizations nor the State of National Secunty 

seriously ever considered any of these places where everyday life unfolds more or less 

unproblematically as sites of Iegitimate struggle until the war becarne seriously 

intensified. However, it is precisely these places the ones that became the subject of 

struggles within Indigenous communities as they underwent their own specific processes 

of differentiation and the ones that becarne radicalized m o n 5  Ladino groups, particularly 

women, as a consequence of widespread political repression and the generalization of the 

violation of hurnan rights. As soon as the progressive public sphere becarne disarticulated 

and international processes such as those of Contadora and Esquipulas set a new logic of 

conflict resolution into motion, then new modes of association based on the politics of 

intersubjectivity became possible. 

Viewed in this light, then, Esquipulas' cal1 for the restoration of civil liberties 

such as fieedom of the press, political pluralisrn, free elections in accordance with 

established political constitutions and in the presence of international observers, meant at 

the very least the dissemination of the Constitutional n o m s  of modem bourgeois 

liberalism throughout those segments of society that had been previously excluded from 

the enjoyinent of these noms.  The Central Arnencan governments thus willfuily entered 

into a liberal agreement that was used by local national actors not onIy to hold their 

respective govemments accountable in case they failed to implement the Esquipulas 

Accord, but also to transforrn themselves into actors that could potentially enter into a 

process of conflict resolution with political and economic elites. For the first time, 



principles that were already enshrined in national Constitutions became words that were 

quickly disseminated through the national public sphere through the rnass media, public 

declarations, official and non-governrnental press releases, and the publicity work of 

Contadora and Esquipulas. 

The difference in language between the Contadora declarations and Esquipulas 

Accord is particularly illustrative of this point. Whereas Contadora spoke about security, 

confidence-building, arms reductions, national seIf-determination and respect for nationd 

sovereignty, Esquipulas spoke about democracy, national reconciliation, and enforcement 

of civil rights, fieedorn of thought, speech, association, and respect for human rights 

through the rule of law. This linguistic transformation in the language of conflict 

resolution helped to propel the mobilization of autonomous f o m s  of' dialogue. In fact, 

when the Guatemalan National Reconciliation Commission (CRN) calIed and directed 

the Grand National Dialogue (GDN) just one year after the signing of the Esquipulas 

Accord in 1987, an important political space was opened for the articulation of ethical- 

political discourses in the pubric sphere. 

Thus, an extremeiy significant outcorne of the Esquipulas Process was the 

unprecedented dissemination of the norms of liberal democracy throughout the national 

public sphere. The particular history of Guatemala meant that these noms would 

inevitably acquire a particular national character. In other words, the history of 

authoritarianism, dictatorship, repression, and revolution meant that the norms of 

Liberalism would serve as the medium through which problernatic aspects of the iifeworld 

would be thematized and argued about in the public sphere. For example, Indigenous 



groups used liberal noms to articulate daims about the intrinsic worthiness of their 

cultures, Le. their rights to self-redization, and the fact that counterinsurgency policies 

confùsed the exercise of these rights with "subversive" activities. Ladino women, also, 

used liberal noms to argue in defense of the autonomy and privacy of the family and the 

fact that systernatic repression in the form of kidnappings and forced disappearances 

attempted against the very foundation of social Iife. 

Between the years 1984 -when new social rnovements such as the Mutual Support 

Group for Families of the Detained and Disappeared were organized- and 1989 -when the 

Grand National Dialogue took place- there was a virtual explosion of ethical-political 

discourses of the kind described above. But not only were these discourses articulating 

positions around previously unproblematic situations, they were also doing this in a way 

that became virtually impossible for the State of National Security to reduce to a mere 

expression of guerrilla activity or  to mere Trojan horse strategies at the level of the pubIic 

sphere. Thus, new social movements became increasingly aware that the politicization of 

traditional themes such as the family, Indigenous culture, and religious rights could only 

be done in the context of a new paradigrn of politics. Therefore, not since 1954 had the 

public sphere been charged with such a potentially transfomative hm of language. 

2) New Social Movements and The Rke  of Ethical Polirical Disconrses 

One of the first organizations belonging to new social movements to emerge afier 

the collapse of the progressive public sphere was the Mutual Support Group for the 

Families of the Detained and Disappeared (GAM) on June 4, 1984. GAM3 public slogan 



was "Alive they were taken, alive we want them back." The argument made here is that 

GAM7s claims were from the very begiming an expression of a new political paradigm 

and an articulation of ethical-political discourses. The following is the description of 

GAM's politics between 1984 and 199 1 as articulated by one of GAM7s international 

representatives, the Cornmittee for the Detained-Disappeared in Guatemala (CDGUA): 

One of General Mejia Victores' responses to GAM's constant pressure 
was the creation of a "Tripartite Commission" in Novernber 1984. This 
Commission consisted of the Solicitor General of the Republic Hugo 
Pellecer Robles, the Minister of the Interior Gustavo L6pez Sandoval, and 
the Deputy Defense Minister Colonel Luis Ra61 Alburez Arriola. On June 
6, 1985 this Commission made public its final report on the situation of 
the detained and disappeared in Guatemala. In its brief report the 
Commission recommended the formation of yet another commission 
which would exclude "government institutions and officials," and that 
wouId include "Members of the Parliament, professional sectors, private 
and religious entities." The Commission considered that its work could be 
better coordinated with these sectors and through them the Commission 
intended to gain "better cooperation from the relatives of the disappeared." 
In March 1986, during an interview between GAM and the then President 
Vinicio Cerezo [Arévalo], the formation of a new investigative 
commission was agreed upon. It was during this time, also, that GAiM 
went into its first international tour seeking international support so that 
the new cornmission would include well-known human rights activists 
such as Adolfo Pérez Esquivel, Emesto Sabato, and Dr Antonio Borrajo. 
However, in June of that year President Cerezo [Arévalo] announced that 
the new commission would not be formed after al1 because the Supreme 
Court of Guatemala had already appointed a judge to investigate the cases 
of ccdisappearance." He also added that GAM should wait until the results 
of the judicial investigation were provided. Now in 199 1, with the new 
President Jorge Serrano Elias, a new commission has been organized 
composed of the Guatemalan Human Rights Attorney, two of the 
Attorney's deputies and their assistants. Nevertheless, G M ,  other 
internationally recognized human rights organizations such as FEDEFAM 
and ACAFADE as well as two Argentine doctors specialized in 
antl~ropological and forensic medicine have been excluded fiom this 
commission" (CDGUA, June 199 1 : 1-3). 



GAM's political strategy when pursuing its demands "through the system," even 

when appealing to the right of civil disobedience, has been described by British 

Anthropologist Richard Wilson as follows: "GAiM organized huge demonstrations in the 

capital for the first time since 1980. In 1984 it led 100,000 in a march on the National 

Police headquarters and then to the metropolitan cathedral. Later that year the 

organization occupied the offices of the Constituent Assembly, and followed this with an 

occupation of the Justice Ministry in March 1985. GAiM's popular agitation quickly drew 

accusations from the ruling rnilitary officiais that its members were comrnunist 

subversives, and fierce repression followed. State agents killed GAM's two founders in 

1985. Despite the failure to obtain a rneaningful enquiry by the rnilitary government, 

GAM continued to press for the investigation of human rights violations. Activists 

learned of the experience of the Argentine truth commission in 1985 and turned their 

energies towards establishing such a commission in Guatemaia. GAM kvas successful in 

campaigning for a new office of Congressional Human Rights Ombudsman that was 

established in the new constitution of 1985. By 1986, as peace talks were about to begin, 

GAM was working on 950 cases of disappearance, and has presented hundreds of habeas 

corpus writs to the authorities" (R. Wilson, 1997: 1 1). 

According to Cathy Blacklock and Laura Macdonald, GAM's political strategy 

has been interpreted as an expression of "motherist-type orsanizations in Latin America" 

(Blacklock and Macdonald, 1998: 136). lndeed, GAM fits this description because it 

constantly "invoked the symbolism of the family and utilized women's social 

responsibility for maintaining family relations to publicly protest and lobby for an 



accounting of the disappeared" (Blacklock and Macdonald, 1998: 13 6) .  Followïng this 

type of strategy meant that, for example, at a tirne when "most popular organizations 

were forced underground or effectively decapitated through the murder or disappearance 

of their leadership," GAM was able not only to organize itself into an important group 

but to courageously put pressure on the military government of Mejia Victores first and 

then the civilian government of Cerezo Arévalo demanding to know the whereabouts of 

their "detained and disappeared relatives" (Blacklock and Macdonald, 1998: 136). GAM 

also and effectively lobbied international agencies such as the United Nations, the Inter- 

American Court of Justice, and the US Congress to put pressure on Guatemala to cease 

repressive practices and effectively and tnithfully respond to the group's dernands.' 

Another way of interpreting GAM's politics is to see in it, as Richard Wilson 

does, a typical expression of popular groups in Guatemala (R. Wilson, 1997: 1 1). In this 

light, then, GAM's leading role in reactivating "civil goup  coalitions" and its role in 

"opening up the political space witliin which other groups can organize" would seem to 

be the result of a political strategy essentially similar to those pursued by the old popular 

movement of the 1970s. Evidence of this can be found in the fact that, like the old 

organizations, GAM too "has lost dozens of members to state repression and suffered 

from bitter interna1 divisions around personalities and politics" (R. Wilson, 1997: 1 1). 

Furthemore, like the old popular movement had done in terms of coalition building 

during political transitions (FDCR in 1978 and CGUP in 1982), "once peace looked in 

sight, GAM led the way in creating a new political party, the Frente Democratico Nueva 



Guatemala (FDNG), in the 1995 elections, sending its leader to Congress" (EL Wilson, 

1997: 11-12). 

However, these interpretations of GAMYs politics overlook the specific context 

within which GAM emerged. First, the leaders or the follotvers of GAM never 

understood the demonstrations organized by their group as being in any way comected to 

or leading toward a general insurrection in the forrn in which the language of revolution 

understood this. Second, although GAM kvas always wi1ling to coordinate activities with 

many groups fiom the old popular sector, GAM itself never put the politics of fulfillrnent, 

national fullness, or coalition building ahead of its particular political agenda. This was 

not a sign of political introversion, but rather a sign of political autonomy. Finally, 

although GAM was uncompromising in terms of the demands it put forth to the state, the 

group never understood these demands as sornehow contributing to an overall tendency 

totvard the downfall of the government. Al1 of these characteristics can partially be 

attributed to GAM's autonomy from guemlla organizations and independence w i t h  the 

old popular movement. However, a more important reason for this change of politics had 

to do with the position of women within GAM and the ethical-political discourse they 

developed around the family in particular and the private sphere more generally. 

Therefore, not only did these women displace men fiom positions of power within the 

emerging human rights movernent, but the new politics of intersubjectivity also displaced 

insurrectionary forms of politics usually associated with male hegemony within the old 

popular groups. 



Yet, GAM was certainloy composed of mothers whose husbands, sons and 

daughters, and other relatives k a d  been "disappeared" by the security forces for political 

reasons. GAM also made of t h e  condition of motherhood and the particular impact that 

repression and overall economi-c cnsis had on this condition a focus of  their political 

demands. But given the extent tto which everyday forms of Iife such as family Iife had 

been disrupted by the National Security colonization of the Iifeworld, GAMys discourse 

went far beyond the vindication of the rishts of mothers and the institution of the family 

through typical forms of popuIar protest. The ethical-political discourse of GAM drew its 

nourishment from norrns such as equality, civil rights, democracy, and publicity. This 

discourse implied the challenge to traditional forms of pre-established consensus both 

within families and at the level of the nation-state and a radical cal1 for participatory 

forms of opinion and will-form-ation. And, finally, this form of discourse also irnplied the 

recovery and revitalization of t h e  private sphere as an act of cultural and politka1 

resistance. The politics of intersubjectivity meant that GAM had to seek the realization of 

its particular goaIs in the context of mutual solidarity with other social and political 

movements but only as long as this mutual solidarity did not mean compromising the 

group's hard won political automomy and self-detemination. 

This interpretation of G-AM'S politics offers an explanation to the otherwise 

puzling fact of GAM's continming existence despite constant threats and harassment and 

deadly repression from  militas^ and pararnilitary groups. Even after several of its leaders 

that included founding member Rosario Godoy and Hector Gomez Calito (press 

secretary) were assassinated in 1985 by the Mejia Victores regime, for example, GAM 



did not go ïnto any form of strategic retreat or change its political strategy to camouflage 

itself in order to render itself less conspicuous and more difficult to target. Instead of 

fnghtening the organization and driving it underground, as so often happened, for 

example, with insurrectionary university student unions and labor unions, severe political 

repression only made GAM more determined to work within "the Iegai systern" either 

directiy or iiidirectly via civil disobedience. 

But the above interpretation of GAM offers more than just an explanation for the 

politics and sunrival strategies of these particular groups. In fact, the sarne logic is 

applicable to other social movements that emerged during the mid-1980s, particularly 

hdigenous movements. True, a number of important popular organizations "reemerged" 

during these years. For example, the Guatemaian Codederation of Trade Unions (CUSG) 

was reorganized in A p d  1983, bringing together the FTG, FECETRAG, FENSIGUA, 

FENETRAM, and several campesino unions. Of course, CUSG was reorganized with the 

explicit approval of the military govenunent of Gen. Rios Montt and was led by Juan 

Francisco AIfaro Mijanbos -a member of Rios Montt's Council of State- and Adolfo 

Hemiindez -suspected by the old popular movement of threatening to divide the old CNT 

coalition in the 1970s (ODHA, III, 1998: 228). As an alternative to CUSG, the more 

progressive and lefi-leaning union federation, UNSITRAGUA (Trade Union Unity of 

Guatemalan Workers), was established in February 1985, an organization that brought 

together surviving unions of  the old popular movement and the old progressive public 

sphere from the 1970s such as FASGUA, CNT, and 

These coalitions of popular organizations, however, 

FTG (ODHA, III, 1998: 228-329). 

attempted to reestablish the 



structures and dynamics of the old progressive public sphere in what effectively had 

become an entirely different cultural and political context and at a time when the 

underground structures of guerrilla yroups had been severely disarticulated by the arrny. 

In the new context, informed by an officially-sponsored process of political 

Iiberalization and by a nurnber of cuItural and political processes of differentiation and 

linguistification within Indigenous communities and arnong certain segments of Ladino 

communities, most noticeably women, institutions and spheres of action that were 

previously dismissed by both the army and the progressive public sphere as possible 

spaces for political activism were now arenas subject to contestation. Thus, for example, 

fundamental lifeworld institutions such as the family had by now become important 

spaces for the articulation of ethical-poiitical discourses. Although revolutionmy 

language had contributed to the emergence of a thoroughiy modem understanding of the 

nation-state as whole, social institutions such as the family were systematically 

understood as lying outside the process of modernization or as being subject to its forces 

from outside. However, the impact of socioeconomic change, cultural and political 

differentiation, and the colonization of everyday activities by an all-pervasive State of 

National Secunty led to the ccsubversiony~ of these cultural and political spaces, the 

development of self-reflective attitudes, the linguistification of conflict resolution and the 

deployment of ethical-political discourses in the public sphere. 

Cathy Blacklock has rightfully argued that the politicization of the family was not 

anticipated by the army strategy of terror and repression unleashed against the 

progressive public sphere (Blacklock, 1995: 9). But politicized the "private sphere" they 



unintentiondly did and the added impact of the adoption of neo-liberal policies by the 

Mejia Victores government (1 983- 198 5 )  coupled with an ongoing economic crisis that 

had already lasted for about £ive years not only worsened the economics of the household 

aIready deprived of one, two, or more wage-earning rnembers as a result of the war, but 

created the psychological determination necessary to drive people outside their homes 

and into the streets in actions of civil disobedience. Who else was going to do this in the 

wake of widespread "family disintegratiod' by "the abandonment of women by the 

hus band," economic crisis, and ongoing "disappearances"? (B lacklock, 1 995 : 1 1). 

According to Blacklock, the resuk of these various events has been that "a population of 

disaf3ected women ripe for politicization was created at the same time that the social 

boundaries Iimiting their involvement i n  po litics was weakened" (B lacklock, 1 995: 13).' 

"Ripe for politicization," however, does not mean capable of effective politicai action. 

The kind of post-traditiona1 values and attitudes required for the development of ethical- 

political discourses and for autonomous forrn of cultural and political action require what 

Habermas calls "learning processes." 

3) 111 ternntional inflcrences: T h  e Learning E-rpericrn ce of Women 

Cathy Blacklock has convincingly argued that the influence of international 

ferninism on the process of mobilization of Guaternalan women in the 1980s was 

absolutely crucial for the emergence of women's organizations as a new social movement 

(BIacklock, 1995: 14, 16). Many of the women that became a part of this movement were 

university students at the faculties of social work or studying sociology at San Carlos 

University. These wornen were decisively influenced by wornen revoIutionary 
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intellectuals fiom the old networks of the progressive public sphere living in exile in 

Mexico, writing papers "appropriate to the Guatemalan expenence which addressed both 

class and gender issues fiom a popular perspective," and circulating thern in Guatemala 

through their contacts (Blacklock, 1995: 33).' They were also influenced by international 

agencies operating in Guatemala such as UNIFEM and in tum influenced what remained 

of the old popular rnovernent, until then dominated mostly by men, in the f o m  of 

"political organizing of women around women's issues" (Blacklock, 1995: 17-18). 

Women outside the university, such as wornen leaders in the trade union rnovernent, were 

also "experiencing the tnckle d o m  effect of the impact of feminism and the women's 

movement at the international level" (Blacklock, 1 995: 1 8). Thus, these multiple 

influences slowly contributed to "the generation of another body of women leaders w-ithin 

the popular movernent" (Blacklock, 1995: 19).1° This cornplex learning process occurred 

through what Blacklock calls "the popular education strategy of formacion and 

capacitaci6n7' which was "used by al1 the women's organizations to realize these 

objectives" (Blacklock, 1995: 23-24). 

However. as important as it was in the late 1980s and early 1 !Bos, the influence 

of feminism fiom exiled progressive intellectuals in Mexico and union leaders exposed to 

international feminism in the late 1980s was preceded by the broader dynamic of which 

Contadora and Esquipulas were only the mosr important expressions but whose overall 

trickle d o m  effect on the Guatemalan public sphere could not have been more 

significant. There were other national and international pressures exerting an important 



influence on Guatemala and emerging netv social movements certainly noticed and 

learned fi-om them. 

First, the Franco-Mexican Declaration sent to the UN Security Council on 38 

August 198 1 in which they recognized the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front 

(FMLN)/Revolutionary Democratic Front @DR) of El Salvador as representative 

political forces with whom it was legitimate to enter into negotiations seeking a 

negotiated solution to the country's "intemal armed conflict." Although this initiative did 

not receive widespread international support, people in Guatemala, korn govenunent to 

revolutionaries, did not overlook it. 

Second, the intemationally-renowned Inter-American Conunission on Human 

Rights of the Organization of Amencan States (OAS) carried out an on-site investigation 

in Guatemala that "included discussions with church offkiais who worked in Indian 

areas, the bishop of the predominantly Indian Department of Alta Verapaz, Indian 

mernbers of the newly forrned council ofstate, and local Indian leaders and farrners" 

(Carmack, 1988: 6-7). In 1983 this mission released a report entitled The Situation of 

Htlrnan Rights in the Repzlblic of Guatemala in which '%iolations of the 'right to Me' 

dominated the entire question of human rights" (Carmack, 1 988: 7). In May 1985 the 

same Commission conducted a second on-site visit to Guatemala "to assess the human 

rights situation since the govermnent of Gen. Mejia Victores assurned power in 1953" 

(Carmack, 1988: 32). These in-site fact-finding missions by a body directly and explicitiy 

concemed with human rights served as a crucial influence on the politicization of 

previously unproblematic areas of everyday life such as the family and the cornmunity. 



Third, and more surprising, was the pressure that international financial 

organizations such as the IMF began to impose on the governrnent of Mejia Victores, to 

the effect of overseeing a peaceful political transition to a civilian govermnent, as a 

condition for the negotiation and disbursement of fiesh loans (ODHA, 1998: 225). 

Fourth, the release of the Kissinger Report (a report by the US National Bipartisan 

Commission on Central America) on 10 January 1 984 wkich, in addition to significant 

econornic assistance to the region and increased military aid to El Salvador, also called 

for the promotion of democratic institutions and processes. In particular, based on this 

report, the launching of the US Initiative for Democracy, Peace, and Development in 

Central Arnerica that cailed for democratically elected civilian governments, fiee trade, 

and economic stability resting on an US $8biIlion package over five years. This initiative 

came in the heels of the Caribbean Basin Initiative launched on 4 January 1984. 

Ironically enough, though, growing US protectionism by 1956 impeded the stated aims of 

the CBI from being realized at least partially. 

Fifih, the organization of new business groups and a new business attitude toward 

liberalization in the context of a perceived inevitable transition to civilian rule which 

could potentially attempt the irnplementation of even more "developmentalist" policies 

than those of the military governrnents. Kotable arnong these business organizations were 

FUNDESA and the Council of Free Enterprise ( C h a r a  de la Libre Empresa) both 

organized in 1984. The debates around the new Constitutional Assembly that got under 

way between January 19, 1984 (when the Specific Electoral Law for the election of the 

National Constinient Assembly was passed by the Mejia Victores government) and July 



1, 1984 (when elections for the Assembly took place), turned these business groups into 

defenders of democracy by means of fFee enterprise. Indeed, for the first time in maybe a 

century, Guatemalan business elites, particulariy the Council of Industry ( C h a r a  de 

Industria), declared that fiee enterprise was not just founded on private property as such, 

but that being a property owner also meant owning a business, a coffee plantation, ''a 

small farm, a house, a car, al1 your things" (ODHA, III, 1998: 227). 

Finaily, the re-initiation of party activity around the debates and organization for 

the National Constituent Assembly in the first half of 1984. Although only 5 political 

parties -the most important being the Christian Democrats (DC) and the National Center 

Union (UCN)- were able to field candidates for the Assembly -out of a total of 33 

organizations that were registered to participate- this activity generated an overall 

political dynamic in the public sphere that further stimulated the desire for something 

new, for a real break with the rnilitary past, and for a wider application of the liberal 

norms promised by the army. Thus, it is in the overail contest of these events -events that 

were highly publicized by newspapers, radio stations, press releases, popular, official. 

and NGO communiqués, e tc -  that new social movements such as the human rights 

movement emerged in the mid-1980s and were organized around ethical-political 

discourses, i.e. the kind of discourses that draw from problernatized lifeworId structures 

in order to articulate daims that demand not only autonomous forms of opinion and will- 

formation, but also the need to displace any and al1 forms of pre-established consensus.'' 

Therefore, the influence of international developments and currents of thought 

such as feminism spawned an important process of learning among previously excluded 



segments of Guatemalan society such as women through various strategies that Blacldock 

refers to as "formaci6n and capacitacion." Of course, a whole history of socioeconomic 

change, cultural and political differentiation, and political repression provided the 

background against which these learning processes unfolded. But the learning process in 

which wornen found themselves led to the development of cntical attitudes with respect 

to tradition, pre-established forms of cultural and political consensus, and political 

repression led t o  the problematization of hitherto unproblematic institutions of the 

lifeworld. The institution of language was, of course, among the institutions thzt became 

subject to contestation and politicization. 

The language of revolution had of course created important conditions for a 

thoroughly modem understanding of the nation-state and, thus, for a critique of the 

macro-structures of the State of National Security. However, revolutionary language in 

Guatemala was hopelessly incapable of offering an existentially convincing discourse for 

practices of self-realization in the context of an everyday world that had traditionally 

excluded segments of Guatemalan socie ty like wornen. ln fact, revolutionary Ianguage 

had in rnany w-ays reinforced the exclusion of women by reproducing patnarchal 

structures within revolutionary organizations. Therefore, other forms of Ianguage were 

needed to accomplish the task of developing a reflective understanding of self-realization 

in the context of ethical forms of life that had been violently overturned by the war. Thus, 

drawing from the experience of Central America during the eighties as well as other 

influences such as that of feminism, the language of human rights emerged as the 

preferred linguistic medium for the articulation of new needs, social relations, and modes 



of association (Benhabib, 1986: 13). The kind of intersubjective politics that characterize 

these new social movements, as 1 argued above, emphasizes subject-subject relations in 

the process of becoming linguistified. This linguistification of culture and politics means, 

as was the case within Indigenous communities, that the legitimacy of power is now 

thought of as something that needs to be generated out of practical processes of opinion 

and will-formation rather than from tradition or pre-estabiished consensus. From now on, 

ethical forms of life that have been shattered by violence and repression can only be 

continued on the basis of practical discourse in which the very nature and course of that 

continuation are placed under question. 

The very form of language in which people articulate their daims is, of course, 

subject to contestation. The language of liberalization employed by the govermnent thus 

became a language that yielded diEerent rneanings and forms of action depending on the 

discourses within which opinion and will-formation took place. The developrnent of 

ethical-political discourses centered around the fundamental noms  of human rights 

preceded by a Iearning process radically informed by the dissemination of feminist ideas 

that effectively "opened discursive space for political claims to such rights, freedoms, 

institutions" that had previously been culturally and politically unavailable (Blacklock, 

1995: 20). The strategy of new social rnovements consisted, according to Blacklock, of 

forcing "the limits of the discourse of democratization by demanding not what was 

offered by the rnilitary, i.e. liberalization, but rather what was discursively claimed, Le. 

democracy" (Blacklock, 1995: 34, n. 3 1). 



4) The Grand Narional Dialogue 

Although bettveen 1984 and 19 8 8 GAM represemted "the sole non-governmental 

human rights organization acting inside Guatemala," poopular organizations of the old 

kind also continued to emerge and to grow (Delli Sante, 1996: 174). In urba.i centers, the 

Guaternalan Unity of Workers' Trade Unions (UNSITR3GUA) had been formed in early 

1985 and made public in April 1986; the Christian-Denriocrat influenced CGTG 

(affiliated with the Christian Latin h e r i c a n  Workers' Central [CLAT]) was formed in 

April 1986; and the Workers Union of Quetzaltenango WTQ) was formed in July 1986 

and al1 of these organizations experienced significant griotvth in membership during 1987 

and 1988 (Delli Sante, 1996: 160). In rural areas, landle=ss famiers and seasonal fm 

workers also experienced a new organizational renaissance in early 1987 when about ten 

organizations with some 200,000 rnembers had been organized in ten different 

Departments of Guatemala (Delli Sante, 1996: 160). T h i s  upsurge in rural organization 

was illustrated by the conversion of the single-issue Pro.-Land Movement of Father 

Andres Giron (formed in 1936) into the more general a n d  ambitious National Campesino 

Confederation (CNC) on 38 December 28, 1987. The Cl'ommittee of Campesino Unity 

(CUC) too reemerged during these years as a result of z n  agreement between the civilian 

government of President Cerezo Arévalo and popular omganizations that included 

UNSITRAGUA of which CUC was now a rnember. Fimaliy, these years also witnessed 

the re-emergence of the Cooperativist Movement of Gu~atemala (MCG) (Delli Sante, 

1996: 161). 



Whether or not the "unity" and concerted action of popular organizations of the 

old kind is sufficient to warrant labeling them new sociai movements of a gassroots type 

is a matter of debate. But what is clear is that organizations of a new type, that is, with a 

distinct type of discourse and organizational methods, emerged in the Late 1980s and 

tended to behave in similar ways to those of GAM. For exarnple, the Council of Ethnic 

Communities "Runujel Junarn '' (CERT) and the National Coordination of Guatemalan 

Widows (CONAVIGUA) constituted organizations whose ethical-political discourses 

s ignificantl y transcended the limits imposed b y revolutionary language that popular 

organizations of the old type continued to respect and prescribe. Thus, according to 

Angela Delli Sante, CERJ was founded in July 1988 and "based its Iegitimacy on several 

Articles of the [1984] Guatemalan Constitution, the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights, and the Amencan Convention on Human Rights" (Delli Sante, 1996: 162). 

CONAVIGUA was founded in September 1988 and irnmediately articulated demands 

around basic needs such as food, clothing, shelter, and medication as an expression of 

respect for human rights (Delli Sante, 1996: 162-163). Finally, the organization of the 

Center for Research, Study, and Promotion of Human Rights (CIEEPRODH) in 1988 

signaled that the language of human rights as a coordinating mechanism for cultural and 

politicai action had reached a sufficiently differentiated level of development that it now 

required specialized channels of expression. 

It is important to assess popular organizations, particularly their claim to 

constitute the "vanguard" of the popular rnovernent, in light of the gains made by new 

social movements in the previous years. In effect, the Labor Union and Popular Action 



Unity (UASP) was setup in December 1987 and not only managed to bring under its 

wing individual unions and organizations fiom the old popular movement such as CUC 

and AEU, but it also captured the solidarity of new social movements as represented by 

GAM, CERJ, and CONAVTGUA- Organizations such as UASP were at the forefiont of, 

for example, the hospital workers strike of February 1988 in Guatemala City, the 

thirteen-month long strike of workers from the Lunafil factory also in Guatemala City, an 

eighty-one-day long strike by teachers, and a series of rural strikes in the early months of 

1989. AH of these strikes were clearly and explicitly related to economic issues that were 

not being addressed by the new civilian govemment as this had promised during its 

electoral campaign in 1985. Al1 of these activities were also related to the relaxation 

under the new government of the traditional restrictions and overt repression on union 

activity that the State of National Security had institutionalized in the early 1980s. In this 

new political climate, the new civilian government of President Cerezo Arévalo 

reluctantly acceded to UASP's demands tvhen on iMarch 8, 1988 it agreed to substantial 

changes in its economic and social policies." It is undeniable that union victories like this 

one what have led to the problernatic view that the traditional trade-union movement had 

made a strategic comeback and was now leading the grssroots struggles as a whole. 

As significant as union victories were in the late 1950s, considering the 

increasingly deteriorating socioeconomic conditions of workers and campesinos 

throughout Guatemala, these victories were consistently eroded by socioeconomic 

variables beyond the control of the government and the unions themselves. The agrarian 

mode1 of Guatemalan capitalism was under increasing pressure from the worsening terms 



of trade with deveioped countries and the govenunent could only legislate so much in 

order to improve wages and prices before inflationary tendencies set in again. The 

tendency toward neoliberalisrn in the late 1980s only created more conditions for the 

worsening of the standwds of living among workers and campesinos throughout the 

country. Thus, the stage was systemically set for trade unionism to make as many 

comebacks as were needed by the structural instability in the Guaternaia interna1 market. 

But new social rnovements, on the other hand, detached themselves from the swings of 

the precarious economic system that prevailed in Guatemala and concentrated their forces 

on the legitimacy of any public policies enacted without the consent of their real or 

potential addressees. The distinct logic of popular organizations and new social 

movements were both manifested in the Grand National Dialogue (GDN). 

In cornpliance with the Esquipulas Accord, then, the furmation of the Guatemalan 

National Reconciliation Commission (CRN) in October 1987 set into motion the 

arrangements for the initiation of the Grand National Dialogue (GDN). From the 

beginning the CRN fùnctioned as a moderathg institution, either between the 

government and the guerrilla forces or among various social, political, and economic 

sectors that had been demanding the realization of the GDN for some time. One of the 

first results OF the CRN's work was having arranged the first official meeting ever 

between the General Command (CG) of the Guatemalan National Revolutionary Unity 

(URNG) and government representatives from the ruling Christian Democratic (DC) 

party and representatives of the army in Madrid, Spain in October 1987. Although this 

meeting was rnostly exploratory in nature, it generated a great deal of public attention in 



Guatemala, helped to propel the efforts for a national dialogue M e r ,  and created the 

overall impression that if dialogue was possible between enemies such as the guerrillas 

and the army, then dialogue must also be possible arnong agents active in the public 

sphere. 

The history of authoritarianism and dictatorship in Guatemala traditionaily meant 

that fundamental rights of political participation, without which autonornous processes of 

opinion and will-formation cannot take place, were recoçnized in the Constitutional 

tradition but highly qualified or resuicted by a parallel and often iilegal system of 

political control. In the context of the State of National Security, progressively 

institutionalized and consolidated bebveen 1954 and 1985, rights to political participation 

were recognized only in relation ta an anticommunist alliance that had entered into a 

number of secret political pacts with the military that estabiished the limits of partisan 

activity inside and outside of government institutions. For those groups and political 

parties outside of this alliance it became virtually impossible to exercise rights of political 

participation either because they appear to threaten the anticomrnunist order or because 

they refused to adjust to the new political conditions. The Constitution of 1 985, however, 

changed al1 of this and the Esquipulas Accord confirmed those changes. Unlike al1 

previous Constitutions in the modem history of Guatemala, the 19 85 Constitution 

explicitly transformed rights to political participation in10 human rights that needed to be 

exercised in processes of opinion and will-formation generated autonomously and 

without any pressures. n i e  emergence of new social movements and the reorganization 

of popular organizations in the mid to late 1980s took advantage of the new 



Constitutional fiamework in ways that had not been anticipated by the "liberai" 

dictatorship of Mejia Victores (2983-1985). 

The GDN represents in effect the first time in Guatemala's history that the 

normative principles of political participation enshrined in the Constitution were actually 

observed by the largest ever number of social, political, and econornic groups, including 

the governrnent, in order to participate in the public dialogue. Given the open and public 

character of the GDN and also given the fact that it was an institutionalized exercise in 

democratic opinion and will-formation with a semi-official character, the GDN signaled 

that a process of cultural and political transformation of the Guatemalan public sphere 

had thus been set into motion. A generai overview of the nature, composition and 

function of the GDN illustrates this point. 

First, the principle of open and public participation was institutionalized in the 

GDN in compliance with the Esquipulas Accord and in compliance with the Constitution 

in force in Guatemala. The GDN brought together 84 delegates from 47 organizations 

representing not o d y  most social sectors of Guatemalan society, but also almost the 

entire ideological spectrum of GuatemaIan politics. Even representatives fiom the exiled, 

non-URNG, left-wing opposition in Mexico attended the GDN. One of this exiled 

organizations was the Foro Democrhtico de Guatemaltecos composed of revolutionary 

intellectuals and activists exiled in Mexico including Carlos Figueroa Ibarra (whose 

contribution to the development of revolutionary language 1 examined in the previous 

chapter) and his colleagues Tania Palencia Prado, Carlos Chcerers, Miguel Angel 

Albimres, Randolp h Kraker Rolz, Neftali Monterroso, and Hervey Arnold Taylor. This 



group visited Guatemala during the first week of Novernber 1987 and, again, sent a 

delegation to participate in the GDN. However, either because of their own corporate 

reasons or because they were legally prevented to do so, the business elites organized in 

the Committee of Commercial, Industrial and Financial Associations (CACIF), the 

agrarian elites organized in the Union of Agicultural Producers (UNAGRO), political 

parties that had traditionally composed the anticornmunist alliance during the State of 

National Security like the Movement of National Liberation (MLN) as well as the army 

and the main guerriIla coalition (URNG) did not participate. 

Second, the GDN adopted a procedural principle of argumentation, consensus, 

and conflict resolution that, although exhaustive, was institutionalized in terms of 

obligatory representation and time limits. Given the wide-ranging nature of the issues to 

be discussed, the GDN also represented the most comprehensive effort in the modem 

history of Guatemala to deal with issues having to do with prapmatic, ethical, and moral 

concerns. Economic questions, issues of ethnicity and communal rights as well as 

questions of citizenship and the rule of Law were to be ideally discussed and negotiated 

without primary recourse to confrontational strategies, to violence a d o r  repression, or to 

pressure as the preferred rneans of conflict resolution. In practice, of course, things did 

not always work in exactiy that way. Problerns of double-rnilitancy and over- 

representation plagued the GDN frorn beginning to end." But there were also more 

S ~ ~ O U S  threats. 

Indeed, repression against new social movements and popular organizations 

appeared to be once again on the rise. This was exemplified by events such as the 



massacre of 2 1 campesinos at the village of El Aguacate, Department of Chimaltenango, 

on  November 26, 1988. Aiso, three members of CERJ were "disappeared," 

CONAVIGUA was routinely threatened Eom various sources including the army, 

miiitary commissioners, the civil patrols, and even landowners, and as a result of GAM's 

continuing pressure on the govennment and its work on exh~unations, its members were 

repeatedly harassed and intimidated (Delli Sante, 1996: 1 80). Death threats and bornbing 

campaigns led to the closure of TV news broadcasts such as Aqzri el Mztndo and Sirte 

Dins and the shutdown of weekiy newspapers such as El Pais and La Epoca as well as 

the news agency ACEN-SIAG (Delli Sante, 1996: 18 1). International news agencies such 

as Prensn Latina fkom Cuba and Tass fkorn the former Soviet Union were also closed 

(DeIli Sante, 1996: 1 8 1). Pnests from the Catholic Church involved in the GDN were 

also threatened and many received persona1 death threats on repeated occasions. The 

policies of repression continued in 1989 when "at least ten students, al1 either current or 

past members of the executive corrimittee of the AEU, and two USAC professors, were 

abducted in the Capital, and disappeared" (Delli Sante, 1996: 184). The pattern of al1 

these murders and assassinations indicated that the anticornmunist alliance was still 

actively organizing paranlilitary groups and trying to enforce limits to political 

participation on the basis of an illegal and ideologicalIy inspired set of noms- They no 

longer feared the threat of communism as such but the power of autonomous foms of 

opinion and will-formation (Delli Sante, 19%: 186). Al1 these threats and acts of violence 

were in fact a constant and grim reminder that the GDN was a Guatemalan experiment 

afier all, an experiment that although supported by new social movements based on new 



cultural and political principles was nonetheless taking place in a society not accustomed 

to "fiatemity, liberty and equality." Indeed, the GDN was taking place in the context of 

an ongoing war between persisting guerrillas and an essentially unreformed National 

Security State apparatus and a still surviving anticommunist alliance. 

In spite of the problems, the GDN did constitute an important step in the 

continuing process of cultural and political transformation initiated in the early 1980s by 

national and intemztional developments fiom the emergence of GAM in 1954 -an active 

participant in the GDN- to the Esquipulas Accord of 1987. Although none of the 

proposals that emerged from the GDN ever directly led to any significant changes in 

public or pnvate policies, the GDN proved that a participatory and autonomous f o m  of 

opinion and will-formation could in fact take place even in places like Guatemala. It is 

also tme that the GDN eventually ran out of time and steam in its debates where 

participants often displayed a lack of capacity to engage in process of argumentation 

requiring complex mies of participation, negotiation, and compromise. Despite these 

limitations, however, the GDN was a cataIyst for social change in Guatemala. It brought 

into the open public sphere the many pragmatic, ethical, and moral problems that had 

long laid dormant or were repressed from the nation's surface: from unemployment and 

gross inequalities, religious and cultural discrimination to illiteracy and lack of education 

which are essential ingredients for the effective exercise of citizenship rights. The GDN 

magnified al1 these problems in the context of a daring transformation of the public 

sp here. 



The importance of new social movements in the context of the GDN is that, 

unlike popular organizations of the old kind, they represented the emergence of new 

needs, social relations, and modes of association and their public expression through 

ethical-political discourses. Furthemore, the importance of these movements is that, 

unlike the vanguardist and often instrumental rationality of popular organizations from 

the old progressive public sphere, they represented a new type of politics, the politics of 

intersubjective recognition, that necessarily required of them to enter into a relationship 

of solidarity with other oppressed and marginalized groups, but without comprornising 

their own autonomous identity. The concept that most clearly expresses this specifically 

modern form of autonomous solidarity is the concept of citizenship that became a generd 

concern within new social movements and popuIar organizations only in the 1990s. 



Chapter 4 

The Self-Constitution of Civil Society and The Emergence of a New Public Sphere 

As 1 discussed in the opening chapter of Uii-s thesis, the form of life within which 

the vast majority of Guatemalans grew for many generations was fundamentally 

characterized by traditional patterns of community-. This was particularly the case in 

Indigenous communities. Although these communfities functioned within the institutional 

fi-arnework of the GuatemaIan nation-state, the Constitutional norms of this national 

comrnunity never reac hed a significant proportion t of the Indigenous population. In effect, 

Indigenous communities enjoyed an important degree of autonomy, as a result of a 

particular cultural history and socioeconomic positiion within the h e w o r k  of agrarian 

capitalism, which enabled individuals within these cornmunities to engage in practices of 

traditional self-realization within the context of a tnraditional worldview. Thus, the 

political identity of Indigenous individuals was, to an important extent, an extension of 

the cult~~ral identity of the community. The ethical noms of everyday life, too, 

corresponded to a significant extent to the requirerments of pre-established traditional 

worldview that guided Indigenous comrnunities fou a long Ume. Finally, relatively simple 

forms of conflict resolution within Indigenous c o m u n i t i e s  took place along the lines of 

customary law, which was particularly suitable to memedy the violation of traditional 

noms  or conflicts over their application to "devimt" behavior such as crime. Although 

communal forms of life enjoyed a relative degree o f  economic, cultural and political 

balance before the October Revolution, afier 1954 this balance became problematic. 



The introduction of religious institutions like Catholic Action (AC) prior to and 

after 1954, the development of agrïcultural cooperatives, the extension of political party 

activity in the 1950s and 1960s, the dissemination of Catholic social doctrine and 

Liberation Theology al1 implied the development and institutionalization of differentiated 

forrns of life and served as a platfiorm for the exercise of an impartial evaluation and 

resolution of local needs, the development of  new social relations, and the emergence of 

new forrn of conflict resolution relatively IÏee of the egocentrism of dominant economic 

institutions and the ethnocentrism of pre-modern traditional culture. Although this 

process led to some forms of violence, it also unleashed a process of differentiation 

within the traditional Indigenous worldview that started to give place to new forms of 

cultural and political language and identity. Therefore, the process of linguistifkation of 

the Indigenous lifeworld meant that traditional forms of sacred consensus ceased to be 

legitimate forms of social integration at the sarne time that subjects thernselves began to 

articulate their claims in their own words through ethical-political discourses. Following 

the traditional way of life thus became one of  several choices of the good life open to 

individuals who started to approach their own traditions self-reflectively. However, as 

vital as ethical-political discourses are for the consolidation of post-traditional forms of 

morality, they also require a sufficiently abstract form of national cornmunity in order for 

stable and democratic forms of  sociaI integration and conflict resolution to emerge. 

The situation within urban cornmunities, particularly within lower segments of 

Ladino cornrnunities, was not entirely different from that of Indigenous comrnunities. In 

changing f o m s  and under different conditions through time, they too were part of the 



nation-state frorn its inception in the nineteenth cectury, but the Constitutionai norms of 

the national state were barely a part of the lifeworld of these communities except in the 

simplest of forms, e-g. as municipal regulations, basic public works, and government 

taxation. The vast rnajority of poor Ladino individuals grew up in a tvorld dominated by 

what E. P. Thompson has called "the moral economy of the poor" (Thornpson, 1993: 

185). This means that the Ladino lifeworld was constituted by a "popular consensus as to 

what were legitimate and what were illegitimate practices [...]. This in its turn was 

grounded upon a consistent traditional view of social norms and obligations, of the proper 

economic functions of several parties within the cornmunity, which, taken together, can 

be said to constitute the moral economy of the poor" (Thompson, 1993 : 188). The politics 

of this form of cornmunity were fundamentally passionate about notions of the common 

good, "notions which, indeed, found sorne support in the patemalist tradition of the 

authorities; notions which the people re-echoed so loudly in their turn that the authorities 

were, in sorne measure, the prisoners of the people" (Thompson, 1993: 188- 189). It is not 

surprising, tlien, to find that traditional dictatorships of the Ubico kind before 1944 and 

Nationai Security dictatorships after 1954 themselves sometimes behaving in response to 

this urban moral economy poor Ladino Guaternalans (Grieb, 1979; Berger, 1992). 

The development and institutionalization of the State of National Security 

radically upset the traditional paternalist bond between the urban poor and the central 

government. Contrary to Constitutional principles, the paremalist mode1 of urban culture 

and politics existed in the context of a worldview mediated by its particular customs and 

local Iaws. The slightest alteration of this worldview, of what was thought to be "fair" 



and "just" within it, tumed the assumptions of the moral economy problematic, and 

consistently provoked violent responses fiom urban crowds that wanted to defend by 

such means their particular notion of legitimacy. 

The cultural and political assumptions on which the moral economy of the urban 

poor was founded were thought to be "naturai" and not "civil." The kind of legitimacy 

that issued from this "taken-for-granted" background lifeworld, with its notions of  the 

common good, was thought to predate Constitutional arrangements or govemment 

decrees. But the radical transformations brought about by the State of National Security, 

including the developmentalist models of political economy implicit in the military's 

National Development Plans, not oniy implied the colonization of the urban and poor 

Ladino lifeworld, but also what Thompson refers to as the "de-moralization" of the 

traditional moral econorny, i.e. the new political and economic measures were seen as 

"intrusive moral imperatives" (Thompson, 1993: 202). Examples of large-scale urban 

disturbances from urban Ladino crowds defending a particularistic notion of legitimacy 

and common good are protests over rising fares in the urban transportation system as 

these occurred throughout the 1970s and 1980s. Thus, although the political behavior of 

urban Ladino comrnunities ofien responded to a particular kind of traditional calculus, 

this calculus was anchored in a worldview that lacked suffkient discursive differentiation 

and abstraction so as to be effective in enabling an unprobIernatic reproduction of cultural 

and political life. ' 
It is in the conte- of the pre-modern moral econorny of urban Ladino 

comrnunities descnbed above that revolutionary intellectuals claimed to have found a 



modern working class in the making. The theoretical assumptions built into the models of 

interpretation of Guatemalan "reality" ernployed by revolutionary intellectuals alrnost 

always lost sight of concrete forms of cultural and political forms of ethical life such as that 

of the moral economy of the urban poor. The behavior of urban crowds, for example, was 

ofien confiised with expressions of collective forms of class action thus losing sight of the 

moral economy underlying such forrns of action. The analysis of concrete forms of life, the 

processes of cultural and political reproduction within those forms of life, the relationship 

between concrete forms of life and larger forrns of comrnunity, and the role of culture and 

politics in shaping and reshaping forms of Me were thus relegated to the marginal corners of 

intellectual activity. Instead, revolutionary language disserninated ideas and forms of 

organization that, rather than leading to the rationalization of the pre-modern urban 

Ladino world-. tapped into its cultural and political assurnptions and channeled them 

into directions that were ofien at odds with the limited goals of the urban crawd. 

Therefore, the history of the constitution of revolutionary language in Guatemala kvas not 

the history of the constitution of a collective and revolutionary subject. Instead, it was the 

history of the constitution of "utopian reason" among revolutionary intellectuals. 

The pre-given philosophical consensus arnong revolutionaries prevented them 

from finding other sources of non-bourgeois subjectivity beyond revolutionary ideology 

in the f o m  of class-consciousness. Many Ladino activists who joined revolutionary 

organizations, for example, developed an unquestionable loyalty to these categories such 

that for them being revolutionary was virtually inseparable fiom rhinking, reading and 

speaking like one. For many of these activists the entire world of revolutionary culture 



became a tradition in itself that partially substituted the pre-modern urban Ladino 

worldview fiom which they had only precariously ernerged. To sorne eictent, then, 

revolutionary language led to a certain differentiation of urban Ladino culture and 

politics, which, because of the relatively larger size of urban centers, did not unleash the 

kind of violence that cultural and political differentiation created within relatively small 

Indigenous communities. However, revolutionary language brought relatively unprepared 

individuals in direct confrontation with the National Security State, a confkontation that 

had disastrous consequences for everyone, 

In the absence of a dernocratic public sphere and in the context of the structures of 

the progressive public sphere, the influence of revolutionary tanguage cvas insuffrcient -as 

a ccconsciousness raising" rnechanisrn- to radicdly alter the cultural and political 

assumptions of the urban poor but was also never seriously challenged fiom within or 

fully displaced by another type of cultural and political consensus. Other cultural and 

political lançuages also appeared in the 1960s and 1970s, some of them as a result of the 

tnckle down effect of discourses generated within the international arena, and were 

disseminated throughout the most eniightened and best-informed members of civilian 

organizations. But in Guatemala to be really senous about social change meant, in this 

context, to be a revolutionary. 

After 1954, however, the politics of tenor, torture and sexual violence served to 

destabilize an increasingly large number of individual and CO Ilective forms of identity 

and comrnunity in urban centers. The increasingly repressive nature of the State of 

National Security and the increasingly exclusionary nature of the public sphere, the place 



in which urban protests had traditionally been organized and where the structures of 

paternalist governments where cdled to account, led to the radicalization of urban 

crowds. Although revolutionary language was thoroughly modem in terms of its 

understanding of history and the nation-state, the scientific categories of revolutionary 

language proved inadequate to ths task of accomrnodating the ideas of self-realization 

and self-determination, which demanded particular kinds of ethical md moral discourses, 

that continued to inform the moral economy of poor Ladino groups. Other forrns of 

language proved more adequate for meeting the challenges posed by a rapid 

differentiation in lifeworld structures that was taking place in Guatemala in those years. 

The traumatic and violent "colonization of the iifeworld" that the National 

Security State undertook in order to deal with the threat of its "interna1 enemies" 

required, in normative ternis, constant repair work. Although the language of revolution 

was capable of supplying badly needed theoretical categories for a re-imagination of the 

nation-state in thoroughly modem terms, ethical and existential forms of language 

supplied urgently needed categories for the development of what Habermas calls 

"ethical-political discourses" (Habermas, 1996b: 97). Thus, one of the most fundamental 

but unintended consequences of  the colonization of the lifeworld by the National Security 

S tate was a decentering of traditional forms of consciousness and a fostering of 

individualism, grounded on the politics of solidarity and intersubjective recognition, that 

require critical appropriations of tradition and creative forms of innovation. Popular 

protest of the traditional End was unable to secure forms of recognition by a state that 

was itself abandoning the politics of patemalism in favor of a more professionalized and 



bureaucratic form of domination. Thus, the ethical-political discourses that developed in 

the mid-1980s offered the possibility for an understanding of urban cornmunities as 

concrete forms of ethical life deserving of recognition and autonomy. But, as in the case 

of Indigenous cornmunities, here too ethical-political discourses were insufficient to 

guarantee more complex forms of social integration and conflict resolution. 

1) Hkf orical Backgrortnd of Ciîizens/rip in Guatemala 

The nature of citizenship in modem Guzternala (1 954-present) is, to a significant 

extent, the result of a pre-modern cultural and political esperience dating back more than 

a century (See CEH 1: 81-83,94-97). This pre-modem political culture has been 

characterized, in various forms and to various degrees, as being oligarchie, paternalist, 

and populist in nature. Since the beginning of the Guatemalan republic in the 1820s 

political elites have institutionaIized certain political Iiberties, conceiving them as natural 

rights belonging to the individual, rights that are fundarnentally negative and grounded on 

the right to private property. These negative rights were always thought to enjoy 

normative and historical prioriv over any form of democratic will-formation and thus to 

be deserving of state protection including, if necessary, the expansion of the limits of 

state violence as this may be required. Other Constitutional rights, such as limited rights 

to political participation, were also "granted" to the people, but they were granted so that 

they could be exercised under surveillance, i.e. within a political space bounded by extra- 

legal structures that effectively controlled political participation. Needless to Say, the 

institutionalization of law dong these lines has had profoundly detrimental effects on the 
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development of traditional and alternative forms of ethical life and moraiity (CEH 1: 89- 

9 1). 

The pre-modern political culture mentioned above has rendered the very 

architecture of the separation of state powers fiinctiond to the administrative and 

paternalist necessities of an overly centralized and personalized executive power to the 

detriment of the legislature and the judiciary within the state and autonomous forms of 

opinion and çvill-formation in the public sphere. Furthemore, as the CEE report 

emphasizes, the exercise of executive power has often followed the mode1 of plantation 

management, often relying on the excessive use of the state's monopoly on violence to 

impose the will of the dominant elites over an multitude of Ladino groups and Indigenous 

communities (CEH 1: 94). It is precisely this authoritarian component of the state that 

rendered politics into an increasingly violent game of the dominant or aspiring elites. 

Untii the October Revolution (1 944-1 954), Guatemala had not reaily had space for 

political party agendas advancing the principles of economic and politicai egalitarianisrn 

and inchsion. And from 1954 to the 1980s the Guatemaian elites were not willing to 

institutionalize an extremely risky -and essentially untried in Guatemala- understanding 

of liberty as an expression of the public autonomy of the people. 

The oligarchic understanding of law is thus revealed in the tension between the 

institutionalization of equal Iiberties according to a positivist private law and provisions 

for the legitimate violation of any other liberties whenever they seem to challenge a 

political order that appeared to give direct expression to the unequal distribution of 

economic power. The constitutional thnist of the LiberaI Reforms of the 1870s in 



Guatemala, for example, shared with other nineteenth century liberal projects, in Europe 

as well as the Americas, the view that the o d y  way to have laws was if they asserted 

themselves "as a particular form that hrnished specific decisions and powers with the 

force of the de facto bindingness" (Habermas, 1996b: 85)- In other words, individuals 

have rights not because they are morally autonomous subjects who grant themselves 

these rights through their open and unrestricted political participation. Rather, they have 

these rights because these rights are considered "reflexes of an established legal order 

that transferred to individuals the power of  will objectively incorporated in law" 

(Habermas. I996b: 85). Thus, authorïtarian liberalism encouraged the view that rights are 

essentially negative rights that "protect spheres of action by grounding actionable claims 

that others refrain fiom unpermitted interventions in the freedom, life and property of the 

individual. Private autonomy is secured in these legally protected spberes primarily 

through contract and property rights" (Habermas, 1996b: 85; see also CEH 1: 89-9 1 ; 

Garcia Laguardia, 1983). It is precisely against this type of authontarian liberalism, 

effective in Guatemala from the 1870s to the 1940s, that the October Revolution would 

react. 

The unequal distribution of economic power that has characterized Guatemala for 

over a century always effectively excluded the vast majority of people frorn exercising 

negative Liberties as these were understood by authoritarian liberalism and made into law 

by a succession of various Constitutions. In light of this, then, the right to enter into 

formally equitable contracts, particularly labor contracts, was always the privilege of 

powerful economic agents and their brokers, backed by the force of the state, and 



legitimated by an exclusionaq legal regime containing, for example, laws against 

LL vagrancy." The type of agrarrian capitalism that developed in Guatemala was, to an 

important extent, the result O-f an elitist and oligarchie self-understanding on the part of 

political and economic elites - Whenever the state granted basic weIfare-rights, it did so 

rnostly as a function of authmritarian and paternalistic principles, partially drawn fiom the 

moral economy of urban crolvds and a populist concern with Indigenous communities 

that changed according to the necessities of traditional or institutional military regimes- 

The exclusionary conception of democracy that issues fiom authoritarian 

liberalism is revealed in the changing constitutional provision of the right to open and 

public participation, a provision that becarne increasingly restrictive afier 1954 largely as 

a result of the progressive institutionalization of the State of National Secunty, its 

exclusive protection of the ariticommunist alliance, and its development of alternative and 

illegal forms of political control in the form of a massive apparatus of military 

intelligence. This was a paraXle1 system of Iegality and politics designed to persecute and 

repress whatever fonns of dissent and autonomous opinion and will-formation appeared 

in the public sphere. Any sign of serious opposition was immediately reduced to being an 

expression of an "interna1 enemy" of the state. The dialectic of this mode1 of democracy 

and its attendant closure of p ublic space unleashed a logic of ever increasing 

radicalization, rnutuai confrentation, and ultirnately self-destruction. This logic brought 

into an ever deepening spiral of violence those who raIlied around overly concrete notion 

of popular sovereignty as defined by revolutionary language, those who advocated 

exclusively radical forms of arganizing opposition as well as those who S ~ W  in any form 



of subaltern, progressive and revolutionary action a threat to the system of positivist 

rights as this was re-institutionalized after 1954 and redefined dong the lines ofNational 

Security. The long history of disappointments accumulated by so many popular struggles 

and uprisings is matched only by an equally long history of politicai betrayal and military 

coups and counter-coups among the dominant elites, their allies and their clienteles, 

It is precisely this pre-modern political culture what we find as nurturing the basic 

attitudes of the urban Ladino elites and lower class groups that came to eventually 

negotiate the terms of peace in Guatemala. This, however, is nothing new because this 

type of political culture has exerted enormous background influence on culture and 

politics throughout the modern history of Guatemala. Clearly, there were some gains 

made during the October Revolution. In particular, the October Revolution was able to 

bridge some gaps between liberty and equality, particularly through the creation and 

expansion of social security system and an agrarian reform, and was also able to 

restructure the public sphere so as to allow a significant degree of political participation, 

exemplified by the formation and public involvement of the Guatemalan Labor Party 

(PGT) in 1 949. However, the October Revolution was unable to institutionalize 

discursive principles of opinion and will-formation on the basis of the public autonomy 

of the people, that is, institutionalize "the equal participation of each person in the 

practice of ser-legislaiion" (Habermas, 1996b: 472). The October Revolution did not just 

render economic inequality starkly visible, it also made it quite evident that the 

Guatemalan people were simply not accustomed to political freedom. The principle of 

public participation remained tied to the politics of authoritarian liberalism and 



patemalism that underrnined the autonomous development of private and public forms of 

autonomy. So, although the "long authoritarian tradition that has characterized the 

politicai history of Guatemala" may have been interrupted during the October Revolution 

(CEH 1: 98), the pre-modern political culture on which that authoritarianism rested 

continued to thrive underneath. 

The particuIar kind of authoritarian liberalism that underpimed the design and 

implementation of the Doctrine of National Security in Guatemala after 1954 

corresponded more or less to the old Lockean tradition of the Anglo-Arnerican world - 

present in the Guatemalan constitutional tradition since the 1830s and streqdened in the 

1870s- of positive hurnan rights as rights that predate the political community, that are 

enacted by the state and that are then "granted" to subjects-turned-citizens. In other 

tvords, this tradition of authoritarian liberalism rested on the natural right notion of a pre- 

political source of autonorny -private autonomy- prirnarïly grounded on the right to 

private property and given constitutional protection through negative liberties (what the 

state cannot do to property holders) and constitutional guarantees through the use of 

force. 

Thus, for example, Article 124 of the 1954 Constitution guarmteed the right to 

private property and dechred the state as guarantor of maintaining the conditions within 

which property hoIders can develop and use that property. Although Article 124 also 

retained the idea of possible expropriation of idle land, an idea that \vas central during the 

October Revolution. But what is important about this Constitution and al1 subsequent 

ones unti1 the 1985 Constitutions is the normative direction in which it was moving. This 



direction pointed towards the conception of private property according to the Doctrine of 

National Security, in other words, private property as the fiindamental pre-political 

human right, unique source of private autonomy, and legitimating principie of political 

regimes. This conception of private property effectively pIaced private property as a 

bulwark against the threat of comrnunism and communist forrns of regulation and 

expropriation, These normative principles were refined and strengthened by the 1965 

Constitution that stayed in force until 1985. 

The notion that citizens are made by property, that citizenship is in fact an 

expression of property relations, has been deeply and paradoxically embedded also in the 

tradition of revolutionary language since at l e s t  the October Revolution. Arbenz himself, 

for example, was not so much concemed with the rights of citizens as such, as he was 

with the rights of the "people" as property holders, perhaps not even with the rights of the 

"people" in general, but only thc-se of property holders as expression of social classes. 

Thus, for example, the agrarian reforrn was not the result of a democratic process of will- 

formation and conflict resolution. Given the importance of land for the mode1 of agrarian 

capitalism that developed in Guatemala and also for indigenous communities throughout 

the country, any fundamental decisions regarding the alteration of the land tenure system 

should have been subject to some kind of debate involving those whom the Law could 

actually or potentiaily affect. Instead, the agarian reform was fùndamentally 

conceptualized by one or a handful of revolutionary intellectuals, it was ideologically 

legitimized as a necessary for the capitalist transformation of Guatemala and the creation 

of an interna1 market capable of serving as the foundation of an endogenously driven 



process of modern capitalist development. But none of these rationalizations were ever 

subject to serious Congressional debate and, even less, extra-Congressional consultations. 

The role of the Local Agrarian Cornrnittees (CAL) was reduced to the mere execution of 

Decree 900 according to an official schedule. Thus understood, and notwithstanding its 

good intentions, the agrarian reforrn of the October Revolution kvas an undemocratic 

experïment in revolutionary and paternalist politics. 

Obviously, the project of aprarian reform as conceived by Arbenz and his most 

tmsted confident, the Communist leader, José  manuel Fortuny, was rooted in a "deep 

urge for social justice" (Gleijeses, 199 1: 144). This desire for social justice was itself 

rooted in the idea that the structures of land tenancy, Le. the relations of production in the 

semi-capitalist mode of agarian production, was not only the most important structure of 

political and economic life in the country, but also the first and ultimate foundation of 

real democracy. However. this urge for sociai justice failed to be channeIed through 

democratic procedures and thus, consequently, unleashed a violent logic from illegal land 

occupations to conspiracies against the Arbenz government. Tme? Arbenz and his circle 

of intellectual revolutionaries dealt with agarian reform in the only way in which they 

apparently knew how to, that is, as military and civilian caudillos convinced that they 

knew wliat the real interests of the "people" were and what the best approach was to 

satisfying them. In other words, before they were democratic leaders and before they 

embarked on a risky process of democratic will-formation, they were cultural oligarchs, 

revolutionary nationalists, and paternalist authoritarians. People from some Indigenous 

and Ladino communities, in tum, lent their support to Arbenz, as they rvould have anyone 



else before or after, in exchange for land, not necessarily in suppoa of revolutionary 

politics. Many of thern acted out of their own cultural, political, and economic calculus 

and local sense of j ~ s t i c e . ~  

Since ùie 1950s, then, the search for egalitarian forms of land ownership has 

always been thought of as tantamount to democrati~ation~ the capacity to buy and sel1 in 

the market (literacy as training to transact business) has been elevated to political 

capacity, and economic justice has always been identified with justice as such. But the 

process of socioeconomic differentiation within lndigenous comrnunities pnor to and 

after the October Revolution demonstrated that there were alternative forms of ownership 

to that of land that also served to secure private forms of autonomy and to develop basic 

forms of property-based citizenship. As we saw in the fust chapter, the development of a 

IocaI network of commerce throughout the northwest region and the development of a 

cooperative movement served to disseminate ideas of private autonorny and self- 

determination that the October Revolution failed to foster. By this time, however, 

population growth, socioeconomic change, cultural and political differentiation, and the 

linguistification of conflict resolution meant that many individuals within Indigenous 

communities found themserves in need of more abstract categories of social integration 

and conflict resolution grounded on reIationships more complex and cornprehensive than 

those of private ownership. The concept of citizenship would eventually satisfy this 

cultural and political need. 

As was shown in the previous chapter, the historical circumstances that led to the 

Grand National Dialogue (GDN) in the late 1980s taught participants that no one should 



ascribe as valid to al1 others any principles that they, in isolation or as a result of pre- 

established forms of consensus, imagine to have universal validity. Under these 

conditions, it is imperative to submit al1 normative claims, particularly clairns with 

universal validity, to practical discourses involving as many of those most directly or 

potentially affected by them with the goal of discursively testing -under institutional 

constraints that participants impose to themselves- their claim to universality. The 

development of this form of politics requires, therefore, a public sphere where legitimacy 

is granted to those processes that generate forrns of consensus on ethical, moral, or 

pragmatic questions under conditions of publicity, openness, equality, and general 

participation and that take into account different levels of capacity (Habermas, 1990b: 

67). 

2) The Devrloprnerzi of Ciiizenship Nz Moder~z Grratemaln 

Citizenship as a form of generalized cultural and political experience does not 

develop, unless lifeworld structures have been structurally differentiated. First, there has 

to be a gradua1 transformation of worldviews via the emergence of new cultural and 

political languages. This transformation fosters the gradua1 emergence of a reflective 

attitude toward tradition, community, and nation and gives birth to post-traditional forrns 

of morality. Once individuals and groups start to relate to their own traditions and 

political institutions in this way then autlioritarian and pre-established forms of consensus 

corne under increasing pressure to End new sources of legitimacy. But, although the 

cnsis of legitimacy of tradition and authorirarian forms of authority is linked to the 
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modernization of the economy and the corresponding mobilization of people, goods, and 

news, the experience of Guatemala also shows that the differentiation of cultural and 

political lançuages and the linguistification of the lifeworld are also crucial for the 

emergence of ethical-political discourses that facilitate the thematization of previously 

unproblematic background conditions of social integration and conflict resolution. Thus, 

ethical political discourses no longer draw their autonomy from tradition or pre-modem 

forms of comrnunity. Instead, these discourses draw frorn practices of self-realization and 

self-determination through the politics of intersubjective recognition. 

Ethical-political discourses are by themselves, however, unable to secure complex 

forms of autonomy and solidarity. A more abstract and more institutiondized mechanism 

is needed to secure this fundamental goal. A double trend towards this more abstract goal 

thus emerges in modern Guatemala. On the one hand, one trend points in the direction of 

a double-coded citizenship through the articulation of ethical-political discourses that 

alto w individuals to daim for themselves the Cons titutional status of citizenship while 

maintaining membership in culturally defined forms of comrnunity. On the other hand, 

another trend points in the direction of more universal kinds of discourses or moral 

discourses through practices of self-determination leading towards the establishment of 

an autonomous civil society and a constitutional state. 

One of the ways in which the above-rnentioned trends become reinforced is by the 

differentiation, generalization, and gradua1 universalization of ethical and moral norms. 

In terms of ethical noms,  this process involves the disenchantment of traditional forms of 

cultural and political consensus and the linguistification of conflict resolution. As 1 



shocved in chapter one, this is a fùndarnentaI condition for the emergence of modem 

forms of self-realization- In terms of moral noms, this process implies a complex process 

of Iearning new forms of communication, new forms of culturai and politicai language, 

through which individuals and groups can give expression to both their soiidarity with 

each other as well as their autonomy from each other. The politics of intersubjective 

recognition enable precisely that, but the Ianguage of human rights is the only lanpage  

so far that has enabled a consistent articulation of new needs, social relations, and modes 

of association that preserve both autonomy and solidarity in a changing public sphere. 

The public sphere is, in effect, a series of organized processes of argumentation, 

contestation, recognition, and legitimation of claims issuing from pragmatic, ethical, and 

moral forms of action. These multiple processes give concreteness to the idea of a 

cornmzmication cornrnttnity through the expansion of the forms and extent of political 

participation of autonomous individuals and groups and the increasing number of people 

that slowly learn to articulate claims througli the language of human rights and to adopt it 

as their preferred medium of cultural and political argumentation and critique. 

Participation here is understood not just in terms of periodic expressions of civic life such 

as elections, but more importantly as permanent processes of learning. Cathy Bracklock 

h a  refereed to this learning process as "formacih and capacitacion." But participation is 

aIso understood as membership in an increasingly extensive network of autonomous 

communication communities where autonomous forms of opinion and 41-formation 

take place. Therefore, the public sphere does not represent a single institution, an 

organization, or a singIe forum of discussion such as a parliament or congress. Rather the 



public sphere represents "a network for communicating information and points of view, 

Le., opinions expressing affinnative or negative attitudes" (Habermas, t 996b: 360)) 

Until de mid-1980s the Guaternalan public sphere was characierized by structures 

of discourse and power that effec tively excluded unconstrained and participatory 

argumentation of pragmatic, ethical, and moral topics especially by representatives of 

excluded segments and ethnie groups of Guatemala. The four-decade long 

institutionalization of the State of  National Security and the guarantee of rights of 

participation mostly to the anticommunist alliance of political parties and forces played 

an important role in closing the space for autonomous forrns of opinion and will- 

formation especially on the part of the excluded and the oppressed. The process of 

military Iiberalization of the early 1980s, the impact of international developments such 

as those of Contadora and Esquipulas, and the various processes of cultural and political 

differentiation that took place in Guatemala at the same time created conditions for a new 

conception of citizenship and the appropriate public spaces that the exercise of such 

citizenship should occupy. But before the 2980s, Guatemalan intellectuds appeared to be 

unconcerned with questions of public space as an appropriate arena for the development 

of autonomous processes of opinion and will-formation. 

For example, the monthly magazine Alero, published by San Carlos University 

starting in 1970, hardly contains any articles concerned with questions of human rights, 

citizenship and the public sphere. The same can be said of the weekly Skte Dias en la 

USAC which, although one the few publications in the whole country concerned with the 

violence affecting not only the University comrnunity, but the countryside as well, the 



focus of this publication since its beginning in 1978 until it was closed in 1985 was state- 

directed violence. During the late 1960s and 1970s revolutionary intellectuals and groups 

were obviously concerned with the question of violence in general (Comité the Defensa 

de los Derechos Humanos, 1969; Fuentes Mohr, 1971), the history and violent treatment 

~Frevolutionary and communist organizations such as the PGT (Alvarado, 1975), the 

history and violent treatment of the trade-union and popular movernent (Lopez Larrave, 

1979; Albizures, 1 Y B ) ,  and the continuation of class struggle as the main "engine" and 

explanation of violent historical change in Guatemala (Caceres, 1980). 

However, none of the writings cited above can be said to be theoretically or 

politically concemed with human rights, citizenship, and the public sphere. A shift in 

discursive paradigm began to occur only in the solitary treatment of the question of 

human rights given to it by Rafael Cuevas del Cid (Cuevas del Cid, 1980), the initial 

publications of the Guatemalan Human Rights Commission h m  1982 onwards, the 

initiation of Amencas Watch reporting on GuatemaIa beginning with the 1983 report 

H~irnan Righfs in G~iatemda: No Neutrals AZZowed and the wider dissemination of 

Amnesty International's publications on Guatemala which date back to a 1976 report 

simply entitled GuaternaZa, and the reports of the UN'S special "rapporteur" (1983-1986) 

and the UN'S Hurnan Riglits Commission "representante especial" until the early 1990s 

(L.A. Padilla, 1992: 81). These publications started to receive some attention inside 

Guatemala and particularly by an emerging human rights movement and non- 

governmental organizations. In addition, the work of Marco Antonio Sagastume 

Gemrnell (Sagastume Gernmell, 1983), the organization in 1981 of a session dedicated to 



Guatemala -with Guatemalan academics, activists, students, and poiiticians giving their 

testimony- by the Permanent People's Tribunal in Spain (Jonas, McCaughan, and 

Martinez [eds.], 1984), and, finally, after the emergence of GAM in 1954, the work - 

commissioned by the Guatemalan Human Rights Commission- of Maria Nieves Pacheco 

and Maria Reina Salazar on human rights and women (Nieves Pacheco and Reina 

Salazar, l985), al1 together helped to W e r  advance the change in the theoretical and 

political t e m s  of the hurnan rights debate after 1984.~ 

Thus, the absence of a cultural and political self-understanding of individuals and 

groups as constituting a civil society until the mid-1980s represents important evidence 

for the argument that civil society is only a recent cultural and political creation in 

Guatemala. Indeed, as was discussed in chapter three, starting in the early 1980s the 

transition from revolutionary language to the language of human rights implied, arnong 

other things, that issues such as property relations (incIuding the question of an agrarian 

reform) had to be reformulated in tems of a broader understanding of rights as sources of 

private and public autonomy. This reforinulation could only result from within the 

process of cultural and political differentiation, in rural and urban centers, leading to the 

development of post-traditional forms of morality and learning processes oriented to 

creating citizenship capacity. The muItiplication of these tendencies in the mid to late 

1980s led to the creation of new communication networks that could be transforrned into 

an autonomous civil society grounded on a sufficiently abstract conception of rights with 

space for the politics of intersubjective recognition, practices of self-realization, and 

processes of self-detemination. 



The "stniggles for recognitiony' that spread throughout the public sphere in the 

late 1980s were oriented to ensure the coïncidence of a Constitutionally recognized 

system of rights and ctn actual practice, by the state and its citizens, of respect, protection, 

and enforcement of these rights. The widespread demand for international monitoring of 

this process has its roots in the weakness of the state and civil society in mutually 

observing these rules- 

3) The Transformation of The Public Sphere 

Seyla Benhabib has argued that a public space develops "whenever and wherever 

al1 affected by general social and political n o m s  of action engage in a practical 

discourse, evaluating their validity" (Benhabib, 1992: 105). The importance of this 

argument is that it t&es away the elitist connotations of the concept of the public sphere 

that can sometimes be drawn frorn Habermasy understanding of it. But also, and more 

importantly, this understanding of the pubIic sphere is suficiently general so as to 

accommodate the view that the type of norms that deserve to be evaluated in open and 

democratic processes of will-formation cannot be restricted to moral or universal norms 

excIusively concerned with questions of justice. In fact, norms concerned with questions 

OF the good life and with pragmatic questions of economic reproduction can and are atso 

considered in the public sphere as defined by Benhabib. Where the lines are drawn 

between matters of human rights and those of the good life and where the boundaries of 

the private and public should be placed cannot be determined before hand by anyone- 



Ratlier, these lines are the result of historically specific and normatively reconstructible 

cultural and political struggles. 

Some scholarly attention has been directed at the notion of "political space" 

opened by new social movements in Latin America. The novelty of these alternative 

forms of political space, in the case of'GuaternaIa, is that the actors constituting them 

work with the emancipatory potential of liberal ideais, dernanding a re-reading of these 

values in light of the international discourse of human rights and their transIation into law 

subject to discursive participation in the process. They thus ceaselessly chalienge the 

constantly emerging restrictions that arise in national public sphere against these ideals as 

regulating principles of institutions and practices. But an even more subtle process of 

normative change is at work when actors speak the language of human rights tlius 

transforming the potential of liberal and bourgeois ideais. This process consists of the 

constitution of alternative public spaces as they concretize new cultural and political 

discourses. These spaces are rendered democratic by the articulation of ethical political 

discourses on the basis of the po Iitics of intersubjective recognition. They do not use the 

classical liberal narratives of possessive individualism, pre-modern foms  of 

traditionalism or the more current narratives of post-modem self-fashioning. Rather, they 

draw on an increasingly differentiated lifeworld and the "liberalization" of the national 

public sphere and orient their action towards a process of citizenship self-constitution. 

These actions constitute a decisive challenge to the continuation of structures of control 

left over from the State of National Security or recently put into place by dominant 



groups and political expressions fearfül of a democratization process beyond their 

control- 

What does it mean, then, to become a citizen in a democratic public sphere? How 

does one go about constituting one's own civil sociev as a public space where 

autonomous processes of opinion and will-formation and democratic struggles for 

recognition c m  take place? 

The transformation of  the public spliere requires the widespread acceptance and 

constant dissemination of two interrelated principles. First, that those whose goal is to 

constitute their own autonomous cultural and political space regard "human life and the 

fulfillrnent of basic hurnan needs and purposes as in general good" (Rawls, 1993: 177). 

And second, that they acknowledge that each culturally defined comrnunity has had 

centuries or decades to develop specific ways of understanding and fulfilling individual 

plans of life, even their own particular form of rationality, "in light of which they 

schedule their more important endeavors and allocate their various resources (including 

those of mind and body, time and energy) so as to pursue their conceptions of the good 

over a cornplete life" (Rawls, 1993: 177). Tlie option to continue the preferred cultural 

forrn of ethical life, in MacIntyre7s sense, does not necessady have to corne into conflict 

with the general application of human rights. On the contrary, the former may be a 

necessary precondition for the democratic application of the latter. The acceptance of 

these "virtues" or values is, thus, a precondition for the successful constitution of a civil 

society and the transformation of a public sphere. They are preconditions for a general 

understanding of people as free and equal citizens and for any discussion of what these 



citizens may need and require "when they are regarded as such persons and as normal 

and fully CO-operating members of society over a complete life" (Rawls, 1993 : 178). 

Furthemore, the complemty and sheer number of pragmatic, ethical and moral 

issues that flow into the process of citizenship self-constitution requires that at some 

point certain "goods" become more important than others. The Ianguage of human rights, 

when transfomed into a general medium of communication and social coordination, 

contributes to the development of ;'a public understanding not only about the kinds of 

claims it is appropriate for citizens to make when questions of political justice arise, but 

also a public understanding about how such claims are to be supported" (Racvls, 1993: 

179). Without this general understanding there tvouId be no cornmon basis for reaching 

any form of agreement, recognition or legitirnation of these claims. Therefore, without a 

general, common, and public recognition of what constitute citizenship needs there would 

be no perceived advantage for pursuing their fùlfillment and no way of democratically 

assessing what citizens think is "the fair value of their righrs" (Habermas, 1998: 1 19). 

Consequently, the only "good" that cannot be constrained in this process is the very 

procedural nature of arriving at any determination of what goods are momentarily more 

important than others. 

It is thus on the ba i s  of a general, c o m o n ,  and public understanding of 

procedural democracy that citizens set out to search for a way to enable themselves -and 

then transfer this ability to the state- to assess their respective particularistic claims 

without falling into pre-modem forrns of traditionalism or postmodern forms of 

relativism and without expecting the state to privilege one of them among others a priori. 



They do this, as R a d s  argues, on the basis of a common understanding of "prirnary 

goods." "These goods, we Say, are things citizens need as free and equal persons, and 

claims to these goods are counted as appropriate claims" (Racvls, 1993: 180). 

Guatemalans themselves have corne up with a list of "primary goods" (to be discussed in 

the next chapter) that they regard as the sort of fiamecvork within which citizens can not 

only afErrn their general, common, andpublic conception of themselves as citizens, but 

also their choice to maintain their mernberships in culturally defined cornmunities and 

even "extend" the rights of these comm~nities.~ 

The various tendencies 1 have been describing so f a ,  under the heading of the 

self-constitution of citizenship and the transformation of the public sphere, require a 

common cultural and political language. The language of human rights is, 1 argue, 

sufficiently abstract to serve as the cultural and political medium through which citizens 

c m  define basic values that privilege human life, basic needs that rnust be satisfied, and 

at the same time to recognize the "rationality" of culturally defined plans of Iife. The 

language of hurnan rights thus enables citizens to draw up a List of genercxl, common. and 

public çoods that c m  then be used as a fiamework for the self-recognition and the 

recognition of others as fiee and equal citizens and as a guide to gauge the degree to 

which the public sphere had indeed become open and democratic. 

Al1 of these "prirnary goods," the conception of which has been acquired through 

complex and lengthy learning processes, are still being negotiated in Guatemala. But 

even in abstract terms, these noms are already "revolutionary" when set against the 

background of the authoritarian liberalism that u n d e r p i ~ e d  the State of National Security 



as weli as pre-modern "progressive" public sphere that revolutionary intellectuds 

attempted to construct as a replacement. Yet, insofar as these principles remain abstract 

Constitutionai declarations without any institutional backing and a supportive political 

culture, they run the risk of going nowhere except into their own prernature crisis of  

legitimacy. 

Because of the profound historical inequdities and injustices found in Guatemala 

society, the empirical tendencies normatively regulated by the ideals of the language of 

human rights are threatened by contradictory tendencies and always appear to require 

"extra-discursive" help. For example, the histoncal oppression of particular forms of 

ethical life has translated itself, during the late 1980s and 1990s, into the emergence of 

militant "nationalisty' tendencies on the part of Pan-Mayan groups that, in the name of 

correcting deep historical injustices, do not admit that some of the cultural and political 

claims they advance may corne into conflict with general conceptions of justice, freedom. 

and equality. There appears to be sometimes no self-limiting mechanisms in the validity 

claims raised and in the scope of application o f  their particular principles. On the other 

hand, the historical repression of popular groups has translated itself, during the same 

ysars, in the general absence of "political virtues" of the kind that issue fiom the project 

of constituting a post-nationalist civil society and the endurance of an urban moral 

economy that, in light of the language of human rights, appears to have already become 

obsolete as a source of sufficiently adequate n o m s  for conflict resolution. Finally, in al1 

these cases, the structures of "under-development" and "dependency" in Guatemala have 

translated themselves into a general lack of "capacitacion and formacih" needed for an 



adequate, equal, and fair access to the preferred goods that have issued from the process 

of democratization. Each of these challenges poses formidable obstacles to the 

sustainability of a strong civil society and a democratic public sphere. 

Many Indigenous leaders of the Pan-Mayan movement are, for example, clairning 

special status for Indigenous nghts at the sarne time that they contest the meanings, 

normative justification, and institutional application o f  the Ianguage of human rights. 

After all, in the narne of "Ladino rights" -as these human rights are sometimes referred to 

by sorne Indigenous leaders- they were denied their own rights to self-realization within 

the context of the own particular forms of ethical life. Moreover, the public institutions 

that were supposed to enforce human rights have been clearly exposed as enforcing 

repression and oppression instead. This means, at the very least, that the power of ethical 

conceptions of particular goods remain powerfid sources of resistance and rightly draw 

their legitimacy from a long history of conquest, cultural and political oppression, 

unlimited econornic exploitation, and institutionalized repression. It is no wonder, then, 

that in many of these cornmunities the idioms of human rights have not become "intuitive 

ideas" arnong the people and thus that the political culture of the changing public sphere 

is still in the process of redefinition. 

For their part, the new social movernents and popular organizations are taking 

part in public life, but not al1 of them necessarily on the basis of republican virtues, i.e. 

"widespread participation in democratic politics by a vigorous and informed citizen 

body" capable of supporting democratic institutions, a post-nationalist civil society, and a 

constitutional state (Rawls, 1993: 205). This c m  be explained as resulting in p m  from 



the relative strength that traditional forms of ethical life, fiorn urban and rural 

communities, continue to exert on discursive processes within the public sphere as well 

as the continuation of anticomrnunist attitudes, Ieading to continuing repression, cvithin 

the dominant socioeconomic and political elites. The very novelty of democratic noms 

can also partially explain this deficit of republican virtues. Many popular organizations, 

for exarnple, have only recently begun to understand thernselves as part of a civil society 

composed of citizens that need to l e m  and develop the necessary political virtues to 

maintain a constitutional regirne (Rawls, 1993 : 205). In fact, many popular organizations 

maintain a double attitude with regard to these v h e s  preferring, sometimes, to fa11 back 

on the old practices of the progressive public sphere and revolutionary language thm to 

negotia~e their clairris. The dominant socioeconornic and political elites, too, find 

themseives ambivalent about the potential gains of a public sphere open to democratic 

argumentation. 

Finally, the continuing need for what Cathy BIacklock calls "formacion and 

capacitaci0n7" Le. a leaming process oriented to the formation of citizenship capacity, 

coupled with economic and social gains is fundamental for the long term stability of an 

open and dernocratic public sphere. The Rawlsian argument in favor of an ernergence of 

a "fair and just society" in which "everyone has the capacity to be a normal CO-operating 

member of society" is extremely relevant in Guatemala (Rawls, 1993 : 184). This means, 

according to Amartya Sen, bringing together leaming processes that raise the "actual 

capabilities" of people to access primary goods and thus satisfy basic needs at the sarne 



time that they engage in the process of learming and practicing republican virtues (Sen, 

1992: 8 1) ." 

4) Crtrrent Trends in fhe Struggie for Cifizzenslrip 

Despite the ambivalent nature of t h e  transformation of the public sphere, one 

issue appears to be clear. The decade of the= 1980s started with the general absence of a 

cultural and political self-understanding of individuals and groups as constituting a civil 

society and the lack of serious theoretical reflections in those terms. By the late 1980s 

and early 1990s, hotvever, it is possible to s e e  a trend leading to the organization of a 

civil society and the democratic transformaition of the public sphere. If the 1980s started 

with a progressive public sphere dominateüi by revolutionary language, by the early 

1990s we can no longer speak of a revolutiw nary progressive public sphere separate fkom 

a larger public sphere broadly organized in Light of the discourse of human riçhts. 

By the time the language of human rights became the preferred medium of 

cultural and political communication, the g:oal of reaching the historical goals prescribed 

by revolutionary ideals and values had lost its appeal both nationally and intemationally. 

The language of human rights is not the larnguage of national fulfillment, but of ethical 

self-realization and autonomous self-determination. The only suitable space where these 

practices can be brought to maturity is, as Lhis chapter shows, an open and inclusionary 

form of public sphere. 



The modernity of the language of human rights is based on more than the 

expectation and conviction that sornething radically new can be unleashed as a result of 

conscious political praxis, the idea of human ernancipation and human dignity, and the 

principle of popular sovereignv as a key source of democratic iegitimacy. These were 

already the modern ideals and the contribution of revolutionary language to the 

democratization of the public sphere. The language of human rights is concerned with the 

possibility of something new, but it is also concerned with individual self-realization and 

political self-determination here and now. 

The process of cultural and political differentiation within Indigenous 

cornmunities and in urban centers, the emergence of self-reflective and post-traditional 

attitudes, the development of ethical-political discourses leading to the adoption of 

autonomous forms of intersubjective politics, and the democratization and 

institutionalization of practical processes of opinion and wili-formation al1 signaled the 

begiming of a revolution in citizenship and the transformation of the public sphere. By 

the early 1990s, these multiple processes apgregated toçether in the form of 

intersubjective politics and threatened to undermine a nurnber of political practices that 

were now clearly obsolete. 

First, these multiple processes threatened to destabilize the traditional hegemony 

of revolutionary organizations over popular groups and the multiple clandestine networks 

of politico-military organizations iefiover fiom the olù progressive public sphere that 

continued to exert some effect behind the scenes. They also threatened to take the 

political initiative for starting a peace process away from the guemllas. In fact, until the 



initiation of the Esquipulas process in the second haIf of the 1980s, guemlla 

orpanizations had refused to consider seriously the possibility of a negotiated settlement 

to the arrned conflict. ïhey  had made a number of half-hearted declarations in which they 

had expressed a desire for peace and justice in GuatemaIa by any means necessary, but al1 

these declarations remained too vague or too general to serve any practical goals. When, 

afier it became painfully clear that any military victory was impossible and the guemllas 

finally admitted the need for a negotiated solution, they did so only on condition of 

retaining the moral and political hegemony over the formulation of the actual proposals 

to be negotiated with the govenunent and the army. In effect, then, the guemlias claimed 

cuItura1 and political rights to set the terms of peace on behalf of Guatema~ans. 

Second, the multiple cultural and political processes being discussed here also 

threatened the pre-modem rnethod of justification used by the military in order to 

legitimize its hegemony within the State of National Security and the continuation of 

structures of this form of state after the arriva1 of a civilian government in 1986. Indeed, 

the military was an institution accustomed to an unchalIenged institutional autonomy 

within the institutions of the state since the Constitution of 1945, This was indeed one of 

the paradoxical legacies that the October Revolution lefi to Guatemalans afier 1954. 

From 1954 to 1985 the army granted itself the responsibility of leading and stabiiizing the 

anticornrnunist alliance and, in an effort to stem the possibility of a terminal crisis of this 

alliance, undertook the work of designing and institutionalizing a form of state, the State 

of National Secunty, that through a combination of Constitutional legitimacy, secret 

political pacts with various political parties, and paralegal control through death squads 



and rnilitary commissioners, managed to stabilize the anticornmunist order and close the 

public sphere to anything that explicitly resembled an "intemal enemy" of the state. The 

brutal counterinsurgency carnpaigns against two waves of guerrilla w d x e ,  in the 1960s 

and the late 1970s, were organized and deployed not only against guerrilla organizations 

but also against the civilian population correctly or mistakedy identified by the army as 

constituting allies of the guerrillas. The army thus managed to contain the threat posed by 

guerrilla organizations, but only at the cost of executing l60,OOO individuals, 

, . 
"disappearing" 40,000 people, displacing more than 200,000 people, destroying more 

than 440 Indigenous villages, relocating thousands more and exiling hundreds of 

individuals (CEH 1: 7 1-73). Afier al1 this, the army stilI granted itself the right to 

negotiate the terms of peace with the guerrillas' High Cornmand. 

The key question chat emerges from the analysis advanced in this chapter is this. 

How long will the new political culture hoId together without democratic citizenship 

acrually paying oE"not only in terms of liberal individuai rïghts and rights of political 

participation, but also in Che enjoyment of social and cultural rights"? (Habermas, 1998: 

1 18). How long c m  we expect this political culture to support the experience of 

democracy without citizens actually experiencing "the fnir value of rheir righrs also in the 

form of social security and reciprocal recognition of different forms of life" (Habermas, 

19%: 1 18- 1 19)? "Democratic citizenship c m  only realize its integrative potential -that is, 

it c m  only found solidarity between sirangers and former enemies- if it proves itself as a 

rnechanism that actually realizes the material conditions of preferred forms of life" 



(Habermas, 1998: I 19)- Given the long history of economic deprivation in Guatemala, 

these questions are far from being irrelevant. 



Chapter 5 

The Peace Process and Modern ~uatemala'  

The evolution of the negotiation process provides an important vantage point 

from which to analyze not onIy the tortuous path peace negotiations took in Guatemala, 

but also and more importantiy the strengthening of civil society, the expansion of the 

public sphere and the complicated -sometimes contradictory- dynarnics of 

democratization at the end of the twentieth century. Guatemaian scholar Dinorah Azpuru 

has advanced a thesis for ar, understanding of  developments that led to the peace process 

that c m  help to summarize the arguments that have been made so far in this thesis. 

Azpuru writes: 

I try to show how gradual changes in the democratization process 
contributed to the end of a bloody and senseless armed conflict that Iasted 
for thirty-six years. The claim is not that procedural democracy was 
consolidated before the peace process was concluded, but that important 
advances in democratization -among them the holding of transparent 
elections. the existence of a certain degee  of freedom of press and 
association, and the leadership of civilian presidents elected begiming in 
1986- were made before the peace negotiations were concluded. The 
argument proposed C...] is that the process of democratization took on a 
life of its own afrer 1954, not necessarily linked to the peace process, and 
had an impact on the accomplishments made later during the peace 
negotiations. In other words, the peace process would not have been 
possible without the parallel progress made in the process of 
democrati~ation~ and the fiil1 consolidation of democracy in Guatemala 
would not have been possible as long as the armed conflict continued" 
(Azpuru, 1999: 100). 

Azpuru thus highlights a nurnber of crucial developments that contributed to the 

initiation of the peace process in the 1990s. Fust, "the guemllas understood as early as 



1982 that they could not take power militarily" but that they "continued fighting [...] 

believing that they courd influence changes in the country through the armed struggle" 

(Azpum, 1999: 123, n. 1 1). The year 1982 was of course the year in which guerrilla 

orgmizations came together to form the Guatemalan NationaI Revolutionary Unity 

(URNG). The "unitarian declaration" issued by the this guerrilla coalition in 1983 called 

for the seizure of state power through a "prolonged peoples revolutionary war" and did 

not reflect atvareness of m i l i t q  defeat or the need to enter into peace negotiations. Yet, 

one can argue that the top leadership of the URNG was indeed aware of their own 

strategic military defeat and that, eventually, they would have to enter into some sort of 

negotiations with the army. More importantiy, the leadership of the W G ,  as argued in 

the previous chapter, grew increasingly weary of losing the political initiative to 

emerging new social movements. As Azpuru argues, "moderate opposition groups saw 

the possibility of  reforming the existing political systern under Rios Montt instead of 

choosing to support the revolutionary rnovernent" (Azpuru, 1999: 102). 

Another deveropment that accelerated the process of political liberalization and an 

eventual initiation of peace negotiations was the elections for a National Constituent 

Assernbly called by the de facto governrnent of Gen. Oscar Mejia Victores to take place 

in 1954. Indeed, a series of debates around the new Constitutionai Assembly got under 

way fiom January 19, 1984 when the Specific Electoral Law for the election of the 

National Constituent Assembly was decreed by the Mejia Victores govermnent to July 1, 

1 984 when elections for the Assernbly actually took place. Given the increasingly 

important and more involved role that the international community started to play in 1984 



through numerous "on-the-ground observer missions," the fact that these elections were 

supervised by an autonomous electoral tribunal, and their results were recognized as valid 

by national and international observers was not trivial. Out of more than 30 political 

parties, only three dominated the electoral contest. These included old members of the 

anticommunist alliance such as the now moderate Christian Democratic Party (DCG) and 

the unreformed National Liberation Movement (MLN) and a new one called National 

Center Union wCN). But the work of the Constituent Assembly constituted an 

unparalleled process of official consultation in Guatemalan history and constitutes a 

direct precedent the Grand National Dialogue of 1989 and the peace process of the early 

1990s. 

The work of the Constituent Assernbly, particularly the extensive consultation 

with various sectors of society to dr& a new constitution, was extremely significant in 

the mid-1980s. Afier all, tliis work took place, as Azpuni points out, "in the climate of 

counterinsurgency that still prevailed in the country" (Azpuru, 1999: 102). The drafiing 

of the new constitution was finished in 198 5 and the new normative document "contained 

some important provisions, such as: lifting the ban on parties with a cornmunist ideology 

(imposed by the 1965 constitution); recognition of the fact that Guatemala is comprised 

of various ethnic groups (for the first time in the constitutional history of the counm); the 

creation of such new juridical offices as the Human Rights Ombudsman and the 

Constitutional Court; and the complete autonomy of the Suprerne Electoral Tribunal" 

(Atpuru, 1999: 102). With the possible exception of new social movements such as 



GAM, many popular groups interpreted the new Constitution as an institutionaiization of 

the army's counter-insurgency project- 

By the rnid-1980s, then, the process of democratization was well undenvay and 

several developments seemed to confinn the general trend of democratization. The 

political opening brought about by the electoral process, with the participation of the 

Social Democratic Party (PSD) for the first time- culminated in the election of the 

Christian Democratic govenunent of Cerezo Arévalo in November 1985. The precarious 

nature of civilian rule at this stage together with populist promises during the election 

carnpaign and unreaiistic expectations fiom popular sectors -the urban crowd that once 

again appeared to be falling back on the urban moral economy and its particular sense of 

justice and the cornmon good- ied :O a style of government that systematically relied on 

mixed signais and uncommitted behavior on the part of President Cerezo Arévalo. The 

President often justified this behavior by arguing that he did not control "real power" in 

Guatemala and that, therefore, the new civilian administration could not seriously initiate 

any processes that entailed substantial change. In turn, popular groups and guerrilla 

organizations continually challenged the govemment by dernanding the unquaiified and 

immediate fulfillment of electoral promises. Yet, in spite of domestic probIems and 

political limitations, President Cerezo Arévalo took up a more protagonist role in Central 

America initiating "the first meetings of the Central American presidents, within the 

framework of lus poiicy of 'active neutrality"' (Azpum, 1999: 103). 

Indeed, the first summit of the Central Arnerican Presidents took place in 

Guatemala in 2986 and became known as Esquipulas 1. Although, among other things, 



Esquipulas I called for a dialogue with the guerrillas to be initiated, this dialogue did not 

corne about "as the rnilitary and the URNG imposed unrealistic conditions pnor to the 

negotiations" (R. Wilson, 1997: 15). For example, the govenunent and the army insisted 

on guerrilla decommissioning as a precondition for any form of dialogue or "amnesty" 

for the guerrillas. The guerrillas, in turn, insisted on purging the armed forces of human 

rights violators, a measure that would amount to a confrontation with an arrny that 

believed itseIf to be the winner of the interna1 armed conflict and the guarantor of the 

peaceful and orderly transition to democracy (R. Wilson, 1997: 15)- Yet, it was President 

Cerezo Arévalo who, during his second year in office, nevertheless "instructed a high- 

ranking leader of the Christian Dernocratic party, his ambassador to Spain, Danilo 

Barillas, to make unofficial contact with the URLYG" (Azpuni, 1999: 103). These contacts 

led to the first unofficial talks between government representatives and the URNG in 

Madrid in October 1987. The dynamic that would eventually lead to direct negotiations 

between the govemment and the guerrillas was thus started. 

In order to understand the negotiations that were started between government and 

army representative and the top leadership of the URNG, it is important to distinguish 

between two models of conflict resolution. First, an elitist "strategic model" sustained by 

the politico-military forces of govemment, army and guemllas and, second, a democratic 

"discursive model" advanced by sectors of civil society. The distinction between these 

two models is important because the context of the peace process within which 

governent and army representatives negotiated the terms of peace with the guerrilla 

high command was also informed by a larger cultural and political logic that transcended 



the limited but official bargaining process âand tended to encompass a broader set of 

cultural and political actors following an auitonomous dynarnic. 

Thus: negotiations are considered srtrategic when they are conducted according to 

the logic and force of political-military power that the contending parties bring to the 

bargaining table. 1 contend that, regardless of possible outcomes, such negotiations are 

norrnativeIy and procedurally undemocratibc in that not only do they perpetuate the 

Guatemalan history of authoritarian and vsunguardist politics shared in equal measure by 

representatives of the goverment, the armry and the guemllas, but they also represent an 

atternpt to control by means of force and vnolence both the autonomous and democratic 

logic of civil society and the general directdon of democratization itself. In contrast, the 

discursive model of bargaining represents a new way of opinion and w-ill-formation in 

GuaternaIa, cleariy in its early stages, but s-itill important for a fair understanding of the 

peace process. The discursive model of bargainhg is, of course, normatively guided by 

the ideal of a communication comrnunity iiai which the process of argumentation 

concerning pragmatic, ethical, and moral issues is rnaintained by rneans of an 

institutionalization of discursive procedures where the "structure of communication d e s  

out al1 external and intemal coercion other than the force of the better argument and 

thereby also neutralizes al1 motives other t h a n  that of the CO-operative search for truth" 

(Habermas, 1 WOb: 85-9). 

During the peace process, more decisively than in previous occasions, the 

discursive principle according to which no one should ascribe as valid to al1 others any 

principle that they, just because they clairn- to represent the people, imagine to be a 



universal law became clearIy evident. In this context, new social movements and some 

popular organizations actively demand the submission of any proposa1 with general or 

universal clairn to al1 others -particularly those most directly or potentially affected by 

them- with the goal of discursively testing their claim to universality. In effect, then, the 

discursive pnnciple entails a fundamental shift in political practice whereby new social 

movements and other concerned groups become the sources of norms with universal 

intent at the sarne tirne that legitimacy is granted to those norms that emerge, not from 

secret and exclusionary practices of bargaining, but &om argumentation under conditions 

of publicity, openness, equality, and general participation, taking into account different 

Ievels of "formaci6n and capacitacion," where only those norms that al1 can will in 

agreement to be a universal n o m  acquire moral, political or economic legitimacy 

(Habermas, 1990b: 67). In other words, the principle of publicity and openness guiding 

the organization of bargainîng processes and public spaces demanded that "whenever and 

wherever al1 affected by general social and political norms of action engage in a practical 

discourse" should get together and evaluate their validity (Benhabib, 1 992 : 2 05). 

Of course, the actions of new social movements and other concerned groups 

during the peace process can hardly be said to have been a perfect instantiation of  the 

discursive principle. M e r  dl ,  the ideal of a "communication comrnunity" is only a 

regulating principle that serves to guide the concrete cultural and political action of 

individuals that have acquired a post-traditional attitude to themselves, others, and their 

cornrnon social world. But the peace process does provide examples of new social 

movements and other concerned groups attempting to conduct themselves according to 



the requirements of the discursive mode1 of negotiations. After d l ,  a learning process 

dating back about ten years or more preceded the cultural and political action of new 

social movernents and sorne popular groups during the peace process. Furthemore, the 

consultations that took place during the discussions of the National Constituent Assembly 

of 1984, the Grand National Dialogue (GDN) of 1988 and 1989, and the Oslo Process of 

consultations between (URNG) and V ~ ~ O U S  sectors of civil society in 1990 constituted 

more than just information workshops. n-iey constituted, indeed, a learning process 

involving the exclusive use of argumentation and the exclusion of force and violence in 

order to generate consensus around pragmatic, ethical and moral questions. Many of the 

lessons learned dunng this learning process would become extremely useful dunng the 

establishment and functioning of the Assernbly of  Civil Society (ASC) in 1994.~ 

Government, army and guemlla representatives who initiated bilateral contacts in 

Querétaro, Mexico in July 199 1 adopted neither the Grand National Dialogue (GDN) of 

1988- 1989 nor the Oslo-process consultations of March-October 1990 as models of 

negotiation. In fact, one can say that the official negotiations marked the end of a 

participatory and public process of consultations regarding the possible terms of peace 

that al1 in Guatemala would find suitable and that had been initiaced in the 1980s. Instead, 

the negotiations were imrnediately rnonopolized by official representatives of the 

government, the army and the guerrillas, carried out in secret and away from public 

scrutiny, and conducted along the lines of politico-military decision making process, i.e. 

as a war garne that guided the bargaining process and what appeared to be a "gentleman's 
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pact" to assure rnutual rnilitary and political survival above and beyond any other 

pragmatic, ethical or moral issues. Strategic bilateral bargaining thus rendered 

subordinate the earlier discursive experimentation of the Constituent Assembly, the GDN 

and the Oslo process, though maneuvers that were nomatively guided by revolutionary 

vanguardism and military nationalism of the army and the political conservatism of the 

civilian elites. 

No doubt the cornplexity of the pragrnatic, ethicai, and moral issues that had to be 

negotiated, the lack of a common language on culture and politics among the various 

official representatives, in addition to the fact that the negotiations were attempting to end 

a war that had lasted more than tbirty years, necessarily made for slow progress. The 

mediating role of, first, the National Reconciliation Commission (CNR), which was 

established to comply with the Esquipulas Accord of 1987 and, later, of the United 

Nations, would be very difficult. Setbacks were inevitable, Nevertheless, the mode1 of 

strategic negotiations adopted by officid representative c m  be understood as essentially 

undemocratic in character even though they were both legitimized by its democratic 

clairns and oriented to the production of list of "prirnary goods" around which various 

groups could articulate -on the basis of cornmon understanding- legitimate claïms. Such a 

perspective reveais the sources of setbacks and demonstrates not only the inabiiity of 

civil society, until rather late in the process, to carve out a space for itself in the 

negotiation process, but also the systematic resistance to the inclusion of civil society into 

the negotiations by the government, army and guerrillas representatives. 



In accordance with the Mexico Agreement of 26 April 199 1, the official 

negotiations were to be private and discrete in nature. This institutiondization of secrecy 

and discretion indicated at l e s t  two things. First, fiom their very inception, the official 

negotiations got undenvay in direct violation of the democratic n o m s  that officia1 

representatives had themseIves agreed to respect in the El Escorial Declnrcztion of June 

1990- Second, these negotiztions maintained an undemocratic and elitist form of 

procedure even against the public criticism of many social movements and popular 

groups who were, or so official representatives insisted, the main addressees of the 

potentiai accords that would emerge from the negotiations. The Framework Accord of 10 

January 1994, whose terms brought in the United Nations as a mediator, reiterated the 

same exclusionary and undemocratic rules of procedure already enshrined in the Mexico 

Accord, i.e. that negotiations should continue "in strictest confidence" in order to 

maintain "an environment of trust and serenity." Characteristic of such a closed process 

were the military actions that continued to punctuate the negotiations even during 

moments of cease-fire until early 1996. 

The secrecy that permeated the bilateral negotiations thus negated the putative 

democratizing goals of the negotiations if by this we understand a process that by its very 

nature and goals should have been inclusive, participatory, and as public as possible. 

Secrecy may have been essential to the parties in order to shield the process -as they 

repeatedly argued- from "distractions" such as the demands from the popular sectors. The 

declared fear was, of course and justifiably so, that such pressures could have 

transformed -even derailed- the negotiating agenda set up by official representatives. 



However, many in the public sphere were understandably interested in knowing how 

official representatives at the bargaining table were articulating their particular issues -or 

perhaps sacrificing them- and how this articulation of multiple issues was related to the 

particular pragmatic concems of the official representatives themselves. Thus, the secrecy 

that enshrouded the negotiations guaranteed that offrcial representatives couid not be held 

accountable for their particular decisions before the public. For this reason, the adoption 

of secrecy as a bargaining procedure was open to the charge that it represented the 

continuity of the tradition of authorita-ian liberdism. In this tradition, as the reader will 

recall, particular f o m s  of pre-established consensus were held to precede actuai 

processes of opinion and wdl-formation and thïs was the case because the elites knew 

better than the plebes and the plebes could not be trusted to keep the bargaining process 

under control. 

The consultations between guemlla representatives and political parties, popular 

organizations, religious representatives. business groups, and odier sectors of civil society 

during the Oslo process of 1990 were simply consuItations on "waYs to resolve national 

problems" rather than negotiations with binding agreements. Indeed with the ratification 

of the Oslo Accord, the country's political parties imrnediately gave up any pretence of 

functioning as mediators between society and the official representatives of the peace 

process. For example, in the El Escorial Declararion of June 1990, the political parties 

called on the URNG to give ''an impulse to the incorporation of all forces, social and 

political sectors," in any negotiations that may develop in the fùture. However, for al1 



practical purposes, the civil sectors and the political parties themselves were excluded 

from what was supposed to be a participatory and inclusionary bargaining process. 

The Quito Dedaration, signed by the W G  and Guatemala's religious sectors in 

September 1990, also called for the "participation of al1 political and social forces and 

sectors" in any eventual negotiations. Nevertheless, the Quito statement failed to stipulate 

exactly what fonn that participation should take. Although the religious leaders 

emphasized the importance of the Grand National Dialogue (GDN) of 1989 as a mode1 of 

negotiations oriented to the search for solutions through "rational consensus and a social 

pacf" the Oslo Accord had already in principle excluded precisely that model of 

negotiation represented by the GDN. As will be shown below, the religious leaders did 

not resolve their ambivalence with regard to negobating models until Monsignor 

Quezada T O ~ U ~ O  offered his peace proposal in September 1993. 

Popular organizations, including trade unions, also declared themselves in favor 

of the strateçic model of negotiations. Following the principles established in the Oslo 

Accord, for example, the Metepec Sector -so called because of the meeting between 

popular groups and URNG representatives in Metepec, Mexico, during the Oslo Process- 

called on ;;the active participation and contribution of al1 Guatemalans" to the 

negotiations even though, at the same time that they were expressing support for the 

terms of the Oslo Accord, they were in fact supporting the idea of a process that, in 

principle, excluded their own "active participation" in the negotiations. The Metepec 

Sector, which would eventually spawn the Coordination of Civil Sectors (CSC), an 

important organizational precursor of the ASC, did not modifi this contradictoq and 



self-exclusionary position until June 1992 when they presented a statement demanding 

their direct and unqualified participation at the officia1 bargaining tabre. 

Indeed, in the June statement, the new social movements and popular groups 

openly and defiantly criticized the official representatives of the government and the 

guerrillas, arguing that direct civil participation at the bargaining table represented, as 

they put it, a "national demand." In spite of growing pressure from these sectors, 

however, they would not become involved, even if only indirectly, in the bargaining 

process until after the cnsis provoked by the self-coup of  President Serrano Elias on May 

25, 1993 and the formation of the Group of National Consensus (INC) on June 3 of the 

sarne year. When the INC was formed it was immediately joined by the Multisectoral 

Social Forum, which included the CSC, organizations that jointly drafied a nurnber of 

proposais for the return to the Constitutional order and the reinitiation of the peace 

process. Thus, the change of attitude on the part of popular organizations helped to drafi a 

proposal within the INC that in effect challenged the secrecy and elitism of the 

negotiations and their monopolization by official representatives from the parties at  war. 

Yet, and despite declarations to the contrary from guerrilla representatives, 

following the renewal of  peace process with the signing of the Frnmetvork Accord of 

January 1994, official representatives fiom the government, the army and the guemllas 

nonetheless decided to maintain the strategic modei of negotiations that they had 

consecrated in Oslo and Mexico. ln what effectively arnounted to a clear rebuff to the 

deinands from independent civil sectors and the Catholic Church, as represented by 

Monsignor Quezada Torufio, the official representatives declared in the Framework 



Accord that they would continue bargaining the terms of peace "in the strictest 

co~dential i ty"  arguing that only by proceeding in this way would they be able to ensure 

"an environment of trust and serenity." Furthemore, they also declared that "any public 

information concerning [the development of the bilaterai negotiations] would be provided 

by the Representative of the Secretary General of the United Nations" but observing 

whatever "reservation [may bel required for the work of the bilateral table." 

What seemed like an important concession to the demands coming from civil 

sectors was the Frnrnework Accora"s call for the establishment of an Assembly of Civil 

Society (ASC). Official representatives actually referred to the experience of GDN as an 

exarnple for the formation of the ASC. Thus, just as had been the case with the GDN, the 

Fmrnework Accord put  monsignor Quezada Torufio in charge of the ASC and left it very 

rnuch to his discretion the type of interna1 mode1 of discussions that the ASC would 

follow. In theory, then, official representatives seemed to be making a significant 

concession to the dernands of civil sectors and the project of the Catholic Bishop. In fact, 

however. the mandate of the ASC as set out in the terms of the Frnmervork Accord 

granted to the ASC very little of what civil sectors and Monsignor Quezada Torufio had 

been demanding for over two years. 

True, the ASC represented an opportunity for civil groups to have an institutional 

space where they could engage in discussions over the sarne issues -with the exception of 

rnilitary ones- that were being addressed at the official bargaining table. Furthemore, the 

ASC also represented an off~cially recognized institution from which to draft proposak 

and send them to the official bargaining table as this was provided for in the Frnmetvork 



Accord. Kowever, the ASC was defmed by the Frarnework Accord in such a way that it 

could influence very M e  of what actually took place at the official bargaining table. For 

example, a whole range of fundamental topics that included the so-called "operative 

issues," Le. matters of rnilitary and strategic interest to the official parties alone, could not 

even be discussed by the ASC let alone draft proposals on them and send them dong to 

the officia1 bargaining table. In addition, the mandate of the ASC also prevented it from 

vetoing any accords that may emerge fiom the offkial table even when these accords 

may dimetrically contradict the ASC7s own "consensus positions." 

The exclusion of the ASC fiom the discussion of certain themes responded to the 

bargainîng model that the Frcimework Accord re-established in January 1994. According 

to this model, then, what the offkial parties called "substantive issues" (which included 

human rights and socio-economic issues) were strategically and nonnatively linked to 

what they called "operational issues" (which included a cease-fire, guerrilla 

demobilization, dernilitarization, and incorporation of the guerrillas into civilian life). But 

the unity of substantive and operational issues that the Framework Accord made off~cial 

was in fact at the heart of the strategic model of negotiations with which the parties at 

war set out to ne~otiate in the first place. The Framework Accord only made this 

ideological and normative assumption explicit. And this assumption was not without 

critics. As Monsignor Quezada Toruïio observed, "experience demonstrates that it is not 

viable to treat the substantive and operational themes simultaneously," since this would 

guarantee not only the maintenance of secrecy but also the perpetuation of the 

exclusionary and elitist nature of the negotiations. Afier d l ,  if groups fkom civil society 



are not allowed to discuss, in various ways and to various degrees, the whole range of 

pragmatic or strategic, ethical and moral issues that will eventually clairn universality, 

then the participation of civil groups in what is supposed to be a democratic process is 

indeed limited in principle with rules of procedure and an agenda not of ~ h e i r  making and 

without their rational consent, 

The renewal of negotiations in January 1994, afier the self-coup attempt of 

President Serrano EIias, tvas an unquestionably important step in the strengthening of 

democratic institutions and political processes in Guatemala. The fact that  the 

Constitutional Court -a body created by the Constitution of 1985- d e d  a s  

unconstitutionai the political move of President Serrano and Elias served to pave the way 

for the failure of this move and for Congress to appoint the Human Righzs Ombudsman 

Ramiro de Le6n Carpio as President to succeed Serrano Elias and complete his tem. 

However, it must be recognized that the renewa1 of the peace process after the 

failed coup attempt of Serrano Elias also represented the continuation o f  a bargaining 

model that \vas being vigorously and publicly criticized by wide sectors af civil society. 

In fact. the criticism of this bargaining model continued unabated until the end of the 

official negotiations in December 1996 under the presidency of  Alvaro Arni Ingoyen. 

The so-called "Mincho Case" precipitated in part the urgency with which the officia1 

negotiations were brought to a close in that rnonth. During the crisis produced by the 

Minclio Case the political survival of the guerrillas, the credibility of the government, the 

role of MINUGUA, and the very survivability of the peace process were called into 

question. In order not to lose rnomentum, offrcial representatives fiom the government, 



the army, the guemllas and MINUGUA decided to expedite the negotiation of  the 

Socioeconornic Accord, the Civilian Power Accord, and the operative accords in the 

incredibly compressed period from May 6 to December 29, 1996. Popular groups that 

had demanded their inclusion at the bargaining table when the Socio-econornic Accord 

was being rushed through the negotiations issued a communiqué dated May 9, 1996 

laconically stating: " o u  positions were not taken into account," the accord \vas "signed 

behind our backs" (Palencia Prado, 1996: 27). 

Individuals and groups engaged in practical discourse are normatively oriented 

towards the recognition and understanding of claims over a number of "primary goods" 

perceived to be praomatically, ethically and morally essential for practices of self- 

realization and self-determination in the context of irnproving socioeconomic conditions. 

The complexity of this process requires what Habermas calls a bridging pnnciple, that is 

to Say, an approach to argumentation that fulfills at least two requirements: First, a broad 

participatory process oriented towards autonomous processes of opinion and will- 

formation where issues of pragmatic, ethical and moral concems are addressed and 

consensus positions are generated that have a morally binding power. And second, the 

translation of these consensus positions into policies and institutions that enable citizens 

to experience "the fcrir value of iheir rights in the form of social security and the 

reciprocal recognition of different cultural forms of Me" (Habernas, 1998: t 18; 1995: 

62-8). Without these conditions serving as a "mechanisrn that actually realizes the 

material conditions of preferred forms of life," then democratic citizenship cannot serve 
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to generate "solidarity between strangers" and thus substitute authontarian and 

vanguardist foms of cultural and political integration and development. The bridging 

principle outlined here, in turn, requires a number of preconditions necessary for a 

discursive mode1 of bargaining to be taken S ~ ~ O U S ~ Y  in normative terms by participants in 

negotiation and conflict resolution. 

First, practical discourses require a cornmon cultural and political language 

sufficiently abstract and formal so as to enable the articulation of multiple claims in ways 

that are recog~zed as legitimate. In addition, individuals and groups participating in 

these discourses must share a nurnber of basic values including the value of human life, 

the principle of basic needs, an understanding that culturally defined plans of life have 

their own "rationality," and finally a basic notion of general, common, andpublic goo& 

as the framework within which individuals and groups engaged in practical discourse can 

corne to recognize themselves as well as others as fiee and equal citizens. 

Second, practicai discourses require a certain Limitation on the number of goods 

that c m  be differently or simultaneously claimed by the sarne or different participant. 

What the langage of human rights has enabled the rnost prepared participants to 

accornplish is "a public understanding not only about the kinds of daims it is appropriate 

for citizens to make when questions of political justice arise, but also a public 

understanding about how such claims are to be supported" (Rawls, 1993: 179). For 

exarnple, tvithout a general, common, andpublic understanding of what constitute basic 

needs there could not be any perceived advantage in pursuing their fulfiIlrnent and no 

way of democratically assessing what citizens may think constitute "the fair valzre of 



their rights" (Habermas, 1998: 119). Thus, the discursive model of bargaining employed 

by many participants in discussions during the peace process created the need for a 

general, cornmon, andpublic understanding of the sorts of goods that must take priority if 

the overall h e w o r k  for the pursuit of particular conceptions of the good life is to exist 

at all. 

The fact that a significant number of participants in public discussions came to 

share many of these principles had important cultural and political impIications. Above 

dl ,  although the discursive mode1 of bargaining excluded as morally invalid "any n o m  

that could not meet with the qualified assent of al1 who are or might be affected by it," 

many individuals and groups thought it politically necessary to "sanction" many of the 

accords negotiated by the offrcial representatives of the peace process on the 

understanding that, despite the undemocratic character of the process that brought them 

into existence, they nonetheless represented a Iist of primary goods delineating a gerzeral, 

common, and pzrblic "starting point." 

But what does the discursive model of bargaining actually require in normative 

terrns? At the heart of the discursive model of bargaining there is a radically modern 

principle of politics that Habermas has formulated in the following terms: "Rather than 

ascribing as valid to al1 others any rnaxim that 1 cari will to be a universal lacv, 1 must 

submit my maxirn to a l  others for purposes of discursively testing its claim to 

universality. The emphasis shifts from what each can will without contradiction to be a 

general law, to what al1 can will in agreement to be a universal nom" (Habermas, 1990b: 

67). Notwithstanding the ideai character of this discursive principle, it is important to 



remember that certain historicd processes of cultural and political differentiation leading 

to the ernergence of post-traditional forms of morality and the Iinguistification of c o d i c t  

resolution actually entai1 the development of a mode1 of politics, the politics of 

intersubjective reco,onition, which c m  o d y  draw their legitimacy from within 

themselves. In other words, the politics of intersubjective recognition are thoroughly 

modern precisely because they reject any form of pre-established or traditional power that 

excludes the autonomous participation of those potentidly affeeted by noms if they do 

not participate, directly or indirectly, in their making. 

A) The "Sectors" of Civil society3 

Already in February 1988 the Guatemalan Episcopal Conference (CEG) put forth 

a proposal to the government of President Cerezo Arévalo to organize a National 

Dialogue that would include ''al1 sectors, including the guemllaç" (Inforpress 

Centroamericana, 1995: 25). Nevertheless, it was not until February 20, 1989 that the 

National Reconciliation Commission (CNR) received official authorization from the 

govemment to initiate the dialogue and, ~6th it, the first discursive experiment of national 

dimensions in the history of Guatemala. Although the dialogue gradually Iost 

momentum, becoming an irrelevant mechanism by the end of 1989, it constituted a direct 

and perhaps necessary precedent for the eventual organization of the ASC. 

It was during the Oslo process of 1990, as the series of  consultation meetings 

between representatives of the guemllas and many civil sectors are usually called, that 

the social "sectors" that would later become the different "blocs" of the ASC were slowly 

constituted. But it was the initiation of the official negotiations in 1990 that, given their 
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exclusionary and elitist character, provided the decisive impetus for the demands of civil 

sectors to be transformed into sources for their self-constitution into legitimate actors of 

the process as a whole. As a result, official representatives fiorn the government, the 

army, and the guerrillas started to feel in 199 1 increasing pressure to legitimize the 

adoption of a strategic mode1 of bargaining and at the same time find ways of including 

civil sectors into that mode1 of bargainin; without risking control over it. Thus, despite 

their reiterated opposition to the direct participation of civil sectors in the negotiations, 

already in February 1992 the government and the URNG bepan to consider behind closed 

doors the pressures ernanating fkom civil sectors to enter the negotiations (Inforpress 

Centroamericana, 1995: 93)- 

In May 1992 one of the "blocs" that was to later form part of the ASC was 

already being formed. In fact, various new social movements such as the Runujel Junam 

Council of Ethnic Communities (CERJ) and the Mutual Support Group (GAlM) and 

religious groups including Catholic Church, and various guerrilla-influenced popular 

organizations such as the Trade Union and Popular Action Unity (LTASP) al1 expressed 

themselves publicly and for the first time as constitutive parts of what they cailed the 

Coordination of Civil Sectors (Coordinadora de Sectores Civiles para la Participacion e 

Informaci6n en el Proceso de Paz or CSC). These were the same popuIar organizations 

that had formed the Metepec Sector during the Oslo process in 1 990 (Inforpress 

Centroamencana, 1995: 100). 

The nse of the CSC was certainly noticed by the parties to the official 

negotiations. For example, the guerrillas of the UEWG presented a fiesh proposd to the 



CNR entitled, Guatemala, a Just and Dernocratic Peace: The Contents of the 

Negotiatioris. In it they advanced two important proposals. First, "the URNG reiterates its 

willingness to discuss irnmediately, upon completing the agreement on  human rights, a 

restructunng of the negotiations" in order to "consider the participation of the civil 

society forces and sectors," but only in the capacity of observers at plenary sessions. 

Second, the URNG made it clear that civil sectors could in no way aspire to convert the 

negotiations between the government and the UFWG into a "meeting of multitudes for 

discussion and agreement." The guerrillas warned that, in any case, the "principle of 

discretion ought to be reviewed appropriately in order to determine what ought to remain 

c ~ ~ d e n t i a l  and what, by its very nature and repercussions, ought to be in the public 

domain." Finaiiy, and notwithstanding the first point, the proposal from the High 

Command of the g u e r d a s  !eft absolutely no doubt as to the continued exclusion of civil 

sectors £rom the off~cial bargaining table. And if for any reason the participation of civil 

sectors were to become inevitable, the guerrillas granted themselves and the govenunent 

great latitude for defining "what ought to remain confidential" (Inforpress 

Centroamericana, 1995: 1 22). 

In June 1992 another of the blocs that would later forrn part of the ASC publicly 

spoke out. This second bloc, called the Civil Coordination for Peace (Coordinadora Civil 

por la Paz or COCIPAZ), was made up of organizations that had also participated in the 

Oslo process, such as the Atlixco Sector, composed of small and medium-sized 

businesses, cooperative leaders, academics, and intellectuals. Immediately afier going 

public COCIPAZ joined the CIC in presenting separate proposals to the CNR. Again and 



again, al1 these proposals demanded the direct participation of these different civil blocs 

at the officiai bargaining table (Inforpress Centroamericana, 1995: 10 1). With these 

proposals, then, the emerging blocs of the ASC were beginning to elaborate what would 

later become a relativery sophisticated critique of the peace process. 

As the political pressure from the civil blocs increased, they made one of their 

clearest and most energetic interventions in favor of direct and egalitarian participation at 

the official bargaining table. For exarnple, in the Statement of Civil Sectous Concerning 

the Necmiîy  of Participation in the Negotiating Process on the Fzrtzrre o f  the Country, 

the civil blocs publicized their vision of the history of the official negotiations and how 

they thought the negotiations could be i r n p ~ v e d . ~  They argued, for exarnple, that "as the 

negotiation process between the parties began to unfold, technical and political elements 

were introduced that affected and made impossible the concretization of a participatory 

dimension to the peace process." Furthemore, "the secrecy [of the negotiations] and lack 

of participation o f  civil sectors directly threaten such a dimension, which is essential to 

the construction o f  a truly democratic project" (UASP, et al. 1992). 

Along cvith a direct critique of the official bargaining process, the statement 

issued by the civil blocs also reminded the govemment, the army and the guemillas that 

this was not the frrst time that they had demanded their inclusion at the bargaining table. 

In fact, the civil blocs had sent an open letter to the conciliator, as they then referred to 

Monsignor Quezada Tomfio, and the official representatives in December 199 1, but they 

had "never received a direct and official reply." Nor had a reply been given to a petition 

that the Maya "sector" in particular had also presented to the official parties in February 



1992. On that occasion, the Maya "sector" had strongly demanded participation in the 

negotiations at least during the discussion on the theme of the Rights and Identity of 

lndigenous Peoples (COMG, 1995: 15- 1 6) .  However, none of the official representatives 

to the bargaining table had ever responded to civil concerns regarding their exclusion 

fiom the negotiations- The conclusion that civil blocs drew f?om this experience was thus 

as follows: 

If Oslo gave a participatory character to the search for peace; if El Escorial 
spoke directly about the participation of dl sectors in the defmition of 
changes; if Quito, Metepec, and Atlixco reiterated such concepts and 
developed them to the point of proposing the celebration of a 
representative and participating Constituent National Assembly; if the 
Plan for Total Peace of President Serrano reco,onized and endorsed the 
previous Accords; and if the URNG manifested in its Global Proposa1 the 
need for the participation of civil sectors in reflections and contributions to 
the themes; this signifies that the necessity of the participation of civil 
society is a national clnrnor (Inforpress Centroamericana, 1995: 142. 
Emphasis in the original). 

However, the continued silence of the govemment and the URNG concerning the 

civil sectors' proposals meant that the latter tvould continue to publicly vorce their 

criticisms of the negotiation process. In August 1992, on the occasion of a closed-door 

bilateral meeting, six representatives of the civil sectors publicly demanded direct 

participation. In 1996, after the Socio-economic Accorci had been signed, popular 

organizations expressed their crïticism of this and previous accords on the grounds that 

their positions had not been taken into account and that the accords had been signed 

bel-iind their backs (Palencia Prado, 1996: 27). The usuai rationale given by the 

govement ,  the army and the guerrillas for the exclusion of civil sectors was that the 



participation of civil sectors would be considered only afir the signing of the accord on 

human rights as the W G ' s  May statement had affrrmed. 

Clearly, a process as complicated as the Guatemalan peace process was bound to 

sufEer from contradictions and ambiguities. This also applies to the civilian critique of  

their own exclusion from the negotiations and their understanding and justification of  that 

exclusion. For example, the six delegates of the CSC who had been present at the August 

meeting in Mexico, stated, in a press release dated August 5 "that the negotiations [are 

taking] place between the two fundamental parties -the govemment of the republic and 

the URiUG- tvhich have confronted each other in armed conflict; as a consequence, our 

participation would not be comparable, nor do we form another party to the conflict, but 

we can contribute to the search for solutions7' (Inforpress Centroamericana, 1995: 108). 

However, as was the general case with the political Iine of old popular movement, the 

closer they were to the guemllas, the more they would support guemlla positions at the 

expense of their o ~ v n  clairns and their own consistency. Of al1 the sectors that emerged 

from the Oslo Process, of course, the CSC kvas the closest to the URNG and, in fact, 

often served as an echo of the guerrillas' proposals within the civilian and popular 

organizations that came to constitute the ASC (Palencia Prado, 1996: 15). Thus, it is 

entirely possible that the URNG exerted some pressure on CSC delegates to make them 

soften their position and bring it to Iine with the perspective shared by the govemment 

and the URNG. However, other sectors that had also signed the June statement -notably 

COCIPAZ and some Maya and campesino organizations- maintained tlieir original 

position. In spite of the contradictions arnong the civil sectors, however, on the whole 



they continued to demand their inclusion in the negotiattions (Inforpress Centroarnericana, 

1995: 109, 112-13). 

Civilian criticism of the exclusionary nego tiations never translated into an active 

boycott of the peace process. A more dangerous threat t a  the peace process, indeed to 

democratization as whole, came frorn within the civiliam govemment -the second afier the 

initiation of civilian mle since 1986- of Jorge Serrano Ellias. As we saw above, on May 

25, 1993 the President a ~ o u n c e d  on radio and televisio-n that he was suspending the 

Constitution, dissolving Congress, suspending personal puarantees, chmgin; the 

Supreme Court of Justice and the Constitutional Court. "Regrettably -Serrano Elias 

announced- there are among members of Congress, the czourts, and the magistrates some 

elements that have compelled me to make such a great a n d  important decision" (MCEP, 

1993: 35). President Serrano Elias was, of course, refer ing to the poIitical opposition in 

Congress including the National Centrist Union (UCN) :and his leader Jorge Carpio 

Nicolle (assassinated in earry 1994), the President of t h e  Constitutional Court 

Eparninondas D u b h  Gomiles (assassinated at the end o f  1993), and the Hurnan Rights 

Ombudsman Ramiro de Leon Carpio (who would succeeed Serrano Elias as President of 

the Republic) among others. In terms of the peace negotiations, Serrano Elias "regretted 

the intransigence shown by the UFWG in the recent meeting in which they presented 

documents with of a no~egotiable  character" and -violating previous accords- called for 

"the incorporation into normal life of those Guaternalanos who took up arms and who are 

underground" (INCEP, 1993 : 3 a).' 



The Serranazo -as the self-coup of President Serrano Elias became popularly 

known- faiied. The crisis leading to this event was interpreted by leading Guatemalan 

intellectuals and local think tanks at the time and after as a "crisis of governability."6 

Paradoxically, Serrano Elias' attempt to establish de facto mle 4ollowing the example of 

Peruvian President Alberto Fujimore- led to a series of unanticipated deveIopments that 

significantly strengthened dernocratic institutions and deepened the transformation of the 

public sphere (Poitevin, 1993). For example. in August 1993 opposition political parties 

had organized thernsdves into the Multisectoral Social Forum; during the coup attempt 

itself, various sectors fiom the newly emerged civil society, including the business elites, 

organized in CACIF, had already established the INC to oppose the self-coup and to offer 

proposais for reviving the negotiations.' 

The reaction of the Constitutional Court is, as 1 argued above, the most important 

development that resulted from this crisis. The same day that President Serrano Elias 

issued his "Temporury Norms of Governmenf', the Constitutional Court declared them 

"contrary to the constitutional regime" of the country (INCEP, 1993 : 47). The Court 

justified its decision by appealing to the principles of "constitutional supremacy" (by 

which both the government and the governed are bound by the Constitution) and 

"legality" (by which State branches, including the Executive, are subject to the rule of 

law). Thus, the Court understood the actions taken by Serrano Elias as breaking the 

Constitution and the mie of law and thus declared the "Temporczry hrarrns of 

Governrnent" illegitirnate. Its President Epaminondas Gonzalez D u b h  signed the 

resolution of the Constitutional Court, The "Declaracibn Histbrica de la Procuratlrrrril de 



los Derechos Humanos" (Historie Declaration by the Office of the Human Rights 

Ombudsman) headed by Ramiro de Le6n Carpio \vas similarly unequivocal: "the 

Temporary Norms of Government break the rule of law and thus the democratic and 

republican system of the country" (INCEP, 1993: 7 ~ ) . ~  The Foro M~ltisectorid Social 

issued its own position the sarne day. 

In terms of the URNG and the May crisis, Azpum has argued that the URNG 

guemllas "virtually stayed on the sidelines" with its "supporters within the country [...] 

confüsed and disoriented as to what position to take" (Azpum, 1999: 1 10). What the 

crisis made apparent, Azpuni argues, is that "the process of democratization in 

Guatemala had a life of its own and that the URNG was not one of the central players in 

it, at least not until it was uicorporated into the process as a political option for the 

populationy' (Azpuni, 1999: 110). The URNG did not issue any statements in regard to 

the cnsis until June 3, 1993, more than a tveek after the crisis exploded (!) and two days 

afier the army issued its own official position on the crisis, leading one to think that 

perhaps the guerrillas were waiting to see if the coup would succeed and what reaction 

the army would rake. On lune 3, 1993 the army pledged its respect for the decision of the 

Constitutional Court and the "popular sentiment7' (MCEP, 1993 : 193). Only after this 

was the URNG able to blame the m y ' s  "High Cornmand" for "overpowering the weak 

institutional framework of Guatemala." In an attempt ro capitalize fiom the extensive 

mobilization of civil society, the guerrillas then declared that "Ir is the time to demand the 

full participation of civil society and al1 of its sectors in the solution to the great problems 

of the country" (MCEP, 1993: 212). But civil society had become autonomous and 



extensively organized and had developed its own positions on the crisis and the peace 

process, and had actively and decisively participated in the solution of rhis great national 

problem, without waiting to hear the guerrillas' position on these matters. 

On June 4, 1993 the CSC issued 3 s  own declaration that echoed that of the URNG 

from the previous day. More important were the proposah put forth by the newly 

constituted Instancia Nacional de Conseriso (Group of National Consensus or N C )  in 

terms of rejecting the installation of Serrano Elias' Vice-President as the new head of 

state and the need to elect a new president according to the Constitution, a position that 

was supported by the Foro Multisectorid Social on the same day? On June 5, 1993 the 

INC proposed several candidates to be considered for President with Ramiro de L e h  

Carpio heading the list. Thus, on 5 June 1993 Congress elected Ramiro de L e h  Carpio 

as President u d l  the completion of the current presidential period that ended on January 

14, 1996 and on June 8, 1993 the Foro Muhisectonal Social declared: 

One of the most historically posiDve results of these very critical moments 
lived by Our country has been the development and deepening 
consciousness of our duty and inalienable right to participate in national 
decisions. Already the Guatemalan people will never allow that reduced 
groups with particular economic and political interests decide on their 
behalf. Civic and citizenship consciousness has become mature as if 
during the last two weeks of our history it haç gone through decades 
(INCEP, 1993: 290). 

Cmcially, the N C  reintroduced the  idea of negotiating substantive and 

operational issues separately and incorporating representatives of civil society into the 

official nego tiation of the former (Inforp~ess Centroarnerïcana, 1995: 199). In this 

fashion. then, the INC reiterated the proposa1 that had been made a year earlier in the 

statement presented by the civil sectors. Thus, the INC proposa1 called for a radical 



restructuring of the negotiation process before, rather than afier, the signing of the 

Comprehensive Accord on Hziman Rights. The govemment and the guemllas, on the 

other hand, insisted on the priority of signing the Accord before any civilian participation 

could begin. In effect, on June 10, 1993 the General Command of the URNG issued a 

position paper addressed to the new President in which they effectively rejected any 

changes to the strategic mode1 of bargaining on the grounds that negotiations should be 

"reopened" and continued following the legitimate format already established by the OSLO 

and Mexico Accords. The message that guerrillas reserved to civilian groups was the 

following: "keep the demand for more participation by civil sectors in the process of 

negotiations alivz'' because "present conditions favor, more than ever, the currency of 

that position" (INCEP, 1993: 3 04). 

Indeed: civil groups kept the pressure for their inclusion into the peace 

negotiations alive and not because that was the general recornrnendation coming from 

off~cial representatives to the bargainhg table. They kept up the pressure to enter into the 

official negotiations because they rightly perceived the strategic mode1 of bargaining as 

being illegitimate and thus problematic. Remarkably, the INC proposa1 became the 

conceptual basis for the Notional Plan for Peace accepted by President de Leon Carpio 

on September 30' 1993. This was perhaps due to the fact that President de Leon Carpio 

owed no ioyalty to any particular political party, to the fact that he had consistently 

maintained an attitude of support for human rights and civil sectors when he was the 

Human Rights Ombudsman, and to the fact that he had no personal investment in 

overseeing the protection of the exclusionary character of the official negotiations as the 



guemiIas and the arrny did. But the WC proposa1 also served as the basis for the much 

more radical proposa1 presented to the public and the offrcial parties to the negotiations 

the same month by Monsignor Quezada Tomiïo entitled Preliminary Projecl for 

Renewing the Peace Negoriations (Inforpress Centroamericana, 1995: 201). 

The main goal of  Monsignor Quezada Torufio's proposal was to tackle ''a 

problem that had dragged dong, without solution, kom the previous phase" of the 

negotiations, from Oslo to Querétaro. That was the problem of secrecy. Its second 

objective was the dissolution of the fabricated idea that substantive issues (e-,o. human 

rights) and operational issues (e-g. guerrilla demobilization and overall demilitarization) 

needed to be considered simultaneously and only by the government, anny, and guerrilla 

representatives bargaining behind closed doors. According to Quezada Tomno, the 

simultaneous consideration of these issues infused a political-military logic into the 

negotiating agenda that resulted not only in frequent "deadlocks" but also in the 

continuing exclusion of civil society from the negotiations. A third objective -which 

grows logically out of the Bishop's critique of the process - was to obtain a comrnitrnent 

from the army and the guerrillas to desist from offensive military operations at least 

during the negotiations. Monsignor Quezada Torufio, in effect, attempted to untie the 

Gordian h o t  that had kept substantive and operational issues together in such a way that 

the excIusion of civil society was the necessary result. He was also, at the same time, 

atternpting to reveal, and thus expose as unnecessary, the normative assumptions of the 

strategic mode1 of negotiations. Unfortunately, however, the bishop's proposa1 failed to 



receive the kind of attention fiom the official representatives that he and the civil sectors 

would have liked. 

B) The Assembly of Civil Society (ASC) 

Tt was not until the signing of the Frnmervork Accord in Mexico City at the 

begiming of 1994 that the governrnent and the URNG took into account some isolated 

elements from the various proposds concerning the participation of civil sectors. This is 

what led to the creation of the ASC and its installation on May 1, 1994. 

In the Framework Accord, the governrnent and the URNG recognized "the 

contribution of those sectors that ... participated in the meetings of El Escorial, Ottawa, 

Quito, Metepec, and Atlixco with the URNG," and they aiso recognized how these 

sectors "provided a stimulus to the negotiation process in Guatemala." What the 

agreement did not mention was the history of more than two years of political lobbying 

by civil sectors for their direct inclusion in the negotiations before the signing of any 

agreement. Far from satiseing these demands, the parties decided to assign the ASC the 

role of merely "discussing" the substantive issues and of formulating "consensus 

positions" outside the official bargaining table. Further, the consensus positions of the 

ASC would not have a binding character on the negotiations and would only be oriented 

toward 'Yàcilitating understanding between the parties" but without, under any 

circumstances, "slowing down the bilateral negotiation process." Finally, the government 

and the guemllas parties reserved for themselves the nght to approve or reject the 

consensus positions of the ASC, while "if for any reasons, [the ASC] were not to approve 

a bilateral agreement, that agreement would still maintain its force." Therefore, it 

24 1 



remained clear that from the point of view of the govemment, army and g u e d l a  

representatives the ASC had to remain subordinate to the political-military logic of the 

negotiations, 

In spite of dl this, the structure, functioning, and dynamics of the ASC were to be 

modeled, more or less. on the Quezada Tonino proposal, which, in turn, was based on the 

experïence of the Grand National Dialogue (GDN) that he had chaired in the late 1980s. 

Not only did the four blocs that had been constituted during the Oslo process participate 

in the assembly, but Indigenous organizations (e.g. COPMAGUA) also participated 

(Bastos and Camus, 1995). In total, then, ten civil sectors came to constitute the ASC, 

each one with five regular representatives and five substitutes, bnnging the total number 

of delegates at each plenary session to at least fim. 

The work of the ASC took place in meetings under the direction of five working 

commissions, each one responsible for discussing one of the £ive substantive issues on 

which consensus documents were to be produced (Padilla, 1992: 60). After this, al1 

consensus documents would be discussed by an ad hoc commission that prepared a 

consensus position that was then discussed until its final approval. Some foreign 

obsewers have seen the ASC, precisely because of the adoption of this consensus-rnaking 

procedure. as "an unwieldy body with little capacity to react quickly to breaking political 

developments and only modest impact on public opinion" (Spence, Dye, et al., 1998: 12). 

These observers rightly argue that many of the popular groups in the ASC, particularly 

the sectors organized in the CSC (same as the Metepec Sector during the Oslo process), 

"rnaintained unpublicized links with factions of the URNG, though the degree to which 



these conditioned their political postures is difficult to ascertain and probably varies 

widely fiom group to group" (Spence, Dye, et. al., 1998: 12). Finally, these observers 

argue that given these structures and procedures, the ASC "achieved [its consensus 

documents] through a rather closed and centraiized internai process" (Spence, Dye, et, 

al., 1998: 12). However, other observers, particularly Guatemalans with "insider7' 

information, present a different view of the ASC. 

According to Guatemalan writer and researcher Tania Palencia Prado, for 

example, the ASC "delivered al1 its consensus documents on the substantive themes to 

the negotiating parties in about six months, well before the original December 1994 

deadlines for the peace talks. By al1 accounts, the ASC7s activities were conducted with 

notable efficiency under the leadership of Bishop Quezada Toruiio" (Palencia Prado, 

1996: 3 1). Not only was the ASC bringing together an enormous number of different 

groups, representing Indigenous and Ladino comrnunities, articulating multiple forms of 

ethical-political discourses, and advancing a huge number of pragrnatic, ethical and moral 

daims, and generating "consensus documents" from widely divergent, sometirnes openly 

contradictory, positions, but they were doing so while leaming "about parliamentary 

techniques, consensus making, respect for dissent, and the development of positions 

independent of those of the two negotiating parties" (Palencia Prado, 1996: 3 1). The 

entrance of women7s and Indigenous organizations to the ASC is particularly notable for 

the contribution in terms of organizing and conducting practical forms of discourse that 

they made. 



For example, with years of experience behind them, particularly the fact that they 

organized one of the first new social movements of the 1980s, women's organizations 

"played an important role in creating a climate of tolerance and respect for dissent" which 

was particularly important given the tradition of cLconfiontational and radicalized attitudes 

of the past which were initially dominant within the ASC" (Palencia Prado, 1996: 3 1). 

For their part, Indigenous organizations, afier years of undergoing cultural and political 

differentiation and learning processes, "managed to legitimize an arena of political 

discourse which had not previously existed in which they couId express opinions about 

their cultural identity and their rnulti-ethnic and plurilingual nature of the nation" 

(Palencia Prado, 1996: 3 1). Therefore, the fact that the ASC played a subordinate role in 

the peace process, rather than just because the state became an important theme in their 

agenda, "provoked reflections on civiI self-awareness and the procedures by which 

citizens c m  earn respect for their rights -a process involving first the atvareness of these 

rights and then demanding that public authorities respect them" (Palencia Prado, 1996: 

3 1). 

Of course, even sympathetic observers would recognize that the work of the ASC 

was not without problems. The withdrawal of Monsignor Quezada Tonino as chair of the 

ASC reveals the extent to which even the discursive mode1 of bargaining sometimes 

remained dependent on the personal chaisma and wisdom of particular leaders. These 

problems were accentuated further by the resignation of important leaders from the ASC 

to join the candidate lists of the recentIy emerged New Guatemala Dernocratic Front 

(FDNG) that was to participate in the elections of November 1995. The leaders of GAM 



(Nineth Montenegro), CEIU (Amilcar Mendez), CONAVIGUA (Rosalina Tinyuc), and 

others left the ASC to join the FDNG. The ASC crisis was then accentuated b y  the 

departure of the entire Atlixco Sector "which had on several occasions protested against 

the procedures used by the popular movement delegates to the ASC, especialny their 

increasingly central roles, their lack of political independence and their excessive 

influence in the assembly" (Palencia Prado, 1996: 3 1). 

However, despite its subordinate position in the peace process and the problems it 

had to face fiorn its foundation in 1994 to the end of the officiai negotiations in 1996, the 

ASC succeeded in its own deliberations, to a certain extent, in implernenting democratic 

procedures, foilowing participatory discursive principles, and conduct its arguments in 

light of thern. To an important extent, then, the ASC succeeded in its own delliberations to 

transcend the iirnited ternis granted to it by the Framework Accord (FUNDAJAZD, 

1994). Needless to say, this emerging mode1 of discursive opinion and will farmation had 

a tremendous impact on the Guatemalan public sphere. From 1 996 to 1 99 8 t h e  ASC has 

been engaged in a systematic process of opinion making through the mass media (press 

conferences, bulletins, paid advertisements, etc) where the ASC has continueai to 

formulare positions regarding the implementation of the peace accords, the 1MMUGUA 

reports, the strengthening of democratic institutions, and support for new peaoce initiatives 

such as the REHMI project and the work of the CEH which began in 1997. m e  ASC has 

aIso organized multiple fora and workshops to evaluate cornpliance with the accords and 

new developments ranging fiom prominent judicial processes such as the c a s e  of the 

Xarnin Massacre (October 1995) to the still unsolved rnurder of Bishop Geraxdi. As a 



result of these and many other activities the ASC has decisively contributed to the 

process I have called citizenship self-constitution. In spite of this impressive list of 

accomplishments, however, the government "has resisted the ASCYs proposed 

involvement in planning and monitoring funding for implementing the peace accords" 

(Palencia Prado, 1996: 37). 

More recently the ASC was invited to participate in the so-called "Updating 

Meetings" (Encuentros para la Actualizacion) in May 1997 and it responded by sending a 

delegate from the women's sector, Man'a Dolores Marroquin, to the meetings. However, 

some critics fr-om within the ASC were convùiced that the result of the Encuentros \vas 

predeterrnined by the impossibility of S ~ ~ O U S ~ Y  discussing any alternatives and, in the 

unlikely evenr of successfil argumentation, having them become government policies. 

More ominously, members of the ASC were of the opinion -as were representatives fiorn 

various politicai parties- that the Encuentros threatened to substitute the agenda of 

implementation of the peace accords with the neo-liberal economic agenda of the 

government apparently supported in the name of '~rnodernization" -at least behind closed 

doors- even by the URNG. More recently, the ASC has taken part in the Instancia Multi- 

institucional (Multi-Institutional Body) set up in May 1999 bringing together various 

groups from civil society, including the ASC and her representative Vilma Patricia 

Fonseca Arévalo, in an effort to lobby the government to implement the 

recornrnendations of the Historical Clarification Commission (CEH). 



3) The Contradictory Legacy of the Pence ~ e ~ o t i a t i o n s ' ~  

The official peace negotiations lasted several years (1 99 1 - 1996). Without a 

doubt, much was accomplished, particularly the drawing up of a Iist of "primary goods" 

around which distinct claims could be forrnuhted within civil society and between this 

and the state. For fundamentally strategic reasons, Le. reasons of mutual s w i v a l  and 

legitimacy, the two official parties found themselves in a neçotiation process without 

precedent in the liistory of Guatemala. Although the g-uerrillas had on numerous 

occasions demanded the initiation of talks with the civilian governments, this did no; 

materialize on a sustainable basis until the Governen t  of Serrano Elias. ITt is difflcult to 

ascertain what the exact intentions of the govemment and the guerrillas were when they 

embarked on the process of putting an end to their own armed conflict. But the course of 

the peace negotiations, from the government of Serrano Elias to the government of Arfi 

Irigoyen, both nepotiating parties slowly became more strategically oriented at the 

expense of the "substance" of the negotiating agenda and the participatory and 

democratic nature of the process. 

Beyond the agreements signed, however, a critical legacy of the peace process 

kvas the ensemble of discursive practices, democratic forms of conflict resolution, and 

common notions of rights and goods around which civil society could continue to 

organize and peacefilly lobby the government. But the ongci, democratization of the 

public sphere in Guatemala will depend, to a great extent, on the consolidation, 

deepeninç, and eventual institutionalization of these discursive practices much more than 



on the institutionaLization of the accords themsefves. None of these practices are, 

however, irreversible. 

n i e  post-traditional morality that has engendered self-reflective attitudes over the 

past few decades helps to account for the development of multiple forms of ethical- 

political discourses. These discourses are orïented to the development and 

institutionalization of processes of opinion and u i l l  formation on the basis of the politics 

of intersubjective recognition. The most mature example of this form of politics to 

develop in Guatemala to date is the ASC. Intersubjective recognition means that 

individuals and groups involved in processes of reaching understanding on the basis of 

arguments, do so without abandoning their respective forms of ethical life but without 

Iimiting their proposais to ethical claims. The language of human nghts thus enables 

individuals and groups to enter into practicai discourses with the common capacity to 

deliberate on pragmatic, ethical and moral mattexs that may concern them al1 and to do so 

knowing that some "goods" wilI have to be given priority over others but that whatever 

consensus is reached today is not necessarily closed forever. But for autonomous 

practices of opinion and will formation to ernerge and consolidate themselves, it is also 

vital that a democratic pubLic sphere be sustained and reproduced over time. Only on 

these bases c m  the citizens of a particular state, especially one like that of Guatemala, 

with a long history of authoritarianism and dictatorship, grow accustomed to living in 

fieedom and justice. 



Conclusion 

Guatemalans have recently entered into a new stage in the process of building a 

constitutional state and a "functional" democracy. The Peace Process that brought 

Guatemalans to this stage in their political development represents the possibility of a 

new cultural, politicai and economic beginning and the foundation for a new human 

rights and democratic contract. 

What does it mean to interpret the Peace Accords as a new human rights and 

dernocratic contract? First, it means that the process that brought the Accords into 

existence needs to be understood as much more than a process of pacification even when 

establishing and sustaining pacification was and still is a fundamental precondition for 

dernocratization and development. Above all, then, this thesis has presented the peace 

negotiations as a constitution-making process, that is, a process that involves reaching a 

broad understanding, on the basis of discursive procedures that c m  be reconstructed 

theoretically, on the basic constitutive noms of a democratic polity. 

Second, the constitutionaiist view of the Peace Accords also means that as a 

constitutive process, the key element that helps to explain the nature and the outcorne of 

the peace negotiations, not only in terms of accords but also in terms o f a  broader cultural 

and political consensus, is the absence or presence of individual and collective subjects 

capable of a democratic understanding. Without these types of subjects, referred to in this 

thesis as post-traditional subjects or new social movernents capable of relatively high 



degrees of self-reflection, the whole process nins the risk of becoming the exclusive 

result of dominant elites who continue to behave according to pre-established and 

ideologically legitimated forms of control. The ambivalent, contradictory, and uneven 

process of linguistification of conflict resolution in many Guaternalan communities also 

resulted in contradictory models of reaching cultural, political, and economic 

understanding- Indeed, as 1 showed in this thesis, the confluence in the 1990s of an 

independently generated process of citizenship self-constitution and the initiation of 

peace negotiations between militarily defeated guerrillas and a politically illegitimate 

military led to the transformation of the peace negotiations into an exercise in strategic 

survival for traditional elites and an opportunity for democratic opinion and will 

formation on the part of various new social rnovements that emerged in the mid-1980s- 

Finally, the kind of contractualist interpretation of the Peace Accords advanced in 

this thesis also required an investigation of the cultural and political process that created 

conditions that facilitated the emergence of new forms of identity and action. As much as 

possible, of course, this investigation needed to be undertaken following the point of 

view of participants in the process and for that reason this thesis spent significant efforts 

reconstnicting the "formaci6n" and capacitaci6n7' or learning process that led to a 

transformation of the self-understanding of the subjects. When one adopts this 

hermeneutic and reconstructive perspective on the Peace Accords then the need to place 

the histoncal making of these Accords in a context that transcends the peace negotiations 

of the 1990s and even the liberalization of the mid-1980s becomes evident. Thus, 

following the work of a nurnber of political philosophers and critical theorists I have 



placed the process that 1 labeled the self-constitution of citizenship as the heart of  a 

broader transition that is still undenvay in Guatemala, namely, the transition to modernity 

and 1 have traced the decisive beginnings of this transition to the revolutionary and 

counter-revo1ution;iry regimes of the mid-twentieth century. 

In surn, this thesis has offered a normative interpretation of the Peace Accords by 

arguing that even though the Accords embody a number of very important cultural and 

political ''goods" around which citizens can organize themselves, corne to an 

understanding of each other's identities and needs, and can articulate particular claims, 

they are also the result of an undemocratic process of official negotiations that robbed 

both the peace negotiations as well as the Accords themselves of a great deal of 

legitimacy. In spite of senous cultural and political limitations, however, particular 

individuals and groups came to display a certain capacity during the Peace Process to 

articulate claims in terms of the language of hurnan rights. 

This thesis has undertaken a preliminary historical test of the Habermasian 

program of discourse ethics in the context of an analysis of various cornrnunities in 

Guatemala. Although the program of discourse ethics, at least as this has been formulated 

by Habermas, is not entirely unproblematic, the present reflections on concrete 

comrnunities in Guatemala has strengthened my view that discowse ethics represents an 

extremely valuable philosophical approach to the problems of Third World societies and 

the peculiar form of modernity that is emerging there. Indeed, the factor that renders 

discourse ethics into an attractive proposa1 for a cntical social theory of Third World 

societies such as Guatemala is the degree of self-reflexivity built into discourse ethics 



itself. As 1 have shown in this thesis, it is the very emergence of a self-critical attitude on 

the part of many individuals and groups in Guatemala that calls for an appropriate 

procedure of opinion and will formation that a political philosopher like Habermas calls 

the principle of discourse. Habermas has formulated it as fo llows: "Rather than ascribing 

as vatid to a11 others any maxim that 1 can will to be a universal law, 1 must subrnit my 

maxirn to al1 others for purposes of discursively testing its daim to universality The 

emphasis shifis fkom what each can \vil1 without contradiction to be a general law, to 

what al1 can will in agreement to be a universal nom" (Habermas, 1990b: 67). Therefore, 

not o d y  can discourse ethics supply an important philosophical ingredient for a critical 

theory of society, but also turn this principle upon itself and thus relativize its own "post- 

conventional" moral presuppositions. 

Based on the above reflections, then, it is possible to conclude that this thesis 

represents a blend of the philosophical perspective of discourse ethics and some of the 

most current scholarship on Guatemala. But that would be a mere abstraction if it were 

not for the fact that, even if only in a prelimiiiary fashion, this thesis has also attempted to 

offer a systematic reconstruction of the processes of rationalization of the lifeworld, 

linguistification of the sacred, and universalization of law and morality within various 

communities in Guatemala and, as much as possible, from the perspective of their own 

members. 

In chapters one and two 1 offered a reconstruction of Indigenous and Ladino 

cornmunities at various levels and from various perspectives. In the first chapter 1 

reconstructed the lifeworld of Indigenous cornrnunities and the differentiation of its 



various structures and interpreted the endogenous dynamics unleashed by it as the Locally 

generated side of a rather violent transition to modernity. In the second chapter 1 offered a 

reconstruction of the cultural and political community of Ladino revolutionaries from the 

1950s to the 1980s and of the progressive public sphere that they managed to constmct 

over the same period. Despite its theoreticai dogmatism and its authoritarian 

underpinnings in cultural terms, the particular language of revolution that was forged in 

Guatemala still represented a thoroughly modem re-conceptualization of Guatemalan 

history and the nation-state and thus constituted an important contribution to the overall 

transition to modernity . 

In the third chapter of this thesis 1 offered a discursive interpretation of what 1 cal1 

the language of human rights with several goals in mind. First, from the start 1 wanted to 

dispel the simplistic view of hurnan rights as just a mere list of bourgeois rights and as a 

reflection of the socioeconornic conditions pcculiar of industrialized societies. Second, 1 

wanted to reclaim the language of human rights as an expression of a particular stage in 

cultural and political development, narnely, the post-traditional level of cultural and 

political differentiation. And finally, 1 wanted to interpret the language of hurnan nghts 

not only in terms of particular rights such as those now recognized by the Peace Accords, 

but also in terms of a discursive procedure capable of mediating practical discourses 

onented to reaching understanding, compromises, and consensus around particular goods. 

Of course, when writing about traditional and post-traditional forms of lifeworld, 

it is very difficult to avoid the pitfalls of developmentalism. However, it is equally 

difficult to analyze a process of socioculturai change that has spanned at least half-a- 



century, such as that of Guatemala, without interpreting it as a cultural and political 

process of Ieaming with a developmental logic that can be accessed theoretically and be 

reconstructed hermeneuticalIy. Thus, this thesis has not offered a new forrn of 

deterministic interpretation of modem Guatemala, but one informed by the very logic of 

discourse ethics, namely, that subjects that are part and bearers o f  cultural and political 

processes of Leaming, dthough they engage in processes of recognition, communication, 

and conflict resolution within the constraints of particular lifeworlds, become 

increasingly self-reflective as a result of an expansion of their cultural and political 

horizons, an expansion that is driven by the emergence of new and more differentiated 

forms of cultural and political communication and action. The non-deterministic 

character of this process stems from its communicative nature, that is, from the fact that 

in al1 cases and under ail circumstances subjects cm always withdraw from the process of 

cultural and political communication or they can enter into it and thereby render 

themselves subject to the ris ks of misrecognition, miscommunitation, and 

instrumentalization. No outcome of this Iearning process is thus necessarily 

predetermined. 

However, as 1 have shown in chapters four and five of this thesis, the outcome of 

democratization and the Peace Process and the changes associated with them did appear, 

from the perspective of the offkial actors, to be predetermined. Indeed, the 

Government/arrny and the guemllas did al1 they could to control every little aspect of the 

process of negotiations, and the Peace Process more generally, leavhg very little to be 

determined by the uncontrolled forces of democratization. However, the "oligarchie" 



logic of the peace negotiations failed and did so precisely because of the non-necessary 

character that complex processes of cultural and political change possess. The exarnple 1 

used to illustrate this point is that of the  Assembly of Civil Society (ASC). Supposedly 

constituted as a result of one of the Peace Accords, the ASC was in fact the end-result of 

the larger process of the self-constitution of civil society and its logic and dynamic 

quicldy exceeded the lirnits that were imposed on it by the Peace Accords. 

Indeed, both the peace negotiations as welI as the constitution of civil society and 

the democratization of the public sphere were not only part of a larger democratization 

process that was started in the whole o f  Central Amerka in the early 1980s, but aiso and 

perhaps more importantly they were part of a larger transition to rnodernity that got 

underway at least fifiy years ago. 

What could not be done in the present thesis is to offer an appreciation of the 

degree to which Guatemala has successfully continued on the path to modernity after the 

signing of the Peace Accords. What remains as the goal of future academic undertakings 

is an assessrnent of the extent to which t he  individuals and groups that represent civil 

society have consolidated a democratic identity and the extent to which the public sphere 

has been transformed into an open, plural, tolerant, and peacefül arena of mutual 

recognition, culmral and political communication and conflict resolution. 



Appendix 

A Chronology of the Peace Process 

7 August 1987. The Central Amencan goveniments sign the Procedure for the 

Establishment of a Firm and Lasting Peace in Central America (Esquipulas II). 

6 October 1987. A National Reconciliation Commission (CNR) is created to comply with 

the Esquipulas II agreement, which stipulated that such commissions be 

established in al1 the Central Amencan countries in order, among other things, to 

supervise implementation of provisions for democratization included in the 

1 agreement. 

7 October 1987. The government and the URNG hold talks in ~Madrid, Spain. 

October 1988. The CNR invokes the National Dialogue to advance the stalled peace 

process. 

20 F e b r u q  1989. President Cerezo Arévalo initiates the Grand National Dialogue 

(GDN). Tt was to involve eighty-four delegates from forty-seven organizations 

representing dmost al1 social sectors. However, the rnost powerfûl organizations 

did not participate: the CACIF (the umbrella organization of agricultura1, 



commercial, industrial, and financial businesses), UNAGRO (the association of 

Iandowners), certain ultra-right-wing parties, the army, and the URiUG. 

February 1990. President Cerezo Arévdo agrees to establish a dialogue with the URNG, 

under CNR moderation, without the precondition that the guerrilla forces lay 

down their arms. 

30 March 1990. The CNR and the URNG sign the Basic Accord for Seeking Peace (the 

Oslo Accord) in Noway. 

25 May - June 1990. The Oslo process, which was to last through October, begins with 

meetings between the URNG and representatives of nine political parties. The 

meetings culminate in the signing of the San Lorenzo de El Escorial Declararion 

in Spain. 

30 August - 1 September 1990. A delegation from the CACIF and the URNG meet in 

Ottawa and make separate declarations. 

24-26 September 1990. The reIigious sector and the URNG meet in Quito, Ecuador and 

agree on the Quito Declaration. 



23-25 Octo ber 1990. The trade union and popular organizations (old and new) meet with 

the URNG in Metepec, Puebla, Mexico and issue the Metepec Dedaration. 

27-28 October 1990. Small and medium-sized entrepreneurs, CO-operative leaders, 

academics, and intellectuals meet with the UFWG in Atlixco, Puebla, Mexico and 

issue the Atlkco Declararion- 

14 April 199 1. President Iorge Serrano Elias (inaugurated in January) presents his 

Initiative for Toial National Peace. 

24-25 April 199 1. The government and the URNG initiate bilateral meetings in Mexico. 

Monsignor Rodolfo Quezada Tonuio, head of the CNR, serves as moderator in 

the presence of a UN observer. They sign the Agreement on the Procedzire for 

Seeking Peace through PoliiicaZ Means (the ibkico Agreemenr) which inchdes 

the General Agenda for Negotiations. 

25 July 199 1. The government and the URNG sign the Frurnework Accord on 

Democratization for rhe Search for Pence ihrozrgh Political Mecm (the Querétaro 

Accord), in Mexico. 



15 May 1992. The URNG presents its proposa1 - Guatemala, a Just and Democratic 

Peace: Content of the Negotiations - to the CNR. The Co-ordination of Civil 

Sectors (CSC) is established about the sarne time. 

1 1 June 1992. The CSC issues a declaration stating that its participation is essential to the 

negotiation process on the future of the future of the country. The Civil Co- 

ordination for Peace (COCIPAZ) is established. 

8 August 1992. The government and the URNG sign the Accord on the Civil Sey-Defeense 

Patrols in Mexico as part of the discussion of human rights. 

8 October 1992. The agreement on refugee return is signed between the Guatemalan 

government and the Permanent Commissions (CCPP)- 

19 .Jmua.ry 1993. President Serrano Elias presents his Proposnl for the Speedy Signing of 

a Firm and Lnsting Peace in Guatemala. 

25 May 1993 - 3 June 1993. President Serrano Elias atternpts to assume dictatorial 

powers through an auto-golpe (self-coup d'état through presidential suspension of 

constitutional guarantees and dissolution of congress) and the broadly based 

National Consensus Body (MC) emerges in opposition bnnging together business 

sectors (CACIF), popular and labor organizations, and political parties. 



6 June 1993 - 8 July 1993. Congress elects the human rights ombudsman, Ramiro de 

L e h  Carpio, as President. The new president promises to "clean up" the state, 

proceeds to dissolve the CNR, presents his Proposal for Reinitiating of the Pence 

Process, and seeks the mediation of the Organization of Amencan States (OAS) 

and the United Nations. The INC favors the "purging" of government branches 

including Congress and the Supreme Court. 

12 August 1993. The WC proposes that civil sectors be included in the negotiation of 

substamtive issues such as human rights. 

2 1 September 1993. Monsignor Quezada Tonino presents his Preliminary Projecr for 

Reinitiaring the Pence Negotiations, proposing that civil sectors be included in the 

negotiation of substantive issues such as human rights in general and the rights of 

Indigenous peoples in particulzr, socio-economic issues and the agarian situation, 

and other issues. 

8 July 1993. President de Le6n Carpio sets up the Peace Commission (COPAZ) and 

appoints political scientist and sociaI democrat Hector Rosada Granados as 

president- COPAZ is to substitute the CNR in the negotiations. 



4 October 1993. The government oficially presents its National Plan for Peace (the 

Rosada Plan) suggesting the formation of a "Permanent F0ru.m for Peace" that 

would include civil sectors, but the URNG rejects the plan on 23 October. Popular 

sectors and the Church reacted kvith relative favor. 

January 1994. National referendum on clean-up and purge constitutional reforms is 

carried out. Reforms proposed the c a l h g  of new elections for Congress and the 

new mechanisms for the election of magistrates to the Supreme Court. Although 

popular groups opposed the referendurn on the grounds that the reforms were the 

product of elitist negotiations involving the executive branch, the army, a few 

poIiticians, and business elites, the "Yes" campaign won and the reforms were 

passed. These reforms "promoted and strengthened municipal government" and 

. . 
"facilitated the participation and consultation and direct influence of private 

enterprise in the modernization of the state" (Palencia Prado, 1996: 17). 

10 January 1994. The government and the URNG sign the Framework Accord for 

Reinitiaring of the Negotintion Process; the United Nations is brought in as 

rnediator (in contrat to its previous observer role). 

29 March 1994. The govemment and the URNG sign the Comprehensive Accord on 

Human Rights in Mexico City and agree on a "schedule" for continuing 

nego tiations. 



17 May 1 994. The ASC is fomally set up- 

17 June 1 994. The governrnent and the URNG sign the Accord for the Resettlement of 

Pwpzrlations Uprooted by the Armed Conflict, in Oslo, Norway. 

23 June 1 994. The government and the URNG sign the Accord on the Esrablishment of a 

C~mrnission to Clarz3 Hzrrnan Rights Violations and Acts of Violence Thar Have 

Caused the Guatemalan People to Suffer ((the Commission for Histoncal 

CParification -CEH-) in Oslo, Norway. 

8 July 1994. The ASC puts forward a revised version of a proposa1 submitted to the ASC 

b y  the Co-ordination of Guatemalan Maya Organizations (COPMAGUA) entitled 

The Idenri& and Rights oflndigenom ~ e o ~ l e s . '  

26 July 1994. Technical Commission in charge of coordinating the refugee return. in 

cornpliance with 17 June 1994 was set up. The Commission o d y  reached 

consensus on resettlement and reintegration assistance in early 1997. 

19 September 1994. The United Nations autiiorizes the establishment of an observer 

Mission in Guatemala called MINUGUA (Baranyi, 1995). 



5-9 December 1994. The ASC presents its proposal on Reforms to the Constitution and to 

the Electoral Regime, concluding its discussion of substantive issues. 

3 1 M a c h  1995. The government and the URlVG sign the Accorà on the Rights and 

Identiry of Indigenozrs Peoples (the Indigenous Peopies Accord). 

Apnl 1995. The Archbishop's Human Rights Office (ODHA) begins working on the 

Project for the Recovery of the Historical Memory (REHMI) under the co- 

ordination of Bishop Monsignor Juan Gerardi Conedera. The goal, ODHA claims, 

is to gather "sources" for the future work of the Historical Clarification 

Commission (CEH). 

July 1995. The New Guatemala Democratic Front (FDNG) is founded to participate in 

the November elections.' 

October 1995. The Xarn5n Massacre takes place. 25 military and their cornrnanding 

offrcer are accused of slaying eight unarmed campesinos kom a returned 

community settled in the Xarniin fann in Alta Verapaz Department. President de 

Le6n Carpio forced the resignation of Defense Minister E ~ q u e z  and that of the 

local military commander.' 



November 1 995, GeneraI elections. Alvaro AraYs National Advancement Party (PAN) 

takes the lead and prepares for a nin-off election against the Guatemalan 

Republican Front (FRG) candidate Alfonso Portillo scheduled for 6 January 1996. 

PAN has already captured 43 out of 80 seats in Congress and many mayoral posts 

throughout the country including Guatemala City. The FDNG emerges as the 

third political force in the country with 6 well-known human rights and popular 

leaders -including the leaders of GAM, CERJ, and CONAVIGUA- elected to 

Congress. 

December 1995. UfCNG and Presidential Candidate of the National Advancement Party 

(PAN) hold secret meetings in Mexico. 

January 1996. The National Advancement Party (PAN) of Alvaro Ami Irigoyen wins the 

election. President Ami proceeds to appoint nvo well-known economists (Richard 

Aitkenhead and Raque1 Zelaya) to its newly created Peace Commission (COPAZ) 

and decides to narne Gustavo Porras Castejon (political scientist and ex-leader of 

the Guemlla Arrny of the Poor -EGP-) as president of COPAZ. 

30 March 1996. The URNG announces a cease-fire and promises to end the collection of 

war taxes after the Socio-economic Accord is signed- 



6 May 1996. The govenunent and the URNG sign the Accord on Socio-econornic Issues 

and the Agrarian Situafion (the Socio-economic Accord). 

9 May 1996. CONIC (Indigenous and Campesino Co-ordination) issues a public 

statement condernning the Socio-economic Accord for not including its positions 

and its having been signed "behind our backs." 

26 May 1996. First Indigenous mayor ever elected in Guatemala's second largest city of 

Quetzaltenango, Rigoberto Quemé Chay, criticizes the Socio-economic Accord as 

being "market or ienter  and unreflective of a war waged to solve socio-economic 

pro blems. 

19 Scptember 1 996. The governmenî and the URNG sign the Accord on rhe 

Strengrhening ofCivilian Poiver and the Role of  fhe MiZifary in a Dernocrntic 

Society (the Civilian Power ~ccord).' 

4 December 1996. The government and the URNG sign the Accord on the Definifive 

Cease-fwe. 

7 December 1996. The govemment and the URNG sign the Accord on Consfitzrfional and 

Electoral Regime. 



12 December 1996. The govemment and the URNG sign the Accord on Legal Integration 

of the URNG. 

29 December 1996. The government and the URNG sign the Accord on Implemerrtation, 

Cornpliance and Verzficntion Tirnetable for the Peace Agreements. 

29 December 1996. The government and the URNG sign the Accord on Firm and Lasring 

Peace. 

15 April 1997. The "Mincho Case" scandd becomes public. Prensa Libre (a Guatemalan 

national newspaper) published articles suggesting that Jean Arnault, UN mediator 

during the peace negotiations and now head of MINUGUA, knew about the 

kidnapping for ransom of Mrs. Olga Alvarado de Novella on 25 August 1996. but 

had ordered a cover-up. MINCrGUA denied the allegations and launched its own 

investigation issuing a prelirninary report on 20 May implicating a high ranking 

office of the military (the Estado Mayor Presidencial) and criticizing the 

government and the URNG for not CO-operating with the i n ~ e s t i ~ a t i o n . ~  

May 1997. The governent  of President A d  launches the Encuentros para la 

Actualizacih (Update Meetings). The government claims these encounters are 

necessary in order to have a forum where communication between the ASC, 

political parties, and govemment can be c&ed out with the goal of developing a 



HE consensus national project." Critics of the Encuentros argue that they constitute a 

government effort to get c'consensus" for its neo-liberal economic policies 

(particularly privatization of  state enterprises) tvithout discussing any possible 

alternatives or a different agenda. 

8 July 1997. The Parity Commission on Land Rights is installed as provided by the 

Indigeurozu Peoples Accord of 3 1 March 1995. This Commission begins to work 

alongside the National Peace Fund (FONAPAZ) and the National Cornmittee for 

Aid to Refügees, Returnees, and the Displaced (CEAR). 

Early 1997. President Ami sets up the Presidential Office for Legal Assistance and 

Dispute Settlement in Land Matters (CONTIERRA). Alvaro Colom is appointed 

as head of CONTIERXA, but he resigns at the end of the year claiming to have no 

resources or government support. 

Late 1997. An independent "tripartite commission" arnong campesino groups, 

landomers, and govemment officials is set up to search for solutions to the 

problems of land. 

August f 997. Historical Clarification Commission (CEH) begins its work scheduled to 

last 6 rnonths. In fact, the CEH will eventually extend its work until July 3 1, 

1998. 



1998. Goveniment of President Arzu budgets US $9 million -with help fkom USAID- for 

the creation of a Lands Fund (Fondo de Tierras). The Parity Commission on Land 

Rights participates in the drafting of the bill for the Lands Fund, but fails to 

submit it to Congress and provokes criticisrn from popular groups. 

April 1998. The United Nations Human Rights Commission removrs Guatemala fiom the 

list of countries under supervision. By this time, the most visible "counter- 

insurgency" structures such as the rnilitary commissioners, Civil Defense Patrols, 

and forced rnilitary recruitrnent have al1 been eliminated and the army itself has 

undergone a substantial reduction of its presence throughout the country. 

22 April 1998. The last group of 294 refu~ees from Mexico returns to Guatemala under a 

UN-supervised program. Although 13,000 Guatemalans remain in 60 camps in 

southern Mexico, they will return either individuaily or have decided to stay in 

Mexico. So far, 41, 633 refugees have completed their return to Guatemala. 

26 April 1998. 75 year-old Bishop Monsignor Juan José Gerardi Conedera, coordinator 

of the Archbishop's Hurnan Righrs Office (ODHA) and coordinator of the 

Catholic Church Project for the Recovery of the Historical Mernory (REHMI) is 

assassinated at his home in Guatemala City. This killing -the first time a Cathoiic 

Bishop is assassinated in Guatemala- took place 2 days afier Monsignor Gerardi 



made the official presentation of the REHMI report in Guatemala City which 

found the army responsible for most violations of tiuman rights (79%) during the 

36 years of armed conflict. 

3 May 1998. URNG's demobilization ends. Incorporation into public life through the 

formation of the URNG political party begins. 

October 1998. Afier one year and five months Congress finally approves a package of 40 

constitutional reforrns drawn fiom the peace accords (the government and the 

UNVG had originally agreed on only 12 reforms). Process of "Consulta P0pu1a.r~~ 

(national referendum) on the reforrns begins, but the government delays setting a 

date for the referendum. After the national crisis provoked by Humcane Mitch, on 

2 Mach  1999 the Supreme Electoral Tribunal (TSE) announces that the 

referendurn will take on 16 May 1999 and that Congress will devote US $3 

million to a public education carnpaign. 

26 October - 2 November 1998. Hurricane Mitch hits Central Arnerica and causes over 

US $3 billion in darnage, leaves over 10,000 people dead, and over 2 million find 

themselves homeless in a matter of days. Although Guatemala \vas not among the 

worst affected countries, there was major damage dong the Atlantic and Pacific 

coasts -the most important zones of export agriculture of coffee, cotton, sugar, 

and banana production- prompting the Guatemalan government to declare a "state 



of emergency" and to delay the date of the national referendum on constitutional 

reforms. Hurricane Mitch substantially raises the price of national reconstruction 

after the civil war not only in Guatemala but also and especially in Nicaragua and 

Honduras. 

18 December 1998. The URNG officidly becomes a political party after rqistering as 

such with the Supreme Electoral Tribunal. During the party celebrating the 

registration, the General Secretary of the new Party, Jorge Ismael Soto Garcia 

(nom de guerre Pablo Monsanto) declares that '' the pnnciples that guide URNG 

begin with the defense of human rights, full democracy, gender equality, personal 

respect and dignity, the recognition of the identity and rights of the Mayan, 

Garifuna, and Xinca Indigenous peoples, and the defense of the environment." In 

an interview with the daiIy Prensa Libre soon after, Soto Garcia effectively 

outlined the electoral strategy of the UIiiVG for the 1999 general elections. 

Without acknowledging the work of the FDNG or the support the UrCNG had 

given it during the 1995 election carnpaign, Soto Garcia declared that this time the 

URNG itself intended to "bring together al1 democratic revolutionaries from this 

country, because the intention is to initiate a process in which al1 those that have 

not yet met with the URNG 'can corne and participate with us7 in a ,orand 

aliiance." 



25 February 1999. CEH presents its final report at a public ceremony in the National 

Theatre. The Commission concluded that the state, through the anny, was 

responsible for 93% of the "war crimes" including 626 massacres and "acts of 

genocide" against the Indigenous Mayan people. The report bIarnes the guerrilIas 

for 3% of the violence and attributes to them 32 massacres, President Clinton 

visits Guatemala after the CEH report was released and declares: "It is important 

that 1 state clearly that support for military forces or intelligence unlts which 

engaged in violent and widespread repression, of the kind described in the report, 

was wrong. The United States must not repeat that mistake." 

16 May 1999. The referendum or "popular consultation" on constitutional reforrns f d l y  

takes place after a significant delay as a result of Hurricane Mitch. In spite of 

major efforts on the part of the "Yes" carnpaign only 18.4% of the 4 million 

registered voters went to the polls and of those 55% voted against the reforms. 

2 1 Iune 1999. The Alliance New Nation (ANN) publishes its political platforrn for the 

upcoming elections. 

23 June 1999. Families of five members of the Guerrilla Arrny of the Poor (EGP) who 

they claim were executed by the EGP in the early 1980s announce that they will 

initiate legal proceedings against those responsible. The URNG pledges that they 

will respect the judicial process. 



19 July 1999. The New Guatemala Democratic Front (FDNG) is expelled fiom the 

Alliance New Nation (ANN) composed of the URNG and two small leftwing 

parties. ANN leaders -mostly dominated by former comrnanders of the URNG- 

claim that as long as the leader of the FDNG, Rafael Arriaga, continues in his post 

and with his "electoralist practices typical of the nght-wing political parties of the 

past," an alliance with the FDNG is impossible. Rafael Amaga claims that the 

ANN coalition is unwilling to accept candidates for Congress nominated by the 

FDNG. The split stuns the public and seriously undermines both parties prospects 

for the upcoming elections. 

7 Novernber 1999. General elections. If no run-offelection is necessary in early January, 

then the new elected governrnent takes office in January 2000. 
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Notes to Introduction 

I For an introduction to the debate between cornniunitarians and universalists, see David 
Rasmussen. Univer-scrlism vs- Co>nitzzriziicir-in1zis111: Conien~poroi;~ Drbores ii7 Erhics. 
Cambridge. Ma.: MIT. 2990. 
' Alasdair MacIntyre. Afrei* I'irrtre. Second Edition. Notre Danie. Ind.: Notre Danie 

University Press. 1984. Henceforth cited in the test as -4 I/: 
3 Mars had alread- developed a similar interpretation of  liistoqr as narrative and agents as 

characters. in the context of pre-encountered social conditions. in the Eighlwnrlt 
BI-ui71ciir.e of Lozrk Boncpurre. As MacIntyre argues. however. Mars de\:elops a 
narrative of human social and poIiticaI life in a way tliat is compatible ~vi th  a v i e ~ v  of 
l~istory as governed by general laws of  development and therefore as predictablr in 
particular ways. M m  thus estinguishes the element of unpredictabi1it~- that is built into 
the production and communication o f  narratives in favor o f  a philosopliy of history that 
finds the essential motives. "behind the backs" o f  the actors tlienisel~.es, in the trans- 
historical forni of  class struggles. As 1 \vil1 slio\v in the folIo\\-ing chapter. Guateinalan 
re\.olutionary intellectuals followed this trans-liistorical rnodel of historical narra~ive 
betw-esn froni the 1950s to tlie 1980s. 

J Jürgen Habermas. The Theor?. of-COi~?~itrrniccrii\?c. -4clion 1: R ~ M ~ I I  l ~ i ï t i  i/w 
Ra/iontilixrioi. o f  S'ocieij.. Trans. T. McCartliy. Boston: Beacon Press. Henceforth cited 
in the test as TC.4 I: Jürgsn Habermas. The T11coi-p o f ~ C o n ~ ~ ~ z u i ~ i c t ~ ~ i ~ - c ~  .4crinn I/.. 
LifSii-ur-ltl ctrirl $wiein: A Cririque ofFrri7crionrriisr R ~ S O H .  Traiis. T. h4cCanhy. 
Boston: Beacon Press. Henceforth cited in the test as TC4 11- 

See Jürgen Habermas. The Ii~clrisioi~ ufrlie Other: Srtrdies in Poliricd Tltroi.~-S. Ed. 
Ciaran Cronin and Pablo De Greiff. Canibridse. blass.: MIT. 1998. tleiicefortli cited in 
the test as IO. 

7 Axe1 Honneth is proposing a philosophical program sirnilar to the one skerclied out here 
in Gerniany. Referring to it as a bbrecognition-tlieoretic approach." Honneth argues tliat 
this program is properly situated "between a moral theory going back to Kant. on the 
one liand, and cornmunitarian ethics, on the other, It shares cvith the former the interest 
in the most general n o m s  possible. norms n-liich are understood as conditions for 
specific possibilities: it sliares w-ith the latter. howelrer. the orientation towards human 
self-realization as an end" (Honnetli, l995b: 172- 173). 

S The Historical Clarification Commission (CEH) or  *'Tnitli Cominission" \vas the result 
o f  one of tlie Peace Accords and was established in July. 1997. It \vas headed by a 
Germai  sclioIar and I m a n  riglits activist. Dr. Cl-iristian Toniuschat. and included t ~ v o  
highly respected Guatemalans including an Indigenous \\*ornail i i i th  great esperience in 
Indigalous education, Otilia Lus de Coti. and the Ladino lawyer .Wi-sdo Balsells- The 



CEH took thousands of testirnonies during one year o f  operations and presented its 
report in February. 1999. Throughout this thesis I refer to the particular order in wliicli 
t h e  CD-ROM version of the report has organized the nvelve voolumes of the printed 
edition (CEH. 1999). For a surnmaq of the report. see Jonas. 2000: 154-1 57. 

9 Unlike the CEH report. the ODHA report (1998) starts witli an esamination of 
individual and collective identity and the impact of violence on that identity prior to. 
during and afier tlie armed conflict. Tlie ODHA report begins its historical analysis 
properiy only in its tliird volume and then. like the present thesis. -'G~rnrernniu: :Umm 
Mk"  follows a more political. and sometin~es explicitly normative. examination of tlie 
modern history of Guatemala. (ODHA. 1998: Vols. I and III). Despite their 
drfferences. however. it is important to approach these reports as complenientzry rather 
than contradicton-. 

1 O Ubico's style of rule \\-as shaped during his long career as a milita- officer and 
political conspirator. He was the son of Dr Arturo Ubico. interior minister under 
President Susto Rufino Barrios. during the Liberal Refoniis of the 1870s. He took part 
in tlie military coup that installed Gen. José Maria Orellana as president in 1920 and 
ser\+ed as his minister of \var betn-een 192 l and 1923. Ubico becaine president after yet 
another military coup in 1930 and he tlien set out to defend his nile n.ith unprecedented 
brutality. He instituted the use of  torture and summaF execution. abolished municipal 
authorities. centralized and espanded the role of tlie political police. baiined al1 political 
parties except his onm Liberal-Progressive Party (PLP). and instituted mgrancy la\\-s 
tliat compelled Indigenous peoples on-ning smdl plots of  land to work 150 days a year 
o n  plantations. The October Re\rol~~t ion of 1944 overthre~v Ubico. 

I I  Tlie idea that the October Revolution can be characterized as popiilist is not yet ver!- 
popular in Guatemala. After all. when conipared to the populist politics that surfaced in 
Latin America in the 1930s. Guatemala did not produce large scale moyenlents similar 
to tliose of Peron in Argentina. Cardenas in Mexico. Vargas in Brazil. Velasco Ibarra in 
Ecuador. Haya de la Torre in Peru and otliers. Tliere is no -.arevalismo" or 
'-arbencisiiio" inovement in Guatemala that can be compared to. for esample. 
peroiiisim in Argentina. Hon-e\-er. populist niovcnients e\-eryu-here in Latin America 
share the central idea of the October Revolution. i.e. the idea of the inclusion of tlie 
excludcd. a central idea of Latin America's niodemit)-. But it is not just tliis 
incl~~sionary idea of populisni that defines the October Revolution as populist. Like 
populisni elsendiere. tlie October Re~~olution was also defined by bringing into the state 
t he  iiitellectuals. These intellectuals lielped to forge the redistributive policies of tlie 
October Revolution. tlie labonst policies and unionization dri\res and tlic '.granring" of 
riglits to labor and plantation workers. the idea of tlie state as coordinator of economic 
and social polic!. and tlie idea of the unified and sovereign nation. Even the ultirnate 
CO ntradiction of populisni. '-the conipromise between limited political will to impose 
reform fion1 above. and limited capacitl- to fight for reform from below." as \id1 as the 
perprtual danger of it. --the oscillating but alu-ays underlying autlioritarian nature of 
p o p u k t  repimes." cliaracterized central aspects of tlie October Revolution from 
beginoing to end (Castafieda. 1993: 46-37). Like the rest of populist esperiinents in 
Latin -4merica. Guarsnialaii populisiii too \vas unable to suneive counter-refortnist 
movemenis blr  transforiiiing itself into the niost likely political expression that it corild 
yirld. tliat is. an ciiitonoii~ous and radical forni of social democrncy- 



12 i. The persona1 relationship between its secretav-general, Juan Manuel Fortuny. and 
Arbenz himself, as well as the hard work and honesty of the Communist cadres in the 
agrarïan refom effort and in Congress' explains why this political clout was 
disproportionrtte to their numbers and following" (Castaneda. 1993: 30). 

l 3  Article Z of the 1954 Constitution enshnnes the normative principle of popular 
so~ereignty and the first part of Article 23 provides for the right to political 
participation. However, the second part of Article 23 proscribed the formation of any 
organizations on tlie basis o f  conmunist ideology or "any other totalitarian system? 
Likewise, the first part of Article 54 of the 1954 Constitution provides for the nght of 
free association while the second part of that Article prohibits tlie organization of any 
groups advocating communist ideology. Of course. the state was responsibls for 
deternlining exactly what communism meant and how it u-orked. 

14 The particular kind of liberalism that underpinned the implementation of the Doctrine 
of National Security in Guatemala corresponded more or less to the old Lockean 
tradition of tlie Anglo-An~erican world -present in the Guatemalan constitutional 
tradition since the 1820s and strengthened in the 1870s- of positive human rights pre- 
dating the political cornmunity. enacted by the state and "granted" to subjects-tumed- 
citizens. in other words- this tradition of libcralism rested on the natural right notion of 
a pre-political source of autonomy -private autonomy- primarily grounded on the right 
to private property and given constitutional priority through negarive Iiberties (what the 
state cannot do to property holders) and constitutional guarantees through the use of 
force. Thus. Article 124 of the 1954 Constitution guarantees the xight to private 
property and declares the state as  guarantor of rnaintaining the conditions within which 
property holders can develop and use that property. Although Article 121 still retains 
the idea of expropriation of  idle land, central during the October Revolution. the thrust 
of the 1954 Constitution already goes in the direction of the conception of private 
propeny according the Doctrine of Narional Security. i.e. private propert?. as the 
fundamental pre-political human right. unique source of private autonomy and 
legitiniation principle of political regjmes. These principles are more clearly expressed 
by tlie 1965 Constitution. The opposite of this tradition in Guatemala. as in Europe and 
Eiiglish Arnerica. was the republican and contractarian notion of public 
autono~ny grounded on the unrestricted participation of the people as the!- coiistitute 
their own political comrnunity. 

15 The founding proclamation of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Noveniber 30. 1963 
explicitly appealed to the right of rebellion against tyrannical regimes as a key 
norrnati\-e justification for arrned struggle (See ProcZmm de las F u c ~ u s  Armadm 
Rcbeldes, November 30. 1963- in CEH 1: 272-276, p. 273). Article 73 of the 1954 
Constitution had paradoxically enshnned the right to "adequate resistance" in order to 
protect individual rights. The appeal to the right to rebellion, particulariy in a context 
wliere legal political participation was Iiighly restrkted and controlled. was tlius in line 
with the counter-revolutionary Constitution of 1954 and a key source of poiitical 
legitimacy for revolutionaq movements from tlie 1960s to the 1980s. 

16 Ons of the xnost important characteristics of the public splierc is that the world. 
uiiderstood as the sum total of possible facts, is constituted '-0nl1. for an inrerprrtation 
conmunity whose niembers engage, before the background of  an intersubjectively 
sliared life~vorld. in processes of reaching understanding ivith one anotlier about things 



in the world" (BFlV 14). The public and discursive struggles over what constitutes "real 
facts" are conducted on the basis of that wliich Iias the capacity to be represcnted in 
"true statements" and the struggles over what is "the tnrth" devetops ~vIien subjects 
have the capacityl or c m  acquire it. to raise claims before others by asserting 
propositions (BFX: 14). 

17 Of the 42,275 "registered cases" of human rights violations during the 36 :-cars of 
conflict. the CEH Iias concluded that 38% correspond to estra-judicial or arbitran 
executions. 1 9% to tortures. 10% to forced disappearance or political kidnapping. and 
2% to sexual violations including rape (CEH II: 3 18). Based on its own findings and 
the best estimates of otlier sources. the CEH caIculates that the total number of 
individual victims amounts to 160.000 victims of extra-judicial or  arbitra^ executions 
and 40.000 peopIe "disappeared or kidnapped for politically-related reasons (CEH 1: 
71-73). 

Notes to Chapter 1 

I For a comparative approacli to rural Guatemala- and the position of Indi, ' ~ e n o ~ ~ s  
communities witliin the colonial and postcolonial econoiiiy. see M c C r e e ~ .  1994. 

Loi-el1 refines tlie concept of tlie closed corporate peasant comrnuiiity in order to 
acconimodate empirical differences aniong coniniunities in both pre-Independence and 
post-Icdependence tirnes. For esample, prior to independence. '-soms conlniunities 
appear to ha\-e been significantly less closed tliat others. just as some conimunitiss n-ere 
socially less corporate than ot11e1-S.-' As a consequeilce, Love11 argues- "tlie culture of 
retùge into which colonial Indians retreated çeenis to have been appreciably more open 
and hstero~eneous tlian previously thoug1it'- (Lovell. 1988: 33). The key variable that 
may account for the different dynaniics of communal life may bs --effecti\.eiiess of .- 
congregacion. i.e. a policy tliat began in the highlands in the mid-sisteenth century 
t1iro~1gl-i lvhich "thousands of native f';iitiilies lvere coerced fiom their honies in the 
iiiountaiiis into ne\\- settlenients (congregacio~ies) build around cliurches located, 
nkrever  possible. in open iralle>- floors-- (Loi-ell. 1988: 30). Tlis polit‘. \\-as intendcd 
to promote more effective civiI adriiinistration. to facilitate the coni?ersion of the 
Indians to Christianity. and to create centralized pools of labor "that could be dm\-il 
upon in niyriad ways to meet imperial objectives" (Lovell. 1988: 30). 

3 McCreery sums up his vieu- of the late colonial and pre-Independence identit>- of 
Indigenous peoples as follows: -'The Indian of late colonial Guatemala was a product of 
the intel-action of Spanish culture. or at Ieast the part of it that \vas traiisniittrd to what 
ivas left of the area's indigenous population. witli aspects of indigenous culture tliat liad 
b e n  preserved, recreated. synthesized. and niodified over the course of ssveral hundred 
years of liistory. indian cult~ire was at the same rinie generaI over wide areas and highly 
particular to each coiiimunity or region, Like al1 cultures. it \vas a construct. the 
outconie in this case of centuries of struggle. Tliat the contest may appear to have been 
linqiicr:. ;;eli!:ted rrr?fairl~. on the side of the conqueror. niade it no less a struggle. The 
--Indian." and the --traditional" Indian culture thar emerged from this dialectic aiid came 
to full t'rriition in the niiddle of the nineteentli centLir>?. u.ere psrliaps the mûst 



chancteristic and enduring product of  Guatemala's colonial h i s t o ~ "  (McCreery. 1994: 
34). 

4 For detailed surveys of the relationship of Indigenous communities witli the emsrging 
nation-state and the liberaI/consenrative elites that created it. see Wood~vard ( 1993) and 
McCreeq ( 1  994). 

The idea that the liberal/conservative republics of the nineteenth centurj7 can be 
characterized as '-modem" needs ro be clarified. The post-Independence republics can 
be described as "modem" only when modemity is thinly defined in institutional. 
"outward-looking-- terrns, that is. in terms of  ideologies and institutional labels. By 
contrast. this thesis argues tliat the normative core of the Guatemalan cultural and 
political esperience in tlie ninetsenth century and the first half of tlie tu-entietli century 
remained traditional and pre-modem in veqr substantive tenns. i.e. in t e m s  of  ethical 
patterns of  cultural- political and economic behavior esperienced by agents as "good" 
and --\.irtuous" behavior and practiced at tlie level of everyday life. 

6 Woodward's description of the li  beral and consenrat ive approac hes to the Indi, wnous 
comniunities in tlie mid-19''' centuw sheds light on the nature and reasons o f  
Indigenous support for the pre-rno&rn caudiMo politics of  Rafael Carrera. Woodu-ard 
writes: "The liberals had leaned lies\-il? on tlie advice of Jereniy Bentham \\-ho- in spits 
of  liis great interest in Spanish America. v i r tua l l~~  ignored tlie great mass of  Indians. In 
liis support of the Spanish Ainerican representation in the Spanish Cortes in 182 1. for 
esarnpls, Bentham was unconcerned that the Indians were escluded frein the 
population count on niiich representation n-ould be based. The conse~at i l -es ,  on the 
other hand. presented thernsel\res as foIlo\ving in the tradition of Bartolonlé de las 
Casas- tlir sisteenth-centur\- Dorninican priest udio defended tlie Indians against the 
escesses o f  the Spanish conquest in Guaten~ala. Carrera. from the start of his 
re\.olution. took an active interest in peasant complaints. On 23 Fsbruar'? 1838- for 
esainple. h r  narned a cornmittee to deal ~vi th  coinp1aints of  peasmts on the lands of 
sel-eral large liacendados. O11 14 July 1839 he published a strong attack on liberal social 
polic!;. The assenibl; responded witli [a special code] to protect Indian interests. While 
tliis code treatrd theni as niinors. its proponents argued that it escused thsm tioiil many 
responsibilitiés and. througli tlieir comi~lunity funds. it  pro\.ided for an elernentaq- 
schooI in each village and for tlie building and maintenance of their chiircl-ies and 
pub1 ic buildings. This paternalistic attitude of the conservativr Creolss denied equality 
to tlie Indians. and the notion that the Indian li\red well and \vas happy in his poverty 
\vas one of the most deeply rooted of  their prejudices. Yet. it is undeniable tliat the 
Indians srifkred greatly following the liberal re\-olutioii of  1829. and iinder Carrera's 
rule their lot generdly improved. The restoration of the clerical po\ver had important 
benetits tot- them. and the restoration of the " L a w  of the [ndies-' protècted their lands 
and c~isto~ns.  gave them security in le@ matters. protection from forced labor without 
pal*. and, of course. remo\red tlie direct head tas. h4oreover. lndian \-il lages regained 
some control over their affairs politicall>. and econoniicai1y'- (Woodn-ard- 1993: 125- 
1 36). 

McCreery I-ias carefiilly detailed the impact that economic diffcrentiation had on 
coiii~ii~inal lands betore and after Independence and the consequei-ices that private 
titling of the land had on these communities (McCreery. 1994: 5 1-5s: 25 1-257)- 

See also McCreeq.. 1 994: 16 1 -33 1 . 



9 "Nowhere is inequality more starkiy revealed than in the statistics of  two agricultural 
censuses, the first conducted in 1950 and the second in 1964. These official 
Guatemalan sources reveal that a snlall percentage of the total national farrnland (14 
percent in 1950 and  19 percent in 1964) is shared among a large percentage of f m l  
units (88 percent in 1950 and 87 percent in 1961). Conversely. a large percentage of the 
total national farrnland (72 percent in 1950 and 63 percent in 1964) is shared among a 
small percentage of farm operators (2 percent in 1950 and 3 percent in 1964)" (Lovell, 
1988: 43: see also CEH, Vol- 1: 83-85). 

1 O Wayne M. CIegern has u-ritten a detailed description of the \vorld~ien- of Ladino urban 
elites around the 1860s and 1870s. Referring to the essay Resefia de Zu sitrrncibn 
gener-al de Grtcrrentala. 1863 by the n-eII-educated and polished Enrique Palacios. 
Clegern argues that Palacios spoke for the oligarchy and in favor of agriculture and the 
particular form of life attached to an agriculturally dominated n-orld. According to 
Clegern. "The tone of this essay and of the Guatemalan press in general \\.as that of an 
oligarchy tnlking to  itself and some of its retainers." Oligarchic public life during those 
years \vas in fact characterized by debates "limited to a smail circle without benefit of 
organized parties." The outward-Iooking form o f  "rnodernity" in its most representative 
institutional forms, Le. in the foml of the parliamentary system and an open and 
unrestricted system of elections. appeared to Ladino urban elites as a rather "senous 
inconvenience" for the natural fünctioninq of '-concentrated authonty." These 
representati\res o f  institutional modernity in fact lived a life of ethical comfort \\<th an 
"aristocratic, organic view of societ>-" which they freely expressed in their publications 
(CIegern, 1991: 36-37). 

1 I Carmackos research on the traditional Indigenous cornmunity is strongly supported by 
Ricardo Falla's classic statement on K'iche' traditiona1 life (FaIIa. 1980: 100-1 33 j. 

" On the nature and function of clans and lineages \\<rithin traditional Indigenous 
cormnunities, see also Falla (1980: 1 12-1 15). 

13 O11 the authorit~r structure of Indigenous communities and the role of priricipaIes. see 
also Falla (1 980: 262-264). 

'" ~~~~ 'assers t rom's  argument and his interpretation of the Arbenz period in gsnrral do not 
sit ~vell with either Jirn Handy or Piero Gleijeses. Handy contends that -a serious cause 
of unrest \vas the continued corporate nature of  Guatemalan conimunities, a strong 
attachment to the community and the institutions of the community.' Like Handq. 
Gleijeses considers the agrarian reform of Arbenz to have been more radical and 
successful than Wasserstrom ackno~vledgss" (Lovell, 1988: 56, n. 108). 

" In 1967. according to Lovell, there were 145 different associations and 27.000 
rnernberi. many based in the predominantly Indigenous Departments of El Quiche, 
Huehuetenango, San Marcos, and Solola. By 1975 the movernenr had gron-n to over 
500 different associations and a combined membership of 132,000 ''fami1~- 
represenratives" (Lovell. 1988: 44). Up to 57% of  these cooperatives u-ere located in 
the western and central highlands "~ l i e r e  they wero having a major impact on Indian 
political attitudes, marketing strategies. and agricultural techniques" (LoveII. 1988: 41). 

16 Anas' arguments on  the impact of Cailiolic Action and the cooperati\-e ni@\-enlent on 
the traditional Indigenous community are supported bg Falla's detailed esamination of 



the work of Catholic Action prior to, during and afier the October Revolution (Falla, 
1980). 

17 The patrimonial character of Indigenous communities, and of the Guatemalan State 
more broadly, has recently been discussed in great detail by Miguel Angel Reyes 
Illescas (Reyes Illescas, 1998). 

l 8  Ricardo Falla's work on Catholic Action and its impact on Indigenous communities 
remains, to tliis day, one of the most detailed and convincing accounts on the matter 
(Falla, 1980: 175- 206). A more recent statement on these matters can be found in the 
work of Yvon Le Bot, According to Le Bot. for example. changes \\<thin Indigenous 
communities cannot be reduced to "any of the labels under which the>- have presented 
themselves or through which the- have been defined (movement of conversion, Green 
Revolution. devolopment of the communities.. .)- to any of the organizatioiis (Catholic 
Action. cooperatives, Cornmittee of Peasant Unitjr) or any directions. to any of  the 
prograrns th& simultaneously or successively halie been applied and. in €eneral. can 
only account for the most 'objective.' material and visible aspects of the process. 
favonng. each time, only one of those aspects. [These changes] are about a global 
mutation of the social relations within the Indigenous communities- accompanied by 
changes in the social relations beween Indians and Ladinos at the local level. and by an 
articulation of local sociery with national society. These changes ha\re their origin in the 
years follo\ving the world crisis of 1929 and became wider. dwersified and deeper 
around the middle of the century until the interna1 crisis and the e n t e  into \var in the 
second half of the nineteenth sisties" (Le Bot, 1995: 92). Le Bot does not hesitate to 
cal1 tliese various changes, particularl>- the influence that Catholic and Protestant 
conversion had on them, w+ithin Indigenous communities a "silent revolution" (Le Bot. 
1995: 94-95). 

l9 Hinkelammert provides an excellent analysis of social Christian doctrine and Christian 
Deinocratic parties in Latin American (Hinkelammert. 198 1 : 13-56). James Painter 
pro\.ides a summary of the historical trajectoq- of the Christian Democratic Party in 
Guatemala frorn its foundation in the 1950s to the arriva1 into pon-sr of the Christian 
Dzmocrat Cerezo Arévalo in 1986 (Painter, 1987: 66-67). 

Notes tu Chapter 2 

1 For intellectual histories of revolutiona~ thinking in Guatemala and Central America. 
see -4lvarado (1 987): Figueroa Ibarra ( 1986). and Liss (1 99 1 : 25-62). 

' Guatemalan g~revolutionary psychology'' came under the influence. frorn the 1960s to 
the present. of Soviet psycho~ogical theories developed by 1. P. Pavlov (1 849-1 936) and 
A- N. Leontiev. Although during the 1970s Soviet psychology finallj- srarted to replace 
the notion of "reflex" with that of "activity," intellectual revolutionaries continued to 
insist on tlie correctness of the original Pavlovian proposition and so continued to think 
of the relationship betu-een brain and reality as that of a mirror that "reflects" the image 
of an independently esistinr object throuçhout tlie 1970s and 1980s. 

3 Frsdric Jamesoii has recsntly articulated in philosophical-1iterar'- terms precisely the 
kind of philosophj- of the subject that bot11 Habermas and Benliabib \\rite aboui. 



Jameson w-rites: "Only Marsisrn can give us an adequate accouiit of the essential 
 S SI CI^ of tlie cultural past. whicli. like Tiresias dnnking the blood. is nlonientariIy 
returned to life and wannth and allowed once more to speak. and to deliver its long- 
forgotten message in surroundings utrerly alien to it. ~ h i s  myster) c m  be re-enactcd 
only if the Iiuman adventure is one: only thus -and not througli the hobbies of 
antiquarianisrn or  the projections of the modemists- c m  we glimpse tlie vital claims 
upon us of sucli long-dead issues [...]. These matters can recover their original urgency 
for us onl). if they are retold within the unity of a single great collective story: only if. 
in however disguised and symbolic a form; they are seen as sharing a single 
fundamental therne -for Marxism. the co!lective struggle to wrsst a real of Freedom 
from a realm of Necessity; only if tliey are grasped as vital episodes in a single vast 
unfinislied plot. 'The history of al1 hitherto esisting society is the histo- of class 
s t q g l e  [...].' It is in detecting the traces of that unrntempted narrative, in restoring to 
the surface of the text the repressed and buried reality of this fundamentai Iiistory. that 
the doctrine of the political unconscious finds its function and its necessity'- (Jameson. 
1 98 1 : 1 9-20). 

Lenin --impeccably-' elaborated tlie tliesis of the "\vitliering au-ay" of the state. originally 
fornlulated by Engels- t1irougl.i his theories on the state, the revoliition. and the 
dicta~orship of the proletariat (Lenin. 1975: 3 11 -398 and 389-49 1). 

Al1 translatioiis from tliis test are niy oii-11. al1 citations rekr  to the mimeograph 
[unp~iblished] version dated September 1986. and al1 subsequent references to tliis test 
\vil1 be gi\.en in the main test by short title ( VP). part number. tliesis nurnber- and page. 
One of the niost sophisticated re\*olutionar\r intellt..:tuals in Guatemala. Mario Payeras. 
a dissenter tkom tlie Guerrilla Arniy of the Poor (EGP)- espressed sirnilar views dut-ing 
tlie 1980s. See Payeras- 1997: 71 -89 (tliis essay n-as originally published in 1982 w1ien 
Pa>-eras was still a mernber of the National Direction of the EGP. member organization 
of the URNG): also Payeras. 1997: 103-1 18 (sssay originally published in 1987 as an 
official stateiiient of Octubre Revoliicionario [OR]. an organization tliat split from the 
EGP): and. tinaII~-. Payeras. 1987: 119-130 (essa). originally published in 1992. two 
years atier OR had besn unofficial l!. dissolved). 

Liu Shao-ch'i was the Chairnian of the Peopieqs Republic of Cliina from 1959-6s and 
the first intellectual of the --Great Leap Fonvard." He was Iater deposed during the 
Cultiiral Revolution for being "too friendly towards capitalism." His book C.vbi~zo Sei. un 
Brten Coïzîzrnistcr (Hoitt ro be CI Coud Coii?nrzrnisr) \vas widely disseminated in 
Guatemala until the 1980s. Re\.olutiona~- iiitellectrials also regarded Staliii-s 
Frrr7tlcrn1mros de1 Le~inisrizo as a niust-read. 

Al1 trarislations from this test are nij- o\vn and al1 subsequent references to it will be 
given by title and page. 

Micliael Pearlman's translation of this paragraph reads as follo\~s: --The course of the 
re~olution confimled the correctiiess and vitalitl- of the strategy and tactics of the 
Bolsl-ieviks. The Leninist thesis tliat tlie proletariat can and niust play the leading role in 
the re\.olutionary ~-iio\~en~ent \vas f~i11). coiifirrned.. . In a backward peasant couiitn. I i  ke 
Russia. the ivorking class dernonstrateci thrit the real power and the role of the 
proletariat do not depend on \\.liether ir constitutes a niajority of the population of a 
countr>-. but upon its re\-olutionar~. energ?. its political co~~sciousness. its capacit:. to 



lead the people's revolut ionq struggle, and its abiIity to attract the peasant masses a s  
allies of the revolution" (Lowy, 1992: 1 19). 

This view was also expressed in the rnid-1980s by the PGT-6 de enero (VP. 1986, P m  
II, Thesis 1 : 8). 

IO Throughout this thesis 1 use the tenth edition published by EDUCA in 1985. AI1 
translations of this text are mm'. own and al1 subsequent references to tliis work in the 
main test wili be given as LPC. 

1 1  Martinez Pelaez introduces and carefully discusses the distinction between "the native" 
and "tlie Indian" on page 597. Unfortunately 1 cannot go here into the details of this 
fascinating thesis and 1 will have to leave the discussion either for another occasion o r  
for others to discuss. 

'' Published in 1980, this work was originally uritten in Guatemala between 1974 and 
1975 as the author's Licenseship ~ h G i s  at San Carlos University in Guatemala City. 
Al1 translations from this text are my own and al1 subsequent references to it will be 
given in the main text as EPR- 

13 Nationalism has been a key ingredient in the "social imaginarf' of revolutionary 
intellectuals throughout Latin Amenca for over 150 years. During the twentieth 
century, in particular, the left has proceeded to shape this social imaginary in a two-step 
fashion: "It has first norrnativel~~ identified the -people' and the 'nation': the nation 
shoztld belong ro the people; there is no tnie nation that is not of the people. It has t hen '  
rightfully and analytically, bemoaned the fact that the 'natiori' hus 1201 belonged to the 
people. The firçt term reflects a certain notion of the 'poor.' misbegotten and bamed, 
dark-skinned and ethnic. The destitute and excluded from society make up the people. 
and thus the 'real nation,' or its soul. The rich. white, educated elites do not: they are 
the 'other.' the defining feature of a different nation. The key difference between 
nationalism in an area like Latin Arnerica and Europe or the United States lies hereinW- 
(Castaiieda, 1993: 272-273). Castafieda also reminds us that this nationalism "is so 
potent a potion tliat it can transform itseIf into its apparent opposite: an intemationalis~ -. winderlust. so common and so notable in the region's histon~. 

II The classic statement critical of tlie theses dm-eloped by h h t i n e z  Pelaez \vas that of 
Guzmaii Bockler and Herbert ( 1970). The Amencan anthropologist Carol Smith 
provides a p o d  summary and analysis of this debate (Smitli. 1990). The Scottish- 
Canadian historian and anthropologist George Lovell has written a solid alternative 
"historical geoprapliy" of the Conquest and subsequent cultural change in colonial 
times (Lovell. 1992). Robert M. Camack has edited an important collection of essays 
on the impact of revolutionar). insurgency and niilitay counter-insurgenc y on the 
native peoples of Guatemala during the 1970s and 1980s (Carmack. 1988). David Stol 1 
pro\-ides a controversial interpretation of tlie last period (Stoll. 1993). 

Iïotes to Chaptcr 3 

1 Virginia Garrard-Bumett has wrirten an excellent histor). of Prorestantisrn in Guatemala 
(Garrard-Burnett. 1998). In regard to Protestants durinp the 1970s. the autlior makes t h e  



following argument: '-To eemphasize tlie involvement of Protestants in the popular 
movements during this period, however, is to overemphasize the exception at the 
espense of the rde.  The more general case \vas of congreegations that sought to provide 
sanctuary and neutrality for their members by offering a belief structure that extracted 
them from the political discourse altogetlier-' (Garrard-Burnett. 1998: 136). However. 
although exceptional. initiatives such as Kerygrna - meaning Original Message in 
Greek - and the University Bible Group at the Principe de Paz Central Churcli -whicli 
Garrard-Burnett and other historians of Guatemalan Protestantism sucli as David Stol1 
and Everett Wilson (E. WiIson. 1997) do not seem @ be aware of - were not irrelevant 
at least ivilhin these particular churches. After all. the Principe de Paz Central Church in 
Guaten~ala City was one o f  the largest single local churches in the country. boasting 
more than 3.000 members in the late 1970s. n-ith a central leadership (including tlie 
Pastor. the Pastor's mother. and the Council of Deacons) feeling sufficiently tlirearened 
so as to eventually demand the shut down of Kerygma's activities or. failing that. the 
expulsion of its members from the church on charges of doctrinal subversion. 
leadership discontent. and the - - u ~ p e n e s s "  of the times for a message that. although 
perhaps well intentioned they said. was nonetheless --badIy wordsd" and --too radical" 
h r  its o\vn good. 

' For a good analysis of the Contadora process and \.arious documents. sec Chiid. 1992: 
Opazo Bernales and Fernandez V. have put together an important. different and liiglil~~ 
influential perspective on the Coiitadora and Esquipulas Processes (Opazo and 
Fernandez. 1990 j. 

' The role of Gen. Mejia Victores in tliis process of changé is berter undrrstood ~vlien 
ploced witliin the tradition of  --delGant riglit-~vinr nationalism [that] derived in part 
from the Iiistoric strength of  the country within central America and in pan froin the 
contradicto~. heritage of 1953" (Dunkerley. 1988: 500). He was "determined to 
mûintain tlie nationalist stance adopted after the 1977 rupture [witli U'asliington o\.er 
tlie uestion of violations of  human rip!~ts]." maintain relations ~vitli th2 Sandinistas. 
bloc 1 - ü S  atternpts to revive the Council of Central American Dekiise (CONDECA) 
"as a rnilitar). means with \v11ich to besiege the Nicaraguan revoIution-- (Dunkerle~.. 
1988: 199-500). But lie was also a staunch anti-Communist LX-ho pursued tlie policies of 
political repression againsr re\~olutionaries and tlieir sjmpatliizers inlirritéd tioiii Iiis 
predecessor Gen. Efrain Rios Montt. Tlius. Iiis governinent ovrrsa\r.. amon2 otlier 
tliinçs. tlie milit-. occupation of the central campus of San Carlos Unil-ersity in 
Guateniala City on Se tember 13. 1985. A great deal of Mejia Victorcs' foreig:~ policl- 
\-as the design of his kreign rninister. Fernando Andrade Diaz Duriin. who --critjcized 
the invasion of Grenada, supported Contadora. reaffirrnsd Guatemala s -neutraIist' 
stance. and pointedly ruled out requests for US military aid" (Dunkerley. 1988: 500). 

4 Inforpress Centroamericana. a Guatenialan nelvs agencl- and olitical think-tank. has 
published an incisive analysis of the Group of Contadon an& impact on the Central 
Aiiierican region (Inforpress Centroamericana. 1988). For a general overview. see 
Ziiiser (Zinser. 1988). 

For an aven-ien- of the Esquipulas Process see Opazo and Fernandez ( 1990). For a copy 
of tlie Esquipulas II Accord see INCEP (1 9%). 

6 For a general 01-en.ie\s- of tliis hisror>.. see Torres-Rileas. 19S7: 3 1-35: s re  also CEH 1. 
1999: ODH.4 III. 1998. 

3 BJ- 1986 GA54 's u-ork on Iiuiiian rights in Guatemala had beconie iiiteriiationall y 
recognized. A group of British parlian~entariails ackno\vledged ~ h i s  \\.lien tlicy 



nominated the group for the 1986 Nobel Peace Prize. In addition. this recognition 
enabled GAM to receive the 1986 Carter Menil Human RigIits Prize (and tLe US 
$50.000 that goes with it) from the United States. the 1987 Pfarrer Georg Frime prize 
from West Germany, the keys to die city of Chicago by mayor Harold Washington. and 
an honorary law degree pranted to GAM's leader. Nineth de Garcia. by Elizabeth Town 
College in Pemsylvania (Delli Sante. 1996: 354. n. 40). 

8 For a summary of economic conditions during the early 1980s and the impact of neo- 
liberal policies adopted by the Me'ia Victores governrnent. ses ODHA. III. 1998: 224- 
228. See also Dunkerley. 1988: 449. 

9 Examples of these wrîtings can be found in the publications of the dominant and 
splinter organizations of the armed lefi and from the publications of intellectual 
revolutionaries esiled in Mexico. For an example of the fornier. see Celia Rivas' article 
on '-~Cual Feminismo?" published in the PGT-6 de enero's Debcrre Rei.olucionat-Îo 
( M o  2. No. 4. Enero-Marzo. 1986: 7-1 1): for an esample of the latter. see Antonia 
Campos' "De la Mujer Tradicional a la Mujer Nuelras- published in Oircr Gcrcrtrstcdci 
(No. 1. Noviembre 1987: 35-38); Lorena Carrillo's "Feniinismo en Guatemala-' and 
Tania Palencia's "Conciencia y Liberacion Fernenina" both published in Owcr 
Gztntrmcrlcr (No. 2. Febrero 1988: 36-38: 39-40): Lorena Carrillo's "Mujeres en la 
Historia e Historia de las Mujeres" published in O ~ J - C ~  Gzrnrer~znlcr (No. 3. Mayo 1988: 
4 1-43): and '-Miijer. Clase y Movimiento." fragment of the paper resented by the 
feminist organization Convocatoria de Mujeres de Guateniala at t l? e IV Encuentro 
Feminista Latinoamericano y del Cari be (IV Latin Arnerican and Cari b bean Feininist 
Encounter) n-hicli took place in Taxco. Mexico. and published in Oii-rr Gcxiremcrlcr (No. 
1. Septiembre 1988: 55-60). This feminist group \vas itself organizrd in October 1987 
around preparations for the meeting in Mexico. 

IO Blacklock esplains the relationslii betn-eeii San Carlos Unil-ersit). (USAC) and the 
popular iiiovenisnt as follo\vs: --u&c in general. and the universit>- students- 
niovement in particular. lias historically n-ielded a tremendous influence oves the 
political direction of the popular movement. The national university lias been the 
spau-ning ground for much of the leadership of the popular rnovement. and prosimit?. - 
ratlier tlian -ivory tower' distance- characterizes the relarionship between the national 
universitv and the popular movement. Consequentlv. tlie spread of feminist ideas and 
the politkization of women around pender issues \cithin the university had an in~portaiit 
impact on the orientation of the popular movement" (Blacklock. 1995: 33. n. 26).  

" qngela Delli Sante has explained very well the significance of --disa pearances-- for the 
C r  dtsarticulation of the traditional lifeworld of Guatemalan women an tlie rise of 

organizations sucli as GAM: 'Tndeed. the key factor whicli differentiates a disap eared f person from one wlio is siniply kidnapped. considered rnissing. or extra-judicial y 
exec~ited. is that the State -necessarily in\*olved- denies any accountability for the acc. 
and. as ivell. refuses to carry out investigations as to tlie whereabouts of the person. 
Sliould a disappearance ha\.e occurred in front of witnesses. the State eitlier tlatly 
denies the act. or simply responds that the abducted person lias been rrleased" (Delli 
Sante. 1996: 16). It goes without saying. then. that the problem of --impunity" behind 
the phenornenon of disappearances andotlier acts of political reprzssioii and corruption 
were key driving forces in the psychology of people wlio orpanized in GAM. 

1' The agreement between the Cerezo governrnent and UASP provided for "a salary 
increase of Q50.00 for employees of the private secror. a neu- minimuni salary for al1 
workrrs. support for iniproviiig the hunian rights situation in the country. iiioditications 
in the ayrarian poliq-. reesrablisliment of price controls on basic iteiiis. tlie crention of 



conditions malüng repatriation more viable. and measures to curb corruption. among 
others" (De113 Sante, 1996: 167). 

As late as M a c h  1989. UASP was still demanding an explanation as  to why tlie 
leadership o f  the GDN -based on principles guiding the event- had denied them --more 
places [...] even  though they know that there are in UASP a whole series of sectors that 
are so unlike each other such as: different union federations, the Cam esino sector. the 
student sector. GAM. the women-s group. etc.. wanting to limit our ~ A S P ]  
partici ation a s  though were are only one more union tederation. Another tangible 

P alpa g le] example is around what is considered as legitimacy. representativity. and 
egality since in some cases these are broadly understood and in others in a more 

restricted sense. al1 of whicli has caused the exclusion of the Unitary Representation of 
the Guatemalan Opposition (RUOG) [t hen. the pol itical-di plornatic a m  of the URNG]. 
the Forum o f  Democratic Guaternalans and the Guatemalan Hurnan Rights Coniniission 
(CDHG). since their participation is very lirnited [relative] within the commissions" 
(LJASP. 1989 : 1). 

Notes to Chapter 4 

It is possible t a  make a similar argument about the existence of a -*traditional moral 
cconomy" of urban poor Ladinos prior to the October Rsvolution and also during the 
nineteenth centun*. nié fact that large-scale popular protests ma)- haire occurred prior 
to tlie Octobrr Revolution (e.g. 1920s). and that these protests may ha~le  borrowed both 
terniinology and  particular forrns of polirical action from modern sources. both national 
and internatioiial. does not necessarily contradict ni)- argument tliat. in strictly 
normative terrns. the urban croivds remained ethically conirnitted to a traditional moral 
economy that responded to pre-modern fornls of etIiicaI life. 

In regard to the  agrarian reform of 1952. Jim Handy suggests that tlie process of its 
niaking Las more inclusive. more popular. and much more publicly debated than that 
portrayed here and by other scholars such as Gleijeses (See Handy. 1994: 79-86 ). 

Tliere are \.er?; few srudies of tlie public sphere in Guateniala. Just as discussions on 
citizensliip d id  not develop. iieitlier did discussions on tlie public sphere. In fact. 
Guateinalan scholars have been niore concerned with tlie question -first raised to the 
Ievel of a political concern for developed countries by the Trilateral Conmission in the 
early 1970s- of"governabi1ity" tliaii tiiey have witli the question of cirizeiiship. 
democratic opinion and will-formation. and the public sphere. This expresses. in my 
~ i e w .  the persistence of state-centered. centralist. views on polirics. For esamples of 
tliis type of scbolarsliip see Gdvez Borrell (1995) and Aguilera Peraita (1 995). The 
relative absence of these diemes in recent Guatemalan scholarsiiip is esemplified by 
recent collecti-ve pubIications by the FacuIty of Latin American Studies (Guatemala 
office) such a s  rhose of Aguilera Peralta. et al. (1 992). Jonas. et al (1996). and the 
separate publications of many of these scholars. There are. however. some 
approsimations to the topic mostiy through discussions of specific problems such as 
"public opinion and cliildhood" (Cuellar Betancourt and Samayoa. 1997) and 
"citizeiisliip nzorality" from a Habermasian point of view (L. Padilla. 19953. 

' The Permanent Peoplest Tribunal met twice between 1983 (Madrid. Spain) and 1990 
(San Jose. Costa Rica) and "judged and condemned" the Guatemalan government on 
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charges of g r o s  violations of human rights cn bot11 occasions. Of course. this was a 
-'tribunal" only in rnetaphorical terms. The "tribunal" was originally organized on 24 
June 1979 and was modeled afier the International Military Tribunal of Nuremberg and 
considered itself the successor of the Bertrand Russell Tribunal on Latin America (part 
of the Russell Tnbunals on Vietnam. Latin Arnerican. the "Berufsverbot" in West 
Germany. the indigenous peoples of the Amerkas. and the Delgado Tribuna1 on crimes 
committed by the military dictatorship in Portugal during the Salazar and Caetano 
reginles (Jonas. McCaughan. and Sutherland Martinez 1984: 1). The Permanent 
Peoples Tribunal's three-da- session on Guatemala was organized in response to a 
petition filed by the Guatemalan Hurnan Rights Commission (CDHG). The person who 
acted as "prosecutor" on that occasion \vas Guaternalan socio~ogist Edelberto Torres- 
Rivas u-ith contributions from GuilIermo Toriello Garrïdo (revolutionary intellectual 
and Foreign Minister during the Presidency of  Col. Arbenz Guzn-ikn in 1950- 1954). 
Rafael Piedrasanta Arandi. Miguel Angel Reyes illcscas (lavqer). and R a d  Molina 
Mejia. The testimony on behalf of the trade union movement was given by Miguel 
Angel Albizures and Israel Marquez: the presentation on the army kvas given by 
Gabriel Aguilera Peralta with testimonies by Eliris Barahona and Pedro Luis Ruiz: the 
presentation on human rights was givsn by Marco Antonio Sagastume Lvith testimonies 
by Guillerrno Morales Pérez (Indian farmer). Regina Hernandez (from the Guaternalan 
Coinmittee for Justice and Peace). Carolina \.an den Heuvel (dsputy from the European 
Parliament), Philippe Tesier (a rnagistrate). Harald Edelstanl (former Swedish 
Ambassador to Guatemala). and Juan VeIazquez Jiménez (Indian farmer and 
mineu-orker): the presentation on Indians and their cultures \vas given by Arturo Anas 
and Ricardo Falla with testimonies from Rigoberta Menchu. Gabriel Isnlata (Indian 
farnler and catechist). Juan José Mendoza (Indian cornmunity leader). Mifuel Morales 
Ordofiez (Tndian fariner). and Pablo Ceto (Indian farrner): the presentation on 
Cl-iristians and the Churcli \vas given b!- Julia Esquivel witli testirnonies by José Efrain 
Rosales (Indian farmer and "Delegate of the Wordb-). Cannelita Santos (Indian 
catechist). and Irma Consuelo de Azn-iitia (religious worker): the presentation on 
intellectuals n-as given by Manuel José Arce (uriter). Rolando Castillo Montalvo 
(Former Dem, San Carlos University medical school). Sandra Judith de h4edina (fi-orn 
the b'omen-s Institute of Higlier Education). and Luis Felipe Irias (fom-ier General 
Secrstar). of the San Carlos Universiî>. Studeiits Association -AEU-): the presentation 
on US. complicity kvas gi\-en by Susanne Jonas and Jenny Pearce: and the presentation 
on international law and Guatemala was given by Fernando Marino Menéndez (Jonas. 
McCaughan. and Sutherland Martinez. 1984). Members of the Tribunal's "Honor 
Cornmittee" on Guatemala included Alfonso Bauer Paz. Luis Cardoza y ,Aragon. 
Ernesto Carnpuano, Ana de Argueta (widocv of  Pvlanuel Colom Argueta), Shirley de 
Fuentes (n-ido\v of  Aiberto Fuentes Mohr). Manuel Galich, Carlos Gallardo- Juan 
Gerardi Conedera, and Carlos Paz Tejada. 

Rawls also provides an ideal typical list of these goods that contains the foIlouving 
items: *-a) basic rights and liberties. also given by a list: b) freedom of movement and 
free cboice of occupation açainst a background of diverse opportunities: c) powers and 
prerogatives of offices and positions of responsibil ity in the political and econornic 
institutions of the basic structure: d) income and wealth: and finally. e)  the socid bases 
of self-respect-' (Rawls, 1 993 : 1 8 1 ). 



Sen's critique of Rawl's theory ofjustice is fairly cornpiex and, unfortunately. 1 have no 
time to present his arguments here. It is important to note. however. that Rawls himself 
has acknowledged that Sen's concerns are. as he writes. "forcefully stated" and "surely 
right" (Rawls. 1993: 183: 1999: 456). For an overview of Rawls' ideas by Habermas. 
see the latter's most recent comprehensive statement on the relationsliip between "facts 
and noms" (Habermas. 1996: 56-66). Fernando Vallespin has w-itten an excellent 
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--introduction?' to Rawls' ideas and Habermas' kindred criticisms of thern in his preface 
to the Spanish edition of a collection of position papers by these philosophers on the 
question of '-political liberaiism" (Habermas and R a n k  1998: 9-37). 

Notes to Chapter 5 

' This chapter is a revised and updated version of a paper that tliat was publislied in Nonh 
and Simmons (eds.) (1999). This chapter was originally delivered as a paper in Spanish 
at the Conference on Refugee. Pom-er, and Transformation in Guatemala, York 
University. Toronto. 12-14 October, 1995.1 would like to thank Professor Liisa hrorth 
for translating the original paper for inclusion in the above-mentioned publication. 

' The ASC was formally tlie result of the Framework Accord signed betu-een the 
Governnient of Guatemala and the URNG guerrilIas in Januay of 1994. Hou-ever. as I 
attempt to show in this chapter. al1 of the particular 'sectors' that eventually coinposed 
the ASC were formed during the Oslo procsss of discussions between the guerrillas and 
various sectors of Guatemalan civilian societl-. These discussions preceded the bilateral 
negotiations between the government and the guerrillas initiated in 199 1 . 

American anthropologist Ka- B. Warren has developed a very suggestive critique of 
what slie calls "the popular mode1 for grassroots organizing" in Guatemala. By this she 
means several things. For the past t\venty years. she argues. --the mo\.ernent of 
oppositional politics froni the class-antagonism paradigm -the strugglt: of labor versus 
capital that informed the insurgencj. and the diverse leftist movements with their o\vn 
histories of organizing specific sectors of the population in Guatemala- toward a more 
fieterogeneous politics of social movements l m  been complicated by nridespread 
intolerance of Indigenous acti\.ism and its distinctive political agenda" (Warren. 1998: 
1 G6). According to Warren. the 199 1 Segundo Encuentro Continental de Resistencia 
Indigena. Negra y Popular (Second Continental Encounter of Indigenous. Black. and 
Popdar Resistance) held in Guatemala's' city of Quetzaltenango "was an esample of 
the assertion by the Latin American popzch- Left that diverse social movements 
(including class-based. Indigenous, Afro-Latin American. women's. and human rights) 
could be successfully encompassed by the reigning poptrlar paradigm that called for the 
grassroo ts organization of the masses by sectors. Tl-irough its leadership and working 
docuiilents. the international congress argued for a unified theory of oppression. tlie 
continued relevance of class as the master inequity. and the capitalist world in the guise 
of Western neoliberalism as the prime engine of oppression. Some Indigenous 
participants. ho\vever. found persona1 and political dileminas in this framing of social 
conflict" (Warren, 1 998: 1 67). As some h4ayan leaders shared witli Warren, tliey '-ilad 
been invited [to the encounter] as observers only at the last minute and foound 
theniselves mar~inalized by the rigid structure of the meetings, \vhich allowed onl' two 



official representatives. Newrtheless. around the edges of the official program. Pan- 
Mayanists met privately \hith Indigenous representatives from other countries. and. 
afier the congress, some went out of town for an hdigenous retreat. closed to odiersm- 
(Warren. 1998: 168). "Skeptics of the congress -wites Warren- suggested that the 
popzrlrri- lefi included the word "Indigenous' in the conference title and documentation 
largely for pragniatic reasons -that is. to tap into the anti-quincentenar). fenor 
throughout the Amerkas in order to reassert their viability ofpoprrk~r- movements afier 
the cold war. Althoughpopzdcz~ politics may need renewed support elsewliere in Latin 
America. in Guatemala activism has been diverse, successful. and championed by the 
international solidarîty community in tlie face of continued repression in the 1980s and 
1990s" (Warren. 1998: 168). The Spaniard graduate students (for the moment based in 
Mexico) and researchers of the Guatemalan office of the Latin American Faculty of 
Social Sciences. Santiago Bastos and Manuela Camus. have written an insightfûl 
Iiistory and analysis of Mayan groups in the contest of the peace process (1 996 and 
1995). They reveal the interna1 dynamic of constitution of these groups. their ceaseless 
challenge of both the --popular paradigm of grassroots organizing" and tlieir critique of 
the secretive. exclusionq. and elite character of the peace negotiations. But their 
findings also reveal tliat the greatest resistance to the -'popular paradigni of grassroots 
organizing" cornes rnostly from tlie nationalist wing of the Pan-Mayan moveinent (led 
by a relati\tely sinal1 number of intellectuals) and that within tlie larger number of 
grassroots Mayan organizatioiis one finds a larger spectrum of loyalries. synlpatliies. 
and positions than those ailou-ed bl- the Pan-Mayan nationalist discourse. 

4 The short name for tliis Sfatmieiit is Pi-orzzri7cirri~tienro de /os secrores civiles. Tlie 
statemrnt Kas signed by UASP. IDESAC FENATRAN. ESFRA. CTC. AEU, 
FENASTEG. STEG. CONAVIGUA. CEEM. CONDEG. CCPP. UTQ. COKCXD. 
CLIC. MJCVP. CPR Isciin. CCDA. CPR Sierra. Asociacion de -4~riculture.s. 
FESTRAS. Vendedores Anlbulantes. LWSITIUGUA. Majmvii Q'ij. CERJ. MOVAN. 
Programa I ro. de mayo. and tlie Frente Indigena Nacional. 

Tliere are reports stating tliat one week before the self-coup. -Manuel Conde Orellana. 
head of tlie government delegation to the peace talks. stated that -the zovcrnment \vas 
coing to seek the milita- defear of tlie URNG because President Serrano could not 
Concede any more*.. (Palencia Prado. 1996: 17). 

6 The work of Tania Palencia Prado. to which 1 have referred to on several occasions. is 
one aniong an estended series of interpretations of the process in ternis of a --crisis of 
governability-' (Palencia Prado. 19%: 16). Victor GaIvez Borreil has written perhaps 
the most polislied work so far by a Guaternalan on tliis question (Galvez Borrell. 1995). 

7 INCEP (Central American Institrite of Political Studies) in  Guatemala lias publislied a 
fairly coinpiete c1ironoiog)- of events and docurnenrary history of this crisis (INCEP. 
1993). 

S It is also important to point out rhat virtually al1 leaders of riglit-u-ing political parties. 
from former Gen. Rios Montt (Guatemalan Republican Front) to AIvaro Arzu (National 
Advancement Party). called on Serrano Elias to back off and respect the decision of tlie 
Constitutional Court. 

'1 Tlie INC \\:as first composed of CACIF. Business Clianiber. Social Democratic Party. 
National Advancement Party. Christian Deniocratic Party. National Centrist Union. 



Guatemalan Republican Front. the Caucus for Change pancada del Cambio]. the 
National Unitary Council of Workers (CNUT). the Guatemalan Confederation of Co- 
operative Federations, the Multiparty of Social Sectors wultipartita del Sector Social]. 
and San Carlos University of Guatemala. 

to Miguel Angel Sandoval has witten an estremely suggestive reflection on n-liat he calls 

"a precarious peace" and '-an unfinished peace process" a f e r  1996 (Sandoval. 2000). 

Notes to Appendix 

I AI1 citations from the specific agreements to which this chapter refers are dran-n directly 
from the tests of those agfeements; they have been printed in a varier? of sources. such 
as Inforpress Centroamencana (1995). The various steps in the negotiation process are 
discussed in IRIPAZ (1 99 1 ). Aguilera Peralta (1 994; 1995b). and Aguilera Peralta and 
Ponciano (1994). UN mediation is discussed in L.A. Padilla ( 1  995) and one 
evaluation of the situation c m  be found in MINUGUA (1 993). 

' The Accord on the Rights and Identity of Indigenous Peoples was sigiied 3 1 March 
1995. The subsequent agreements signed were the Accord on Socio-econoniic Aspects 
and the Agrarian Situation (6 May 1996): the Accord on Strengthening Civil Power and 
the Role of the Army in a Democratic Society (19 September 199G): the Definitive 
Cease-Fire -4ccord (6 December 1996): the Accord on Constitutional and Elecioral 
Systems Refonn (7 December 199G): the Accord on tlie Incorporatioii of the URNG 
into Societ). (1 2 December 1996): the Passage of the Law of National Reconciliation 
(1 8 December 1996): and the Accord on a Firm and Lasting Peacc (19 Drceniber 
1996). (Note added by the editors.) For more details. see chronology of the peace 
process above. 

-' For an early critical perspective on the FDNG. a perspective that reveals certain 
autlioritarian tendencies nithin il. see Fundacion Myrna Mack (1  995). 

'' Spence. Dye. et. al.. point out that the --dismissal of a defense minister oIVer a huilian 
riglits case \vas unprecedented'* (Spence. Dl-e. et. al .. 1 998: 24). 

' The CTi.iliui7 Accod has been riglitly called Wie cornerstone of tlie GuateiuaIan peace 
process-' (Spence. Dye. et. al.. 1998: 22). 

6 For a full discussion of this case. see Spence. Dye. et al (1 998: 25-27). 




